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AGENDA
TUESDAY, JULY 27, 2021
5:00 PM SPECIAL CITY COUNCIL MEETING
On March 17, 2020, the Governor issued Executive Order N-29-20 suspending certain provisions of the Ralph M. Brown
Act in order to allow for local legislative bodies to conduct their meetings completely telephonically or by other electronic
means. On June 11, 2021, the Governor subsequently issued Executive Order N-08-21 essentially maintaining the
suspension of certain provisions of the Brown Act to continue to allow for local legislative bodies to conduct their meetings
completely telephonically or by other electronic means through September 30, 2021. As such, the Council Chambers will
not be open to the public for this Town of Hillsborough Special City Council meeting.
The Town of Hillsborough will be conducting the City Council meeting via Zoom which is an independent platform not
owned or controlled by the Town. Any member of the public joining the City Council meeting by Zoom should familiarize
themselves with Zoom’s various data and privacy policies which can be found at Zoom.us.
Members of the public may view the meeting by logging onto the Zoom meeting listed below.
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/83077732009?pwd=ajhFM3VNaU1GdWZBVFBuMDBZNHV4UT09
Meeting ID: 830 7773 2009
Passcode: 438214
Dial by your location
+1 669 900 9128 US (San Jose)
+1 720 707 2699 US (Denver)
+1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
+1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)
+1 646 558 8656 US (New York)
+1 301 715 8592 US (Washington DC)
+1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
Meeting ID: 830 7773 2009
Passcode: 438214
Find your local number: https://us06web.zoom.us/u/kd8iPW5svm
Members of the public may provide public comments via the Zoom platform by using the “raise hand” feature or, if calling
in by phone, by pressing *9 on the telephone keypad. If a member of the public wants to provide public comment on a
consent calendar item, agenda item, or non-agenda item during the general public comment portion, they shall request to
speak by using the “raise hand” feature on Zoom or, if calling in by phone, by pressing *9 on the telephone keypad prior
to the consent calendar being heard, or prior to the close of the public comment period for agenda items or non-agenda
items. In response, the Town will unmute the speaker and allow them to speak up to three minutes. All members of the
public will be limited to one comment per consent calendar item, one comment per agenda item, and one comment for
non-agenda items. The Town encourages all members of the public to limit any comments that might be repetitive of
comments provided by other speakers on the same item.

I.

CALL TO ORDER

II.

ROLL CALL
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III.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

IV.

PUBLIC COMMENT I:

V.

ANNOUNCEMENT OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST

VI.

PUBLIC HEARING:

This portion of the meeting is reserved for persons wishing to address the City Council on any matter not on the agenda.
Members of the public may provide comments via the Zoom platform by using the “raise hand” feature or, if calling in by
phone, by pressing *9 on the telephone keypad. In response, the Town will unmute the speaker and allow them to speak on
any topic for up to three minutes. If there appears to be a large number of speakers, speaking time may be reduced to no less
than 2 minutes, at the discretion of the Mayor. Members of the public are limited to one comment at this time. State law
prohibits the Council from discussing or acting on non-agenda items, and generally limits the ability of the Council to respond
to any public comments made regarding non-agenda items.

This portion of the agenda is for Councilmembers to disclose any conflict of interest related to the item on the agenda. Any
Councilmember who has confirmed a conflict of interest or has reason to believe they have a conflict of interest should
disclose the conflict for the record and abide by the disqualification requirements contained in FPPC regulations.

1.

OPEN THE CONTINUED PUBLIC HEARING ON CROWN CASTLE APPLICATION H27
FOR PLACEMENT OF A WIRELESS COMMUNICATION FACILITY (WCF) ON TOWNOWNED PROPERTY, TO NOW CONSIDER AND ADOPT THE DECISION
RESOLUTION ON THIS WCF APPLICATION PURSUANT TO CEQA
DETERMINATIONS - CONTINUED FROM JUNE 28, 2021

VII.

PUBLIC COMMENT II:

VIII.

ADJOURNMENT

This portion of the meeting is reserved for persons wishing to address the City Council on any matter not on the agenda.
Members of the public may provide comments via the Zoom platform by using the “raise hand” feature or, if calling in by
phone, by pressing *9 on the telephone keypad. In response, the Town will unmute the speaker and allow them to speak on
any topic for up to three minutes. If there appears to be a large number of speakers, speaking time may be reduced to no less
than 2 minutes, at the discretion of the Mayor. Members of the public are limited to one comment at this time. State law
prohibits the Council from discussing or acting on non-agenda items, and generally limits the ability of the Council to respond
to any public comments made regarding non-agenda items.

SPECIAL ACCOMMODATIONS:

If you need a disability-related modification or accommodation, including auxiliary aids or services, to participate in the City Council
meeting, or if you need an agenda in an alternate form, please contact the City Clerk’s Office at 375-7421 at least 24 hours before the
scheduled City Council meeting.

ADDRESSING THE CITY COUNCIL:

Members of the public may provide written comments to the City Council regarding any item on the agenda up to two hours before the
meeting to lnatusch@hillsborough.net or by mail/in person at 1600 Floribunda Avenue, Hillsborough, CA 94010. Any writings or
documents provided to a majority of the City Council regarding any item on this agenda prior to the deadline, except as exempt from
public disclosure under applicable law, will be available for public inspection on the Town website, and in the City Clerk’s Office at 1600
Floribunda Avenue, Hillsborough, CA 94010, during regular business hours.

AUDIO / VISUAL ADVISORY:

Those persons who wish to use PowerPoint or other mediums when presenting to the City Council will be required to submit media
items to the City Clerk by 12:00 p.m. on the day of the meeting. Media items can be emailed to lnatusch@hillsborough.net.

AUDIO OR VIDEO RECORDINGS:

Please be advised that under the Brown Act, any person has the right to record the City Council meeting, including the audience in
attendance, using an audio or video recording device subject to certain exceptions. Please be aware that by attending a City Council
meeting, you may be audio or video recorded.
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PUBLIC HEARING
CITY COUNCIL MEETING
JULY 27, 2021

AGENDA STAFF REPORT
ITEM SUBJECT: OPEN THE CONTINUED PUBLIC HEARING ON CROWN CASTLE
APPLICATION H27 FOR PLACEMENT OF A WIRELESS COMMUNICATION FACILITY (WCF)
ON TOWN-OWNED PROPERTY, TO NOW CONSIDER AND ADOPT THE DECISION
RESOLUTION ON THIS WCF APPLICATION PURSUANT TO CEQA DETERMINATIONS CONTINUED FROM JUNE 28, 2021
SUMMARY: This is the final public hearing related to any of Crown Castle’s 13 wireless
communications facility (WCF) applications which were submitted by Crown Castle on March 23,
2021 under the terms of an approved settlement of litigation related to the denial of applications
submitted by Crown Castle in 2017. Under the settlement, the final decision on the 13 applications
was required to be made on or before July 2, 2021. However, at the public hearing on June 28,
2021, with Crown Castle’s consent to extend the time for action on one application (H27) by
approximately 30 days, the City Council continued the hearing on H27. For H27, Crown Castle’s
application had proposed the installation of a WCF on a new 55 ft wood pole on the Town-owned
water tank site on Marlborough Road. The purpose of the continuance was to allow for Town staff
and Crown Castle to investigate the viability of alternatives to the proposed new wood pole,
including (1) a steel pole design in the same location; (2) placement on the existing lattice tower on
the site; (3) placement elsewhere on the water tank property; (4) installation of a new steel
integrated pole in the public right-of-way in front of the water tank site; (5) installation of a new
steel integrated pole on an island in the public right-of-way near Black Mountain and ; and (6)
installation on existing wood poles at various locations elsewhere in the public right-of-way. On
June 28th, the City Council also adopted a resolution which found all 13 WCF applications to be
complete (including H27) and approved the 12 WCF applications (other than H27) subject to
conditions.
At this hearing, the Council is now being asked to:
1. Open the continued public hearing from June 28, 2021 on the merits of Crown Castle’s
application for a WCF on Town-owned property (H27), to now consider additional
alternatives.
2. If the public hearing cannot be completed this evening, the Council should continue the
hearing to a date certain that is no later than August 2, 2021 to comply with the deadline
for action in the settlement agreement as extended with Crown Castle’s consent.
3. Once all comments on the alternatives for H27 have been received, Council should close
the public hearing on this application, and consider and adopt a decision resolution on WCF
application H27.
BACKGROUND:
1. Processing Application H27
-1-
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The application for H27 is one of 13 WCF applications that the Town of Hillsborough received from
Crown Castle on March 23, 2021. The proposed WCFs would be used by Verizon Wireless. The
applications were submitted pursuant to the approved settlement agreement that the Town entered
into on June 8, 2020 that related to Crown Castle’s lawsuit contesting the Town’s 2018 denial of 16
WCF applications. The Town would also be under an obligation to consider the applications under
FCC regulations, even if there were no settlement agreement.
The steps taken to process WCF application H27 are detailed in prior staff reports attached as
Attachment 1. Supplemental materials related to the hearings are available at
https://www.hillsborough.net/528/Videos-Public-Comment-and-Supplemental-M.
In summary, H27 and two other applications for WCFs also proposed to be located on Townowned property (H02 and H12) were grouped together for public hearing purposes. The merits of
the three applications were first considered on June 12, 2021. At the end of that hearing, the City
Council gave preliminary direction to staff to prepare a resolution approving H02 and H12 with
conditions as well as the attendant license agreements to be presented for Council’s consideration
on June 28, 2021, but continued the hearing on H27 to June 28, 2021 without providing direction
as to approval or denial.
On June 28, 2021, the City Council adopted a resolution (1) finding all 13 WCF applications to be
complete, including H27; (2) approving the other two locations on Town-owned property (H02 and
H12) as well as the attendant license agreements, and (3) approving Crown Castle’s 10
applications for WCFs on public right-of-way sites. However, Council continued the hearing on the
merits of H27 and the attendant license agreement a second time, with Crown Castle’s
concurrence, in order for Town staff and Crown Castle to consider additional alternatives.
On July 9, 2021, the Town mailed notices of the continued hearing date for H27 to owners and
occupants of real property within five hundred feet of three viable alternative WCF locations for
H27 pursuant to HMC Sections 15.32.060(B) and 1.20.010, and published the notice in San Mateo
Daily Journal newspaper.
2. The WCF Application for H27 and Alternatives Considered
Crown Castle and Town Staff have considered four alternatives to be viable. Three are on the
water tank site itself and one is in the public right-of-way in front of the water tank site.
Crown Castle and Town Staff considered and rejected as not viable, other alternatives on the
water tank site and in the public right-of-way.
Viable Alternatives on Town-Owned Property
Three alternatives were considered viable for H27 on this Town-owned Marlborough water tank
site.
i) Wood Pole Proposal (H27m3):
In Crown Castle’s application, H27m3 (Marlborough Rd) was proposed to be placed on a new
wood pole on the Town-owned water tank site on Marlborough Road. The pole would have a
height of 47 ft 6 in above ground level. The radome was proposed to be placed pole top increasing
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the overall height to 55 feet. The pole top WCF was proposed to be located adjacent to two
existing Town-owed lattice towers near the pump house on this water tank site, one that is 38 feet
above ground level and the other that is 60 feet 6 inches above ground level. The taller of the two
lattice towers currently hosts the Town’s SCADA equipment and public safety communications. To
provide Crown Castle with direct access from the public right-of-way to the WCF separate from the
Town’s access, a new gated and chain link fenced 4-foot wide “L” shaped access path were
proposed to be constructed along the lot line and existing fence separating the water tank property
from 1635 Marlborough and then running perpendicular toward the WCF which will be contained
within this newly fenced-in access area adjacent to the pump house. Town staff would continue to
access the remainder of the water tank site through a separate existing gate.
ii) Steel Pole Alternative:
This alternative would be at the same location as H27m3 discussed above, but would use a steel
pole design rather than the wood pole initially proposed. The overall height would remain at 55
feet. Using a steel pole would allow for a cleaner design with cabling placed inside the pole and
equipment in a cabinet on the ground. Crown Castle’s technical analysis and preparation of
renderings was not complete at the time of writing of this report but will be made public as soon as
it is provided to the Town.
iii) 60 Ft 6 In Existing Lattice Tower Alternative:
As noted earlier, the taller of the two lattice towers on this water tank site is 60 feet 6 inches tall
and currently hosts the Town’s SCADA equipment and public safety communications. Crown
Castle had preliminarily evaluated using this existing lattice tower and presented summary
information on its potential use at the June 28th hearing. At the direction of the Council, Town
Staff, the Town’s engineering consultant, CTC, and Crown Castle undertook a more detailed
evaluation of whether Crown Castle’s WCF could be placed on this existing lattice tower.
Preliminary analysis determined placement would not require replacement of the tower, or an
increase in its height. The placement would also involve a ground cabinets. Crown Castle’s
technical analysis and preparation of renderings was not complete at the time of writing of this
report but will be made public as soon as it is provided to the Town.
Staff’s Analysis of the Three Town-Owned Property Alternatives Under the HMC:
Hillsborough Municipal Code (HMC) Section 15.32.030 states that WCFs are a “permitted use”,
subject to compliance with Chapter 15.32 and other applicable provisions of the HMC and other
law. Chapter 15.32 does require that all WCFs obtain a permit including those proposed to be
located on public property.
While not a requirement but rather a list of preferences, Staff notes that a WCF on public property
is the highest preference location in the Town’s list of locations in HMC Section 15.32.070(C).
HMC Section 15.32.070(D) requires the city council to adopt design and development standards
consistent with that Section. Town Policy No. 19-01 (Policy) establishes the design and location
criteria used to evaluate proposed facilities in the public rights-of-way and private land (See Policy,
Section A). That Policy does not apply to WCFs proposed on Town-owned property and the City
Council has not adopted any other applicable standards for WCFs on Town-owned property. In this
situation, Staff provided an assessment of the WCF permit request for the site by focusing on the
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design, location and safety factors listed in HMC Section 15.32.080(C)(1), (4), (5), and (9) that may
be considered in granting an approval.
Staff’s assessment of the wood pole proposal was provided as Attachment 2 to the June 17, 2021
Staff Report which report can be found in Attachment 1 to this Staff Report. Staff’s assessment of
the steel pole and lattice tower alternatives are in Attachment 2.
In summary, Staff’s analysis of these factors did not identify any noncompliance concerns with any
of the proposed Town-owned property alternatives for this WCF. However, it is notable that the
steel pole would have a cleaner look than the utility pole, and the use of the existing lattice tower
would minimize the addition of new facilities to the property and be the most consistent with the
overarching intent of Chapter 15.32 to encourage installation of WCFs at locations where such
facilities already exist.
Town-Owned Property Alternatives Considered and Determined Not to be Viable:
Placement of the WCF elsewhere on the water tank site was evaluated and determined not to be
viable due to the limited size of the property, and the need for access to maintain the water tanks.
Viable Alternative in Public Right-of-Way
Steel Pole in Public Right-of-Way in Front of Water Tank Site (H27m6 (ASA 1)):
Only one public right-of-way location was determined to be viable by both Crown Castle and Staff.
In its presentation at the June 17, 2021 hearing on Town-owned property sites, Crown Castle first
proposed this alternative, identified as H27m6 (ASA 1) for a steel pole in the public right-of-way.
However, no detail as to the design or height was presented. At the direction of the Council at the
June 28th hearing, Town Staff, the Town’s engineering consultant, CTC, and Crown Castle
evaluated this alternative, including proposed design and impact on network coverage. Crown
Castle indicated that the proposed design would be the same as that approved by the City Council
on June 28th for 8 other steel poles in the public right-of-way. That design looks like a streetlight,
consisting of a new integrated steel pole that has a radome at the top and an octagonal-shape
base at the bottom. The integrated steel pole is 32 feet tall. The radome at the top portion is 7 feet
6 inches and 14.7 inches in diameter. The pole is 8 5/8 inches in diameter in the midsection and
the octagonal base is 3 feet wide (including venting), approximately 15 inches on each side, and
48 inches tall. The entire pole will be painted green. The volume of the base is approximately 30
cubic feet. The radome will house a 6-port canister antenna. The octagonal base will house a 4449
radio (700 MHz) and a 4445 radio (1900 MHz/2100 MHz) as well as two power supply units and an
RF disconnect box that allows the site to be de-energized when needed. The facility also includes
a separate ground-mounted PG&E meter pedestal which is also proposed to be painted green.
The cumulative aboveground volume of the PG&E meter pedestal is approximately 2.75 cu. ft.
Staff’s Analysis of this Integrated Steel Pole in Public Right-of-Way Alternative Under the HMC:
Hillsborough Municipal Code (HMC) Section 15.32.030 states that WCFs are a “permitted use”,
subject to compliance with Chapter 15.32 and other applicable provisions of the HMC and other
law. Town Policy No. 19-01 (Policy) establishes the design and location criteria the City Council
must use to evaluate the proposed facilities in the public rights-of-way. The Policy and Chapter
15.32 and specify in what circumstances a WCF may deviate from those standards. Staff has
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evaluated this alternative against the location standards in the HMC Chapter 15.32, and the design
and location standards in the Policy. The result of the analysis is in Attachment 3. In summary,
Staff determined that this alternative will comply with all of the applicable standards in the HMC
and the Policy except the following:
Like other sites approved for use of this same integrated steel pole design, the design does not
comply with:
•
•
•
•

Policy, C3: The base enclosure exceeds the 24 inch limit for width.
Policy, E7: To the extent that it applies (that is, if an exception is not warranted under C.3 or
G.4) the accessory equipment installed aboveground cumulatively exceeds nine cubic feet
in volume.
Policy, E9: The WCF proposes to use a separate ground-mounted electric meter pedestal.
Policy, G4: Similar to C3, the equipment shroud at the base of the pole exceeds 24 inches
wide on any side.

While not a requirement but rather a list of preferences, Staff notes that a new concealed WCF in
the public rights-of-way is the lowest preference location in the Town’s list of locations in HMC
15.32.070(C) and as noted above, there is public property in the area (Marlborough water tank
site) which the Town may wish to make available.
Public Right-of-Way Alternatives Considered and Determined Not to be Viable:
Placement of the WCF on various other public right-of way locations was evaluated and
determined either not to be viable or in some instances was viable from Crown Castle’s
perspective but was rejected by Town Staff due to obvious undesirable aesthetic impacts:
• Crown Castle’s alternative using an existing utility pole near 1625 Marlborough (identified as
H27m7 (ASA 2) in Crown Castle’s June 17 and 28 presentations) was determined to be
likely viable as a pole-top installation but not a side-arm mount. Staff rejected because the
aesthetic impacts would be significant.
• Crown Castle’s alternative using an existing utility pole near 1615 Marlborough and
Avondale (identified as H27m8 (ASA 3) in Crown Castle’s June 17 and 28 presentations)
was determined to be likely viable as a pole-top installation but not a side-arm mount. Staff
rejected because the aesthetic impacts would be significant.
• Installation of a new steel integrated pole on an island in the public right-of-way near Black
Mountain and Marlborough was determined not to be viable due to aboveground power
lines and inability to meet horizontal or vertical clearances.
• Installation of a pole in the public right-of-way at Black Mountain and Wedgewood and was
determined not to be viable due to the location being private land (utility easement), lack of
space, aboveground power lines and other utility conflicts.
• Installation of a new steel integrated pole in the public right-of-way on Darrell Road was
determined not to be viable from an RF perspective due to low elevation and dense
surrounding foliage.
3. Crown Castle’s Effective Prohibition Claim
Crown Castle has argued with respect to all of its applications that any denial would result in an
effective prohibition of service. Here, Crown Castle submitted an application for a Town-owned
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property site and, for the reasons explained in the June 17 staff report, for the applications on
Town-owned property, the City Attorney’s office disagrees that a denial could be considered an
effective prohibition of service just because the Town refused to license property to Crown Castle.
However, as noted in the June 17 Staff Report, although the City Council will not have to make
determinations as to whether denial of the proposed locations on Town-owned property would
prohibit or have the effect of prohibiting the provision of personal wireless services within the
meaning of 47 U.S.C. section 332(c)(7), it should be anticipated that if Town-owned property sites
are denied, and subject to limitations on the locations for future applications in the Settlement
Agreement, Crown Castle may seek future locations in the public rights-of-way that would be
subject to effective prohibition claims.
Given that City Council directed Crown Castle to consider locations in the public rights-of-way as
alternatives to its H27m3 proposal for a WCF on Town-owned property, the public right-of-way
alternatives are tantamount to future applications. Thus, if the Council declines to make its own
property available, while that denial as potential landlord would not, standing alone be considered
an effective prohibition of service, the denial of a viable alternative in the public right-of-way in this
circumstance may give rise to an effective prohibition claim.
The integrated steel pole proposed as alternative H27m6 (ASA 1) is identified as a viable
alternative but it does not comply with the design standards in the Policy as discussed above. As
noted in prior staff reports, as a general matter, the failure to comply with the design standards
would justify denial of the integrated steel pole design, except where an exception may be granted
consistent with the Code and the design standards. However, HMC Chapter 15.32, HMC
15.32.010(D)(2), 15.32.080(C)(2), and 15.32.080(E) all contemplate that applications may be
approved where the applicant shows that denial of the application would result in an effective
prohibition of service, or is otherwise preempted by state or federal law.
For these reasons, if the City Council determines that it is not willing to make the water tank site
property available, it should also make a determination as to whether or not it should grant
exceptions to avoid an effective prohibition claim and approve H27m6 (ASA 1).
In evaluating H27m6 (ASA 1) for an effective prohibition claim, it is notable that the record shows:
• H27 was one of five of the facilities (H07, H12, H21, H27, and H30), where CTC was unable
to conclude that Crown Castle has met its burden of showing there is a service “gap” that
requires approval of the applications. This assessment was based on the existing
application materials and may change if the applicant were to provide more information to
support its claim that there is a service “gap” that requires approval of the applications
(which could be dropped calls, failures to connect, or other information).
Further, in the decision resolution adopted on June 28, 2021, the City Council made the following
determinations with respect to service gaps:
• Council agreed with CTC that, standing alone, more information should have been provided
to support the “significant gap” showing, or, to the extent it is different, the “materially inhibit”
test. However, the Council also found that in this case, and in the absence of other
information from the applicant, the testimony of the public does indicate that the gaps in
service are significant with respect to H07, H21 and H30 at least when the network is
viewed as a whole.
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Council did not make a determination as to whether gaps in service are significant with respect to
the proposed location for H27. Such a determination would need to be made for the public right-ofway location based on the decision record.
In the decision resolution adopted on June 28, 2021, the City Council made the following
determinations with respect to the integrated steel pole design:
• Council found that with respect to the 8 proposed steel poles and noncompliance with Policy
C3 (base enclosure size limit) and Policy G4, while a smaller base might be possible it
would either require adding active cooling elements that would generate noise in violation of
HMC, or require the use of smaller radios and antennas which would increase the number
of required facilities by at least 1.5 times. Thus, it found that approving the larger bases that
allow for passive cooling would be more consistent with the design standards and the
Town’s Municipal Code, and will minimize the visual and physical effects of the wireless
communications facilities.
• Council found that with respect to noncompliance with Policy E7, to the extent it applies, the
same rationale above justified the exception for the steel poles.
• Council found that with respect to Policy E9, Crown Castle submitted information showing
that the meter required by the design standards cannot, based on current PG&E
requirements, be placed in the integrated base or otherwise mounted unobtrusively on the
proposed structures, and, the design standards do not appear to be technically feasible at
this time. However, Council included a mandatory condition on its approvals that Crown
Castle replace the free-standing meter with a different meter should PG&E policies change.
4. Draft Resolutions
Because Staff has not been provided direction on the decision resolution for H27, Staff has
included three alternative resolutions: 1) approval of a WCF alternative on Town-owned property
(Attachment 4); 2) approval of the public right-of-way alternative (Attachment 6); and 3) denial of
the WCF application for H27 (Attachment 7).
5. Communications License Agreement
If the Council chooses to approve the WCF on Town-owned property, the City Council will also be
asked to approve the attendant communications facility license agreement which sets forth the
basic terms of conditions related to the use of the Town property for the WCF. At the June 28,
2021 public hearing the Council’s decision resolution included approval of a license agreement to
proffer Crown Castle for WCF locations H02 and H12. The proposed agreement for H27 is the
same as the one approved by the City Council on June 28 and is available in Attachment 5. Some
additional modifications may be required depending on which alternative on Town-owned property
is approved. As with the agreements for H02 and H12, the decision resolution would authorize the
City Manager to sign that agreement in substantially the form attached and authority would be
delegated to the City Manager to negotiate and finalize the Communications License Agreement
for this site should Crown Castle be unwilling to accept the agreement as proffered.
6. Required Actions by the Council
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After hearing and considering all of the evidence presented in all of the hearings on H27 and the
final public hearing, the Council will be asked to deliberate and adopt one of the three draft
resolutions in Attachments 4, 6 and 7 as it may be modified by the Council.
FISCAL IMPACT: The Town is anticipated to spend costs in processing the applications for which
a deposit amount from Crown Castle has been collected. If any license agreement is approved, it
will generate some revenues to the Town for use of Town-owned property, and depending on the
amounts, may have potential effects on existing rents, as discussed in the staff report for the June
17 hearing on Town-owned property applications.
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES:
Denial: If the City Council adopts a resolution denying H27 application, no CEQA analysis is
required. Because CEQA applies only to projects undertaken, supported, or authorized by a public
agency, if the City Council denies any of the applications, they are not subject to CEQA. (Public
Resources Code §21080(b)(5); CEQA Guidelines §15270).
If the City Council adopts a resolution approving H27, the CEQA analysis for the approval would
be as follows:
For Town-Owned Property Approval: Crown Castle’s proposed wireless facility, with its attendant
license agreement, has been assessed in accordance with the authority and criteria contained in
the California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”), and the State and local CEQA Guidelines. The
Town, acting as Lead Agency, has determined the proposed wireless facility with its attendant
license agreement, is categorically exempt from further environmental review pursuant to CEQA
Guidelines section 15303(e), New Construction or Conversion of Small Structures.
For the Steel Pole in Public Right-of-Way Approval: Per Crown Castle’s Certificate of Public
Convenience and Necessity, (U-6190, CPUC Decision 99-06-083, June 24, 1999), Crown Castle’s
proposed WCF on a new steel pole in the right-of-way is subject to the Mitigated Negative
Declaration contained in that Decision and adopted by the CPUC pursuant to the California
Environmental Quality Act. As the Decision specifies, the CPCN is subject to certain terms and
conditions including, specifically, the MND’s Mitigation Monitoring Plan, which contains mitigation
measures that must be implemented and followed by Crown Castle as intended as a condition of
their CPCN authority. Pursuant to CEQA Guideline section 15162 and 15164, the Town, acting as
a responsible agency with regard to the proposed facilities, has determined that 1) the proposed
facilities do not include substantial changes which require major revisions of the previously
adopted MND due to the involvement of new significant environmental effects of or a substantial
increase in the severity of the previously identified potentially significant effects, 2) no substantial
changes have occurred with respect to the circumstances under which the proposed facilities will
be undertaken which will require major revisions to the previously adopted MND due to the
involvement of new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of
previously identified potentially significant effects, and 3) no new information of substantial
importance, which was not known and could not have been known with the exercise of reasonable
diligence at the time the MND was adopted as complete has been identified. Accordingly, subject
to implementation of the MND’s Mitigation Monitoring Plan, substantial evidence confirms that, per
CEQA, all environmental impacts of the facilities are either less than significant or can be mitigated
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to a level of less than significant under the mitigation measures outlined in the MND and the
Mitigation Monitoring Plan.
ATTACHMENTS:
1. Links to Prior Staff Reports and Hearing Materials for H27
2. Town Staff’s Analyses of the Steel Pole and Lattice Tower Alternatives (Town-Owned Property)
3. Town Staff’s Individual Analysis for the Public Right-of-Way Alternative
4. Draft Resolution of Approval (Town-Owned Property)
5. Draft Communications Facility License Agreement
6. Draft Resolution of Approval (Public Right-of-Way)
7. Draft Resolution of Denial
8. Written Public Comments received after posting of the June 28, 2021 agenda and staff report
through July 16, 2021 at 5:00 p.m.
PREPARED BY: Ann Ritzma, City Manager; City Attorney’s Office
RECOMMENDATION: Staff recommends that the City Council:
1. Open the continued public hearing from June 28, 2021 on the merits of Crown Castle’s
application for a WCF on Town-owned property (H27), to now consider additional alternatives.
2. If the public hearing cannot be completed this evening, the Council should continue the hearing
to a date certain that is no later than August 2, 2021 to comply with the deadline for action in
the settlement agreement as extended with Crown Castle’s consent.
3. Once all comments on the alternatives for H27 have been received, Council should close the
public hearing on this application, and consider and adopt a decision resolution on WCF
application H27.
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ATTACHMENT 1
Links to Prior Staff Reports and Hearing Materials Related to H27
(https://www.hillsborough.net/agendacenter)
May 20, 2021 Special City Council Meeting Agenda and Staff Report: Setting Meeting
Procedures and Public Hearing Dates:
https://www.hillsborough.net/AgendaCenter/ViewFile/Agenda/_05202021-1073
June 17, 2021 Special City Council Meeting Agenda and Staff Report: Existing Utility
Pole in the Public Right-of-Way (H32) - Continued From June 12, 2021, and Wireless
Facilities on Town-Owned Property (H02, H12, H27):
https://www.hillsborough.net/AgendaCenter/ViewFile/Agenda/_06172021-1087
June 28, 2021 Special City Council Meeting Agenda and Staff Report: Re-Open the
Public Hearings On 12 Crown Castle Wireless Communications Facility (WCF)
Applications (H02, H05, H07, H08, H12, H19, H20, H21, H28, H30, H31, H32) and
Concurrently Open the Continued Public Hearing on Crown Castle WCF Application
(H27), to Now Consider and Adopt the Decision Resolution on all 13 Crown Castle WCF
Applications Pursuant to CEQA Determinations - Continued from May 20, 2021 and
June 17, 2021
https://www.hillsborough.net/AgendaCenter/ViewFile/Agenda/_06282021-1092
Hearing Materials
(https://www.hillsborough.net/528/Videos-Public-Comment-and-Supplemental-M.)
City Council meeting videos, PowerPoint presentations, supplemental materials and
public comment received following the posting of each agenda and prior to each
meeting are available at https://www.hillsborough.net/528/Videos-Public-Comment-andSupplemental-M.
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STAFF ANALYSIS OF VARIOUS H27 OPTIONS ON TOWN-OWNED PROPERTY
Factors for Consideration
HMC Section 15.32.090

1

The WCF and support structure
additions and modifications
proposed are consistent with the
general plan and will not adversely
affect the policies and goals set
forth therein or alter the rural
character of the community

H27: Metal

H27: Lattice

Metal Pole

Lattice Tower
Co-location

Y

Y

4

The WCF and support structure
modifications and additions
proposed comply with applicable
safety codes and laws (including
without limitation the ADA)

Y

Y

5

The WCF and support structure
modifications and additions do not
interfere with the public's use of
rights-of-way, or create undue risks
to persons or property

Y

Y

9

Alternative designs or locations
would not be more consistent with
the general plan and otherwise
minimize the impact of the WCF
and support structure modifications
and additions required.

Y

Y

ATTACHMENT 2

Comments
While the General Plan is relatively silent on WCF infrastructure, Policy LU-4.8 indicates that the Town will “Work closely with
providers of energy, communications and solid waste disposal in determining and meeting the needs of the community for energy,
communications and solid waste disposal.” (pg. LU-23). Goal LU-1 indicates that the Town will “Provide for the preservation and
enhancement of the Town’s unique residential character.” (pg. LU-18).
While utility poles, WCFs and other similar infrastructure have for decades been deployed throughout rural America without harming
the character of those areas, placement of WCFs on Town-owned property as opposed to in the public right of way (PROW) where
possible is generally preferable as placement in these locations can lessen the sense of visual impact and can provide opportunities for
co-location. Staff notes that the Hillsborough Municipal Code (HMC) is the implementing tool for the vision outlined in the Town’s
General Plan. The HMC indicates the following:
• HMC 15.32.010(B) & HMC Section 15.32.070(C): These sections indicate that the highest preference location in the Town for
WCF facilities is on public property.
H27: Metal and H:27 Lattice are proposed to be located on a Town water tank site where existing communications facilities exist.
• H27 Metal: This option could provide a cleaner appearance than the previously reviewed H27m3 Wood Pole option, as wires
and other necessary components may be located within the pole as opposed to mounted on the pole’s exterior.
• H27 Lattice: This option would allow for co-location of the proposed WCF equipment and the Town’s SCADA communications
equipment on an existing 60’ 6” lattice tower. Use of the existing lattice tower would minimize additional impact on the site As
such, it appears that this option would be the most consistent with the General Plan and Chapter 15.32 of the HMC.
Assuming that power can be provided to the site in a manner that does not unduly affect surrounding vegetation, the facility will not
violate noise ordinances, and ground-mounted equipment will be appropriately shielded for the site, each alternative satisfies policy
LU4.8 and Goal LU-1, as they allow the communication needs of the community to be met while minimizing impact on the rural character
of the Town through placement in a location where similar facilities already exist.
Staff has determined that there is nothing proposed in the applications that is in violation of any applicable safety codes and laws. In
terms of RF concerns, per HMC 15.32.010(D)(3) “It is not the purpose or intent of this chapter to…Regulate the placement,
construction or modification of WCFs on the basis of the environmental effects of radio frequency ("RF") emissions where it is
demonstrated that the WCF does or will comply with the applicable FCC regulations”. As was discussed in Section 3. CTC Analysis of
the Technical Data and Coverage Maps, “A review of the RF emissions studies submitted by the applicant to confirm that the site
would not exceed to the Federal Communications Commission’s (FCC) RF emissions guidelines. Our analysis indicates the facilities will
comply provided appropriate mitigation measures (signage, etc.) are implemented.”
As each of these facilities are on Town Owned property, none of them interfere with the public’s use of the public right of way. As
mentioned in item 4, above, Staff has determined that there is nothing within the applications that is in violation of any applicable
safety codes and laws. As such, staff sees no evidence that the proposed WCF would create undue risk to persons or property.
Additionally, if approved, all WCFs will be subject to the Town’s standard conditions of approval and would be required to apply for
construction permits through the Town’s Department of Building and Planning to ensure that they conform with the health, life, and
safety standards found within the California Building Code.
No alternative designs or locations have been identified by Staff that would be more consistent with the general plan. As noted above,
the designs are consistent with other similar structures and the placement on Town-owned property (which is the highest preference
in HMC Chapter 15.32) can lessen the sense of visual impact as compared to PROW installations. Additionally, the H27 Lattice option
would allow for colocation, thereby minimizing additional impact on the site.
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ATTACHMENT 3
ALL NODES

New Steel Monopole

H27m6 (Alt Location)

The location for a WCF should take into consideration the following preference order (with (1) being the highest preference):
1. Public property;
2. Existing utility poles (with poles without electric distribution lines being favored over poles supporting electric distribution lines); or other support structures or wireless towers where
collocation has been pre-approved (where the application is consistent with the pre-approval);
3. Existing support structures or wireless towers on nonresidential private property; and
4. New concealed WCF in the rights-of-way or on private property.
In addition to the ordered location preferences listed in Hillsborough Municipal Code § 15.32.070.C, a WCF and any other infrastructure deployment must comply with the following:
A WCF or any other infrastructure deployment shall not be permitted on any new, non-replacement wood poles, unless the wood pole is integrated into a fully concealed pre-approved
design pursuant to Section R of this policy.
Any antenna(s) proposed to be installed on an existing wood utility pole must be installed directly above the pole within a canister style shroud or radome, unless the applicant demonstrates
with objective, fact-based evidence that a top-mounted antenna would be technically infeasible.
Applicants that propose to install a WCF on a new, non-replacement pole must install a support structure that fully conceals the equipment from public view and blends with the surrounding
environment, which may include, for example, a new streetlight substantially similar to the Town's standards and specifications but designed to accommodate wireless antennas and
accessory equipment or a pre-approved design pursuant to Section R of this policy. If there are no existing streetlights in the immediate vicinity, the applicant may install a metal or
composite decorative pole capable of concealing all the accessory equipment either within the pole or within an enclosure integrated into the base of the pole. The centerline of the new pole
shall be consistent with the location of other existing poles or street trees relative to the edge of the paved road. The pole height shall not exceed 32 feet in overall height above ground
level adjacent to the base of the pole. The pole diameter shall not exceed 18 inches and any base enclosure shall not exceed 24 inches.
No WCF, other infrastructure deployment or any related equipment, appurtenance or improvement shall be permitted in a location that interferes with or impedes any:
(a) worker access to any above-ground or underground infrastructure for traffic control, streetlight or public transportation, including without limitation any curb control sign, parking meter,
vehicular traffic sign or signal, pedestrian traffic sign or signal, barricade reflectors;
(b) access to any public transportation vehicles, shelters, street furniture or other improvements at any public transportation stop;
(c) worker access to above-ground or underground infrastructure owned or operated by any public or private utility agency;
(d) access to any fire hydrant or water valve;
(e) access to any doors, gates, sidewalk doors, passage doors, stoops or other ingress and egress points to any building or other structure appurtenant to the rights-of-way; (f) access to
any fire escape; or
(g) access to any driveway or entryway to any private property that abuts the public rights-of-way.
Equipment placed above ground, whether pole-mounted or ground-mounted, shall be placed so as to avoid, to the extent technically feasible, prominent visibility from the driveways,
entryways and windows associated with residential dwellings. Applicants are encouraged to consult with Town staff in advance to evaluate potential visibility issues. As a general matter, but
not as a rule, locations as close to the common property line between adjoining properties as possible will likely comply with this requirement.
WCFs proposed on private property should be collocated with existing WCFs on private property, if within one thousand five hundred feet of an existing WCF on private property, unless the
town determines that the particular design proposed would not create excessive visual clutter or would otherwise create harms the town may ameliorate or the applicant demonstrates by
clear and convincing evidence that collocation with any such existing WCF would be technically infeasible. WCFs within the public rights-of-way should be collocated with existing WCFs
within the public rights-of-way, if within 750 feet of an existing WCF within the public rights-ofway, unless the town determines that the particular design proposed would not create excessive
visual clutter or would otherwise create harms the town may ameliorate or the applicant demonstrates by clear and convincing evidence that collocation with any such existing WCF would
be technically infeasible.

NO
NO
NO
YES
YES
N/A

NO

YES

YES

N/A

A WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public rights-of-way:
Shall place all equipment (other than antennas) underground in any
(i) location either within a designated underground utility district;
(ii) area where substantially all existing utilities within 1,500 feet from the site are already located underground; or
(iii) location where the additional above-ground equipment would incommode the public's use of the public rights-of-way in a manner inconsistent with applicable law.
For the purposes of this Policy, an area shall be considered one in which "substantially all existing utilities within 1,500 feet from the site are already located underground" when the there
are no overhead lines along the public rights-of-way in front of abutting properties even when existing overhead lines are located within private utility easements outside the public rights-ofway (such as in the case of backyard utility poles). All undergrounded accessory equipment must be installed in an environmentally controlled vault that is load-rated to meet the Town's
standards and specifications. Underground vaults located beneath a sidewalk must be constructed with a slip-resistant cover. Vents for airflow shall be flush-to-grade when placed within the
sidewalk and may not exceed two feet above grade when placed off the sidewalk. Applicants shall not be permitted to install an underground vault in a location that would cause any existing
tree to be materially damaged or displaced unless the city manager specifically approves the proposed location and the applicant provides and plants a replacement tree of a type and in a
location acceptable to the city manager.
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N/A

Shall, with respect to its pole-mounted components, be located on an existing or replacement streetlight or an existing utility pole serving another utility;
(provided, however, that if no streetlight or utility pole exists within 500 feet from the proposed site location and the applicant is authorized to construct new pole in the public rights-of-way,
the applicant may propose a new, non-replacement pole consistent with the provisions in Section C.)
Shall not, with respect to its pole-mounted components, protrude from the surface of the pole more than 18 inches.
Shall be concealed within a shroud that has been painted and textured to be consistent with other existing natural or manmade features in the public rightsa of-way near the location where
the infrastructure is to be located. All antennas and associated mounting equipment, hardware, cables or other connecters must be completely concealed within an opaque antenna shroud
or radome. The antenna shroud or radome must be painted a flat, non-reflective color to match the underlying support structure. Shrouds or radomes must taper to the pole or other support
structure.
Shall, with respect to its pole-mounted components, conform to the following height restrictions:
(a) for installations on existing or replacement joint utility poles, the pole-mounted equipment shall not exceed the minimum separation from electrical lines required by applicable safety
regulations, plus four feet; and
(b) for all other installations on structures in the public rights-of-way, four feet above the existing support structure.
Shall not be permitted with any individual antenna that exceeds three cubic feet in volume or any antennas that cumulatively exceed six cubic feet in volume. The volume calculation shall
include the antenna, any radios physically integrated with the antenna, any mounting hardware and any shroud or radome.
All accessory equipment installed above ground level shall not cumulatively exceed:
(a) nine cubic feet in volume if installed in a residential district; or
[(b) 17 cubic feet in volume if installed in a non-residential district. The volume calculation shall include any shroud, cabinet or other concealment device used in connection with the
accessory equipment. The volume calculation shall not include any equipment or other improvements placed underground.]
To reduce clutter and deter vandalism, excess fiber optic or coaxial cables shall not be spooled, coiled or otherwise stored on the pole outside equipment cabinets or shrouds.
Shall use flat-rate electric service or other method that obviates the need for a separate above-grade electric meter. If flat-rate service is not available, applicants may install a shrouded
smart meter. The city manager shall not approve a separate ground-mounted electric meter pedestal.
Shall not permanently displace any landscaping or cause any street trees to be trimmed, damaged or displaced. If any landscaping or street trees are damaged or displaced , the applicant
shall be responsible, at its sole cost and expense, to plant and maintain replacement trees at the site for five years or the duration of the permit term (whichever is longer). Likewise, new
infrastructure and/or associated equipment shall not prevent the planting or replanting of a street tree in the future.
Shall not encroach onto or over any private or other property outside the public rights-of-way without the property owner's express written consent.
Shall not encroach onto or over the surface of the roadway within the public rights-of-way.
Shall not be approved on any existing structure if the additional equipment would reduce the excess structural or wind loading capacity to levels deemed unsafe by generally accepted
engineering practices.
Shall not be approved if any proposed attachments to a Town-owned pole would encroach upon space reserved for the Town's use or would interfere with the Town's ability to perform its
municipal functions.
Shall not be approved if the proposed attachments would alter any streetlighting pattern; provided, however, that this provision shall not prevent the Town from approving a new streetlight
with illumination patterns that are consistent with the General Plan, the Code, this policy and any standards and specifications promulgated by the City Engineer.
Shall not be placed within any sight distance triangles at any intersections.
Shall be placed at least 15 feet away from any intersection, alleyway, driveway or established pedestrian pathway to a residential structure appurtenant to the public rights-of-way.
Shall not be permitted to use any overhead lines that traverse the roadway, whether the proposed infrastructure deployment is located within an underground utility district or not.
Shall not be permitted with permanent standby power generators; provided, however, that the facility may include an Appleton socket or similar connection for a temporary generator that
may be permitted during emergencies subject to any other applicable laws.
Shall not be permitted in any location that is closer to any residential dwelling than the average front yard setback for properties within 500 feet from the proposed site.
Shall not be permitted if any light or light fixture associated with the deployment shines or illuminates any areas on private properties. All lights and light fixtures must be aimed and shielded
so that their illumination effects are directed downwards and confined within the public rights-of-way in a manner consistent with any other standards and specifications by the city engineer.
No flashing lights or indicators shall be permitted.

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A

N/A

NO
YES
NO
YES
YES
YES
N/A
N/A
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

The pole-mounted components of a WCF or other infrastructure deployment on a streetlight, traffic signal, utility pole or similar support structure shall, whether on private property or within the public the rights-of-way:
Comply with all applicable CPUC General Orders, including Without limitation General Order 95 and General Order 128, as each may be amended or replaced;
N/A
Be consistent with the size and shape of pole-mounted equipment installed on utility poles near the WCF or other infrastructure deployment.
N/A
Be installed flush to the pole to minimize the overall visual profile. If any applicable health and safety regulations prohibit flush-mounted equipment, the maximum separation permitted
N/A
between the accessory equipment and the pole shall be the minimum separation required by such regulations, but in no event more than 4 inches from the pole. Any gap between polemounted equipment and the pole must be covered by opaque panels (or "wings") that are integrated into the equipment shroud and conceal the gap.
Be placed and oriented to minimize the overall visual profile when viewed from properties that abut the public rights-of-way. To that end, pole-mounted equipment may be installed behind
street, traffic or other signs to the extent that the installation complies with applicable public health and safety regulations. If all orientations would be equally visible from abutting properties
N/A
as determined by the city manager, and no existing signage can conceal the attachments, the default orientation will be away from the view of oncoming traffic on the side of the street
where the installation is proposed.
Not involve external conduits or risers. All cables, wires and other connectors must be routed through conduits within the pole, and all conduit attachments, cables, wires and other
N/A
connectors must be concealed from public view. To the extent that cables, wires and other connectors cannot be routed through the pole, applicants shall route them through a single
external conduit or shroud that has been finished to match the underlying support structure.
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Shall be centered on the pole and no wider than 1.5 times the diameter of the pole.
Shall be mounted so that the lowest portion of the lowest attachment is no less than eight feet above the established grade.
The ground-mounted components of a WCF or other infrastructure shall, whether on private property or within the public the rights-of-way:
To the extent the structures are utility boxes within the meaning of this Code, be reviewed and subject to the same approvals as utility boxes installed in connection with other infrastructure
deployments; and
Shall be located flush to grade where necessary to avoid incommoding the public, or creating a hazard;
To the extent permitted above ground, shall otherwise be shrouded and painted and textured (or wrapped) to blend with the streetscape and landscape around the site. Whenever possible,
above ground equipment components should be placed behind landscaped features in the right-of-way to further conceal the equipment and blend in with the surroundings. Non-reflective
paints shall be used on all painted surfaces.
Equipment shrouds at the base of a pole shall: (a) not exceed 24 inches wide on any side and 48 inches high; (b) be consistent with any standards and specifications by the City Engineer
for decorative pole bases or, if no such standards or specifications exist, shall be designed to mimic the pole to which it is attached ; (c) not have any flat surface area on the top of the
shroud greater than two square inches to prevent objects from being placed on the shroud; and (d) include a tapered or decorative transition between the top of the basemounted shroud
and the pole.

N/A
N/A

YES
YES
YES

NO

Unless it is determined that there is no more preferred and technically feasible alternative or it is determined that the town is legally required to approve an application, the city manager may not approve an application for
a support structure whose highest point would be more than thirty-five feet above surrounding ground level except as follows:
The support structure or wireless tower to which the WCF would be attached is an existing support structure or wireless tower, was taller than thirty-five feet above the immediate
N/A
surrounding ground level on January 1, 2014, and the WCF will not be higher than ten feet above the highest point of the support structure or wireless tower and attachments thereto in
existence on January 1, 2014;
The WCF will be a concealed WCF, whose height and design is consistent with the surrounding features it mimics.
N/A
* It has been determined that there is no more preferred and technically feasible alternative or it has been determined that the town is legally required to approve an application
N/A
Omitted
WCFs and other infrastructure deployments shall be designed and located to minimize the impact on the surrounding neighborhood, and to maintain the
character and appearance of the town, consistent with other provisions of the Code and this policy. To that end, WCFs and other infrastructure deployments should:
Employ the smallest and lowest profile equipment, placed in the least conspicuous location when viewed from properties from which the WCF is visible
Accommodate collocation or other future expansions or modifications to the extent feasible and consistent with the other design requirements of this policy; and
Be consistent with the general plan.

YES
YES
YES

Without limiting the foregoing, all portions of a WCF or other infrastructure deployment affixed to a support structure shall be designed to blend in or be screened from view in a manner
consistent with the support structure's architectural style, color and materials, when viewed from any part of the town. Visible surfaces on WCFs and other infrastructure deployments shall
be painted and textured or otherwise camouflaged to match the color and texture of the support structure on which they are mounted.

N/A
Where the support structure is a building, the WCF, including without limitation base station cabinets, remote transmitters and receivers, and antenna amplifiers, shall be placed within the
building or mounted behind a parapet screened from public view unless that is not feasible. If the city manager determines that such in-building placement is not feasible, the equipment
shall be roof-mounted in an enclosure or otherwise screened from public view as approved by the director.
WCFs and other infrastructure deployments shall not be lighted except with the authorization of the city manager. The city manager may permit lighting at the lowest intensity necessary:
For proximity-triggered and/or timer-controlled security lighting;
To comply with regulations for the illumination of the any flag attached to a WCF or other infrastructure deployment; or
Where such lighting is required by the city manager to protect public health or welfare, or as part of the concealment for a particular design.

N/A
N/A
N/A

No advertising signage shall be displayed on any WCF or other infrastructure except for government required signs shown in the permit application. Additionally, site identification, address,
warning and similar information plates may be permitted where approved by the city manager.

YES

All infrastructure deployments shall comply with all requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 ("ADA"), as may be amended or replaced, which includes without limitation
maintaining a clear space at the landing of any curb ramp.

YES

Infrastructure deployments shall not incommode the public (including without limitation, persons with disabilities) in its use of the public rights-of-way or any structure within or abutting the
public rights-of-way or any portion of the public rights-of-way.

YES

All new wireless towers and base stations shall be concealed. The installation of an unconcealed wireless tower or base station is prohibited .

YES
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Exposed cables and wiring (including without limitation jumpers and other short connectors) are never permitted and must be shrouded. All cables and connectors for telephone, data
backhaul, primary electric and other similar utilities must be routed underground in conduits large enough to accommodate future facilities. The approval authority shall not approve new
overhead utility lines or service drops merely because compliance with the undergrounding requirements would increase the project cost. For WCFs and other infrastructure deployments in
the public rights-of-way, undergrounded cables and wires must transition directly into the pole base without any external doghouse. All cables, wires and connectors between the
underground conduits and the antennas and other accessory equipment shall be routed through concealed from view within: (1) internal risers or conduits if on a concrete, composite or
similar pole; or (2) a cable shroud or conduit mounted as flush to the pole as possible if on a wood pole or other pole without internal cable space.

YES

The Town Council may, upon a recommendation from the city manager, designate certain pre-approved designs consistent with these design standards. Such preapproved designs may
use a specific manufacturer's or vendor's designs as an illustrative example but shall not specifically require applicants to use any particular manufacturer or vendor so long as their
proposal substantially conforms to the physical dimensions and appearance in the pre-approved design. Such preapproved designs may be proposed the city manager by a particular
service or infrastructure provider but shall be available to all providers who propose a conforming WCF or other infrastructure deployment. Pre-approved designs shall be attached to this
policy as exhibits that include, at a minimum, a general description; physical dimensions for the support structure, antenna shroud and accessory equipment shrouds; and photographs that
depict required design elements and/or features. Such pre-approved designs may include, without limitation, appropriately designed street directional signs that are consistent with the other
provisions in this policy and all other laws applicable to street directional signs.

N/A
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ATTACHMENT 4
RESOLUTION NO. 21RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE TOWN OF HILLSBOROUGH
APPROVING CROWN CASTLE’S WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS FACILITY
APPLICATION H27 PURSUANT TO CEQA EXEMPTIONS
WHEREAS, the Town of Hillsborough (“Town”) regulates the placement of wireless
communications facilities (WCFs) under Chapter 15.32 of the Town of
Hillsborough Municipal Code (HMC) and with respect to placement of
WCFs on public right-of-way and private land, Policy No. 19-01 Design
Standards for Infrastructure Deployments; and
WHEREAS, HMC Section 15.32.040 provides that a wireless communications facility
may not be installed, collocated or modified without a permit, except as
provided within the HMC; and
WHEREAS, on March 23, 2021,Crown Castle submitted 13 WCF applications under
the terms of an approved settlement of litigation related to the denial of
applications submitted by Crown Castle in 2017; and
WHEREAS, under the terms of the approved settlement agreement, there is a
negotiated shot clock to consider and take final action on the applications
which action was required to be taken by July 2, 2021; and
WHEREAS, after providing notice required to owners and occupants of real property
with respect to each of the proposed sites, holding various public
hearings, and concluding deliberations on June 28, 2021 Council adopted
Resolution 21-61, determining that all 13 WCF applications (including
H27) had met the requirements under HMC Section 15.32.080(A) to be
considered for decision on the merits, and approving 12 of the 13 WCF
applications with conditions; and
WHEREAS, further, with Crown Castle’s oral consent to extend the time for action on
one application (H27) by approximately 30 days, Council continued the
hearing on H27 to allow for further consideration of alternatives; and
WHEREAS, on July 9, 2021, the Town mailed notices of a City Council special meeting
to hold a continued public hearing on July 27, 2021 to owners and
occupants of real property within five hundred feet of viable alternatives to
the primary location proposed in the application for WCF H27; and
WHEREAS, on July 27, 2021, the City Council opened the continued public hearing
from June 28 on the merits of the one WCF application (H27), to consider
and adopt the decision resolution on that WCF application; and
WHEREAS, the H27 WCF and alternatives are not small wireless facilities; and in
determining whether to grant, deny or conditionally approve an application
for a WCF that is not a small WCF, the City Council may consider nine
-16-

enumerated factors in HMC Section 15.32.080(C) and such other matters
as the City Council may be entitled or required to consider as a matter of
law; and
WHEREAS, HMC Section 15.32.080 provides that it is the applicant’s burden to show
that a WCF permit should be granted; and
WHEREAS, under HMC Section 15.32.080(D), if the City Council determines that a
WCF application should be approved, denied or conditionally approved,
the City Council shall make written findings; and
WHEREAS, Town as owner of the Marlborough tank site may deny the request for
placement in its discretion; and
WHEREAS, after hearing presentations from staff and the applicant and receiving all
public comments on H27, Council closed the public hearing on H27,
deliberated and considered a decision resolution on H27, and the related
Communications License Agreement for use of Town-owned property for
H27; and
WHEREAS, Crown Castle’s proposed facility H27, with its attendant licensing
agreements, has been assessed in accordance with the authority and
criteria contained in the California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”),
and the State and local CEQA Guidelines. The Town, acting as Lead
Agency, has determined the each of the proposed facilities with their
attendant licensing agreements, is categorically exempt from further
environmental review pursuant to CEQA Guidelines section 15303(e),
New Construction or Conversion of Small Structures.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the City Council of the Town of
Hillsborough, based on the evidence contained in the written record, which includes the
WCF application for H27, staff reports, expert reports, and other written submissions
provided to Council, and the record of the oral testimony given by the applicant, Town
officials, experts, and the public at the public hearings held on May 20, May 27, June 3,
June 12, June 17, June 28 and July 27, 2021 (referred to hereafter as the “Decision
Record”), hereby renders its decision on the merits of the WCF application for H27, and
finds:
DECISION TO APPROVE H27 (--insert design alternative approved):
This application does not qualify as a small WCF due to the size of the proposed
antenna exceeding the limits defined in HMC Section 15.32.020. Therefore Council has
considered the nine factors set forth in HMC Section 15.32.080(C), has determined that
findings on Factors 2 and 3 would not be relevant: the Town may deny an application
on Town-owned property even if there is an effective prohibition, and is not required to
find an effective prohibition in order to permit placement on Town-owned property;
Policy No. 19-01 does not apply to Town-owned property. Further, the Council makes
the following findings on the seven factors that are relevant to these applications, based
2
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on the Decision Record, particularly staff’s assessment found in Attachment [___] of the
Staff Report for the July 27 public hearing.
Finding on Factor 1: The WCF and support structure additions and modifications
proposed in the WCF applications on the Town-owned property are consistent
with the general plan and will not adversely affect the policies and goals set forth
therein or alter the rural character of the community.
Hillsborough is a community of unique residential character and aesthetic values. It is a
community of low density single family residences (the minimum lot size of one-half
acre was set in 1953), of singularly unique quality craftsmanship and architectural
design in a rustic and rural setting. As was noted by staff in the assessment of this
factor (See Attachment __ of Staff Report for July 27 public hearing), utility poles, WCFs
and other right-of-way infrastructure have for decades been placed throughout rural
America without harming the character of those areas.
Overall Council finds that while support structures that would be significantly taller and
more massive than comparable existing structures in the public rights-of-way (like those
proposed in Crown Castle’s 2017 applications that were denied) would be inconsistent
with the General Plan and the rural character of Hillsborough, this WCF on Town-owned
property is consistent with the General Plan and does not harm the rural character of
the Town.
Finding on Factor 4. The WCF and support structure modifications and additions
proposed in the WCF applications on Town-owned property comply with
applicable safety codes and laws (including without limitation the ADA).
The City Council finds that the Applicant has met its burden on this factor based on the
Decision Record.
As noted above, during the course of the hearings, Council heard testimony from the
public expressing concern as to public safety in the event of the potential loss of
wireless communications supported by the WCFs due to a commercial power outage
and Crown Castle presented information on the topic of backup power and resiliency.
As a result, Council finds (1) that the CPUC has adopted a decision (D.20-07-011)
requiring facilities-based wireless providers such as Verizon Wireless to develop and
implement resiliency plans to maintain minimum service coverage to Tier 2 and Tier 3
High Fire Threat Districts for 72 hours during disasters or commercial grid outages, (2)
that portions of the Town are in these High Fire Threat Districts, and (3) that the Town
has recently been subject to planned commercial grid outages by PG&E during high fire
threat events. The conditions of approval make it clear that Council’s approval of this
WCF, and existing local requirements, are not intended to permit Crown Castle or
Verizon to avoid their obligations to develop resiliency plans or to provide for 72-hour
back-up.
Finding on Factor 5. The WCF and support structure modifications and additions
in in this WCF application on Town-owned property do not interfere with the
public’s use of rights-of-way, or create undue risks to persons or property.
3
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The City Council finds that the Applicant has met its burden on this factor based on the
Decision Record.
Finding on Factor 6. The applicant has made the required affirmation regarding
compliance with the FCC’s RF regulations, as the same may be amended.
The City Council finds that the Applicant has met its burden on this factor based on the
Decision Record. However, the CTC Report made clear that the affirmation will only be
valid if applicant in fact implements mitigation measures identified in the applicant’s own
submissions, and develops and implements additional mitigation measures that comply
with FCC standards for general and occupational exposure where required by the
surroundings of particular facilities. For example, the FCC has indicated that exposures
that exceed general public levels for may require mitigation measure to protect tree
trimmers. On this record, it is appropriate to require proof that required mitigation
measures have been implemented appropriate to the design and approved by this
resolution before the facilities can be activated.
Finding on Factor 7. The applicant is authorized to file the application.
The City Council finds that the Applicant has met its burden on this factor based on the
Decision Record.
Finding on Factor 8. The Applicant has CEQA approval from the Town required in
connection with the WCF applications on Town-owned property.
The City Council finds that the Applicant has met its burden on this factor. Crown
Castle’s proposed facility, with its attendant license agreement, has been assessed in
accordance with the authority and criteria contained in the California Environmental
Quality Act (“CEQA”), and the State and local CEQA Guidelines. The Town, acting as
Lead Agency, has determined the proposed facility with its attendant license agreement,
is categorically exempt from further environmental review pursuant to CEQA Guidelines
section 15303(e), New Construction or Conversion of Small Structures.
Finding on Factor 9. Alternative designs or locations would not be more
consistent with the general plan and would not otherwise minimize the impact of
the WCF and support structure modifications and additions required.
The City Council finds that the Applicant has met its burden on this factor based on the
Decision Record with respect to site H32.
Considering the relevant factors, the City Council finds a permit should be issued for
site H32, subject to appropriate conditions and entry into a communications license
agreement.
APPROVAL OF THE COMMUNICATIONS LICENSE AGREEMENT
Council hereby approves the revised form of communications license agreement
included in the staff report as Attachment 6, and directs the City Manager to proffer this
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form of agreement to Crown Castle. Crown Castle can then decide whether to accept
the terms, or not, and would be free to negotiate further should it wish to do so.
CONDITIONS ON APPLICATION APPROVAL
Based on the Decision Record, City Council finds it appropriate to condition the grant of
the application as set forth in this Resolution and in Exhibit A.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED the City Council of the Town of Hillsborough,
based on the evidence contained in the Decision Record:
1) Hereby finds that the proposed wireless facility H27 with its attendant licensing
agreement, is categorically exempt from further environmental review pursuant to
CEQA Guidelines section 15303(e), New Construction or Conversion of Small
Structures; and
2) Hereby approves this WCF application, subject to the conditions in this Resolution
and in Exhibit A; and
3) Hereby approves the Communications License Agreement in the revised form
provided in Attachment 6 to the July 27 Staff Report, and authorizes the City Manager
to sign that agreement in substantially the form attached (with any revisions necessary
to reflect the alternative WCF approved by this Resolution). Further, authority is
delegated to the City Manager to negotiate and finalize the Communications License
Agreement for this Town-owned property site should Crown Castle be unwilling to
accept the agreement as proffered; and
4) Hereby directs staff to prepare, execute, and file a CEQA Notice of Determination
and a Notice of Exemption with the County Clerk, as appropriate, within five (5) working
days of the passage and adoption of this Resolution.

Mayor of the Town of Hillsborough
Attest: City Clerk
This resolution was adopted by the City Council of the Town of Hillsborough at its
special meeting held on the 27th day of July 2021, by the following vote of the members
thereof:
AYES:

Councilmembers

NOES:

Councilmembers

ABSENT:

Councilmembers

ABSTAIN:

Councilmembers

________________________________
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EXHIBIT A
CONDITIONS ON APPROVAL OF WIRELESS FACILITIES
1. Conditions on all approvals for wireless communications facilities (“WCF”).
1.1. Each approval is subject to the Conditions set forth in Policy No. 19-01 Design
Standards for Infrastructure Deployments as modified and set forth in the
General Conditions (Section 2) below.
1.2. A bond must be provided for each site before construction begins at any
location. Applicant shall provide an estimate of the cost of removal of all
elements of the wireless communications facility; for removal of any supporting
structure and associated foundation that it owns; for restoration of areas or
structures affected by the removal (including restoration of vegetation); and for
removal of doubt, for removal of the meter and any wiring/conduit at the site
associated with powering the wireless communications facility, and restoration.
The bond will be set in that amount, unless the Public Works Director
determines that the estimate is unreasonable, and sets an alternative amount
based on a review of the work required for removal and restoration. Bonds must
be in a form acceptable to the City Attorney.
1.3. The work associated with the installation of the wireless communications facility
(including but not limited to bringing power to the facility) shall be performed in
strict compliance with Town standards for protection of trees, and replacement
of trees where necessary.
1.4. Without limiting the foregoing, before construction commences, applicant must
submit a report, attested to by a qualified engineer, showing that postconstruction, the wireless communications facility and associated supporting
structure will comply with applicable codes governing the safety and structural
integrity of the WCF and its supporting structure (including, where applicable,
GO 95).
1.5. Without limiting the foregoing, before commencing operation of any wireless
communications facility, applicant must submit a report, attested to by a qualified
RF engineer, showing that all mitigation measures (signage; access restrictions)
required for general and occupational exposures have been implemented on
affected private or public property. In addition to showing it has implemented the
mitigation measures identified in the Waterford Report, before activating the
facility, Crown Castle must have implemented mitigation measures appropriate
under applicable FCC regulations for any area where exposures exceed general
public and occupational exposure limits. By way of example, and not limitation,
it is not enough to attest that RF limits will not be exceeded at a house; the
attestation must demonstrate that mitigation measures have been put in place
for any non-transient exposures, including, for example, tree trimmers.
1.6. Applicant must bear the cost of implementing an RF training program adequate
under FCC rules for Town employees or contractors, and provide means for the
Town to disconnect power to each wireless facility in the event of emergencies
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without the assistance of applicant, and a protocol for turning off power to the
facilities with the assistance of applicant.
1.7. Applicant constructs subject to all property rights of owners of the adjoining
property. Permits do not authorize any trespass of any kind on private or public
property, or permit applicant to make any portion of private or private property
where the owner has a right to use or control use, unusable.
1.8. For any design requirement where applicant could not comply because of PG&E
rules or applicable regulations, if the same change, and compliance becomes
possible, applicant shall modify the facility to bring it into compliance.
1.9. Applicant and Verizon remain obligated to comply with the CPUC’s Decision
Adopting Wireless Provider Resiliency Strategies (D.20-07-011) and shall not
exclude the approved WCFs for consideration for the 72-hour backup
requirement on the basis that Hillsborough’s existing local laws would not allow
such backup power deployment. Rather, Applicant and Verizon shall advise the
Town of their resiliency plans within ninety (90) days of this approval and any
recommendations as to changes or additions to the Town’s existing wireless
regulations that would allow for backup power requirements to be implemented
and, in the event that the Town adopts revisions to its existing wireless
regulations to facilitate resiliency strategies, the Applicant further agrees to
modify its facilities to include backup power consistent with those revised
regulations if feasible. As part of the development of the resiliency plan,
consideration should be given to using power hubs that allow for the elimination
of meters at each site, and the Town shall be advised of the resiliency plan and
the changes to the HMC and applicable design standards recommended to
implement it within thirty (30) days of development of the resiliency plan.
Applicant may be required to modify its facilities to accommodate back-up power
when and if back-up power can be implemented consistent with the HMC and
any applicable design standards.
1.10.
Collocation is encouraged and the approved WCF may be modified to
allow for collocation subject to compliance with the HMC and any applicable
design standards.
2. General Conditions
A. Within thirty days after installation of a WCF or other infrastructure
deployment, the applicant shall deliver to the city manager a written report
that demonstrates that its facility as constructed and normally-operating fully
complies with the conditions of the permit, including height restrictions, and
applicable safety codes, including structural engineering codes. The
demonstration shall be provided in writing to the city manager containing all
technical details to demonstrate such compliance, and certified as true and
accurate by qualified professional engineers, or, in the case of height or size
restrictions, by qualified surveyors. This report shall be prepared by the
applicant and reviewed by the town at the sole expense of the applicant,
which shall promptly reimburse the town for its review expenses. If the
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facility involves an antenna subject to FCC regulations for RF exposure, the
compliance report shall contain additional proofs of RF emission compliance
as part of the application process and on an ongoing basis to the extent the
town may do so consistent with federal law.
1. If the initial report required by this section shows that the WCF or other
infrastructure deployment does not so comply, the permit shall be
deemed suspended, and all rights thereunder of no force and effect, until
the applicant demonstrates to the town's satisfaction that the WCF or
other infrastructure deployment is compliant. Applicant shall promptly
reimburse the town for its compliance review expenses.2. If the initial
report required by this section is not submitted within the time required, the
city manager or its selected and qualified professionals may, but is not
required to, undertake such investigations as are necessary to prepare the
report described in paragraph A. Applicant shall within five days after
receiving written notice from the city manager that the town is undertaking
the review, shall deposit such additional funds with the city manager to
cover the estimated cost of the town obtaining the report. Once said report
is obtained by the town, the town shall then timely refund any unexpended
portion of the applicant's deposit. The report shall be provided to the
applicant. If the report shows that the applicant is non-compliant, the town
may suspend the permit until the applicant demonstrates to the town's
satisfaction that the WCF or other infrastructure deployment is compliant.
During the suspension period, the applicant shall be allowed to activate
any transmitting antenna(s) for short periods, not to exceed one hundred
twenty minutes during any twenty-four hour period, for the purpose of
testing and adjusting the antennas to come into compliance.
3. If the WCF or other infrastructure deployment is not brought into compliance
promptly, the town may revoke the permit and require removal of the facility
and all related equipment and improvements to return the site to its original
condition before the installation or construction occurred.
B. Any validly-issued WCF permit granted hereunder shall be effective for a
period of exactly ten years from the date of issuance, except where a shorter
term is authorized by Cal. Gov. Code Section 65964(b) as may be amended
or replaced. Any renewal application must be tendered to the city manager
between three hundred sixty-five days and one hundred eighty days prior to
the expiration of the current WCF permit, and shall be accompanied by all
required application materials, fees and deposits for a new WCF application
as then in effect.
C. As a condition of every permit issued for an infrastructure deployment, the
permit will automatically expire six (6) months from the approval date (the
"build-out period") unless the permittee obtains all other permits and approvals
required to install, construct and/or operate the approved infrastructure facility,
which includes without limitation any permits or approvals required by the any
federal, state or local public agencies with jurisdiction over the subject property,
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the infrastructure facility or its use; provided that the City Manager may extend
this build-out period at the request of the permit holder for good cause shown. If
this build-out period expires, the City will not extend the build-out period but the
permittee may resubmit a complete application, including all application fees,
for the same or substantially similar project.
D. The permit holder shall also comply with Chapter 12.04 and all other requirements
of this Code.
E. The permit holder shall obtain and maintain all other applicable permits,
approvals, and agreements necessary to install and operate the infrastructure
facility in conformance with federal, state, and local laws, rules and
regulations. The permittee expressly acknowledges and agrees that this
obligation is intended to be broadly construed and that no other specific
requirements in these conditions are intended to reduce, relieve or otherwise
lessen the permittee's obligations to maintain compliance with all laws. No
failure or omission by the town to timely notice, prompt or enforce compliance
with any applicable provision in the Hillsborough Municipal Code, this policy
any permit, any permit condition or any applicable law or regulation, shall be
deemed to relieve, waive or lessen the permittee's obligation to comply in all
respects with all applicable provisions in the Hillsborough Municipal Code, this
policy, any permit, any permit condition or any applicable law or regulation.
F. The town or its agents may inspect permitted infrastructure facility(ies) and
property and may enter onto a site to inspect facilities upon reasonable notice to
the permit holder. In case of an emergency or risk of imminent harm to persons or
property within the vicinity of permitted facilities, the town reserves the right to
enter upon the site of the infrastructure facility and to support, disable, or remove
those elements of the infrastructure facility posing an immediate threat to public
health and safety. The permittee, if present, may observe the town's officers,
officials, staff, agents or other designees while any such inspection or emergency
access occurs.
G. The permit holder shall maintain on file with the town and onsite at the
infrastructure facility contact information of all parties responsible for maintenance
of the infrastructure facility.
H. The permit holder and, if applicable, the private property owner shall defend,
indemnify and hold harmless the town, its agents, officers, officials, and
employees:

From any and all damages, liabilities, injuries, losses, costs and expenses
and from any and all claims, demands, lawsuits, writs of mandamus, and
other actions or proceedings brought against the town or its agents,
officers, officials, or employees to challenge, attack, seek to modify, set
aside, void or annul the town's approval of the permit; and
2. From any and all damages, liabilities, injuries, losses, costs and expenses
and any and all claims, demands, lawsuits, or causes of action and other
actions or proceedings of any kind or form, whether for personal injury,

1.
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death or property damage, arising out of or in connection with the
activities or performance of the permit holder or, if applicable, the private
property owner or any of each one's agents, employees, licensees,
contractors, subcontractors, or independent contractors ((i) and (ii)
collectively are "actions"). Further, permit holders shall be strictly liable for
interference caused by their WCFs with the town's communications
systems. The permit holder shall be responsible for costs of determining
the source of the interference, all costs associated with eliminating the
interference, and all costs arising from third party claims against the town
attributable to the interference ("claims"). In the event the town becomes
aware of any such actions or claims the town shall promptly notify the
permit holder and the private property owner and shall reasonably
cooperate in the defense. It is expressly agreed that the town shall have
the right to approve, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld,
the legal counsel providing the town's defense, and the property owner
and/or permit holder (as applicable) shall reimburse town for any costs and
expenses directly and necessarily incurred by the town in the course of the
defense.
I. A permit may be terminated if the town determines that the permit was granted
based on false, misleading or incomplete information; if a material provision of
the permit is no longer enforceable; or if the permit holder violates a condition
of the permit, or modifies the infrastructure facility or support structures
without permission.
J. The permit holder shall file with the town, and shall maintain in good standing
throughout the term of the permit, a performance bond or other surety or
another form of security for the removal of the infrastructure facility in the event
that the use is abandoned or the permit expires, or is revoked, or is otherwise
terminated. The security shall be in the amount equal to one hundred fifteen
percent of the cost of physically removing the WCF or other infrastructure
deployment and all related facilities and equipment on the site. The permit
holder shall reimburse the town for staff time associated with the processing
and tracking of the bond, based on established hourly rates. Reimbursement
shall be paid when the security is posted.
K. The permit holder shall make a good faith effort to minimize project-related
disruptions to adjacent properties. Site improvement and construction work,
including set-up, loading or unloading of materials or equipment, performed as
part of this project is subject to the provisions of Section 8.32.040. Emergency
maintenance and repairs are exempt from the restricted hours. Violation of this
condition may result in issuance of a stop work order or administrative citations.
L. In addition to all other standard conditions of approval required under this policy,
and to all conditions of approval permitted under state and federal law that the
city manager may deem appropriate for a specific infrastructure deployment, all
Section 6409(a) modifications, whether granted by the city manager under the
federal directive in 47 U.S.C. section 1455(a) or deemed granted by the
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operation of law, shall automatically include all the conditions of approval as
follows:
1.

Grant, deemed grant or acceptance of a Section 6409(a) modification permit
shall not renew or extend the permit term for the underlying WCF;

2.

In the event that a court of competent jurisdiction invalidates or limits, in part
or in whole, 47 U.S.C. section 1455(a), such that such statute would not
mandate approval for the collocation or modification granted or deemed
granted under a Section 6409(a) modification permit, such permit shall
automatically expire twelve months from the date of that opinion;

M. Grant, deemed grant or acceptance of Section 6409(a) modification permit shall

not waive and shall not be construed or deemed to waive the town's standing in a
court of competent jurisdiction to challenge 47 U.S.C. Section 1455(a) or any
Section 6409(a) modification permit issued pursuant to 47 U.S.C. section 1455(a)
or this Code. The site and the facility, including but not limited to all
landscaping, fencing and related transmission equipment, must be
maintained in a neat, clean and safe manner in accordance with all approved
plans and conditions of approval. The permittee shall keep the site area free
from all litter and debris at all times.

N. All facilities utilizing antennas must comply with all standards and

regulations relating to RF exposure issued by the FCC or any other federal
or state authority authorized to issue such standards and regulations.

O. All graffiti on facilities must be removed at the sole expense of the permittee within
forty-eight hours after notification from the town.
P. All infrastructure facilities within the town shall be designed, maintained, and shall
be operated at all times to comply with the provisions of the Code, this policy and
the following other requirements:
1. Conditions in any permit or license issued by a local, state, or federal
agency, which has jurisdiction over the infrastructure facility;
2. Rules, regulations, and standards of the state and federal governments
and the town, including without limitation the FCC, the CPUC and
the Code.
3. Easements, covenants, conditions, and/or restrictions on or applicable
to the underlying real property;
4. Rules, regulations, and standards of the town governing underground
utility districts;
5. All other laws, codes, and regulations applicable to the infrastructure
facility; including the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).
Q. Without limiting the foregoing, all infrastructure facilities shall be maintained
in good working condition and to the visual standards established at the time
of approval over the life of the permit as may be extended. The infrastructure
facility and surrounding area shall remain free from trash, debris, litter,
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graffiti, and other forms of vandalism. Any damage shall be repaired as soon
as is practicable, and in no instance more than ten calendar days from the
time of notification by the town or after discovery by the permit holder. If
landscaping was required, the landscaping must be maintained by the
permittee.
R. A permit may be revoked if permittee is not in compliance with permit
conditions, if the permit conditions are not enforceable, or for a failure to
comply with any provision of the Code relating to the permit, or relating to
the infrastructure facility associated with the permit ("default event"). By way
of example and not limitation, a refusal to timely remove facilities located in
the rights-of-way where required in connection with a public works project
would be a default event.
1. The city manager may revoke a permit only after: (i) written notice of the default
event has been provided to the permit holder; and (ii) the permit holder has
been afforded a reasonable opportunity to cure and comply with its permit, or
demonstrate that no default event occurred.
2.

If the permit holder fails to cure, the city council or the city council through
a designee shall conduct a noticed public hearing where the permit holder
shall be afforded an opportunity to speak and be heard and to provide
written material prior to the hearing. If the city council, after the public
hearing, finds that the infrastructure facility or the permit holder has
violated any law regulating the infrastructure facility or has failed to comply
with the requirements of this chapter, the permit, any applicable agreement
or any condition of approval the city council may revoke the permit.

3.

Upon revocation, the city council may require the removal of the infrastructure
facility or take any other legally permissible action or combination of actions
necessary to protect the health and welfare of the town.

S. Any permit holder who abandons or discontinues use of an infrastructure facility for
a continuous period of ninety days shall so notify the city manager by certified mail
within thirty days after the ninety day period.
1.

If the city manager believes an infrastructure facility has been abandoned or
discontinued for a continuous period of ninety days, the city manager shall
send a notice of abandonment or discontinuation to the permit holder stating
why the town believes the infrastructure facility to be abandoned or
discontinued. Failure of the permit holder to reply to the city manager in
writing within thirty days after receiving, rejecting, or returning the town's
certified letter shall entitle the city manager to make a determination that the
infrastructure facility is, in fact, abandoned or discontinued.

2.

Upon declaration of the city manager that the infrastructure facility is
abandoned or discontinued, as to private property, the permit holder or
owner of the affected real property shall have ninety days from the date
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of the declaration or a further reasonable time as may be approved by
the city manager, within which to complete one of the following actions:
i.

Reactivate use of the infrastructure facility;

ii.

Transfer the rights to use the infrastructure facility to another entity (who
shall be subject to all the provisions of this chapter) and the entity
immediately commences use of the infrastructure facility; or

iii. Remove the infrastructure facility and any supporting structures installed
solely in connection with the infrastructure facility, and restore the site to
be consistent with the then-existing surrounding area.

3.

If after the ninety day time period set forth in subsection 1 of this section
none of the required actions in subsections 2.i through 2.iii of this
section has occurred, the city council at a noticed public hearing may
declare that the infrastructure facility is deemed abandoned. The city
manager shall provide notice of such finding to the permit holder last
known to use the infrastructure facility and, if applicable, to the owner of
the affected private real property, providing thirty days from the date of
the notice within which to complete one of the following actions:
i.
ii.
iii.

4.

Reactivate use of the infrastructure facility, subject to the terms
and conditions of the applicable permit;
Transfer the rights to use the infrastructure facility to another
operator (who shall be subject to all the provisions of the Code and
this policy); or
Remove the infrastructure facility and any supporting structures
installed solely in connection with the infrastructure facility,
and restore the site to be consistent with the then-existing
surrounding area.

If there is no reactivation, transfer or removal as set forth in subsection
3 of this section, the town may thereafter remove the abandoned
infrastructure facility, repair any and all damages to the premises
caused by such removal, and otherwise restore the premises as is
appropriate to be in compliance with applicable codes. If the town
removes the infrastructure facility, the town may, but shall not be
required to, store the removed infrastructure facility or any part thereof,
and may use it, sell it or dispose of it in any manner deemed by the town
to be appropriate. The entity that abandoned the infrastructure facility,
or its successor in interest, and if on private property, the private
property owner shall be jointly liable for the entire cost of such removal,
repair, restoration and storage and shall remit payment to the town
promptly after demand therefor is made. In addition, the city council, at
its option, may utilize any financial security required in conjunction with
granting the permit to recover such costs.
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5.

Until the cost of removal, repair, restoration and storage is paid in full, a
lien shall be placed on the infrastructure facility and any related
personal property and any private real property on which the WCF was
located for the full amount of the cost of removal, repair, restoration and
storage. The city clerk shall cause the lien to be recorded with the San
Mateo County recorder.

T. After adequate written notice to the permit holder, the city council may
require the relocation, at the permit holder's expense and according to the
then-existing standards for infrastructure facilities, of any infrastructure
facility located in the rights-of-way, as necessary for maintenance or
reconfiguration of the town's rights-of-way or for other public projects, or
take any other action or combination of actions necessary to protect the
health and welfare of the town.
1. If an existing utility pole that hosts a infrastructure facility must be
replaced, the permit holder shall within thirty days after the installation
of the replacement pole either relocate its infrastructure facility in the
same configuration on the replacement pole, or remove the priorexisting infrastructure facility rather than relocate it, and notify the city
manager of the removal, and surrender its permit for cancellation by the
city manager.
2. If the permit holder fails to relocate or remove the infrastructure facility as
required by this subsection, the town may elect to treat the infrastructure
facility as a nuisance to be abated as set forth in Section 8.16.035 of the
Code.
U. A permit holder shall not assign or transfer any interest in its permit(s) for
infrastructure facility(ies) without advance written notice to the town. The notice
shall specify the identity of the assignee or transferee of the permit, as well as
the assignee or transferee's address, telephone number, name of primary
contact person(s), and other applicable contact information, such as an e-mail
address or facsimile number. The new assignee or transferee shall comply with
all of the permit's terms and conditions of approval, and shall submit to the town
a written acceptance of the permit's terms and conditions and a written
assumption of the obligations thereafter accruing under such permit prior to the
date that such assignment or transfer is intended to take effect.
V. Throughout the permit term, the permittee must maintain a complete and
accurate copy of the written administrative record, which includes without
limitation the permit application, the approved permit, the approved plans and
photo simulations incorporated into the approval, all conditions associated with
this approval, any ministerial permits or approvals issued in connection with this
approval and any records, memoranda, documents, papers and other
correspondence entered into the public record in connection with the permit
(collectively, "records"). If the permittee does not maintain such records as
required in this condition, any ambiguities or uncertainties that would be
resolved by inspecting the missing records will be construed against the
permittee. The permittee shall protect all records from damage from fires,
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floods and other hazards that may cause deterioration. The permittee may keep
records in an electronic format; provided, however, that hard copies or
electronic records kept in the town's regular files will control over any conflicts
between such town-controlled copies or records and the permittee's electronic
copies, and complete originals will control over all other copies in any form. The
requirements in this condition shall not be construed to create any obligation to
create or prepare any records not otherwise required to be created or prepared
by other applicable laws. Compliance with the requirements in this condition
shall not excuse the permittee from any other similar record-retention
obligations under applicable law.
W. The permittee shall replace any landscape features damaged or displaced by
the construction, installation, operation, maintenance or other work performed
by the permittee or at the permittee's direction on or about the site. If any trees
are damaged or displaced, the permittee shall hire and pay for a licensed
arborist to select, plant and maintain replacement landscaping in an appropriate
location for the species. Only International Society of Arboriculture certified
workers under the supervision of a licensed arborist shall be used to install the
replacement tree(s), Any replacement tree must be substantially the same size
as the damaged tree, The type, size and location for a replacement tree shall
be subject to the city manager's approval. The permittee shall, at all times, be
responsible to maintain any replacement landscape features.
X. The permittee acknowledges and agrees that (i) the permittee's request for

authorization to construct, install and/or operate the wireless facility will
cause the Town to incur costs and expenses; (ii) the permittee shall be
responsible to reimburse the City for all costs incurred in connection with
the permit, which includes without limitation costs related to application
review, permit issuance, site inspection and any other costs reasonably
related to or caused by the request for authorization to construct, install
and/or operate the wireless facility; (iii) any application fees required for the
application may not cover all such reimbursable costs and that the
permittee shall have the obligation to reimburse City for all such costs 10
days after a written demand for reimbursement and reasonable
documentation to support such costs; and (iv) the City shall have the right
to withhold any permits or other approvals in connection with the wireless
facility until and unless any outstanding costs have been reimbursed to the
City by the permittee.

Y. Notwithstanding any term remaining on any WCF permit, if other utilities or

communications providers in the public rights-of-way underground their
facilities in the segment of the public rights-of-way where the permittee's
facility is located, the permittee must also underground its equipment,
except the antennas and any approved electric meter, at approximately the
same time. Accessory equipment such as radios and computers that require
an environmentally controlled underground vault to function shall not be
exempt from this condition. WCFs installed on wood utility poles that will be
removed pursuant to the undergrounding program may be reinstalled on a
streetlight that complies with the town's standards and specifications or
15
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other fully concealed pre-approved design pursuant to Section R of this
policy. Such undergrounding shall occur at the permittee's sole cost and
expense except as may be reimbursed through tariffs approved by the state
public utilities commission for undergrounding costs.
Z.

If the commercial electric utility provider adopts or changes its rules
obviating the need for a separate or ground-mounted electric meter and
enclosure, the permittee on its own initiative and at its sole cost and
expense shall remove the separate or ground-mounted electric meter and
enclosure. Prior to removing the electric meter, the permittee shall apply for
any encroachment and/or other ministerial permit(s) required to perform the
removal. Upon removal, the permittee shall restore the affected area to its
original condition that existed prior to installation of the equipment.

AA. The permittee acknowledges that the Town, in its sole discretion and at
any time, may: (i) change any street grade, width or location; (ii) add,
remove or otherwise change any improvements in, on, under or along any
street owned by the Town or any other public agency, which includes
without limitation any sewers, storm drains, conduits, pipes, vaults, boxes,
cabinets, poles and utility systems for gas, water, electric or
telecommunications; and/or (iii) perform any other work deemed
necessary, useful or desirable by the Town (collectively, "Town work"). The
Town reserves the rights to do any and all Town work without any
admission on its part that the Town would not have such rights without the
express reservation in this permit. If the Public Works Director determines
that any Town work will require the permittee's facility located in the public
rights-of-way to be rearranged and/or relocated, the permittee shall, at its
sole cost and expense, do or cause to be done all things necessary to
accomplish such rearrangement and/or relocation. If the permittee fails or
refuses to either permanently or temporarily rearrange and/or relocate the
permittee's facility within a reasonable time after the Public Works Director's
notice, the Town may (but will not be obligated to) cause the rearrangement or
relocation to be performed at the permittee's sole cost and expense. The Town
may exercise its rights to rearrange or relocate the permittee's facility without
prior notice to permittee when the Public Works Director determines that the
Town work is immediately necessary to protect public health or safety. The
permittee shall reimburse the Town for all costs and expenses in connection
with such work within 10 days after a written demand for reimbursement and
reasonable documentation to support such costs.
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ATTACHMENT 5
HILLSBOROUGH SITE NAME:
LICENSEE SITE NAME:
LICENSEE SITE NUMBER:

TOWN OF HILLSBOROUGH
COMMUNICATIONS FACILITY LICENSE AGREEMENT
(CROWN CASTLE FIBER LLC – [SITE])
THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT (“License”) is made and entered into this ______ day of
_________________, 20__, (“Effective Date”) by and between the Town of Hillsborough, a
California municipal corporation with its principal offices located at 1600 Floribunda Avenue,
Hillsborough, CA 94010 (“Town”), and CROWN CASTLE FIBER LLC (“Licensee”). Town
and Licensee are sometimes referred to in this License Agreement individually as a “party” or
jointly as “parties.” The term “License” used in herein means this License Agreement and any
amendments to this License Agreement as may be executed between the parties in accordance
with the terms herein.
In consideration of the mutual covenants contained herein and intending to be legally
bound hereby, the parties hereto agree as follows:.
LICENSE
Section 1.
Non-exclusive License. Subject to the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth,
Town grants Licensee a non-exclusive license to install, operate and maintain its
Communications Facility (as defined below), on a portion or portions of that certain real property
owned by the Town located at [ADDRESS] and as legally described in Exhibit A attached
hereto (“Site”) as designated and approved by Town.
Licensee will submit its proposal for installation of a facility at the Site by the date it is
required to submit permit applications under Settlement Agreement between the Town of
Hillsborough and Crown Castle Fiber LLC dated June 11, 2020 (“Settlement”). Its proposal for
use of the Site will include a detailed description and drawings of the Communications Facility,
which, if approved by the Town or as approved and modified by the Town, shall be incorporated
as Exhibit B to this License. The proposal will also include a site plan depicting the dimensions
and approved location of the Communications Facility on the Site to be used by Licensee under
this License (“Licensed Area”). The site plan, if approved, will be attached to this License as
Exhibit C and will clearly show the designated space on Town’s existing surface infrastructure;
(ii) approximate square feet of designated surface ground space and height of the Licensed Area;
and (iii) utility routes (showing specifically, the location, width and depth of the utilities).
Town will, by the date it is required to take final action on the permit applications under
the Settlement determine in writing whether to permit Licensee to install the proposed facility at
the Site. The date of such approval shall be the “Commencement Date” for the purposes of this
License.
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This License shall be of no further force and effect if Licensee fails to timely submit
applications under the Settlement; or if the Town does not approve the installation of the
proposed Communications Facility, or if construction of the approved Communications Facility
is not commenced within ninety (90) days of the approval, or is not completed within one
hundred twenty (120) days of the approval. Town may extend the construction times and will
not unreasonably withhold consent for delays beyond the control of Licensee.
Notwithstanding Town’s approval of Licensee’s use of the Licensed Area of the Site,
nothing in this License may be deemed to grant, convey, create, or vest in Licensee a real
property interest in land, including any fee, leasehold interest, or easement.
The term “Communications Facility” as used in this License shall include all antennas,
facilities, structures, foundations, pads, cables, conduits and equipment and utilities that Licensee
erects, installs and/or uses on or under the Site, as authorized and listed in Exhibit B, as may be
modified from time to time in accordance with this License.
The Parties acknowledge that Town, in executing this License, is acting only in its
proprietary capacity as the owner of the Site and Licensed Area, and not in any regulatory
fashion. The Communications Facility, including the utility routes, are not subject to change
without the express permission, and subject to such conditions as may be established by the
Town. Licensee shall not consider this License as approval of any applicable permits, licenses or
other governmental approvals required for the construction or operation needed for the use
described herein.
Section 2.
Access License. Licensee shall have the right of non-exclusive ingress and egress
to the Licensed Area, seven (7) days a week, twenty-four (24) hours a day, via foot [or motor
vehicle (but not including vehicles with more than two (2) axles/more than twenty (20) feet in
length, and 20,000 lbs gross vehicle weight)] 1 via the access area delineated as such in Exhibit
C, in order to install, operate, and maintain the Communications Facility, subject to the
limitations set forth below. [Vehicles are not permitted on the property, except as Town may
separately approve in its sole discretion, subject to such conditions as the Town may establish.]2
Prior to accessing the Licensed Area, Licensee shall provide written notice to the City Manager
of the Town at least forty-eight (48) hours in advance, except in the event of an emergency in
which case Licensee shall provide notice to Town as soon as reasonably possible after such
emergency access. In the event access to the Licensed Area is restricted and/or locked by Town
personnel, Licensee shall be required to obtain any and all necessary access credentials or keys
from the Town of Hillsborough Police Department, located at 1600 Floribunda Avenue in the
Town of Hillsborough or from the Town’s City Manager or designee, on a temporary basis, not
For sites by water tanks.
For the Gatehouse – because of landscaping, Town does not believe that trucks may be brought on the property, so
that installation/removal will generally require work by hand and/or access via a crane or articulating lift from the
roadway.
1
2
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to exceed Licensee’s reasonable assess requirements. In such event, Licensee or its designee
shall provide proper identification prior to checking out any access credentials or keys. All
access to the Licensed Area by Licensee shall be subject in each instance to all permits,
ordinances, as well as any local, state, and federal laws (“Laws”) in addition to this License.
Further, when Town’s access to a site is established through an access easement over third party
property to the Site (“Access Easement”), nothing herein shall be deemed to be a representation
or warranty by Town that its interest or other rights to use the Access Easement is sufficient to
permit its use for Licensee’s purposes, and Licensee shall be deemed to gain only those rights to
use as are properly in Town and as Town may have the undisputed right and power to give
Licensee. Licensee assumes the risk of any challenge, claim, litigation or damage, asserted in
connection with Licensee’s use of the Access Easement for ingress and egress to the Site and
releases Town from any and all responsibility, claim, damage, related to or in connection with
Licensee’s use of the Access Easement. If Town’s continued use of the Access Easement is
challenged or threatened in any way by Licensee’s use of the Access Easement, upon notice from
Town, Licensee shall cease ingress and egress to the Site until such time as the challenge or
threat to Town’s continued use of the Access Easement is resolved which may require Licensee
to obtain any necessary approvals, licenses or easements from the third-party property owner at
its sole cost and expense.
Section 3.
Permitted Use. Licensee may transmit and receive communication signals and
install, operate and maintain the Communications Facility in the Licensed Area in accordance
with the site plan and dimension sketch of the Communications Facility in Exhibit C hereto.
Licensee may repair or perform like-for-like replacements of its Communications Facility
without Town’s prior consent, subject to the access rules in this License. Licensee may not
install any other facilities or equipment of any kind that is not otherwise described in Exhibit B
and depicted on Exhibit C or otherwise intensify its use of the site without Town’s prior written
consent which may be granted or denied in Town’s sole discretion. Licensee acknowledges that
the primary purpose of the Site is to serve as a valuable asset to the people of Hillsborough and
the Town, and Licensee’s use of the Site shall be subject to Town’s paramount rights
(“Paramount Rights”) to use the Site for any and all current and future uses necessary for Town’s
municipal needs. If Town determines that Licensee is physically interfering with such use, Town
shall notify Licensee and Licensee shall cease such physical interference within twenty-four (24)
hours. In case of an emergency, Town may take steps to eliminate such physical interference
without prior notice to Licensee and Licensee shall reimburse Town for any and all costs
incurred to eliminate such physical interference.
Section 4.
License Term; Option Period. This License shall be for a term of fifteen (15)
years, referred to as the “License Term,” commencing on the Commencement Date as defined
above. Unless Licensee gives Town written notice of its intention not to extend the License at
least six (6) months prior to the end of the License Term, and provided Licensee is not in default
under this License, this License shall automatically be extended upon the expiration of the
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License Term for one (1) additional five (5) year period (“Option Period”), subject to all terms
and conditions of this License.
Section 5.
One-Time Fee; Annual License Fee; Increases; Late Payments. Licensee
shall pay Town the amount of ($500) not later than forty-five (45) days after full execution of
this License to cover the Town’s administrative and legal costs for the negotiation and
preparation of this License. For the first year of the License Term, Licensee shall pay Town the
total sum of ($32,400) (“Annual License Fee”) not later than forty-five (45) days after the
Commencement Date. The Annual License Fee for subsequent years shall be payable annually,
in advance, on the anniversary of the Commencement Date, and shall increase annually during
the License Term and the Option Period, effective as of each anniversary of the Commencement
Date, by an amount equal to four percent (4%) over the amount of the Annual License Fee in
effect immediately prior to such increase. The Annual License Fee shall be payable without
offset or deduction by check sent to Town's address specified below or to any other person or
firm as Town may, from time to time, designate in writing at least sixty (60) days in advance of
any Annual License Fee due date. If, at any time, Licensee fails to make timely payment,
interest shall accrue on the past due amount at the rate of ten percent (10%) per month or the
maximum allowable by law, whichever is less, until the Annual License Fee any all accumulated
interest is paid in full. This right to collect interest is in addition to all rights of Town to
terminate this License for non-payment pursuant to Section 8 of this License.
Section 6.
Holdover. If the Communications Facility or any part thereof is still on the Site,
or Licensee is still conducting any activities or operations on the Site, or is otherwise using the
Site without a written agreement with Town after expiration of the License Term, or, if
applicable, the Option Period, such possession or use shall be deemed a holdover use under the
same terms and conditions of this License, except that the Annual License Fee shall be one
hundred fifty percent (150%) of the Annual License Fee in effect at the expiration of the License
Term or, if applicable, the Option Period, and shall be payable in advance in equal monthly
installments. Nothing contained herein shall grant Licensee the right to holdover after the
expiration of the License Term or, if applicable, the Option Period and notwithstanding the
payment of license fees during the holdover period, Town shall have the right to require Licensee
to vacate the Site at any time upon thirty (30) days written notice.
Section 7.
Temporary Relocation. Licensee understands and agrees that from time to time
during the License Term and/or the Option Period, Town may require Licensee to remove and/or
relocate all or portions of the Communications Facility from the Licensed Area temporarily at
Licensee’s expense in order for Town to exercise its Paramount Rights at the Site. Town shall
endeavor to give Licensee at least sixty (60) days prior written notice of the necessity to relocate
the Communications Facility for the temporary period, and will use good faith efforts to provide
temporary space at the Site, or another mutually acceptable Town location for such temporary
relocation; provided Licensee is not in default under this License. Licensee shall be solely
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responsible at its cost for obtaining any necessary permits and otherwise complying with all
laws, permits, and other rules and regulations of any public entity applicable in connection with
the temporary relocation of its Communications Facility. Licensee acknowledges that in case of
emergency (as determined by Town in its sole discretion), the notice period for temporary
relocation may be shortened. Notwithstanding any relocation or any shortened notice period, the
License shall continue without abatement of the Annual License Fee unless Town is unable to
provide space for temporary relocation and as a result Licensee is required to cease to operate its
Communications Facility for a period of more than fourteen (14) days in which event Licensee
shall be entitled to an abatement of the Annual License Fee equivalent to the number of full days
in excess of fourteen (14) days during which Licensee was unable to operate its Communications
Facility multiplied by 1/365 of the Annual License Fee applicable during such period. Town will
calculate and refund such abatement amount without interest within sixty (60) days after the end
of the temporary relocation period.
At the end of the temporary relocation period, Licensee shall at its cost return the
relocated Communications Facility to the Licensed Area, unless the parties mutually agree that
the Communications Facility may remain at the temporary location in which case the parties
shall memorialize such agreement by an amendment to this License. Licensee shall have a right
to terminate this License upon thirty (30) days prior written notice to Town if any temporary
relocation exceeds ninety (90) days, or if Town requires Licensee to relocate the
Communications Facility more than one (1) time during the License Term, or more than one (1)
time during the Option Period. If the License is terminated for such reason, Town shall refund
unused months of the Annual License Fee on a proportionate basis, but Licensee shall not be
entitled to reimbursement or payment by Town of any further expenses or costs it may incur by
reason of its election to terminate this License hereunder.
Section 8.
Town’s Termination. In addition to other rights of termination and revocation
Town has under this License, Town may terminate and revoke this License prior to expiration of
the License Term or Option Period, if applicable, in any of the following circumstances: By
giving Licensee twelve (12) months prior written notice, if Town determines in its sole discretion
that the Licensed Area is necessary for the exercise of its Paramount Rights at the Site or Town
decides to sell or otherwise dispose of its fee ownership of the Site. Upon notice of termination
and revocation under this Section, Town shall make a good faith effort to permit Licensee to
relocate the Communications Facility to another of Town’s sites prior to termination of the
License, provided Licensee assumes all costs of any such relocation.
Section 8.2 By giving Licensee sixty (60) days prior written notice, if Licensee fails to
maintain and repair the Communications Facility according to the requirements of the License
and fails to cure such non-compliance in response to any Town request for such repairs within
thirty (30) days or within such shorter time specified by Town in such written request. Further,
if Town in its sole discretion determines that the Communications Facility is in a state of
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disrepair which imminently endangers the health and safety of Town employees and other users
of the Site, Town may terminate the License and take steps to address the situation immediately
without prior notice to Licensee, provided that Town shall thereafter notify Licensee of the
situation, and Licensee shall reimburse Town for its actual costs incurred to take such action.
Section 8.3 If Licensee fails to pay the Annual License Fee when due, Town may,
after giving ten (10) days prior written notice to Licensee, terminate and revoke this License and
seek other remedies, as appropriate, under the laws of the State of California, unless Licensee
cures such default by payment of the Annual License Fee and accrued interest charges within
such notice period.
Section 8.4 If Licensee fails to perform or observe any of terms or conditions of this
License, Town may, after giving thirty (30) days prior written notice to Licensee terminate and
revoke this License and seek other remedies, as appropriate, under the laws of the State, unless
Licensee cures such default within such notice period.
Section 9.
Licensee’s Limited Termination Right. It is understood and agreed that
Licensee’s ability to use the Site is contingent upon Licensee continually maintaining in full
force and effect, after the Commencement Date, all the certificates, permits, and other approvals
that are required by any federal, state, or local authorities. In the event that any certificate,
permit, license, or approval issued to Licensee is canceled, expires, lapses, or is otherwise
withdrawn or terminated by any governmental authority so that Licensee is unable to use the Site
for its intended purposes, Licensee may terminate this License upon ninety (90) days written
notice to Town, except that those terms that by their nature survive termination such as
Licensee’s obligations to remove the Communications Facility and restore the Site, and the
indemnity obligation shall survive in accordance with the terms of this License.
Section 10.

Licensee’s Installation, Ownership, Operation and Maintenance; FCC
Regulations, Emissions Testing; Compliance with Law.

Section 10.1 Licensee shall install, construct and maintain the Communications Facility
in accordance with this License.
Section 10.2 It is expressly understood and agreed that any and all fixtures and
equipment of whatsoever nature at any time constructed or placed on the Site by Licensee shall
be and remain the personal property of Licensee. Licensee shall have the right at any time
during the License Term, and the Option Period, if applicable, to remove any and all fixtures and
equipment owned or placed by Licensee in, under, or upon the Licensed Area.
Section 10.3 Licensee, at Licensee’s sole cost and expense shall keep and maintain, or
cause to be kept and maintained, the Communications Facility in a state of good appearance and
repair, reasonable wear and tear excepted. Upon Town’s written request, Licensee shall
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complete all such work at its sole expense within thirty (30) days of receipt of such notice. If the
Licensee fails to comply with this Section, the Town may complete or cause to be completed the
work, and Licensee shall reimburse the Town for such invoiced costs within thirty (30) days of
receipt.
Section 10.4 Licensee shall, at its sole cost and expense, protect, replace and provide
any landscaping required in its permits to shield the Communications Facility on the Site and
shall promptly replace any Town landscaping damaged by Licensee’s activities. Upon Town’s
written request, Licensee shall complete all such work at its sole expense within thirty (30) days
of receipt of such notice. If the Licensee fails to comply with this Section, the Town may
complete or cause to be completed the work, and Licensee shall reimburse the Town for such
invoiced costs within thirty (30) days of receipt.
Section 10.5 Licensee shall, at its sole cost and expense, repair any damage it may
cause to the Licensed Area, access areas, means of ingress or egress, or any Access Easement.
Upon Town’s written request, Licensee shall repair any such damage at its sole expense within
thirty (30) days of receipt of such notice. If the Licensee fails to comply with this Section, the
Town may complete or cause to be completed the work, and Licensee shall reimburse the Town
for such invoiced costs within thirty (30) days of receipt.
Section 10.6 Licensee shall have a separate meter installed for Licensee's electrical
power consumption, whereupon Licensee shall be solely responsible for payment of all of its
electrical utilities costs. No other connection is authorized by this License, and no other fuels of
any type shall be used or stored by Licensee within the Licensed Area without the advance
written consent of Town.
Section 10.7 In addition to compliance with specific laws otherwise described in this
License, Licensee shall comply, and will ensure that its contractors and representatives will
comply, with all regulations and requirements of the FCC and the California Public Utilities
Commission, and all other federal, state and local laws, ordinances, rules and regulations,
including health and safety requirements, pertaining to the construction, installation, operation
and maintenance of the Communications Facility and work on the Site during the License Term
and Option Period, and in conjunction with any activities undertaken on the Site by Licensee
either prior to the Effective Date, or after expiration of this License. Requirements of the federal
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and the California Division of
Occupational Safety and Health (CAL-OSHA), whichever is stricter, shall be adhered to at all
times during any activities on the Site by Licensee and its contractors or other representatives.
Licensee shall have a safety and injury prevention program in place for the construction,
installation, operation and maintenance of the Communications Facility and work on the Site, if
required by laws or regulations. If required by law or regulation, a copy of any such program
shall be on the Site at all times.
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Section 11. Removal & Restoration. Prior to the expiration of the License or within thirty
(30) days of the earlier termination of the License, Licensee shall (1) remove all of the
Communications Facility at its sole expense and (2) repair any damage to the Licensed Area
caused by such removal and shall return the Licensed Area to the condition which existed before
the Effective Date, reasonable wear and tear excepted. Notwithstanding the above, prior to the
expiration or earlier termination of the License, Town may retain any structures, conduits, or
other improvements at the Site installed or placed by Licensee or at Licensee’s direction by
mutual agreement with Licensee. If the Licensee fails to remove its Communications Facility and
restore the Licensed Area as required by this Section, the Town may complete or cause to be
completed the work, and Licensee shall reimburse the Town for such invoiced costs within thirty
(30) days of receipt.
Section 12.

Prior Communications Facilities on Site, Town Communications Systems;
Non-interference.

Section 12.1 Licensee acknowledges and understands that there may be
communications facilities on Site belonging to one or more third parties (referred to as the “Prior
User(s)”) that has entered into an agreement(s) (the “Prior Use Agreement(s)”) with Town,
pursuant to which the Prior User(s) has(ve) been permitted to install and operate communications
equipment on the Site. Where applicable, Licensee represents and warrants that prior to the
execution of this License, Licensee has determined that the Prior Users present no material
interference with Licensee’s intended use within the Licensed Area.
Section 12.2 Licensee shall operate the Communications Facility in a manner that will
not cause harmful interference to (i) the Town’s use of the Site, or (ii) any communications
equipment operated and/or owned by the Prior User(s) as of the Effective Date, provided that the
Prior User(s) operates its communications equipment in accordance with the terms of the Prior
Use Agreement(s). If Licensee’s Communications Facility causes such harmful interference,
Licensee will immediately take all steps necessary to correct and eliminate the interference,
including but not limited to, at Licensee’s option, powering down such equipment and later
powering up such equipment for intermittent testing. If such interference cannot be corrected or
powered down within two (2) days after Licensee is advised of such interference, Town may
require that Licensee cease (or cause the cessation of) operation of the interfering equipment
until such interference can be so corrected at which time the operation of such equipment may
resume.
Section 12.3 Licensee further acknowledges that Town assumes no risk or liability for
any interference with Licensee’s use of the Site which results from the operation of
communications equipment on the Site by the Prior User(s) under the Prior Use Agreement(s)
and agrees that Town shall be held harmless from claims due to any such interference, pursuant
to the indemnification terms set forth in Section 16 herein.
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Section 12.4 Town reserves the right to license other portions of the Site to third parties
during the License Term and Option Period, if applicable. If, subsequent to the installation of
the Communications Facility, the new third party equipment on the Site causes harmful
interference with the Communications Facility, Licensee shall use its best efforts to resolve the
interference issues in cooperation with the owner and operator of the new equipment without
involving Town personnel. If any such subsequent users cannot correct such harmful
interference within ten (10) business days of Licensee’s written notification thereof to Town,
Licensee may terminate this License upon sixty (60) days written notice to Town and obtain a
refund of prepaid unused amounts of the Annual License Fee, or seek injunctive or other legal
relief against/from such subsequent third party users. The refund shall be Licensee’s sole and
exclusive remedy and recovery as against Town for any interference, and Licensee hereby
waives any other rights or remedies it may have at law or in equity against Town related thereto.
The parties recognize and agree that it is the intention of this Section 10 that Town not become
embroiled in any disputes or proceedings between Licensee and any other users of the Site,
and/or expend funds as a result thereof; therefore, Licensee agrees to indemnify, defend, and
hold harmless the Town against any claim related to or arising from any disputes or proceedings
between Licensee and any other users of the Site.
Section 12.5 Licensee understands it is the policy of the Town to encourage collocation
of wireless communications facilities, and agrees that where technically feasible, and subject to
agreement on reasonable terms and conditions, it will permit collocation of wireless
communications facilities approved by the Town on any supporting structure it installs and owns
on Town property pursuant to this License.
Section 12.6 If installation of the Communications Facility involves replacement of a
structure being used by the Town for its own purposes, Licensee shall, at its expense (a) install
the new structure; (b) cause Town antennas and equipment to be transferred to the new structure,
and installed in a manner so that there is as little disruption to use of the Town’s antennas and
equipment as possible, and so that the antennas and equipment can continue to be used with full
functionality after the transfer; and (c) remove the structure that is being replaced. Town shall
thereafter have access to the supporting structure as may be necessary to maintain, replace or
enhance its antennas and equipment, and may maintain its antennas and equipment thereon at no
charge.
Section 12.7 Nothing contained in this Section 12 or elsewhere in this License is
intended to confer any rights or remedies under, or by reason of this License on, or waive any
claims against, or adversely affect any rights of, any person or entity other than the parties
hereto.
Section 13. Performance Bond. On or before the Effective Date, Licensee shall obtain a
faithful performance bond, from a bond company duly licensed to do business in California in
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favor of Town (the "Bond"). The Bond shall secure (1) Licensee's removal of its equipment from
the Licensed Area following the expiration or earlier termination of the License, the replacement
of any support structure removed as part of the installation of the Communications Facility, and
the restoration of the areas affected by the removal; and (2) the recovery of any unpaid sums
duly owed to the Town under this License. Licensee will provide the Public works Director an
estimate of the cost of removal under Section 13(1) and the bond will be set in that amount,
unless the Public Works Director determines that the estimate is unreasonable, and sets an
alternative amount based on a review of the work required for removal. The Bond shall be
maintained in force by Licensee throughout the License Term and Option Period, if applicable.
Licensee agrees to deliver to Town a copy of the Bond prior to commencement of construction
activities on the Licensed Area (or if the License is a renewal for a previously constructed
facility, prior to full execution of the License). Prior to the commencement of any Option
Period, Town and Licensee shall review the amount of the Bond to assess whether the amount of
the Bond is reasonably sufficient to cover then current removal and restoration costs. If it is
reasonably determined to be insufficient, Licensee shall obtain and maintain in force a Bond for
such additional amount that Town reasonably determines to be sufficient. Bonds must be in a
form acceptable to the Town Attorney.
Section 14.

Environmental.

Section 14.1 For purposes of this License, the term “Hazardous Substances” means: (a)
any substance, products, waste, or other material of any nature whatsoever which is or becomes
listed, regulated, or addressed pursuant to the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), 42 United States Code Section 9601 et seq.; the
Resources Conservation and Recovery Act, 42 United States Code Section 6901 et seq.; the
Hazardous Materials Transportation Conservation and Recovery Act, 42 United States Code
Section 1801 et seq.; the Clean Water Act, 33 United States Code Section 1251 et seq.; the Toxic
Substances Control Act, 15 United States Code Section 2601 et seq.; the California Hazardous
Waste Control Act, Health and Safety Code Section 25100 et seq.; the Hazardous Substance
Account Act, Health and Safety Code Section 25330 et seq.; the California Safe Drinking Water
and Toxic Enforcement Act, Health and Safety Code Section 25249.5 et seq.; California Health
and Safety Code Section 25280 et seq. (Underground Storage of Hazardous Substances); the
California Hazardous Waste Management Act, Health and Safety Code Section 25170.1 et seq.;
California Health and Safety Code Section 25501 et seq. (Hazardous Materials Release
Response Plans and Inventory); or the California Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act,
Water Code Section 13000 et seq., all as amended; or any other federal, state, or local statute,
law, ordinance, resolution, code, rule, regulation, order or decree regulating, relating to, or
imposing liability or standards of conduct concerning any Hazardous Substance, now or at any
time hereinafter in effect; (b) any substance, product, waste or other material of any nature
whatsoever which may give rise to liability under any of the above statutes or under any statutory
or common law theory based on negligence, trespass, intentional tort, nuisance or strict liability
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or under any reported decisions of a state or federal court; (c) petroleum or crude oil, other than
petroleum and petroleum products which are contained within regularly operated motor vehicles;
and (d) asbestos.
Section 14.2 Except as otherwise specifically permitted under the terms of this License,
Licensee shall not use, create, generate, store, deposit, dispose of or allow any Hazardous
Substances on, under, about or within the Site or Licensed Area in violation of any federal, state,
or local law, rule, regulation, order, decree or other requirement listed in this Section 14.
Batteries for emergency power and fuel for temporary generators during power outages may only
be used or stored on-site with the prior written approval of Town. On site use, but not storage, of
ordinary paints, solvents and similar substances commonly used in small quantities and
necessary for maintenance of Licensee’s Communications Facility are excepted from the
preceding prohibition of use by Licensee of Hazardous Substances on the Licensed Area and the
Site, so long as Licensee complies with all applicable federal, state and local laws rules and
regulations governing the use of such items.
Section 14.3 Unless listed in Exhibit B, no underground or above ground storage tanks
shall be installed on Licensed Area.
Section 14.4 Town or its officers, employees, contractors, or agents shall at all times
have the right to go upon and visually inspect the Licensed Area and the operations conducted
thereon to assure compliance with the requirements herein stated. This inspection may also
include taking samples for chemical analysis of substances and materials present and/or testing
soils on the Licensed Area and taking photographs. Except in case of emergency, Town will not
take samples or test soils on the Licensed Area without providing Licensee with reasonable
notice and the opportunity to have a representative present.
Section 14.5 Licensee shall, within forty-eight (48) hours of the discovery by Licensee
of the presence of, or believed presence of, a Hazardous Substance as defined herein, give
written notice to Town in the event that Licensee knows or has reasonable cause to believe that
any release of Hazardous Substance has come or will come to be located on, under, about or
within the Licensed Area. The failure to disclose in a timely manner the release of a Hazardous
Substance by Licensee, including but not limited to, an amount which is required to be reported
to a state or local agency pursuant to law (e.g., California’s Hazardous Materials Storage and
Emergency Response Act, Health and Safety Code Section 25550 et seq.) shall be grounds for
termination of this License by Town in addition to actual damages and other remedies provided
by law. Licensee shall immediately clean up and completely remove all Hazardous Substances
placed by Licensee on, under, about or within the Licensed Area or the Site, in a manner that is
in all respects safe and in accordance with all applicable laws, rules and regulations.
Section 14.6 In the event Hazardous Substances are discovered, Licensee shall disclose
to Town the specific information regarding Licensee’s discovery of any Hazardous Substances
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placed on, under, about or within the Licensed Area or the Site by Licensee, and provide written
documentation of its safe and legal disposal.
Section 14.7 Breach of any of these covenants, terms, and conditions, and Licensee’s
failure to cure within thirty (30) days of Licensee’s receipt of written notice from Town, shall
give Town the authority to either immediately terminate this License or to shut down Licensee’s
operations thereon, at the sole discretion of Town. In either case, Licensee will continue to be
liable under this License to remove and mitigate all Hazardous Substances placed by Licensee
on, under, about or within the Licensed Area or the Site. Licensee shall be responsible for, and
bear the entire cost of removal and disposal of, all Hazardous Substances introduced to the
Licensed Area or the Site by Licensee during Licensee’s period of use and possession of the
Licensed Area. Upon termination of this License, Licensee shall, in accordance with all laws,
remove from the Licensed Area any equipment or improvements placed on the Licensed Area by
Licensee that may be contaminated by Hazardous Substances.
Section 15. Insurance. During the life of this License, Licensee shall pay for and maintain in
full force and effect all policies of insurance required hereunder with an insurance company(ies)
either (i) admitted by the California Insurance Commissioner to do business in the State of
California and rated not less than "A- VII" in Best's Insurance Rating Guide, or (ii) as may be
authorized in writing by Town Manager or his/her designee at any time and in his/her sole
discretion. The following policies of insurance are required:
Section 15.1 COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY insurance which shall be at
least as broad as the most current version of Insurance Services Office (ISO) Commercial
General Liability Coverage Form CG 00 01 and include insurance for “bodily injury,” “property
damage” and “personal and advertising injury” with coverage for premises and operations
(including the use of owned and non-owned equipment), products and completed operations, and
contractual liability (including, without limitation, indemnity obligations under the License) with
limits of liability of not less than the following:
$2,000,000 per occurrence for bodily injury and property damage
$1,000,000 per occurrence for personal and advertising injury
$4,000,000 aggregate for products and completed operations
$4,000,000 general aggregate
Section 15.2 COMMERCIAL AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY insurance which shall be at
least as broad as the most current version of Insurance Service Office (ISO) Business Auto
Coverage Form CA 00 01, and include coverage for all owned, hired, and non-owned
automobiles or other licensed vehicles (Code 1 Any Auto) with limits of liability of not less than
$2,000,000 per accident for bodily injury and property damage.
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Section 15.3 WORKERS' COMPENSATION insurance as required under the
California Labor Code.
Section 15.4 EMPLOYERS’ LIABILITY insurance with limits of liability of not less
than $1,000,000 each accident, $1,000,000 disease policy limit and $1,000,000 disease each
employee.
Section 15.5 PROPERTY insurance against all risks of loss to the Communication
Facility, at full replacement costs with no coinsurance penalty provision.
Section 15.6 In the event Licensee purchases an Umbrella or Excess insurance
policy(ies) to meet the minimum limits of insurance set forth above, this insurance policy(ies)
shall “follow form” and afford no less coverage than the primary insurance policy(ies).
Section 15.7 Licensee shall be responsible for payment of any deductibles contained in
any insurance policies required hereunder and Licensee shall also be responsible for payment of
any self-insured retentions. Any deductibles or self-insured retentions must be declared to, and
approved by, the City Manager or his/her designee in his/her sole discretion. At the option of the
City Manager or his/her designee, either (i) the insurer shall reduce or eliminate such deductibles
or self-insured retentions as respects Town, its officers, officials, employees, agents and
volunteers; or (ii) Licensee shall provide a financial guarantee, satisfactory to the City Manager
or his/her designee in his/her sole discretion, guaranteeing payment of losses and related
investigations, claim administration and defense expenses. At no time shall Town be responsible
for the payment of any deductibles or self-insured retentions.
Section 15.8 All policies of insurance required hereunder shall be endorsed to provide
that the coverage shall not be cancelled, non-renewed, reduced in coverage or in limits except
after thirty (30) calendar day written notice has been given to Town. Upon issuance by the
insurer, broker, or agent of a notice of cancellation, non-renewal, or reduction in coverage or in
limits, Licensee shall furnish Town with a new certificate and applicable endorsements for such
policy(ies). In the event any policy is due to expire during the term of this License, Licensee
shall provide a new certificate, and applicable endorsements, evidencing renewal of such policy
not less than fifteen (15) calendar days prior to the expiration date of the expiring policy.
Section 15.9 The General Liability and Automobile Liability insurance policies shall be
written on an occurrence form. The General Liability (including ongoing operations and
completed operations) and Automobile Liability insurance policies shall name Town, its officers,
officials, employees, agents and volunteers as an additional insured. All such policies of
insurance shall be endorsed so Licensee’s insurance shall be primary and no contribution shall be
required of Town, its officers, officials, employees, agents or volunteers. Any Workers’
Compensation insurance policy shall contain a waiver of subrogation as to Town, its officers,
officials, employees, agents and volunteers. The Property insurance policy shall name the Town
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as a loss payee. The coverage(s) shall contain no special limitations on the scope of protection
afforded to Town, its officers, officials, employees, agents and volunteers. Should Licensee
maintain insurance with broader coverage and/or limits of liability greater than those shown
above, Town requires and shall be entitled to the broader coverage and/or the higher limits of
liability maintained by Licensee. Any available insurance proceeds in excess of the specified
minimum limits of insurance and coverage shall be available to Town.
Section 15.10 Licensee and its insurers shall waive all rights of contribution, recovery
and subrogation against Town, its officers, officials, employees and agents on account of any
injury, death or property damage to any person, including any injury or death to the Licensee, its
principles, officers, employees, agents, contractors, subcontractors, consultants, sub-consultants,
invitees, or Licensee’s property or the property of others under Licensee’s care, custody and
control. Licensee shall give notice to its insurers that this waiver of subrogation is contained in
this License. This requirement shall survive expiration or termination of this License.
Section 15.11 Licensee shall furnish Town with all certificate(s) and applicable
endorsements effecting coverage required hereunder.
All certificates and applicable
endorsements are to be received and approved by the Town prior to Town’s execution of
this License. Upon request of Town, Licensee shall immediately furnish Town with a complete
copy of any insurance policy required under this License, including all endorsements, with said
copy certified by the underwriter to be a true and correct copy of the original policy. This
requirement shall survive expiration or termination of this License.
Section 15.12 If at any time during the life of this License or any extension, Licensee or
any of its contractors, subcontractors, consultants or sub-consultants fail to maintain any required
insurance in full force and effect, all work under this License shall be discontinued immediately,
until notice is received by Town that the required insurance has been restored to full force and
effect and that the premiums therefore have been paid for a period satisfactory to Town. Any
failure to maintain the required insurance shall be sufficient cause for Town to terminate this
License. No action taken by Town hereunder shall in any way relieve Licensee of its
responsibilities under this License.
Section 15.13 The fact that insurance is obtained by Licensee shall not be deemed to
release or diminish the liability of Licensee, including, without limitation, liability under the
indemnity provisions of this License. The duty to indemnify Town shall apply to all claims and
liability regardless of whether any insurance policies are applicable. The policy limits do not act
as a limitation upon the amount of indemnification to be provided by Licensee. Approval or
purchase of any insurance contracts or policies shall in no way relieve from liability nor limit the
liability of Licensee, its principals, officers, agents, employees, persons under the supervision of
Licensee, vendors, suppliers, invitees, consultants, sub-consultants, subcontractors, or anyone
employed directly or indirectly by any of them.
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Section 15.14 If it is necessary for Licensee to contract for the design, construction
and/or maintenance of the Communication Facility, Licensee shall require each consultant and
contractor to provide insurance protection in favor of Town, its officers, officials, employees,
agents and volunteers in accordance with the terms of each of the preceding paragraphs, except
that the consultant’s and contractor’s certificates and endorsements shall be on file with Licensee
and Town prior to the commencement of any work by the consultant and/or contractor.
Section 16. Indemnification. To the furthest extent allowed by law, Licensee shall
indemnify, hold harmless and defend Town and its officers, officials, employees, agents and
volunteers from any and all loss, liability, fines, penalties, forfeitures, costs and damages
(whether in contract, tort or strict liability, including but not limited to personal injury, death at
any time and property damage, including damage by fire or other casualty) incurred by Town,
Licensee, or any other person, and from any and all claims, demands and actions in law or equity
(including attorney's fees and litigation expenses), arising or alleged to have arisen directly or
indirectly out of Licensee’s: (i) occupancy, maintenance and/or use of the Licensed Area and/or
Communications Facility; or (ii) performance of, or failure to perform, this License. Licensee’s
obligations under the preceding sentence shall apply to any negligence of Town, but shall not
apply to any loss, liability, fines, penalties, forfeitures, costs or damages caused solely by the
gross negligence, or by the willful misconduct, of Town or its officers, officials, employees,
agents or volunteers.
Section 16.1 Licensee’s occupancy, maintenance and use of the Licensed Area and
Communications Facility shall be at Licensee’s sole risk and expense. Licensee accepts all risk
relating to Licensee’s: (i) occupancy, maintenance and/or use of the Licensed Area and/or
Communications Facility; and (ii) the performance of, or failure to perform, this Lease. Town
shall not be liable to Licensee or Licensee’s insurer(s) for, and Licensee and its insurer(s) hereby
waives and releases Town from, any and all loss, liability, fines, penalties, forfeitures, costs or
damages resulting from or attributable to an occurrence on or about the Licensed Area in any
way related to the Licensee’s operations and activities. Licensee shall immediately notify Town
of any occurrence on the Premises resulting in injury or death to any person or damage to
property of any person.
Section 16.2 If it is necessary for Licensee to contract for the design, construction
and/or maintenance of the Communication Facility, Licensee shall require each consultant and
contractor to indemnify, hold harmless, defend and release Town and its officers, officials,
employees, agents and volunteers in accordance with the terms of the preceding paragraphs. The
section shall survive termination or expiration of this License.
Section 17. Jurisdiction and Venue. This License shall be construed in accordance with and
governed by the laws of the State of California, without regard to conflicts of laws rules. Any
legal action or proceeding brought to interpret or enforce this License, or which in any way
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arises out of the Parties’ activities undertaken pursuant to this License, shall be filed and
prosecuted in the appropriate California State Court in the County of San Mateo, California.
Each Party waives the benefit of any provision of state or federal law providing for a change of
venue to any other court or jurisdiction including, without limitation, a change of venue based on
the fact that a governmental entity is a party to the action or proceeding, or that a federal right or
question is involved or alleged to be involved in the action or proceeding. Without limiting the
generality of the foregoing waiver, Permittee expressly waives any right to have venue
transferred pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure Section 394.
Section 18. Entire Agreement; Amendment.
This License constitutes the entire
understanding between the parties with respect to the subject matter hereof, superseding all
negotiations, prior discussions and agreements made prior to the date hereof. In the event there
is an existing lease or license between Licensee (or its predecessor-in-interest) and Town
covering the Licensed Area, it is agreed and understood that this License shall cancel, supersede
and terminate said prior lease or license as of the Effective Date of this License. This License
may not be modified except in a writing executed by both parties.
Section 19. Paragraph Heading and Construction. The section headings contained in this
License shall not be considered to be a part hereof for purposes of interpreting or applying this
License, but are for convenience only.
Section 20. Binding on Successors; No Third-Party Beneficiaries. This License, and all of
the provisions hereof, shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and
their respective heirs, successors, and assigns. No customer, other person or entity other than the
parties shall be deemed to be a third-party beneficiary hereof, and nothing in this License, either
express or implied, is intended to confer upon any customer or other person or entity, other than
the parties and their respective successors and assigns, any rights, remedies, obligations or
liabilities under or by reason of this License.
Section 21. Independent Contractors. Licensee’s contractors, agents and representatives are
independent contractors of Licensee, and are not employees or independent contractors of Town
while on the Site, or while engaged in any work on the Site, including the construction,
installation, maintenance or operation of the Communications Facility.
Section 22.

Limited Assignment/ No Sub-licensing.

Section 22.1 This License, or the license interest of Licensee in the Site, shall not be
assigned by Licensee except with the prior written consent of Town which consent may be
withheld in the Town’s sole discretion.
Section 22.2 Licensee may, without Town’s consent but upon at least sixty (60) days
prior written notice to Town, from time to time assign this License in its entirety (i) to any entity
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which has, directly or indirectly, a fifty-one percent (51%) or greater interest in Licensee (a
“Parent”), or to any entity in which Licensee or a Parent has a fifty-one percent (51%) or greater
interest. Any such assignment shall not be effective unless and until the assignee executes and
delivers to Town a written assumption of all Licensee’s obligations under this License.
Section 22.3 Sub-licensing is strictly prohibited.
Section 22.4 Any attempted or unauthorized assignment or sub-license shall be void
and shall be cause for immediate termination of this License by Town. The acceptance of
Annual License Fees by Town from any person other than Licensee or an authorized assignee
shall not be deemed to be a waiver by Town of any provision hereof. Consent to one assignment
shall not be deemed consent to any subsequent assignment.
Section 22.5 Requests for consent to assignments shall be submitted to Town to the
address set forth in Section 24 (“Notice”)
Section 23. Attorneys’ Fees. Should either party institute arbitration or legal or other
proceedings against the other for or on account of its failure or refusal to perform or fulfill any of
the covenants or conditions of this License on its part to be performed or fulfilled, then the
prevailing party in such action or proceeding shall receive from the other party attorney’s fees
and costs as adjudged reasonable by the arbitrator, or court.
Section 24. Notice. All notices, requests, and demands hereunder will be given in writing by
first class, certified or registered mail, return receipt requested, or by a nationally recognized
overnight courier, postage prepaid, to be effective when properly sent and received, refused or
returned undelivered. Notices, requests and demands will be addressed to the parties as follows:
If to Licensee:
If to Town:
Town of Hillsborough
Attn: City Manager
1600 Floribunda Avenue
Hillsborough, CA 94010
[insert phone number]
[insert email address]
Either party may change the address or persons to which notices are to be sent to it by giving
thirty (30) days’ prior written notice of such change to the other party in the manner provided
herein.
Section 25. Counterparts. This License may be executed in counterparts, each of which
shall be deemed to be an original.
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Section 26. Representations and Warranties. Each party represents and warrants that this
License constitutes a legal, valid and binding obligation of such party, and is enforceable against
such party in accordance with the terms set forth in the License. Licensee acknowledges and
agrees that Licensee is not entitled to relocation assistance, or any other benefits under the
Uniform Relocation Assistance Act, or any other applicable provision of law upon termination of
this License.
Section 27.

NO WARRANTY

LICENSEE’S RIGHT TO USE THE LICENSED AREA, TOWN IMPROVEMENTS AND
THE SITE IS STRICTLY ON AN “AS IS” BASIS WITH ALL FAULTS. TOWN MAKES NO
REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF ANY KIND AS TO THE PRESENT OR FUTURE
CONDITION OF OR SUITABILITY OF THE SITE, TOWN IMPROVEMENTS OR THE
LICENSED AREA FOR LICENSEE’S USE AND DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL
WARRANTIES EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WITH RESPECT TO THE PHYSICAL,
STRUCTURAL, OR ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITION OF THE SITE, TOWN
IMPROVEMENTS, AND LICENSED AREA AND THE MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. LICENSEE IS SOLELY RESPONSIBLE FOR
INVESTIGATION AND DETERMINATION OF THE CONDITION AND SUITABILITY OF
THE SITE, TOWN IMPROVEMENTS, AND LICENSED AREA FOR LICENSEE’S
INTENDED USE.
Section 28. Taxes. Town hereby provides notice pursuant to California Revenue and
Taxation Code Section 107.6, and Licensee acknowledges that this License may create a
possessory interest and Licensee may be subject to property taxes levied on such interest, as
described in California Revenue and Taxation Code Section 107. Licensee shall pay, when due,
all real and personal property taxes, fees and assessments, assessed against the Licensed Area
and the Communications Facility and shall reimburse Town for any increase in real property or
possessory interest taxes levied against the Site as a result of the improvements constructed by
Licensee on the Licensed Area only for so long as this Lease has not expired of its own terms or
is not terminated by either party.
Section 29.

Time. Time is of the essence of this License.

Section 30. Survival. All terms that by their nature should survive termination of this License
shall survive, including but not limited to payment of amounts owed and indemnification
obligations.
Section 31.

The following exhibits are incorporated in this License:
Exhibit A

Site- Legal Description
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Exhibit B
List)

Description - Communications Facility (Design and Equipment

Exhibit C

Licensed Area (Site Plan)

Section 32. Binding Authority/Authorized Representatives. Each of the parties represents
and warrants that it has the full right, power, legal capacity, and authority to enter into and
perform its obligations hereunder and that those obligations will be binding upon that party
without the approval or consent of any other person or entity. Each person executing this License
represents and warrants he/she has been duly authorized to execute the same.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this License as of the day
and year first written above.
“Town”:

“Licensee”:

THE TOWN OF HILLSBOROUGH

CROWN CASTLE FIBER LLC

By:

By:

_____________________________
City Manager

______________________________

Title: ______________________________
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Exhibit A

Site- Legal Description
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Exhibit B

Description - Communications Facility (Design and Equipment List)
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Exhibit C

Licensed Area (Site Plan)
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ATTACHMENT 6
RESOLUTION NO. 21RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE TOWN OF HILLSBOROUGH
APPROVING CROWN CASTLE’S WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS FACILITY
APPLICATION H27 (STEEL POLE IN PUBLIC RIGHT-OF-WAY ALTERNATIVE)
PURSUANT TO CEQA DETERMINATIONS
WHEREAS, the Town of Hillsborough (“Town”) regulates the placement of wireless
communications facilities (WCFs) under Chapter 15.32 of the Town of
Hillsborough Municipal Code (HMC) and with respect to placement of
WCFs on public right-of-way and private land, Policy No. 19-01 Design
Standards for Infrastructure Deployments; and
WHEREAS, HMC Section 15.32.040 provides that a wireless communications facility
may not be installed, collocated or modified without a permit, except as
provided within the HMC; and
WHEREAS, on March 23, 2021,Crown Castle submitted 13 WCF applications under
the terms of an approved settlement of litigation related to the denial of
applications submitted by Crown Castle in 2017; and
WHEREAS, under the terms of the approved settlement agreement, there is a
negotiated shot clock to consider and take final action on the applications,
which action was required to be taken by July 2, 2021; and
WHEREAS, after providing notice required to owners and occupants of real property
with respect to each of the proposed sites, holding various public ehrings,
and concluding deliberations on June 28, 2021 Council adopted
Resolution 21-61, determining that all 13 WCF applications (including
H27) had met the requirements under HMC Section 15.32.080(A) to be
considered for decision on the merits, and approving 12 of the 13 WCF
applications with conditions; and
WHEREAS, further, with Crown Castle’s oral consent to extend the time for action on
one application for a WCF proposed to be place on the Town-owned
Marlborough tank site (H27) by approximately 30 days, Council continued
the hearing on H27 to allow for further consideration of alternatives; and
WHEREAS, on July 9, 2021, the Town mailed notices of a City Council special meeting
to hold a continued public hearing on July 27, 2021 to owners and
occupants of real property within five hundred feet of viable alternatives to
the primary location proposed in the application for WCF H27; and
WHEREAS, on July 27, 2021, the City Council opened the continued public hearing
from June 28 on the merits of the one WCF application (H27), to consider
and adopt the decision resolution on that WCF application; and
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WHEREAS, the H27 WCF and alternatives are not small wireless facilities; and in
determining whether to grant, deny or conditionally approve an application
for a WCF that is not a small WCF, the City Council may consider nine
enumerated factors in HMC Section 15.32.080(C) and such other matters
as the City Council may be entitled or required to consider as a matter of
law; and
WHEREAS, HMC Section 15.32.080 provides that it is the applicant’s burden to show
that a WCF permit should be granted; and
WHEREAS, under HMC Section 15.32.080(D), if the City Council determines that a
WCF application should be approved, denied or conditionally approved,
the City Council shall make written findings; and
WHEREAS, Town as owner of the Marlborough tank site may deny the request for
placement in its discretion; and
WHEREAS, after hearing presentations from staff and the applicant and receiving all
public comments on H27, Council closed the public hearing on H27,
deliberated and considered a decision resolution on H27, and the related
Communications License Agreement for use of Town-owned property for
H27; and
WHEREAS, regarding CEQA compliance for Crown Castle’s proposed WCFs in the
public right-of-way (H27m6 (ASA 1), per Crown Castle’s Certificate of
Public Convenience and Necessity, (U-6190, CPUC Decision 99-06-083,
June 24, 1999), this WCF is subject to the Mitigated Negative Declaration
contained in that Decision and adopted by the CPUC pursuant to the
California Environmental Quality Act. As the Decision specifies, the CPCN
is subject to certain terms and conditions including, specifically, the MND’s
Mitigation Monitoring Plan, which contains mitigation measures that must
be implemented and followed by Crown Castle as intended as a condition
of their CPCN authority. Accordingly, subject to implementation of the
MND’s Mitigation Monitoring Plan, substantial evidence confirms that, per
CEQA, all environmental impacts of this facility are either less than
significant or can be mitigated to a level of less than significant under the
mitigation measures outlined in the MND and the Mitigation Monitoring
Plan.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the City Council of the Town of
Hillsborough, based on the evidence contained in the written record, which includes the
WCF application for H27, staff reports, expert reports, and other written submissions
provided to Council, and the record of the oral testimony given by the applicant, Town
officials, experts, and the public at the public hearings held on May 20, May 27, June 3,
June 12, June 17, June 28 and July 27, 2021 (referred to hereafter as the “Decision
Record”), hereby renders its decision on the merits of the WCF application for H27, and
finds:
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DECISION TO DENY USE OF THE MARLBOROUGH WATER TANK PROPERTY
The City Council, based on the WCF and alternatives as proposed, determines the
WCF should not be placed on the site, declines to make the property available for
Crown Castle’s proposed WCF and directs the City Manager not to proffer a
communications license agreement to Crown Castle for this site.
Because the Council has declined to make this property available, Crown Castle’s
original proposal for H27 on this property and the alternatives for use of this property
are rendered unavailable.
Council denies the request for use of the Marlborough site in its proprietary capacity,
and based on the record as to the proposed facility, and the terms and conditions that
may be required for use, determines that it does not wish to make the site available for
this installation at this time. This decision shall not be construed as a finding that the
site would be inappropriate for placement of WCFs by Crown Castle or others in the
future.
[Optional: more particularly, and to provide guidance for future applicants: [identify
particular concerns with proposal]
In light of the above decision, the WCF application for H27 filed pursuant to the HMC is
also denied in respect of any proposed use of the Town-owned water tank site on the
basis that Crown Castle lacks the authorization from the property owner required for the
grant of this application.
Regarding Crown Castle’s effective prohibition claim with respect to denial of Townowned property, Council incorporates by reference and adopts the same general
analysis and discussion of Crown Castle’s effective prohibition claim with respect to
Town-owned property as was set forth in Resolution 21-61, and reiterates its finding that
for proprietary decisions concerning Town-owned property sites, it is unnecessary for
the Council to make findings as to effective prohibition.
DECISION TO APPROVE THE PUBLIC RIGHT-OF-WAY ALTERNATIVE (H27m6
(ASA 1)):
Because the Council has decided not to make its public property available, Council has
considered Crown Castle’s alternative proposal for a steel pole in the public right-of-way
and determined that this alternative should be approved.
CROWN CASTLE’S EFFECTIVE PROHIBITION CLAIM
Like the other public right-of-way sites proposed by Crown Castle, H27m6 (ASA 1) does
not meet some of the requirements in the Town’s design standards and for this reason
the only basis for approving the alternative would be if Council first finds that denial of
this alternative site would create an effective prohibition of service. Council incorporates
by reference and adopts the same general analysis and discussion of Crown Castle’s
effective prohibition claim with respect to the other steel poles in the public right-of-way
3
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locations as was set forth in Resolution 21-61, and makes the same findings on
effective prohibition for H27m6 (ASA 1).
FINDINGS ON THE NINE FACTORS IN HMC SECTION 15.32.080(C)
This alternative WCF for H27, like the other 8 steel pole applications that were approved
in Resolution 21-61 using the same integrated pole design, does not qualify as a small
WCF due to the size of the proposed antenna exceeding the limits defined in HMC
Section 15.32.020. Therefore, Council has considered the nine factors set forth in HMC
Section 15.32.080(C). Based on the Decision Record, Council adopts for this WCF the
same analysis and findings for the nine factors as was adopted in connection with the
other 8 steel pole sites that were approved in Resolution 21-61 to the extent the
analysis and findings are applicable to this WCF.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED the City Council of the Town of Hillsborough,
based on the evidence contained in the Decision Record:
1) Hereby finds regarding CEQA compliance for Crown Castle’s proposed WCF in the
right-of-way (H27), per Crown Castle’s Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity,
(U-6190, CPUC Decision 99-06-083, June 24, 1999), this WCF is subject to the
Mitigated Negative Declaration contained in that Decision and adopted by the CPUC
pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act. As the Decision specifies, the
CPCN is subject to certain terms and conditions including, specifically, the MND’s
Mitigation Monitoring Plan, which contains mitigation measures that must be
implemented and followed by Crown Castle as intended as a condition of their CPCN
authority. Pursuant to CEQA Guideline section 15162 and 15164, the Town, acting as a
responsible agency with regard to the proposed facility, has determined that 1) the
proposed facility does not include substantial changes which require major revisions of
the previously adopted MND due to the involvement of new significant environmental
effects of or a substantial increase in the severity of the previously identified potentially
significant effects, 2) no substantial changes have occurred with respect to the
circumstances under which the proposed facility will be undertaken which will require
major revisions to the previously adopted MND due to the involvement of new
significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously
identified potentially significant effects, and 3) no new information of substantial
importance, which was not known and could not have been known with the exercise of
reasonable diligence at the time the MND was adopted as complete has been identified.
Accordingly, subject to implementation of the MND’s Mitigation Monitoring Plan,
substantial evidence confirms that, per CEQA, all environmental impacts of the facility
are either less than significant or can be mitigated to a level of less than significant
under the mitigation measures outlined in the MND and the Mitigation Monitoring Plan;
and
2) Hereby approves the WCF application alternative (H27m6 (ASA 1)), subject to the
conditions in this Resolution and in Exhibit A; and
3) Hereby directs staff to prepare, execute, and file a CEQA Notice of Determination
with the County Clerk, as appropriate, within five (5) working days of the passage and
adoption of this Resolution.
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Mayor of the Town of Hillsborough
Attest: City Clerk
This resolution was adopted by the City Council of the Town of Hillsborough at its
special meeting held on the 27th day of July 2021, by the following vote of the members
thereof:
AYES:

Councilmembers

NOES:

Councilmembers

ABSENT:

Councilmembers

ABSTAIN:

Councilmembers

________________________________
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EXHIBIT A
CONDITIONS ON APPROVAL OF WIRELESS FACILITIES
1. Conditions on all approvals for wireless communications facilities (“WCF”).
1.1. Each approval is subject to the Conditions set forth in Policy No. 19-01 Design
Standards for Infrastructure Deployments as modified and set forth in the
General Conditions (Section 6) below.
1.2. A bond must be provided for each site before construction begins at any
location. Applicant shall provide an estimate of the cost of removal of all
elements of the wireless communications facility; for removal of any supporting
structure and associated foundation that it owns; for restoration of areas or
structures affected by the removal (including restoration of vegetation); and for
removal of doubt, for removal of the meter and any wiring/conduit at the site
associated with powering the wireless communications facility, and restoration.
The bond will be set in that amount, unless the Public Works Director
determines that the estimate is unreasonable, and sets an alternative amount
based on a review of the work required for removal and restoration. Bonds must
be in a form acceptable to the City Attorney.
1.3. The work associated with the installation of the wireless communications facility
(including but not limited to bringing power to the facility) shall be performed in
strict compliance with Town standards for protection of trees, and replacement
of trees where necessary.
1.4. Without limiting the foregoing, before construction commences, applicant must
submit a report, attested to by a qualified engineer, showing that postconstruction, the wireless communications facility and associated supporting
structure will comply with applicable codes governing the safety and structural
integrity of the WCF and its supporting structure (including, where applicable,
GO 95).
1.5. Without limiting the foregoing, before commencing operation of any wireless
communications facility, applicant must submit a report, attested to by a qualified
RF engineer, showing that all mitigation measures (signage; access restrictions)
required for general and occupational exposures have been implemented on
affected private or public property. In addition to showing it has implemented the
mitigation measures identified in the Waterford Report, before activating the
facility, Crown Castle must have implemented mitigation measures appropriate
under applicable FCC regulations for any area where exposures exceed general
public and occupational exposure limits. By way of example, and not limitation,
it is not enough to attest that RF limits will not be exceeded at a house; the
attestation must demonstrate that mitigation measures have been put in place
for any non-transient exposures, including, for example, tree trimmers.
1.6. Applicant must bear the cost of implementing an RF training program adequate
under FCC rules for Town employees or contractors, and provide means for the
Town to disconnect power to each wireless facility in the event of emergencies
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without the assistance of applicant, and a protocol for turning off power to the
facilities with the assistance of applicant.
1.7. Applicant constructs subject to all property rights of owners of the adjoining
property. Permits do not authorize any trespass of any kind on private or public
property, or permit applicant to make any portion of private or private property
where the owner has a right to use or control use, unusable.
1.8. For any design requirement where applicant could not comply because of PG&E
rules or applicable regulations, if the same change, and compliance becomes
possible, applicant shall modify the facility to bring it into compliance.
1.9. Applicant and Verizon remain obligated to comply with the CPUC’s Decision
Adopting Wireless Provider Resiliency Strategies (D.20-07-011) and shall not
exclude the approved WCFs for consideration for the 72-hour backup
requirement on the basis that Hillsborough’s existing local laws would not allow
such backup power deployment. Rather, Applicant and Verizon shall advise the
Town of their resiliency plans within ninety (90) days of this approval and any
recommendations as to changes or additions to the Town’s existing wireless
regulations that would allow for backup power requirements to be implemented
and, in the event that the Town adopts revisions to its existing wireless
regulations to facilitate resiliency strategies, the Applicant further agrees to
modify its facilities to include backup power consistent with those revised
regulations if feasible. As part of the development of the resiliency plan,
consideration should be given to using power hubs that allow for the elimination
of meters at each site, and the Town shall be advised of the resiliency plan and
the changes to the HMC and applicable design standards recommended to
implement it within thirty (30) days of development of the resiliency plan.
Applicant may be required to modify its facilities to accommodate back-up power
when and if back-up power can be implemented consistent with the HMC and
any applicable design standards.
1.10.
Collocation is encouraged and the approved WCF may be modified to
allow for collocation subject to compliance with the HMC and any applicable
design standards.
2. Additional conditions on all approvals on WCFs placed on new steel poles in the
public rights-of-way. References to “poles” include the base and radome, except
where context dictates otherwise.
2.1. The height of the poles shall be reduced from 35 feet as proposed to 32 feet.
2.2. The facilities are being approved as stealth facilities, designed to look like
decorative poles that mimic what might support a streetlight design consistent
with the rural character of the community. The Town may require installation and
provision of street lighting on the poles, as appropriate for the location, in
accordance with design/lighting standards approved by the Public Works
Director. Consistent with that stealth design concept:
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2.2.1. There are no antennas that are not within a radome whose height and
proportions in relation to the steel monopole to which the antenna attached
are consistent with the size of that pole, and avoid a top-heavy or “lollipop”
appearance.
2.2.2. There is no exterior wiring. There are no horizontal attachments to the
pole, except approved luminaire arms required for lighting.
2.2.3. The pole, and associated metering structures are to be appropriately
painted/colored. The coloring in the application shall be used and
maintained in good condition over the life of the permit.
2.2.4. The poles are consistent in height with height limits for properties in the
Town, and the diameter of the pole is consistent with a decorative streetlight
design.
2.2.5. The height, shape and proportions of the base are designed to be
consistent with the diameter of the supporting pole as approved.
2.2.6. There is no noise associated with the structure.
3. Special Conditions.
3.1. For all WCFs in the public right of way, the applicant shall comply with each and
every mitigation measure detailed in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program contained within the Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND) prepared
for Crown Castle’s Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity (CPCN), (U6190, CPUC Decision 99-06-083, June 24, 1999), and adopted by the California
Public Utility Commission pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act.
As the Decision specifies, the CPCN is subject to certain terms and conditions
including, specifically, the MND’s Mitigation Monitoring Plan, which contains
mitigation measures that must be implemented and followed by Crown Castle as
intended as a condition of their CPCN authority. Compliance with the mitigation
measures is made a Town condition of approval pursuant to this Condition 3.1.
4. General Conditions
A. Within thirty days after installation of a WCF or other infrastructure
deployment, the applicant shall deliver to the city manager a written report
that demonstrates that its facility as constructed and normally-operating fully
complies with the conditions of the permit, including height restrictions, and
applicable safety codes, including structural engineering codes. The
demonstration shall be provided in writing to the city manager containing all
technical details to demonstrate such compliance, and certified as true and
accurate by qualified professional engineers, or, in the case of height or size
restrictions, by qualified surveyors. This report shall be prepared by the
applicant and reviewed by the town at the sole expense of the applicant,
which shall promptly reimburse the town for its review expenses. If the
8
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facility involves an antenna subject to FCC regulations for RF exposure, the
compliance report shall contain additional proofs of RF emission compliance
as part of the application process and on an ongoing basis to the extent the
town may do so consistent with federal law.
1. If the initial report required by this section shows that the WCF or other
infrastructure deployment does not so comply, the permit shall be
deemed suspended, and all rights thereunder of no force and effect, until
the applicant demonstrates to the town's satisfaction that the WCF or
other infrastructure deployment is compliant. Applicant shall promptly
reimburse the town for its compliance review expenses.2. If the initial
report required by this section is not submitted within the time required, the
city manager or its selected and qualified professionals may, but is not
required to, undertake such investigations as are necessary to prepare the
report described in paragraph A. Applicant shall within five days after
receiving written notice from the city manager that the town is undertaking
the review, shall deposit such additional funds with the city manager to
cover the estimated cost of the town obtaining the report. Once said report
is obtained by the town, the town shall then timely refund any unexpended
portion of the applicant's deposit. The report shall be provided to the
applicant. If the report shows that the applicant is non-compliant, the town
may suspend the permit until the applicant demonstrates to the town's
satisfaction that the WCF or other infrastructure deployment is compliant.
During the suspension period, the applicant shall be allowed to activate
any transmitting antenna(s) for short periods, not to exceed one hundred
twenty minutes during any twenty-four hour period, for the purpose of
testing and adjusting the antennas to come into compliance.
3. If the WCF or other infrastructure deployment is not brought into compliance
promptly, the town may revoke the permit and require removal of the facility
and all related equipment and improvements to return the site to its original
condition before the installation or construction occurred.
B. Any validly-issued WCF permit granted hereunder shall be effective for a
period of exactly ten years from the date of issuance, except where a shorter
term is authorized by Cal. Gov. Code Section 65964(b) as may be amended
or replaced. Any renewal application must be tendered to the city manager
between three hundred sixty-five days and one hundred eighty days prior to
the expiration of the current WCF permit, and shall be accompanied by all
required application materials, fees and deposits for a new WCF application
as then in effect.
C. As a condition of every permit issued for an infrastructure deployment, the
permit will automatically expire six (6) months from the approval date (the
"build-out period") unless the permittee obtains all other permits and approvals
required to install, construct and/or operate the approved infrastructure facility,
which includes without limitation any permits or approvals required by the any
federal, state or local public agencies with jurisdiction over the subject property,
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the infrastructure facility or its use; provided that the City Manager may extend
this build-out period at the request of the permit holder for good cause shown. If
this build-out period expires, the City will not extend the build-out period but the
permittee may resubmit a complete application, including all application fees,
for the same or substantially similar project.
D. The permit holder shall also comply with Chapter 12.04 and all other requirements
of this Code.
E. The permit holder shall obtain and maintain all other applicable permits,
approvals, and agreements necessary to install and operate the infrastructure
facility in conformance with federal, state, and local laws, rules and
regulations. The permittee expressly acknowledges and agrees that this
obligation is intended to be broadly construed and that no other specific
requirements in these conditions are intended to reduce, relieve or otherwise
lessen the permittee's obligations to maintain compliance with all laws. No
failure or omission by the town to timely notice, prompt or enforce compliance
with any applicable provision in the Hillsborough Municipal Code, this policy
any permit, any permit condition or any applicable law or regulation, shall be
deemed to relieve, waive or lessen the permittee's obligation to comply in all
respects with all applicable provisions in the Hillsborough Municipal Code, this
policy, any permit, any permit condition or any applicable law or regulation.
F. The town or its agents may inspect permitted infrastructure facility(ies) and
property and may enter onto a site to inspect facilities upon reasonable notice to
the permit holder. In case of an emergency or risk of imminent harm to persons or
property within the vicinity of permitted facilities, the town reserves the right to
enter upon the site of the infrastructure facility and to support, disable, or remove
those elements of the infrastructure facility posing an immediate threat to public
health and safety. The permittee, if present, may observe the town's officers,
officials, staff, agents or other designees while any such inspection or emergency
access occurs.
G. The permit holder shall maintain on file with the town and onsite at the
infrastructure facility contact information of all parties responsible for maintenance
of the infrastructure facility.
H. The permit holder and, if applicable, the private property owner shall defend,
indemnify and hold harmless the town, its agents, officers, officials, and
employees:

From any and all damages, liabilities, injuries, losses, costs and expenses
and from any and all claims, demands, lawsuits, writs of mandamus, and
other actions or proceedings brought against the town or its agents,
officers, officials, or employees to challenge, attack, seek to modify, set
aside, void or annul the town's approval of the permit; and
2. From any and all damages, liabilities, injuries, losses, costs and expenses
and any and all claims, demands, lawsuits, or causes of action and other
actions or proceedings of any kind or form, whether for personal injury,

1.
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death or property damage, arising out of or in connection with the
activities or performance of the permit holder or, if applicable, the private
property owner or any of each one's agents, employees, licensees,
contractors, subcontractors, or independent contractors ((i) and (ii)
collectively are "actions"). Further, permit holders shall be strictly liable for
interference caused by their WCFs with the town's communications
systems. The permit holder shall be responsible for costs of determining
the source of the interference, all costs associated with eliminating the
interference, and all costs arising from third party claims against the town
attributable to the interference ("claims"). In the event the town becomes
aware of any such actions or claims the town shall promptly notify the
permit holder and the private property owner and shall reasonably
cooperate in the defense. It is expressly agreed that the town shall have
the right to approve, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld,
the legal counsel providing the town's defense, and the property owner
and/or permit holder (as applicable) shall reimburse town for any costs and
expenses directly and necessarily incurred by the town in the course of the
defense.
I. A permit may be terminated if the town determines that the permit was granted
based on false, misleading or incomplete information; if a material provision of
the permit is no longer enforceable; or if the permit holder violates a condition
of the permit, or modifies the infrastructure facility or support structures
without permission.
J. The permit holder shall file with the town, and shall maintain in good standing
throughout the term of the permit, a performance bond or other surety or
another form of security for the removal of the infrastructure facility in the event
that the use is abandoned or the permit expires, or is revoked, or is otherwise
terminated. The security shall be in the amount equal to one hundred fifteen
percent of the cost of physically removing the WCF or other infrastructure
deployment and all related facilities and equipment on the site. The permit
holder shall reimburse the town for staff time associated with the processing
and tracking of the bond, based on established hourly rates. Reimbursement
shall be paid when the security is posted.
K. The permit holder shall make a good faith effort to minimize project-related
disruptions to adjacent properties. Site improvement and construction work,
including set-up, loading or unloading of materials or equipment, performed as
part of this project is subject to the provisions of Section 8.32.040. Emergency
maintenance and repairs are exempt from the restricted hours. Violation of this
condition may result in issuance of a stop work order or administrative citations.
L. In addition to all other standard conditions of approval required under this policy,
and to all conditions of approval permitted under state and federal law that the
city manager may deem appropriate for a specific infrastructure deployment, all
Section 6409(a) modifications, whether granted by the city manager under the
federal directive in 47 U.S.C. section 1455(a) or deemed granted by the
11
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operation of law, shall automatically include all the conditions of approval as
follows:
1.

Grant, deemed grant or acceptance of a Section 6409(a) modification permit
shall not renew or extend the permit term for the underlying WCF;

2.

In the event that a court of competent jurisdiction invalidates or limits, in part
or in whole, 47 U.S.C. section 1455(a), such that such statute would not
mandate approval for the collocation or modification granted or deemed
granted under a Section 6409(a) modification permit, such permit shall
automatically expire twelve months from the date of that opinion;

M. Grant, deemed grant or acceptance of Section 6409(a) modification permit shall

not waive and shall not be construed or deemed to waive the town's standing in a
court of competent jurisdiction to challenge 47 U.S.C. Section 1455(a) or any
Section 6409(a) modification permit issued pursuant to 47 U.S.C. section 1455(a)
or this Code. The site and the facility, including but not limited to all
landscaping, fencing and related transmission equipment, must be
maintained in a neat, clean and safe manner in accordance with all approved
plans and conditions of approval. The permittee shall keep the site area free
from all litter and debris at all times.

N. All facilities utilizing antennas must comply with all standards and

regulations relating to RF exposure issued by the FCC or any other federal
or state authority authorized to issue such standards and regulations.

O. All graffiti on facilities must be removed at the sole expense of the permittee within
forty-eight hours after notification from the town.
P. All infrastructure facilities within the town shall be designed, maintained, and shall
be operated at all times to comply with the provisions of the Code, this policy and
the following other requirements:
1. Conditions in any permit or license issued by a local, state, or federal
agency, which has jurisdiction over the infrastructure facility;
2. Rules, regulations, and standards of the state and federal governments
and the town, including without limitation the FCC, the CPUC and
the Code.
3. Easements, covenants, conditions, and/or restrictions on or applicable
to the underlying real property;
4. Rules, regulations, and standards of the town governing underground
utility districts;
5. All other laws, codes, and regulations applicable to the infrastructure
facility; including the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).
Q. Without limiting the foregoing, all infrastructure facilities shall be maintained
in good working condition and to the visual standards established at the time
of approval over the life of the permit as may be extended. The infrastructure
facility and surrounding area shall remain free from trash, debris, litter,
12
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graffiti, and other forms of vandalism. Any damage shall be repaired as soon
as is practicable, and in no instance more than ten calendar days from the
time of notification by the town or after discovery by the permit holder. If
landscaping was required, the landscaping must be maintained by the
permittee.
R. A permit may be revoked if permittee is not in compliance with permit
conditions, if the permit conditions are not enforceable, or for a failure to
comply with any provision of the Code relating to the permit, or relating to
the infrastructure facility associated with the permit ("default event"). By way
of example and not limitation, a refusal to timely remove facilities located in
the rights-of-way where required in connection with a public works project
would be a default event.
1. The city manager may revoke a permit only after: (i) written notice of the default
event has been provided to the permit holder; and (ii) the permit holder has
been afforded a reasonable opportunity to cure and comply with its permit, or
demonstrate that no default event occurred.
2.

If the permit holder fails to cure, the city council or the city council through
a designee shall conduct a noticed public hearing where the permit holder
shall be afforded an opportunity to speak and be heard and to provide
written material prior to the hearing. If the city council, after the public
hearing, finds that the infrastructure facility or the permit holder has
violated any law regulating the infrastructure facility or has failed to comply
with the requirements of this chapter, the permit, any applicable agreement
or any condition of approval the city council may revoke the permit.

3.

Upon revocation, the city council may require the removal of the infrastructure
facility or take any other legally permissible action or combination of actions
necessary to protect the health and welfare of the town.

S. Any permit holder who abandons or discontinues use of an infrastructure facility for
a continuous period of ninety days shall so notify the city manager by certified mail
within thirty days after the ninety day period.
1.

If the city manager believes an infrastructure facility has been abandoned or
discontinued for a continuous period of ninety days, the city manager shall
send a notice of abandonment or discontinuation to the permit holder stating
why the town believes the infrastructure facility to be abandoned or
discontinued. Failure of the permit holder to reply to the city manager in
writing within thirty days after receiving, rejecting, or returning the town's
certified letter shall entitle the city manager to make a determination that the
infrastructure facility is, in fact, abandoned or discontinued.

2.

Upon declaration of the city manager that the infrastructure facility is
abandoned or discontinued, as to private property, the permit holder or
owner of the affected real property shall have ninety days from the date
13
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of the declaration or a further reasonable time as may be approved by
the city manager, within which to complete one of the following actions:
i.

Reactivate use of the infrastructure facility;

ii.

Transfer the rights to use the infrastructure facility to another entity (who
shall be subject to all the provisions of this chapter) and the entity
immediately commences use of the infrastructure facility; or

iii. Remove the infrastructure facility and any supporting structures installed
solely in connection with the infrastructure facility, and restore the site to
be consistent with the then-existing surrounding area.

3.

If after the ninety day time period set forth in subsection 1 of this section
none of the required actions in subsections 2.i through 2.iii of this
section has occurred, the city council at a noticed public hearing may
declare that the infrastructure facility is deemed abandoned. The city
manager shall provide notice of such finding to the permit holder last
known to use the infrastructure facility and, if applicable, to the owner of
the affected private real property, providing thirty days from the date of
the notice within which to complete one of the following actions:
i.
ii.
iii.

4.

Reactivate use of the infrastructure facility, subject to the terms
and conditions of the applicable permit;
Transfer the rights to use the infrastructure facility to another
operator (who shall be subject to all the provisions of the Code and
this policy); or
Remove the infrastructure facility and any supporting structures
installed solely in connection with the infrastructure facility,
and restore the site to be consistent with the then-existing
surrounding area.

If there is no reactivation, transfer or removal as set forth in subsection
3 of this section, the town may thereafter remove the abandoned
infrastructure facility, repair any and all damages to the premises
caused by such removal, and otherwise restore the premises as is
appropriate to be in compliance with applicable codes. If the town
removes the infrastructure facility, the town may, but shall not be
required to, store the removed infrastructure facility or any part thereof,
and may use it, sell it or dispose of it in any manner deemed by the town
to be appropriate. The entity that abandoned the infrastructure facility,
or its successor in interest, and if on private property, the private
property owner shall be jointly liable for the entire cost of such removal,
repair, restoration and storage and shall remit payment to the town
promptly after demand therefor is made. In addition, the city council, at
its option, may utilize any financial security required in conjunction with
granting the permit to recover such costs.
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5.

Until the cost of removal, repair, restoration and storage is paid in full, a
lien shall be placed on the infrastructure facility and any related
personal property and any private real property on which the WCF was
located for the full amount of the cost of removal, repair, restoration and
storage. The city clerk shall cause the lien to be recorded with the San
Mateo County recorder.

T. After adequate written notice to the permit holder, the city council may
require the relocation, at the permit holder's expense and according to the
then-existing standards for infrastructure facilities, of any infrastructure
facility located in the rights-of-way, as necessary for maintenance or
reconfiguration of the town's rights-of-way or for other public projects, or
take any other action or combination of actions necessary to protect the
health and welfare of the town.
1. If an existing utility pole that hosts a infrastructure facility must be
replaced, the permit holder shall within thirty days after the installation
of the replacement pole either relocate its infrastructure facility in the
same configuration on the replacement pole, or remove the priorexisting infrastructure facility rather than relocate it, and notify the city
manager of the removal, and surrender its permit for cancellation by the
city manager.
2. If the permit holder fails to relocate or remove the infrastructure facility as
required by this subsection, the town may elect to treat the infrastructure
facility as a nuisance to be abated as set forth in Section 8.16.035 of the
Code.
U. A permit holder shall not assign or transfer any interest in its permit(s) for
infrastructure facility(ies) without advance written notice to the town. The notice
shall specify the identity of the assignee or transferee of the permit, as well as
the assignee or transferee's address, telephone number, name of primary
contact person(s), and other applicable contact information, such as an e-mail
address or facsimile number. The new assignee or transferee shall comply with
all of the permit's terms and conditions of approval, and shall submit to the town
a written acceptance of the permit's terms and conditions and a written
assumption of the obligations thereafter accruing under such permit prior to the
date that such assignment or transfer is intended to take effect.
V. Throughout the permit term, the permittee must maintain a complete and
accurate copy of the written administrative record, which includes without
limitation the permit application, the approved permit, the approved plans and
photo simulations incorporated into the approval, all conditions associated with
this approval, any ministerial permits or approvals issued in connection with this
approval and any records, memoranda, documents, papers and other
correspondence entered into the public record in connection with the permit
(collectively, "records"). If the permittee does not maintain such records as
required in this condition, any ambiguities or uncertainties that would be
resolved by inspecting the missing records will be construed against the
permittee. The permittee shall protect all records from damage from fires,
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floods and other hazards that may cause deterioration. The permittee may keep
records in an electronic format; provided, however, that hard copies or
electronic records kept in the town's regular files will control over any conflicts
between such town-controlled copies or records and the permittee's electronic
copies, and complete originals will control over all other copies in any form. The
requirements in this condition shall not be construed to create any obligation to
create or prepare any records not otherwise required to be created or prepared
by other applicable laws. Compliance with the requirements in this condition
shall not excuse the permittee from any other similar record-retention
obligations under applicable law.
W. The permittee shall replace any landscape features damaged or displaced by
the construction, installation, operation, maintenance or other work performed
by the permittee or at the permittee's direction on or about the site. If any trees
are damaged or displaced, the permittee shall hire and pay for a licensed
arborist to select, plant and maintain replacement landscaping in an appropriate
location for the species. Only International Society of Arboriculture certified
workers under the supervision of a licensed arborist shall be used to install the
replacement tree(s), Any replacement tree must be substantially the same size
as the damaged tree, The type, size and location for a replacement tree shall
be subject to the city manager's approval. The permittee shall, at all times, be
responsible to maintain any replacement landscape features.
X. The permittee acknowledges and agrees that (i) the permittee's request for

authorization to construct, install and/or operate the wireless facility will
cause the Town to incur costs and expenses; (ii) the permittee shall be
responsible to reimburse the City for all costs incurred in connection with
the permit, which includes without limitation costs related to application
review, permit issuance, site inspection and any other costs reasonably
related to or caused by the request for authorization to construct, install
and/or operate the wireless facility; (iii) any application fees required for the
application may not cover all such reimbursable costs and that the
permittee shall have the obligation to reimburse City for all such costs 10
days after a written demand for reimbursement and reasonable
documentation to support such costs; and (iv) the City shall have the right
to withhold any permits or other approvals in connection with the wireless
facility until and unless any outstanding costs have been reimbursed to the
City by the permittee.

Y. Notwithstanding any term remaining on any WCF permit, if other utilities or

communications providers in the public rights-of-way underground their
facilities in the segment of the public rights-of-way where the permittee's
facility is located, the permittee must also underground its equipment,
except the antennas and any approved electric meter, at approximately the
same time. Accessory equipment such as radios and computers that require
an environmentally controlled underground vault to function shall not be
exempt from this condition. WCFs installed on wood utility poles that will be
removed pursuant to the undergrounding program may be reinstalled on a
streetlight that complies with the town's standards and specifications or
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other fully concealed pre-approved design pursuant to Section R of this
policy. Such undergrounding shall occur at the permittee's sole cost and
expense except as may be reimbursed through tariffs approved by the state
public utilities commission for undergrounding costs.
Z.

If the commercial electric utility provider adopts or changes its rules
obviating the need for a separate or ground-mounted electric meter and
enclosure, the permittee on its own initiative and at its sole cost and
expense shall remove the separate or ground-mounted electric meter and
enclosure. Prior to removing the electric meter, the permittee shall apply for
any encroachment and/or other ministerial permit(s) required to perform the
removal. Upon removal, the permittee shall restore the affected area to its
original condition that existed prior to installation of the equipment.

AA. The permittee acknowledges that the Town, in its sole discretion and at
any time, may: (i) change any street grade, width or location; (ii) add,
remove or otherwise change any improvements in, on, under or along any
street owned by the Town or any other public agency, which includes
without limitation any sewers, storm drains, conduits, pipes, vaults, boxes,
cabinets, poles and utility systems for gas, water, electric or
telecommunications; and/or (iii) perform any other work deemed
necessary, useful or desirable by the Town (collectively, "Town work"). The
Town reserves the rights to do any and all Town work without any
admission on its part that the Town would not have such rights without the
express reservation in this permit. If the Public Works Director determines
that any Town work will require the permittee's facility located in the public
rights-of-way to be rearranged and/or relocated, the permittee shall, at its
sole cost and expense, do or cause to be done all things necessary to
accomplish such rearrangement and/or relocation. If the permittee fails or
refuses to either permanently or temporarily rearrange and/or relocate the
permittee's facility within a reasonable time after the Public Works Director's
notice, the Town may (but will not be obligated to) cause the rearrangement or
relocation to be performed at the permittee's sole cost and expense. The Town
may exercise its rights to rearrange or relocate the permittee's facility without
prior notice to permittee when the Public Works Director determines that the
Town work is immediately necessary to protect public health or safety. The
permittee shall reimburse the Town for all costs and expenses in connection
with such work within 10 days after a written demand for reimbursement and
reasonable documentation to support such costs.

17
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ATTACHMENT 7
RESOLUTION NO. 21RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE TOWN OF HILLSBOROUGH
DENYING CROWN CASTLE’S WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS FACILITY
APPLICATION H27
WHEREAS, the Town of Hillsborough (“Town”) regulates the placement of wireless
communications facilities (WCFs) under Chapter 15.32 of the Town of
Hillsborough Municipal Code (HMC) and with respect to placement of
WCFs on public right-of-way and private land, Policy No. 19-01 Design
Standards for Infrastructure Deployments; and
WHEREAS, HMC Section 15.32.040 provides that a wireless communications facility
may not be installed, collocated or modified without a permit, except as
provided within the HMC; and
WHEREAS, on March 23, 2021,Crown Castle submitted 13 WCF applications under
the terms of an approved settlement of litigation related to the denial of
applications submitted by Crown Castle in 2017; and
WHEREAS, under the terms of the approved settlement agreement, there is a
negotiated shot clock to consider and take final action on the applications,
which action was required to be taken by July 2, 2021; and
WHEREAS, after providing notice required to owners and occupants of real property
with respect to each of the proposed sites, holding various public
hearings, and concluding deliberations, on June 28, 2021 Council adopted
Resolution 21-61, determining that all 13 WCF applications (including
H27) had met the requirements under HMC Section 15.32.080(A) to be
considered for decision on the merits, and approving 12 of the 13 WCF
applications with conditions; and
WHEREAS, further, with Crown Castle’s oral consent to extend the time for action on
one application for a WCF proposed to be placed on the Town-owned
Marlborough tank site by (H27) by approximately 30 days, Council
continued the hearing on H27 to allow for further consideration of
alternatives; and
WHEREAS, on July 9, 2021, the Town mailed notices of a City Council special meeting
to hold a continued public hearing on July 27, 2021 to owners and
occupants of real property within five hundred feet of viable alternatives to
the primary location proposed in the application for WCF H27; and
WHEREAS, on July 27, 2021, the City Council opened the continued public hearing
from June 28 on the merits of the one WCF application (H27, to consider
and adopt the decision resolution on that WCF application; and
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WHEREAS, the H27 WCF and alternatives are not small wireless facilities; and in
determining whether to grant, deny or conditionally approve an application
for a WCF that is not a small WCF, the City Council may consider nine
enumerated factors in HMC Section 15.32.080(C) and such other matters
as the City Council may be entitled or required to consider as a matter of
law; and
WHEREAS, HMC Section 15.32.080 provides that it is the applicant’s burden to show
that a WCF permit should be granted; and
WHEREAS, under HMC Section 15.32.080(D), if the City Council determines that a
WCF application should be approved, denied or conditionally approved,
the City Council shall make written findings; and
WHEREAS, Town as owner of the Marlborough tank site may deny the request for
placement in its discretion; and
WHEREAS, after hearing presentations from staff and the applicant and receiving all
public comments on H27, Council closed the public hearing on H27,
deliberated and considered a decision resolution on H27, and the related
Communications License Agreement for use of Town-owned property for
H27.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the City Council of the Town of
Hillsborough, based on the evidence contained in the written record, which includes the
WCF application for H27, staff reports, expert reports, and other written submissions
provided to Council, and the record of the oral testimony given by the applicant, Town
officials, experts, and the public at the public hearings held on May 20, May 27, June 3,
June 12, June 17, June 28 and July 27, 2021 (referred to hereafter as the “Decision
Record”), hereby renders its decision on the merits of the WCF application for H27, and
finds:
DECISION TO DENY USE OF THE MARLBOROUGH WATER TANK PROPERTY
The City Council, based on the WCF and alternatives as proposed, determines the
WCF should not be placed on the site, declines to make the property available for
Crown Castle’s proposed WCF and further directs the City Manager not to proffer a
communications license agreement to Crown Castle for this site.
Because the Council has declined to make this property available, Crown Castle’s
original proposal for H27 on this property and the alternatives for use of this property
are rendered unavailable.
Council denies the request for use of the Marlborough site in its proprietary capacity,
and based on the record as to the proposed facility, and the terms and conditions that
may be required for use, determines that it does not wish to make the site available for
this installation at this time. This decision shall not be construed as a finding that the
site would be inappropriate for placement of WCFs by Crown Castle or others in the
future.
2
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[Optional: more particularly, and to provide guidance for future applicants: [identify
particular concerns with proposal]
In light of the above decision, the WCF application for H27 filed pursuant to the HMC is
also denied in respect of any proposed use of the Town-owned water tank site on the
basis that Crown Castle lacks the authorization from the property owner required for the
grant of this application.
Regarding Crown Castle’s effective prohibition claim with respect to denial of Townowned property, Council incorporates by reference and adopts the same general
analysis and discussion of Crown Castle’s effective prohibition claim with respect to
Town-owned property as was set forth in Resolution 21-61, and reiterates its finding that
for proprietary decisions concerning Town-owned property sites, it is unnecessary for
the Council to make findings as to effective prohibition.
DECISION TO DENY THE PUBLIC RIGHT-OF-WAY ALTERNATIVE (H27m6 (ASA
1)):
Because the Council has decided not to make its public property available, Council has
considered Crown Castle’s alternative proposal for a steel pole in the public right-of-way
and determined that this alternative should also be denied.
CROWN CASTLE’S EFFECTIVE PROHIBITION CLAIM
H27m6 (ASA 1), like the other steel pole WCFs proposed by Crown Castle, does not
qualify as a small WCF. Therefore, Council would consider the nine factors set forth in
HMC Section 15.32.080(C) and the design standards in Policy No. 19-01 in rendering a
decision. And, like the other public right-of-way sites proposed by Crown Castle, the
Decision Record indicates that H27m6 (ASA 1) does not meet some of the
requirements in the Town’s design standards. These are identified in Staff’s analysis of
H27m6 (ASA 1).
For this reason the only basis for approving this alternative would be if Council first finds
that denial of this alternative site would create an effective prohibition of service. Given
the similarity of design and noncompliance issues, Council incorporates by reference
and adopts the same general analysis and discussion of Crown Castle’s effective
prohibition claim with respect to steel pole WCFs in public right-of-way locations as was
set forth in Resolution 21-61, and makes the following findings specific to H27m6 (ASA
1):
a.

Significant Gap
1. Showing.

Council notes that the Decision Record contains Crown Castle’s “gap” information for
H27 and CTC’s report that found signal levels high enough to support in-vehicle, but not
in-building coverage for H27. CTC also pointed out that whether the absence of in-home
coverage was “significant” or not, might depend on additional showings, including the
3
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number of homes actually affected, or data suggesting “that service quality is below or
is reasonably projected to fall below industry standards for dropped calls, failures to
connect and the like; and some prove that elimination of some of the proposed facilities
from a multi-site proposal to address a gap in service will have substantial negative
overall network effects.” Crown Castle did not present that type of information, instead
arguing that the absence of in-home coverage does amount to a “significant gap” or
otherwise materially inhibit the ability of Crown Castle’s customer (Verizon) to provide
service. The public also spoke to the adequacy of service. While many opposed
particular installations, or asked that particular installations be modified, most who
addressed the issue agreed that wireless service in Hillsborough needs to be improved.
Council also notes that no specific evidence was presented showing the impact of
denying individual applications on the operation of the planned network of facilities,
although both Crown Castle and the Town’s expert, CTC agreed that there could be
network effects, and Crown Castle indicated in response to questions that one of the
network design considerations was the ability of individual nodes to hand off the
connection to nearby nodes to ensure a seamless network connection for users.
However, because the Town is now considering a single application, the absence of
information as to the impact of denial appears more significant.
2. Finding.
Council finds that there is no significant gap for the following reasons: [__________]
Because Council finds no significant gap, Crown Castle’s claim of effective prohibition
fails and there is no need for Council to engage in further analysis or findings on least
intrusive means, or the nine factors in the HMC.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED the City Council of the Town of Hillsborough,
based on the evidence contained in the Decision Record:
1) Hereby decides not to make the Marlborough water tank property available for
Crown Castle’s proposed WCF and therefore denies Crown Castle’s application
(H27) and all proposed alternatives on Town-owned property.
2) Hereby finds that the alternative known as H27m6 (ASA 1) is also denied, and
further finds that this denial would not create an effective prohibition of service
because Crown Castle has not demonstrated that denial of this proposed WCF
would create a significant gap in personal wireless service.

Mayor of the Town of Hillsborough
Attest: City Clerk
This resolution was adopted by the City Council of the Town of Hillsborough at its
special meeting held on the 27th day of July 2021, by the following vote of the members
thereof:
4
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AYES:

Councilmembers

_________________________________

NOES:

Councilmembers

_____

ABSENT:

Councilmembers

ABSTAIN:

Councilmembers
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ATTACHMENT 8
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Curtis
Wireless Comments
Video Comments
Friday, June 25, 2021 1:37:15 PM
reagan_comment.mp4
riley_comments.m4v

Attachments for City Council.
Thank you.
The Raff Family
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Importance:

Al Royse; Christine Krolik; Marie Chuang; Sophie Cole; Larry May
Paul Willis; Wireless Comments; Christopher Diaz; Lisa Natusch; Ann Ritzma
PLEASE READ & WATCH THE VIDEO - Colocation and Crown Castle - It is Possible
Friday, June 25, 2021 4:15:17 PM
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Colocation and Crown Castle 20210625.
High

Mayor & Town Council,
First, I would like to thank you for listening to the resident’s feedback about the H27M3 tower at the
Marlborough tanks during the 6/17/21 meeting. With 13 proposed towers I realize that you are all likely
overwhelmed with information. I do appreciate your interest in investigating alternate locations that will keep
this tower farther away from homes and minimize the impact to our neighborhood. Please let me know if you
have any questions about the alternate locations we proposed, or if you would like me to host a community
meeting at the tank site to discuss options.
If no suitable alternate site can be found I ask that you, please consider this site to be “as visible” to the
residents as any other ROW tower. Please apply the same design requirements as you would for the other 13
towers.    This site should be a monopole with internal wiring and preferably an integrated equipment base. The
monopole design is the most streamline option and will minimize the visual clutter from the equipment and
wiring. Please exercise your right to limit the height to an elevation that is more in-line with the 32’ limit (or the
minimum required to clear the tanks). The monopole should be a “colocation ready” design.
I was shocked to hear that Crown Castle was unwilling to answer the question about how the proposed
monopoles compare to those that would support the colocation of multiple carriers.   Since Crown Castle’s
attorney and engineers claimed that their current monopole designs support colocation but would be
significantly larger, I decided to do some research. To my surprise, I discovered a published reference design for
colocation which is even less intrusive than what crown castle is proposing. I hope that the following
information about colocation, distributed backup power, and the small cell adoption rate in San Mateo will help
you evaluate Crown Castle’s applications.
Colocation Ready Designs
Crown Castle can, and does, regularly build colocation ready monopoles. Their published Municipal Officials
Brochure, which is a document targeted towards City Managers clearly states:
“All of our infrastructure can be shared, we’re able to accommodate multiple wireless carriers and serve
more people and businesses with less equipment and disruption.”
Within this guide there is a video of reference architectures called “What are Small Cells”. I believe this is based
on Crown Castle’s deployment in Fontana California. They include a description of their colocation ready small
cell monopole with an integrated equipment base. The description for this design begins at the 50 second mark

PLEASE WATCH THE SHORT THE VIDEO (Link to Video)
Key Features of the design:

32’ Monopole with integrated base (see figure 1)
2’ foot antenna
30’ pole
30” diameter base (2.5’)
Equipment cabinet with space for multiple carriers (figure 2)
2’ antenna (figure 3)
12coax ports
Internal wiring
Powered by underground fiber and electrical run together (figure 4)
No ground-based PG&E meter and pedestal
This colocation ready design is strikingly like the proposed designs for Hillsborough.   Below is a comparison
table showing the difference between this colocation ready design and the proposed tower at H05M2.
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Design Element
Number of Carriers
Tower Height
Base Cabinet Diameter
Antenna height
Separate PGE cabinet
at each site

Colocation Ready
2+
32’
30”
2’
No

H05M2
1
35’
35-3/4”
4’
Yes

Delta
-1 or more
+3’
+5-3/4”
+2’
Extra Equipment Cabinet
& Pedestal

In reviewing this comparison, it is apparent that the design from Crown Castle that supports the colocation of
multiple carriers is actually smaller than what they are proposing for our community. In other words, the
Colocation Ready design would be smaller and less intrusive that the designs they have proposed. This may
be why the engineers and attorney for Crown Castle were not willing to answer your questions about what the
additional requirements would be for a colocation ready monopole until the last possible day.
Colocation is a critical requirement of our design standards. Like the setbacks, this design element is paramount
to preserving our rural character while allowing future carrier deployments to be contained in the un-altered
monopole. If the council fails to demand that Crown Castle update their designs to this smaller and lessintrusive colocation ready design, you will be hosting more public hearings for towers for new carriers and
modifications to these sites. I think we can all agree that nobody is looking forward starting this process all over
for the next carrier that submits tower applications.
Please press Crown Castle on this issue and ask them for more data on these colocation ready monopoles.
Please reach-out to your counterparts in Fontana California and ask them if they are willing to share the details
of their small cell deployments.
Backup Power Solutions
As we all know the current applications from Crown Castle have no battery or emergency backup power. Our
municipal code permits the integration of a power jack to connect a portable generator, however Crown Castle
did not even include that option. The industry realizes that it is not practical in a community like ours to have
batteries or generators at each small cell site in the ROW. It is just not possible in some cases due to limited
space. To meet backup power requirements industry leaders like CommScope have developed Distributed
Power Connectivity.
These distributed power solutions use hybrid fiber/coper cabling, to deliver power and connectivity from a
central location to a cluster of neighboring small cells. (see Figure 5 - Hybrid Fiber Diagram) The benefit to this
design is that a backup power (battery or generator) can be provided in a central location and distributed to
each WCF in the same conduit or cable as the fiber. In addition, only one centrally located PG&E meter is
required where the DC power is converted from AC and distributed. This eliminates the need for ground-based
PG&E cabinets at each site. The centralized meter also removes any potential requirements for LS2 power from
PG&E. For more information see CommScope white paper Powering the Future of Small Cells and Beyond (link)
Example: Distributed DC power solution:
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Hillsborough WCF Adoption Rate
According to Crown Castle’s interactive map, currently they have only 4 small cell WCFs in San Mateo County.
(see figures 6 & 7) These are all located in the city of San Mateo proper near Alameda de Las Pulgas and the
Hayward Park district. Hillsborough is not the “hold-out” community that will be last to adopt small WCFs as the
carrier would like us to believe. Crown Castle is likely anxious to extend their footprint in the county and they
will point to our town as a reference for other municipalities. Since Hillsborough will be an early adopter of
WCFs it is important that we do not settle for outdated designs that do not support colocation and backup
power.
Summary:
The decision you have before you to approve or deny these applications has material repercussions for our
community. Crown Castle has colocation ready solutions with distributed backup power that comply with our
design requirements and meet our town’s needs. Please ask them about the reference design I highlighted
above and challenge their narrative that colocation ready solutions will be bigger. Please deny these
applications until Crown Castle conforms to our design standards and implements a colocation ready solution
with distributed backup power. Our community deserves better, and we need your resolve to compel Crown
Castle to deliver the right solution for our town.
Thank you,
John Lavrich

Figure 1: 32’ Monopole with Integrated Base Cabinet (no separate PGE meter)
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Figure 2: Equipment Cabinet Supports Multiple Carriers

Figure 3: 2’ antenna with 12 Coax ports for radios from multiple carriers
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Figure 4: Distributed underground power with hybrid fiber (power & networking in
one bundle)

Figure 5: Hybrid Fiber / Coper cable for DC power and networking.
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Figure 6: Crown Castle Small Cells and Towers in San Mateo County:

Source: Crown Castle Website (Link to Crowncastle.com)

Figure 7: San Mateo Small Cell Details:
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John Lavrich
6/25/2021

Mayor & Town Council,

First, I would like to thank you for listening to the resident’s feedback about the H27M3 tower at the
Marlborough tanks during the 6/17/21 meeting. With 13 proposed towers I realize that you are all likely
overwhelmed with information. I do appreciate your interest in investigating alternate locations that
will keep this tower farther away from homes and minimize the impact to our neighborhood. Please let
me know if you have any questions about the alternate locations we proposed, or if you would like me
to host a community meeting at the tank site to discuss options.
If no suitable alternate site can be found I ask that you, please consider this site to be “as visible” to the
residents as any other ROW tower. Please apply the same design requirements as you would for the
other 13 towers. This site should be a monopole with internal wiring and preferably an integrated
equipment base. The monopole design is the most streamline option and will minimize the visual
clutter from the equipment and wiring. Please exercise your right to limit the height to an elevation that
is more in-line with the 32’ limit (or the minimum required to clear the tanks). The monopole should be
a “colocation ready” design.
I was shocked to hear that Crown Castle was unwilling to answer the question about how the proposed
monopoles compare to those that would support the colocation of multiple carriers. Since Crown
Castle’s attorney and engineers claimed that their current monopole designs support colocation but
would be significantly larger, I decided to do some research. To my surprise, I discovered a published
reference design for colocation which is even less intrusive than what crown castle is proposing. I hope
that the following information about colocation, distributed backup power, and the small cell adoption
rate in San Mateo will help you evaluate Crown Castle’s applications.

Colocation Ready Designs
Crown Castle can, and does, regularly build colocation ready monopoles. Their published Municipal
Officials Brochure, which is a document targeted towards City Managers clearly states:
“All of our infrastructure can be shared, we’re able to accommodate multiple wireless carriers
and serve more people and businesses with less equipment and disruption.”
Within this guide there is a video of reference architectures called “What are Small Cells”. I believe this
is based on Crown Castle’s deployment in Fontana California. They include a description of their
colocation ready small cell monopole with an integrated equipment base. The description for this

design begins at the 50 second mark PLEASE WATCH THE SHORT THE VIDEO (Link to Video)
Key Features of the design:
-

-

32’ Monopole with integrated base (see figure 1)
o 2’ foot antenna
o 30’ pole
o 30” diameter base (2.5’)
Equipment cabinet with space for multiple carriers (figure 2)
2’ antenna (figure 3)
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-

o 12coax ports
o Internal wiring
Powered by underground fiber and electrical run together (figure 4)
o No ground-based meter & pedestal

This colocation ready design is strikingly like the proposed designs for Hillsborough. Below is a
comparison table showing the difference between this colocation ready design and the proposed tower
at H05M2.
Design Element
Number of Carriers
Tower Height
Base Cabinet Diameter
Antenna height
Separate PGE cabinet
at each site

Colocation Ready
2+
32’
30”
2’
No

H05M2
1
35’
35-3/4”
4’
Yes

Delta
-1 or more
+3’
+5-3/4”
+2’
Extra Equipment
Cabinet & Pedestal

In reviewing this comparison, it is apparent that the design from Crown Castle that supports the
colocation of multiple carriers is actually smaller than what they are proposing for our community. In
other words, the Colocation Ready design would be smaller and less intrusive that the designs they
have proposed. This may be why the engineers and attorney for Crown Castle were not willing to
answer your questions about what the additional requirements would be for a colocation ready
monopole until the last possible day.
Colocation is a critical requirement of our design standards. Like the setbacks, this design element is
paramount to preserving our rural character while allowing future carrier deployments to be contained
in the un-altered monopole. If the council fails to demand that Crown Castle update their designs to this
smaller and less-intrusive colocation ready design, you will be hosting more public hearings for towers
for new carriers and modifications to these sites. I think we can all agree that nobody is looking forward
starting this process all over for the next carrier that submits tower applications.
Please press Crown Castle on this issue and ask them for more data on these colocation ready
monopoles. Please reach-out to your counterparts in Fontana California and ask them if they are willing
to share the details of their small cell deployments.
Backup Power Solutions
As we all know the current applications from Crown Castle have no battery or emergency backup power.
Our municipal code permits the integration of a power jack to connect a portable generator, however
Crown Castle did not even include that option. The industry realizes that it is not practical in a
community like ours to have batteries or generators at each small cell site in the ROW. It is just not
possible in some cases due to limited space. To meet backup power requirements industry leaders like
CommScope have developed Distributed Power Connectivity.
These distributed power solutions use hybrid fiber/coper cabling, to deliver power and connectivity
from a central location to a cluster of neighboring small cells. (see Figure 5 - Hybrid Fiber Diagram) The
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benefit to this design is that a backup power (battery or generator) can be provided in a central location
and distributed to each WCF in the same conduit or cable as the fiber. In addition, only one centrally
located PG&E meter is required where the DC power is converted from AC and distributed. This
eliminates the need for ground-based PG&E cabinets at each site. The centralized meter also removes
any potential requirements for LS2 power from PG&E. For more information see CommScope white
paper Powering the Future of Small Cells and Beyond
Example: Distributed DC power solution:

Hillsborough WCF Adoption Rate
According to Crown Castle’s interactive map, currently they have only 4 small cell WCFs in San Mateo
County. (see figures 6 & 7) These are all located in the city of San Mateo proper near Alameda de Las
Pulgas and the Hayward Park district. Hillsborough is not the “hold-out” community that will be last to
adopt small WCFs as the carrier would like us to believe. Crown Castle is likely anxious to extend their
footprint in the county and they will point to our town as a reference for other municipalities. Since
Hillsborough will be an early adopter of WCFs it is important that we do not settle for outdated designs
that do not support colocation and backup power.
Summary:
The decision you have before you to approve or deny these applications has material repercussions for
our community. Crown Castle has colocation ready solutions with distributed backup power that
comply with our design requirements and meet our town’s needs. Please ask them about the reference
design I highlighted above and challenge their narrative that colocation ready solutions will be bigger.
Please deny these applications until Crown Castle conforms to our design standards and implements a
colocation ready solution with distributed backup power. Our community deserves better, and we need
your resolve to compel Crown Castle to deliver the right solution for our town.
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Figure 1: 32’ Monopole with Integrated Base Cabinet (no separate PGE meter)

Figure 2: Equipment Cabinet Supports Multiple Carriers
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Figure 3: 2’ antenna with 12 Coax ports for radios from multiple carriers

Figure 4: Distributed underground power with hybrid fiber (power & networking
in one bundle)
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Figure 5: Hybrid Fiber / Coper cable for DC power and networking.

Figure 6: Crown Castle Small Cells and Towers in San Mateo County:

Source: Crown Castle Website (Link to Crowncastle.com)
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Figure 7: San Mateo Small Cell Details:
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Paul Longhenry
Wireless Comments
Kid Support for Wireless Coverage Approval
Saturday, June 26, 2021 8:40:33 AM
210626 Longhenry Kids" Video.mov

Dear Council Members - thanks again for all the hard work and long hours on the wireless
application reviews. In the past our family has already written to explain our support for
approval, but our kids also wanted to thank you in their own words (please see video
attached).
Thanks!
Paul, Rhoda, Storm & Breeze Longhenry
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Piazza
Wireless Comments
Cell tower
Saturday, June 26, 2021 8:49:35 AM

If you are going to bring one in, most of the area uses AT&T. This won’t benefit the majority. Get AT&T
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Aaronson
Wireless Comments
Cell phone service
Saturday, June 26, 2021 10:37:54 AM

I have written to you all once before, but being how important this is to me and my ability to
provide telehealth care to my patients from home…please permit these towers to go up so we
can get with the times and I can stop worrying about drop calls in the middle of relaying a new
cancer diagnosis to a patient. Thanks for your time and consideration.
With great respect,
Dave
-David Aaronson
cell:
work: 510-752-6987
work email: david.s.aaronson@kp.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kristi H Nyhus
Wireless Comments
Wireless comment for Town Meeting
Saturday, June 26, 2021 10:55:52 AM

As we approach what appears to be a critical vote, I am writing to express my support for cell
towers in our beautiful town. We have very poor coverage at our home and area with calls not
being able to go through at all or are regularly dropped mid call if a connection can be made.
With two young teenagers, it’s very concerning to not be able to get ahold of my family
when/if an emergency arises let alone just the daily need for connecting with each other on
logistics, pick ups, etc. It’s surprising our town does not have this capability yet. I know many
other residents feel the same way. I encourage you to support cell towers in our town now that
we have a council and committee who have appropriately (and thankfully) put in the
significant effort to vet the locations and aesthetic that suites Hillsborough.
Thank you for your consideration.
Kristi Nyhus
Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pamela Hakman
Wireless Comments
Please vote for 5G in Hillsborough
Saturday, June 26, 2021 11:42:01 AM

I encourage the City Council to vote for 5G, which is greatly needed in our community for a variety of
good reasons that have already been expressed by a multitude of people.
Warm regards,
Pam Hakman
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Arlene BERNSTEIN
Al Royse; Christine Krolik; Larry May; Sophie Cole; Marie Chuang; Ann Ritzma; Christopher Diaz; Paul Willis; Lisa
Natusch; Wireless Comments
Cell Tower H-32
Saturday, June 26, 2021 2:10:52 PM
arlenecellJune 25.

Council members and staff,
Please read attached letter Please do the right thing -- reject Cell Tower H-32
Thank you,
Dr. Philip and Arlene Bernstein
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June 25, 2021
To: Council members and staff
From: Dr. Philip and Arlene Bernstein
In 2017 at a town hall meeting a resident presented 2 propagation maps from
Verizon. The one from sales showed complete coverage for most of Hillsborough,
while the one presented by Crown Castle showed many areas lacking coverage –
which one do you believe??
On June 17, while discussing H-32, Mr. Garcia showed a propagation map of an
alternate location (825 Chiltern) that is 150’ from any home and claimed that the
coverage was not as good as their preferred location. Vice Mayor Krolik pointed
out that while the map showed less coverage in one area it seemed to increase
coverage in another – resulting in only a slight difference. When given a choice of
2 locations with similar coverage; one being 150 feet from any home, the other
very close to many, defacing a pretty intersection, and opposed by many families
– the choice seems to be a “no brainer”!! Yet the Council seems bent on the
original location which leads us to suspect that these were indeed “pre-approved”
(as accidentally indicated in the first set of applications) and all of these town
meetings are just for show – as all has been pre-determined. We certainly hope
that is not the case.
Design standards were created to protect the rural atmosphere of our town.
Council seems to adhere to these standards when it suits them and not hesitate
to violate them when it doesn’t. Having a plausible reason does not justify
breaking the law. At the present location H-32 presents many violations. How
many are you willing to violate??
Please do the right thing – deny H-32
Philip and Arlene Bernstein
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kristie Felton
Wireless Comments
support of cell towers
Saturday, June 26, 2021 3:23:41 PM

Hi Council members We previously wrote a letter of support for the cell tower proposal in Hillsborough and
would like to reiterate our continued support for the construction. It seems that there is a small
and vocal, well funded opposition group that are the minority of residents trying to stop this
vital infrastructure improvement. I would urge you to resist letting the minority determine the
safety for the town. We know many families (as our neighbors and through hillsborough
schools) and have yet to meet anyone who does not support this initiative.
Thank you!
Kristie and Paul Felton
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rachel gatoff
Wireless Comments
The need for cell towers
Saturday, June 26, 2021 3:43:57 PM

we need to be able to reach our children and have our children be able to reach us on the good days and the bad.
there is constant talk of preparing for the next disaster, whether it be a fire or an earthquake … what about the most
basic need of being able to communicate with your children if you are separated during such a scary and terrible
disaster? we have go-bags in our homes and cars but if we cannot communicate with our family members and
neighbors, then what good will they do us?
please do the right thing and enable us to keep eachother safe no matter what the day brings.
thank you,
rachel gatoff
------------------------------RACHEL GATOFF
mobile:
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Vaughn
Wireless Comments
Approve cell towers and better cell service
Saturday, June 26, 2021 4:00:19 PM

Linda Vaughn
HILLSBOROUGH
(O) 650-340-8881
(C)
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Leao
Wireless Comments
Wireless towers
Sunday, June 27, 2021 7:44:40 AM

We support the advancement of wireless towers in Hillsborough Ca. It is a timely and necessary improvement that
will assure better service to all residents. We have confidence that the board has done their due diligence regarding
the aesthetics and safety of the towers .
Linda & Richard Leao
Hillsborough, Ca .
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lance Baldo
Wireless Comments
Support of cell towers
Sunday, June 27, 2021 8:05:40 AM

Dear Council Members,
I am writing in support of the proposed cell towers. This is not asking for anything exceptional, rather just bringing
us into a place where we can safely and effectively give our children some independence. We have gizmo watches
for our children, and allow them to bike to school every day. This also keeps cars off the road and reduces our
carbon footprint. The cell coverage is so spotty that at times we cannot track them and when there have been urgent
situations they have not been able to get in touch with us. This is shameful in the year 2021 in such a wealthy
municipality. My tolerance for the vocal minority influencing elected officials is at an all time low. Please act in the
best interest of the majority of your constituents. Thank you for your consideration.
Lance Baldo
Hillsborough, CA 94010
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

steven gatoff
Wireless Comments
Re: The need for cell towers
Sunday, June 27, 2021 9:57:25 AM

i think my wife laid it out perfectly for the hillsborough town counsel/board ... it’s inexcusable in this day and age to
not have adequate cell phone coverage ... you must change this and approve the measure. we pay too many taxes to
even be having this conversation about why the town is not acting to keep our children safe.
you must allow cell towers to be added/upgraded to provide proper safety for our families ... it’s your most basic
job.
steven gatoff

> On Jun 26, 2021, at 3:43 PM, rachel gatoff
wrote:
>
> we need to be able to reach our children and have our children be able to reach us on the good days and the bad.
> there is constant talk of preparing for the next disaster, whether it be a fire or an earthquake … what about the
most basic need of being able to communicate with your children if you are separated during such a scary and
terrible disaster? we have go-bags in our homes and cars but if we cannot communicate with our family members
and neighbors, then what good will they do us?
> please do the right thing and enable us to keep eachother safe no matter what the day brings.
> thank you,
> rachel gatoff
>
>
> ------------------------------> RACHEL GATOFF
> mobile:
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Claudia Stroud
Wireless Comments
Marlo Go Stroud
Please Approve Crown Castle Applications
Sunday, June 27, 2021 12:20:01 PM

Hello Mayor and Councilmembers,
My name is Claudia Stroud. I am a rising crocker student. I got a Gizmo watch for Christmas a couple
years ago. My Gizmo runs on the Verizon network. I have been biking to school for a year now. When I
need to call my mom and dad for an emergency or just to open the garage for me to get into the house, it
takes me about 3 to 5 times to finally get the call to go through. That won't be good if I need help right
away. We need better cellular coverage.
Smart watches and cell phones need to work in our town. People just need reliable service to call each
other. Please approve the Crown Castle wireless applications.
Please also view my video comments linked HERE.
Thank you,
Claudia Stroud
North Elementary Graduate
Rising Crocker 6th Grader
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Kenny Stroud
Wireless Comments
We Need Better Cellular Coverage
Sunday, June 27, 2021 12:33:37 PM

Dear Mayor and Councilmembers,
I'm Kenny and I am a north student. I bike to school everyday. I have a watch that I can call my mom
and dad. It takes 3 or 4 times for my calls to go through... we need better cellular coverage. That won't
happen if we had more wireless facilities. Please approve the applications.
Thank you! Please view my video comments linked HERE.
Kenny Stroud
Rising North School 4th Grader
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Jean Parekh
Wireless Comments; Al Royse; Christine Krolik; Marie Chuang; Sophie Cole; Larry May
Please include H31m5 in tomorrow"s agenda
Sunday, June 27, 2021 7:16:49 PM
20210626 Letter to City council

To be included in the public record for the June 28th meeting.
I would greatly appreciate if you can confirm H31m5 will be on tomorrow's agenda.
It was the original alternate H31 site in Crown Castle's May 2021 application.
It does not violate either setback or intersection proximity Town design standards. It's not clear why it's
not being discussed tomorrow.
I believe most, if not all residents in the area, prefer H31m5 out of all the H31 sites.
Thank you for your consideration.
Dr. Jean Parekh
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Jean Parekh, Ph.D
Hillsborough, CA 94010
June 27, 2021
Hillsborough Mayor Al Royse and Councilmembers
1600 Floribunda Avenue
Hillsborough, CA 94010
Dear Mayor Royse, Vice-Mayor Krolik, and Council Members Chuang, Cole, and May,
Please ensure that H31m5 is included an option in our June 28th discussion. Residents agree that, among
the four sites, it is the safest and causes the least aesthetic harm to our neighborhood. It’s not clear why
H31m1 has been included as an alternate. No residents have spoken in favor of H31m1. It was rejected
by Town staff for being too close to the intersection.
I hope each of you will take time to drive the intersection. Please consider both safety and how H31m1
and H31m5 will affect the two adjacent homes as well as nearby homes. For any councilmember who
cannot make the trip, I have included a mockup in Figure 3.
Of the four proposed H31 sites, H31m5 is the only one that does not violate either Hillsborough’s
setback design standard (E20) or Hillsborough’s intersection safety design standard (E17).
H31m5 is both the safest option and the option with the least potential impact on residents’ property
values. If H31m1 is chosen, every potential buyer of any home in the area will drive through the fourway-stop Ralston/Pullman intersection and, while stopped, be treated to a view of a 35’ pole in an
area where all other utilities are underground.
Please see the attached Figure 1, from Crown Castle’s May 2021 application, showing H31m1’s location,
right at the intersection, versus H31m5’s, slightly further down Pullman. Our street is a primary route for
trucks in Hillsborough. None of us want a collision between a tired truck driver, coming off 280, pulling a
40’ shipping container and a 35’ cell tower.
Crown Castle’s May 2021 application rejects H31m1 as violating safety design standard E17 (Fig 2.) Only
H31m2 and H31m5 are listed as viable options.

In addition to being the safest option, H31m5 is the best option for the two adjacent homes, as well as
the community at large. Because it is in a far less prominent location, the H31m5 location will have less
impact on property values than H31m1 will.
Setback
H31m2 violates Hillsborough’s setback design standard E20.
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In the May 2021 application, H31m2 was included as an option. The setback design standard violation
had not yet been discovered at that time. Now we realize that H31m2 violates Hillsborough’s setback
design standard. H31m2 should be removed from consideration. We can all agree that violating the
setback standard is not a precedent we want to set.
H31m2 has unstable soil and a high perched water table. It is not a safe site for building a 35’ cell tower,
especially only 22’ away from a ADU with renters where it could fall and hurt the occupants.
Safety
H31m1 and H31m3 both violate Hillsborough’s setback design standard E17.
H31m1 and H31m3 were both rejected by Town staff due to safety considerations. Those sites are too
close to the intersection. Therefore, they are more likely to incur collision with a car or one of the many
trucks that use Ralston as a primary route.
The only remaining site to consider is H31m5. It is the safest option of the four sites.
Aesthetics and Property Value
From an aesthetic standpoint, H31m5 also is clearly the best option of the four presented sites.
H31m5 is on the back side of two homes. Note that the 500 Pullman residents use the driveway on
Ralston on as their primary entrance. If the H31m5 location is chosen, the two adjacent residents (and
any potential home-buyers) will not have to drive next to the tower every time they enter and leave
the house.
Locating the pole at H31m5 will cause the least harm to adjacent homeowners’ property values as well
as all nearby homes. Every potential buyer of any home in the area will drive through the four-waystop Ralston/Pullman intersection and, while stopped, be treated to a view of a 35’ pole. It’s going to
be very noticeable in our area, because all other utilities are underground.
Along with the obvious safety benefit of being further from the intersection, H31m5 is better screened
and won’t be seen by every person passing our well-traveled street.
I hope each of you will take time to drive the intersection. Please consider how the two adjacent homes
as well as nearby homes will be affected by H31m1 vs H31m5.
As a lesser, but still important consideration, is how each site will be perceived by the many motorist
who drive on Ralston each day. A 35’ tower right at the intersection will have much more of an impact
on the character of our town, especially in our undergrounded region, that one set back by 50 feet.
Finally, we all realize that whichever design standards are violated will be that much more difficult to
keep in place when other carriers submit new applications. The intersection safety design standard and
setback standards approved by the Town Council in 2019 seems like two standards we should try to
keep.
Thank you for your consideration.
Dr. Jean Parekh
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Figure 1. From Crown Castle’s May 2021 application
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Figure 2. From Crown Castle’s May 2021 application
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Figure 3.To scale mockup of H31m1 (JMP). I could not find dimensions of the meter pedestal easily, and felt I have wasted enough time on this today, with my
father in the ICU, so have approximated meter.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Rajesh Parekh
Wireless Comments
Al Royse; Christine Krolik; Larry May; Marie Chuang; Sophie Cole; Gary Goodman; Jean Parekh
Follow up comments regarding cell tower node H31m2 for 6/28 meeting
Sunday, June 27, 2021 7:19:08 PM

DearCouncil members,
This is a follow up letter having reviewed the city council agenda packet for tomorrow's
hearing. Please include it in the record for the 6/28 meeting.
Undergrounding requirement violation
It appears that departure from undergrounding requirements is justified based on an exception
when "wireless facilities that are designed like streetlights that
meet the Town’s design standards". This appears to be a stretch interpretation when original
guidelines are for already approved and built wireless facilities when an area goes from
not undergrounded to undergrounded. To state the obvious, the current situation is entirely
the contrary so not sure how you can rely on this guideline.
We would like to just reiterate that the town is creating a precedent that you will not be able to
walk back from by allowing equipment above ground in underground areas. Noise issues are
being used as challenges, when in fact no study or data has been provided on noise impact of
underground equipment with fans. Council seems to be operating on qualitative comments
from Crown Castle and CTC but with no hard data.
Now if you are relying on the logic of "they look like streetlights" - well then may I suggest
you actually go ahead and require them to be functional street lights of the same design as the
rest of the town? It would at least then make the aesthetics better by having an actual street
light on the pole and would help with safety around the pole.
Design guideline violations of the Setback requirements
As we have previously entered in the record, the proposed node at H31m2 is about 22 feet
from residential dwelling (ADU) on 492 pullman. By Town's calculations the average setback
in the 500 yard radius is around 45 feet. And previous hearing it was established that the
setback guideline is violated once ADU - which is a full fledged residential dwelling - is taken
into account. However we do not see this captured in the city agenda packet as one of the
violations. We request that official record and documentation captures the fact that H31m2 as
proposed would violate design guidelines E20.
Sincerely
Raj and Jean Parekh
Gary and Lynn Goodman
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Samira Rahmatullah
Wireless Comments
Support for wireless service in Hillsborough
Sunday, June 27, 2021 8:05:19 PM

Hello I am writing to share my family's support for the wireless applications that are currently under
review in Hillsborough. My husband Munir and our two kids, Zainab and Shaayer, have lived
in Hillsborough since 2009. Our kids are starting 4th grade at Hillsborough North this Fall.
We love this community and want to see it continue to be the best, safest and most welcoming
community in the state and country.
We have lived with bad cellphone coverage for all of these years, and now that our kids are
grown up, we are feeling it much more. It worries me that if I or my kids were to ever need
help while driving around town, that we can't rely on our phones working. In today's world, it
is unimaginable that this would be our experience and worry. We need to be able to rely on
good and consistent wireless coverage to be safe in our homes, schools and on our roads.
We hope you will think of the wellness and safety of all of us in Hillsborough, and approve
the wireless applications being reviewed this week.
Thank you!
Best,
The Alam Family
, Hillsborough, CA 94010
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Scott Dietzen
Wireless Comments; Kate Sandrini Dietzen
In favor of cell towers for Hillsborough, please!
Sunday, June 27, 2021 8:05:36 PM

Dear Hillsborough Council,
After much research I have concluded cell towers impose little to no risk to our
residents. The real risk to our residents is lack of cell coverage in emergencies.
I’ve read many articles confirming the lack of danger from these towers. The
American Cancer Society, the widest recognized non-profit endorses this
position and I’ve included a small write up from their website regarding cell
towers.
As a mother of two I rely on the ability to communicate with my kids by phone.
This is even more important in our area with the instability of our Internet
services. The strain on California’s power grid should also be a factor when
assessing the importance of expanding our communication options in the area--when the power's out, such as in rolling blackouts, cell coverage is essential.
Thank you for your consideration, Kate Dietzen

AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY LATEST ON
CELL PHONE
TOWERS

The American Cancer Society has
updated its public information on cell
phone towers and cancer.
Do cellular phone towers cause cancer?
Some people have expressed concern
that living, working, or going to school
near a cell phone tower might increase
the risk of cancer or other health
problems. At this time, there is very little
evidence to support this idea. In theory,
there are some important points that
would argue against cellular phone
towers being able to cause cancer.
First, the energy level of
radiofrequency (RF) waves is
relatively low, especially when
compared with the types of
radiation that are known to
increase cancer risk, such as
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gamma rays, x-rays, and
ultraviolet (UV) light. The
energy of RF waves given off
by cell phone towers is not
enough to break chemical
bonds in DNA molecules, which
is how these stronger forms of
radiation may lead to cancer.
A second issue has to do with
wavelength. RF waves have
long wavelengths, which can
only be concentrated to about
an inch or two in size. This
makes it unlikely that the
energy from RF waves could be
concentrated enough to affect
individual cells in the body.
Third, even if RF waves were
somehow able to affect cells in
the body at higher doses, the
level of RF waves present at
ground level is very low – well
below the recommended limits.
Levels of energy from RF
waves near cell phone towers
are not significantly different
from the background levels of
RF radiation in urban areas
from other sources, such as
radio and television broadcast
stations.
For these reasons, most scientists agree
that cell phone antennas or towers are
unlikely to cause cancer
Do cellular phone towers cause any
other health problems?
High levels of RF waves can cause a
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warming of body tissues, but the energy
levels on the ground near a cell phone
tower are far below the levels needed to
cause this effect. So far, there is no
evidence in published scientific reports
that cell phone towers cause any other
health problems.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Scott Dietzen
Wireless Comments
In favor of cell towers, please
Sunday, June 27, 2021 8:09:43 PM

My son, 14 and a lifelong resident of Hillsborough, composed the following:
Dear Hillsborough Council: We for-real be living in the 80s without cell service,
so let's get with the 21st century. Cell towers are vital so in case of an
emergency such as a power outage, I will still be able to contact my parents.
Without cell towers, my wifi being out means no contact to my parents or
calling 911. So please, for the sake of this town and all the other kids like me,
pass the bill. And no 5g does not cause cancer. Thank you.
-----------------------Scott Dietzen
@scott_dietzen
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Annie Pong
Wireless Comments
Oppose to Verizon Cell towers
Monday, June 28, 2021 6:25:21 AM

If these towers are allowed to be constructed in our neighbourhood, they will destroy the beauty and uniqueness of
our town.
I especially oppose to the one on Marlborough Rd, next to the two bright green giant water tanks. This tower will be
so very close to many homes, one less than 40 feet away from children’s bedroom and playroom. Apart from safety
reasons, these towers are eye sores.
This is not Hillsborough. We don’t do that to neighbors and children.
So please reconsider and locate them in areas away from homes.
The council members are the decision makers and not Crown Castle and Verizon.
Annie Pong
Please excuse typos
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cameron Douraghy
Wireless Comments
Cell Towers
Monday, June 28, 2021 10:13:39 AM

Dear city council:
*I urge Hillsborough City Council to deny the 13 Crown Castle applications for wireless
towers.
* Improving cell coverage in Hillsborough is NOT dependent on Council approving the
13 Crown Castle applications. In fact, a decision to approve these applications is
misguided, illegal and harmful to residents. Equally important, such a decision
significantly guts Hillsborough's ability to control its own destiny when it comes to any
carrier – any vendor – wishing to do business in Hillsborough.
* The Crown Castle applications violate Hillsborough’s existing laws.  Based on HCA’s
analysis, each of the proposed 13 wireless installations violates on average 50% of applicable
design standards.
* The Crown Castle applications are incomplete: no evidence was provided by Crown
Castle regarding the Town’s laws serving an effective prohibition. In fact, CTC even said
so explicitly in its report. Equally important, these applications violate CEQA! The Town
said itself they cannot act on a permit unless the applicant has either secured approval on
CEQA grounds or secured an exemption. That’s what they argued in their 2017 denial yet
they are not following that now.
* None of the proposed Crown Castle towers accommodates colocation, a central tenet of
our existing laws. Lack of colocation means cell towers will begin sprouting up everywhere
not only from AT&T and TMobile/Sprint, but from Verizon as well. Important to remember
that these Crown Castle towers do NOT demonstrate significantly improved coverage. I am
not a Verizon customer, your disregard for colocation requirements makes me feel like you do
not care about the needs of other residents.
* Approving these Crown Castle applications results in towers being placed too close to
homes – as close as 25’ from homes. This is NOT a nimby (or FOMY) issue. This is, and
always has been, am OUR COMMUNITY and OUR VALUES issue. Hillsborough City
Council, with a vote to approve these applications, will set a dangerous precedent that
new towers will, similarly, be placed much too close to homes. Why has the Council
dismissed the plan furnished by a Hillsborough resident who is an expert in both cell
technology and cell equipment that places towers 150’ from Hillsborough residents' homes?  
* Hillsborough City Council claims that what is guiding its decision to approve these Crown
Castle applications is safety. Yet, lack of backup power makes these towers useless in a
natural disaster like fire or earthquake. Additionally, with only 3 out of 10 people
subscribing to Verizon in the United States, the majority of residents (AT&T and TMobile/Sprint subscribers) will be "left in the dark" in an emergency according to City
Council's logic on safety, since none of the proposed sites will support colocation.
* Hillsborough City Council's eagerness to side with and yield to Crown Castle against
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its own citizens makes Hillsborough easy pickings for the next carrier – or vendor – to
come in and sue the town and falsely claim effective prohibition. Why are you doing
this?
* Instead of spending the last year negotiating with Crown Castle to the detriment of residents,
Council should have invested time and resources on designing a wireless plan that could have
fast-tracked approvals for carriers and their proxies. Hillsborough City Council abdicated its
responsibilities to be proactive and to protect residents' property rights and values. It is not
too late to save Hillsborough from a grave consequence. City Council should terminate
the settlement agreement with Crown Castle and work with residents to craft a plan that
will work for ALL residents.
* Evidence has been amply provided by half a dozen of the most accomplished real estate
brokers that properties located adjacent to cell towers will devalue 10%-20%.  
Thank you for taking my comments into consideration. I would like to get answers to my
questions.
Cameron Douraghy
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Jean Parekh
Wireless Comments; Al Royse; Christine Krolik; Marie Chuang; Sophie Cole
Memo to help councilmembers understand lack of information on RF health implications
Monday, June 28, 2021 10:35:48 AM
20210628 Letter to City Council.

Please include the attached memo in the public record for tonight's meeting.
Thank you.
Jean Parekh, Ph. D.
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Jean Parekh, Ph.D
Hillsborough, CA 94010
June 28, 2021
Hillsborough Mayor Al Royse and Councilmembers
1600 Floribunda Avenue
Hillsborough, CA 94010
Dear Mayor Royse, Vice-Mayor Krolik, and Council Members Chuang, Cole, and May,

Heath Effects
You should realize that those of us who have pointed out that the long term health effects are unknown
are not saying that we should not improve cell service. What we are saying is that US regulations on
radiation exposure limit are NOT based on any science. In the absence of data, it’s important to be
more cautious than you otherwise have to be.
I would like to attempt to explain a bit of a paradox that came up in one of the May city council
meetings.
Crown Castle’s expert and our own technical advisors insisted that the towers comply with US
regulations. However, the American Cancer Society states that the long term health effects of radiation
exposure are unknown. Both of these things are true, actually. How can that be?
US radiation limits for both long and short term exposure are ALL based on short term exposure data.
I don’t know if any of you have scientific backgrounds, but US regulators have merely extrapolated the
data, which is (I’m going to use a technical term here) a big no-no. If I, as a scientist, conducted a series
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of short term experiments, and then wrote up and sent a paper off to a journal making claims about
long term effects, my paper would be rejected outright. I doubt the editor would bother sending it out
to peer review.
You don’t get to put into the Results section something you haven’t proved. The Discussion section is
fun – you can wave your hands around a bit there and say “maybe this or maybe that.”
But in reputable journals, if you haven’t done the experiment, you can’t say “We have proven X.”
Sadly, the US government does not hold itself to scientific standards.
I brought up this failure to my CPU Commissioner friend. She said “well, the technology has changed so
much over the years.” She is a state-level regulator, not federal. But her answer was weak and I let her
know it. The tech hasn’t changed that much. And at least having some long-term exposure data would
be better than our current situation which is: we have ZERO strong data on long-term exposure, hence
the American Cancer Society’s June 2020 statement.
I personally am really curious why no studies have been carried out or, if they have been carried out, not
publicized. Unfortunately, there have been too many incidents of companies hiding unfavorable data.
We have learned we cannot trust industry to police itself. We’ve also lost faith in government, especially
at the federal level. Their decisions are too often swayed by lobbying and the special interest money
that pours in. We’ve also lost faith in my community, our scientists. We scientists too often make the
mistake of designing weak studies and putting out information that later is revealed to be false.
The lack of long term exposure data means, essentially, that we are flying blind. In the absence of data,
all we can do is understand the technology and do our best to minimize exposure. 5G may not be
possible, given Hillsborough’s terrain. This is not my field, but my uneducated inclination is that more,
smaller towers operating at the higher 5G wavelength would provide less total exposure and would
certainly provide a more even exposure to all citizens. 5G would also be easier for concerned residents
to screen themselves from.
Thank you for your consideration.
Dr. Jean Parekh
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joyce Molinelli
Wireless Comments;
Verizon Coverage
Monday, June 28, 2021 12:10:42 PM

We have previously submitted two (2) letters in opposition to the current cell tower installation including
one from our attorneys. Mr. Mark Molumphy also addressed the council on our behalf.
My comments below are to supplement those previously expressed.
Verizon is our cellular provider of service and has been for a significant period of time (years). We have
never had any difficulty or problem with Verizon cell phone coverage in the area of Chateau Drive and
Laurent Road when using our cell phones from this area or from our home.
The cell tower installation proposed for location at Chateau Drive and Laurent Road is completely
unnecessary. It would be a blight on the rural nature of the wild life area in our community.
The proposed cell tower at this location would also be too close to our home located above Chateau
Drive, too close to the out-door living space of our home and too close to the master bedroom of our
home.
Please think honestly about how you would react to one of these monstrosities proposed for placement
near or across from you own home ~ or the home of one of your children.
Please, please reject this Crown Castle proposal.
Joyce and James P. Molinelli
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gallant Chen
Wireless Comments
Fwd: Support for Crown Castle Proposal
Monday, June 28, 2021 12:25:20 PM

Just wanted to reiterate my strong support for the crown castle proposal. While it is not
perfect, it goes a long way to address many of the issues. We could go on for years trying to
have them develop the "perfect plan". But we have waited long enough and this is a "good"
plan. It's became a significant safety and convenience issue that no other city in the Peninsula
has. I am fully supportive and appreciate the time and effort that the town has invested and the
city council has devoted to this thorough
review. Thank you again!
Gallant
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Gallant Chen
Date: Wed, May 19, 2021 at 9:38 PM
Subject: Support for Crown Castle Proposal
To: <wirelesscomments@hillsborough.net>
Hello. I wanted to send a note in strong support of the recent Crown Castle wireless proposal.
As a resident of Hillsborough I don't have much to complain about. We have fantastic schools,
well maintained roads and infrastructure as well as beautiful parks and landscaping thanks to
HBF and of course a wonderful community. However, the one thing that frustrates myself and
my family is the lack of cellular signal that allows us to make mobile phone calls and access
mobile data. This is the only neighborhood in the Peninsula that I am aware of that has such
issues.
I can not make or receive phone calls from my home unless I am connected to wifi. This is
also true in many other places within town including North School where my two younger
sons attend. Recently with Covid the school has required parents to show "proof of non Covid
exposure or symptoms" via the Ambry App. Unfortunately, I've shown up to school and
forgot. Normally this would be no problem as I could just login and access via my phone. But
not when I have no cell signal. So instead I need to make sure I do so at home when connected
to wifi and take a screen grab before dropping the boys off at school.
It's not that uncommon for Comcast our internet provider to go offline or for PGE power to go
out. In those cases we have no internet. With no cell signal as a backup we have no options in
our home. As a result I have had to drive 1.5 miles to Burlingame to be able to take Zoom
calls from my car while connected to my mobile phone hotspot.
Most importantly, proper cell coverage is critical for safety! In an emergency if our Comcast
internet is down we have no way of being notified of emergency alerts. With the upcoming
fire season it is likely there will be planned or unplanned power outages which will
exacerbate this issue. In addition, as the father of a teenage daughter I worry about her safety
when walking around Hillsborough. She enjoys biking and walking to her friend's homes
which I very much support. While she has a phone to call in case of emergency it is likely that
she won't have service if there ever was an issue.
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Thanks for reading my statements. I strongly support the Crown Castle proposal to improve
our wireless infrastructure in Hillsborough!
Gallant
Gallant Chen
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marlo Go Stroud
Wireless Comments
Please approve the Crown Castle Wireless Applications
Monday, June 28, 2021 12:27:58 PM

Dear Hillsborough Council Members,
Our family strongly supports approval of the Crown Castle applications to install cellular infrastructure in
Hillsborough. We are deeply troubled by the inordinate years of delay caused by community members
who strive to keep Hilsborough disconnected and tethered to landlines.
We have shamefully poor cellular service throughout Hillsborough and specifically at North School where
our children attend. As a result of the pandemic, many families have taken to biking and walking. Upon
return to in-person school, many students now bike and walk to school daily. Of the nearly 300 North
students, 80 students have been issued biking and walking passes resulting in student council
fundraisers to purchase three (3) additional bike racks. These biking and walking students are
empowered by smart watches that allow parents to monitor their children through GPS tracking and
calling. However, these smart devices are only as good as the available cellular network. As a current
North Parent Group (NPG) Board member and rising Co-President of the NPG, I am concerned that
should an emergency arise on the streets of Hillsborough, these students and any nearby 'Good
Samaritans' will be unable to make an emergency call or contact the parents.
Moreover, the communications system at North School is a Voice-over-IP (VOIP) based service reliant on
wifi connectivity. Earlier in the 2020-22 school year, Hillsborough experienced a power-outage that
disabled the calling system at North. Our daughter’s classmate was injured prior to the power outage and
while North staff was able to leave a voicemail to inform the student’s parent, a Crocker employee, due to
the power outage, no wifi and spotty cellular coverage impacting both North and Crocker Schools, the
parent was unduly delayed in reaching North School staff.
We are dual working parents who have been working from home since the pandemic and can only do so
through significant investment in commercial grade wifi. Without wifi-calling enabled, cellular calling from
our home is unreliable. We also walk, bike and jog with our children and neighbors through Hillsborough
and consistently experience dead zones throughout our Town. Ubiquitous cellular service is imperative to
(1) work effectively in order to afford a house in this beautiful community and (2) to feel safe knowing that
we can reliably make wireless calls or be reached in the event of an emergency.
We strongly support approving the Crown Castle applications. We thank you for taking the necessary
steps to improve wireless connectivity in our Town. We are pleased with the thoughtfulness of the
proposed sites.
Thank you,
Marlo and Steven Stroud
Carmelita Avenue, Hillsborough
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Levy
Wireless Comments
proposed tower
Monday, June 28, 2021 1:09:36 PM

I live at
and have had no problems whatsoever with the availability of cellphone service
on my Verizon account.
I am approximately 1 1/2 blocks away from the proposed tower and do need any additional accesibility.
Richard J Levy, M.D.
---------------------------Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments is for the sole use of the intended recipient
(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy
all copies of the original message.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tim Guleri
Wireless Comments
URGENT: Please DENY the 13 Crown Castle Applications
Monday, June 28, 2021 2:17:23 PM

Dear City Council members,
This is Tim Guleri @ 2805 Churchill Drive. I urge Hillsborough City Council to deny the
13 Crown Castle applications for wireless towers.
I have been before you all many many time and will spare reiterating all the reasons/grounds
upon which this set of applications should be denied like we need to control our own destiny,
it violates our existing laws, applications violate CEQA, distance from home, and no backup
power (ie useless in a real emergency), devaluation of homes etc. But for today, let me focus
your attention on ONE practical issue.
None of the proposed Crown Castle towers accommodates colocation, a central tenet of our
existing laws. It's important to remember that these Crown Castle towers do NOT demonstrate
significantly improved coverage. Lack of colocation and not adequate coverage means cell
towers will begin sprouting up everywhere not only from AT&T and TMobile/Sprint but from
Verizon as well.
Verizon, through CC, will seek more towers and if Council approves these applications, how
can we say no to the next one. The floodgates will open, and this uncoordinated "above the
ground" sewage ie willy nilly cell tower technology will come streaming in
Hillsborough City Council's eagerness to side with and yield to Crown Castle against its own
citizens makes Hillsborough easy pickings for the next carrier – or vendor – to come in and
sue the town and falsely claim effective prohibition.
It is not too late to save Hillsborough from a grave consequence. Please show a strong
backbone, hard things are just that : HARD.  
Terminate the settlement agreement with Crown Castle and work with residents to craft
a plan that will work for ALL residents.
Please read my comments into the record
Tim Guleri
Tim Guleri | Managing Director | Sierra Ventures
T: 650.854.1000 | F: 650.854.5593
tguleri@sierraventures.com
Assistant: Dora Prado | dprado@sierraventures.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Marvitz
Al Royse; Christine Krolik; Marie Chuang; Sophie Cole; Larry May; Lisa Natusch; Ann Ritzma; Wireless Comments
Wireless applications
Monday, June 28, 2021 2:22:09 PM

Dear Mr. Mayor, Ms. Vice Mayor and City Council Members,
We urge Hillsborough City Council to deny the 13 Crown Castle applications for wireless
towers. It's possible to achieve better cell service without sacrificing the beauty of our Town
and the value of our homes. Please reject H-32 and do the right thing for our Town.
* Improving cell coverage in Hillsborough is NOT dependent on Council approving the
13 Crown Castle applications. In fact, a decision to approve these applications is
misguided, illegal and harmful to residents. Equally important, such a decision
significantly guts Hillsborough's ability to control its own destiny when it comes to any
carrier – any vendor – wishing to do business in Hillsborough.
* The Crown Castle applications violate Hillsborough’s existing laws.  Based on HCA’s
analysis, each of the proposed 13 wireless installations violates on average 50% of applicable
design standards.
* The Crown Castle applications are incomplete: no evidence was provided by Crown
Castle regarding the Town’s laws serving an effective prohibition. In fact, CTC even said
so explicitly in its report. Equally important, these applications violate CEQA! The Town
said itself they cannot act on a permit unless the applicant has either secured approval on
CEQA grounds or secured an exemption. That’s what they argued in their 2017 denial yet
they are not following that now.
* None of the proposed Crown Caslte towers accommodates colocation, a central tenet of
our existing laws. Lack of colocation means cell towers will begin sprouting up everywhere
not only from AT&T and TMobile/Sprint, but from Verizon as well. Important to remember
that these Crown Castle towers do NOT demonstrate significantly improved coverage.
Verizon, through CC, will seek more towers. If Council approves these applications, we can
and should expect approving these applications will result in dozens more cell
towers. Hillsborough will be home to a cell tower farm and residents’ homes will be
subject to cell tower roulette.
* Approving these Crown Castle applications results in towers being placed too close to
homes – as close as 25’ from homes. This is NOT a nimby (or FOMY) issue. This is, and
always has been, am OUR COMMUNITY and OUR VALUES issue. Hillsborough City
Council, with a vote to approve these applications, will set a dangerous precedent that
new towers will, similarly, be placed much too close to homes. Council has wrongly and
irresponsibly dismissed the Los Altos Hills 200’ setback requirements and the plan furnished
by a Hillsborough resident who is an expert in both cell technology and cell equipment that
places towers 150’ from Hillsborough residents' homes.
* Hillsborough City Council claims that what is guiding its decision to approve these Crown
Castle applications is safety. Yet, lack of backup power makes these towers useless in a
natural disaster like fire or earthquake. Additionally, with only 3 out of 10 people
subscribing to Verizon in the United States, the majority of residents (AT&T and T-130-

Mobile/Sprint subscribers) will be "left in the dark" in an emergency according to City
Council's logic on safety, since none of the proposed sites will support colocation.
* Hillsborough City Council's eagerness to side with and yield to Crown Castle against
its own citizens makes Hillsborough easy pickings for the next carrier – or vendor – to
come in and sue the town and falsely claim effective prohibition.
* Instead of spending the last year negotiating with Crown Castle to the detriment of residents,
Council should have invested time and resources on designing a wireless plan that could have
fast-tracked approvals for carriers and their proxies. Hillsborough City Council abdicated its
responsibilities to be proactive and to protect residents' property rights and values. It is not
too late save Hillsborough from a grave consequence. City Council should terminate the
settlement agreement with Crown Castle and work with residents to craft a plan that will
work for ALL residents.
* Evidence has been amply provided by half a dozen of the most accomplished real estate
brokers that properties located adjacent to cell towers will devalue 10%-20%.  
Thanks,
Jennifer Marvitz & Kushal Gandhi
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Andrea Wamsley
Al Royse; Marie Chuang; Christine Krolik; Larry May; Sophie Cole; Lisa Natusch; Ann Ritzma
CELL TOWER HEARING MONDAY 6/28
Monday, June 28, 2021 2:33:55 PM

Please Enter Comments Into The Record.


Dear Hillsborough Town Council,
We urge Hillsborough City Council to DENY the 13 Crown Castle applications for
wireless towers.
* Improving cell coverage in Hillsborough is NOT dependent on Council approving the
13 Crown Castle applications. In fact, a decision to approve these applications is
misguided, illegal and harmful to residents. Equally important, such a decision
significantly guts Hillsborough's ability to control its own destiny when it comes to any
carrier – any vendor – wishing to do business in Hillsborough.
* The Crown Castle applications violate Hillsborough’s existing laws.  Based on HCA’s
analysis, each of the proposed 13 wireless installations violates on average 50% of applicable
design standards.
* The Crown Castle applications are incomplete: no evidence was provided by Crown
Castle regarding the Town’s laws serving an effective prohibition. In fact, CTC even said
so explicitly in its report. Equally important, these applications violate CEQA! The Town
said itself they cannot act on a permit unless the applicant has either secured approval on
CEQA grounds or secured an exemption. That’s what they argued in their 2017 denial yet
they are not following that now.
* None of the proposed Crown Caslte towers accommodates colocation, a central tenet of
our existing laws. Lack of colocation means cell towers will begin sprouting up everywhere
not only from AT&T and TMobile/Sprint, but from Verizon as well. Important to remember
that these Crown Castle towers do NOT demonstrate significantly improved coverage.
Verizon, through CC, will seek more towers. If Council approves these applications, we can
and should expect approving these applications will result in dozens more cell
towers. Hillsborough will be home to a cell tower farm and residents’ homes will be
subject to cell tower roulette.
* Approving these Crown Castle applications results in towers being placed too close to
homes – as close as 25’ from homes. This is NOT a nimby (or FOMY) issue. This is, and
always has been, am OUR COMMUNITY and OUR VALUES issue. Hillsborough City
Council, with a vote to approve these applications, will set a dangerous precedent that
new towers will, similarly, be placed much too close to homes. Council has wrongly and
irresponsibly dismissed the Los Altos Hills 200’ setback requirements and the plan furnished
by a Hillsborough resident who is an expert in both cell technology and cell equipment that
places towers 150’ from Hillsborough residents' homes.
* Hillsborough City Council claims that what is guiding its decision to approve these Crown
Castle applications is safety. Yet, lack of backup power makes these towers useless in a
natural disaster like fire or earthquake. Additionally, with only 3 out of 10 people
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subscribing to Verizon in the United States, the majority of residents (AT&T and TMobile/Sprint subscribers) will be "left in the dark" in an emergency according to City
Council's logic on safety, since none of the proposed sites will support colocation.
* Hillsborough City Council's eagerness to side with and yield to Crown Castle against
its own citizens makes Hillsborough easy pickings for the next carrier – or vendor – to
come in and sue the town and falsely claim effective prohibition.
* Instead of spending the last year negotiating with Crown Castle to the detriment of residents,
Council should have invested time and resources on designing a wireless plan that could have
fast-tracked approvals for carriers and their proxies. Hillsborough City Council abdicated its
responsibilities to be proactive and to protect residents' property rights and values. It is not
too late save Hillsborough from a grave consequence. City Council should terminate the
settlement agreement with Crown Castle and work with residents to craft a plan that will
work for ALL residents.
* Evidence has been amply provided by half a dozen of the most accomplished real estate
brokers that properties located adjacent to cell towers will devalue 10%-20%.  
Sincerely,
Andrea Wamsley & Pasit Phiasivongsa
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Steve Duvernay
Lisa Natusch; Christopher Diaz
Wireless Comments; Patrick Skahan; Bradley Benbrook; Ashley Faulkner
June 28, 2021 Hearing re: Crown Castle WCF applications
Monday, June 28, 2021 2:38:29 PM
2021-06-28 HCA Objection Ltr (FILE - EXS).pdf

Dear Ms. Natusch and Mr. Diaz,
Please see the attached objections and comment on behalf of Hillsborough Citizens Alliance
regarding the 13 pending Crown Castle wireless communication facility (WCF) applications.
Please place a copy of this letter in the administrative record for each of the applications
identified in the letter.
Sincerely,
Stephen Duvernay
Benbrook Law Group, PC
400 Capitol Mall, Suite 2530
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 447-4900
steve@benbrooklawgroup.com
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BENBROOK LAW GROUP
Professional Corporation

400 CAPITOL MALL, SUITE 2530
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95814
www.benbrooklawgroup.com
TELEPHONE:
FACSIMILE:

(916) 447-4900
(916) 447-4904

B RADLEY A. B ENBROOK

brad@benbrooklawgroup.com

June 28, 2021
Via E-mail
Lisa Natusch
Clerk, Town of Hillsborough
lnatusch@hillsborough.net
Christopher J. Diaz
Best Best & Krieger
2001 North Main St., Ste. 390
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
Christopher.Diaz@bbklaw.com
Re:

June 28, 2021 Meeting re: Crown Castle Wireless Applications

Dear Ms. Natusch and Mr. Diaz:
We are writing on behalf of the Hillsborough Citizens Alliance (“HCA”) to raise
additional objections before the Town’s June 28, 2021 meeting regarding the 13 pending
Crown Castle wireless communication facility (WCF) applications. We have previously
advised of several other issues and objections to the same applications which are also
summarized here for your convenience. Please place a copy of this letter in the administrative
record for each pending application.1
HCA continues to challenge the Town’s unlawful conduct arising out of its
consideration of Crown Castle’s WCF applications and hopes the Town finally heeds HCA’s
warnings. We summarize HCA’s arguments and objections as follows:
1.
The City Council lacks jurisdiction to consider the permits as the Council has
illegally bypassed the due process requirement in the code for the City Manager to make the
initial decision and has deprived the citizens of their appeal rights.

1

This includes the following applications: H05m2; H07m2; H08m2; H19m3; H20m3;
H21m3; H28m3; H30m1; H31m2; H32; H02m3; H12m3; H27m3
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By ordinance, the Council delegated the responsibility to the City Manager for making
the decision whether to approve, approve with conditions, or deny all wireless applications
submitted to the Town and reserved for the Council only an appellate role to review the validity
of the City Manager’s decision and any concomitant recommendations.2
In the Town’s own words from the City Manager’s denial of Crown Castle’s prior
applications in 2017: “Pursuant to chapter 15.32 of the HMC, the city manager is generally
responsible for reviewing and acting on all WCF permit applications. The City Council reviews
an application if there is a valid appeal from the City Manager’s decision.”3 See Exhibit A,
page 3 (emphasis added). Likewise, “[s]ection 15.32.090 of the Hillsborough Municipal Code
(“HMC”) establishes the process for appeals. Once the City Manager makes a decision, it
automatically becomes final unless the decision is appealed to the City Council, in writing,
within fifteen (15) calendar days after the City Manager’s decision.” See Exhibit A, page 15
(emphasis added).4
Moreover, the City Council, when it upheld the City Manager’s denial of Crown’s 2017
16-tower application, recognized this same requirement when it stated in Resolution No 18 on
March 26, 2018 that, pursuant to HMC Chapter 15.32, the City Manager’s duty was to act on
“all wireless communications facilities permit requests.” (emphasis added).
The text of HMC Chapter 15.32 demonstrates that the City Council may only act after the
City Manager’s decision (and any follow-on recommendations that the City Manager may issue).
Per Section 15.32.090(E), the City Council’s role is to “accept or reject, wholly or in part, or . . .
modify, the decision or any recommendations made by the City Manager.” This means the
Council operates pursuant to Chapter 15.32 only to hear appeals, and even then, can only accept
or reject the predicate action of the City Manager.5
Here, the City Council lacks jurisdiction to approve the applications. HCA has previously
objected that the process set forth in the Settlement Agreement and implemented by the City
2

The minutes of the Council meeting on January 14, 2019, where the Council adopted the
ordinance and design standards currently in effect, reflect that the Town’s outside counsel Gail
Karish “reported … the delegation of authority to staff for applications.”
3

A true and correct copy of the City Manager’s December 20, 2017 letter denying 16
wireless communication facilities submitted by Crown Castle is attached hereto as Exhibit A.
4

To that same end, as explained in HCA’s May 20, 2021 letter objecting to the Crown
Castle applications, The City Attorney has previously assured Hillsborough’s citizens that the
two-step review process is a fundamental to the WCF application process under the Code. See
May 20, 2021 HCA Letter at 4 & Exs. 5–8.
5

Consistent with the process required by the HMC, draft WCF processing timelines
published by the Town in 2014 and 2019 confirm that WCF applications are directed to the City
Manager or “staff” for review.
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Council, which makes the City Council the sole decisionmaker on Crown Castle’s applications
and bypasses the City Manager, violates HMC 15.32.080.E. Section .080.E is not an exception to
the requirement for the City Manager to make the initial decision on a permit; it is an exception
to the finality of the City Manager’s decision to deny an application if she makes 1) a finding
that the applicant has carried its burden to prove a denial would work an effective prohibition,
and 2) a concomitant recommendation for the Council to approve notwithstanding the evidence
of denial.6 It is a direct appeal to the Council by the City Manager in this very limited
circumstance. In order for the City Council to have jurisdiction of the subject matter under this
Section, the City Manager must have denied the applications and then produced findings and
issued a recommendation pursuant to HMC 15.32.080.E, but none of that happened here. In the
absence of such compliance by the City Manager, there was no matter on which the City Council
could take jurisdiction. City and Cty. of San Francisco v. Padilla, 23 Cal.App.3d 388, 399–400
(1972); see also Mumaw v. City of Glendale, 270 Cal.App.2d 454 (1969).
The City Council “must act within the powers conferred upon it by law and may not
validly act in excess of such powers.” Padilla, 23 Cal.App.3d at 400; cf. Ferdig v. State
Personnel Bd., 71 Cal.2d 96, 104 (1969). The City Council delegated its jurisdiction when it
adopted HMC Chapter 15.32 and must act within its self-imposed limitations.7 Id.
This is especially important when the limitations protect vital due process rights: to
allow the City Council to usurp jurisdiction in this manner entirely eliminates the residents’ right
to an administrative appeal. As described above, the City Council is strictly an appellate body
and lacks jurisdiction to approve or deny wireless permits in the first instance. The Council
amended the code to delegate permit decisions to the City Manager and only involve the Council
to hear appeals either brought by interested parties exercising their right to appeal the City
Manager’s decision or brought by the City Manager to refer her denial decision directly to the
Council if she recommends approval notwithstanding her predicate denial based on effective
prohibition.

6

HMC 15.32.080.D provides: “If the city manager determines that an application should
be approved, denied, or should be conditionally approved, he or she shall make written
findings referencing substantial evidence in the town's written administrative record in support
of the action. The applicant and each owner of real property who was entitled to notice of the
application as provided in Section 15.32.060.B. shall receive a copy of the town's written
decision and findings with respect to the decision. Such copy shall also plainly state the
process and deadline for filing an appeal to the city council. Unless timely appealed, the
decision will be final except as provided in Sections 15.32.040.C. and 15.32.080.E. herein.”
(emphasis added).
7

Additional documents related to this issue that may have been previously referenced in
the record are attached as Exhibit B.
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2.
standards.

The City Council lacks unfettered discretion to allow violations to the design

Neither a settlement agreement, threat of litigation, nor the possibility of federal
preemption authorize the Town to evade the regulations of its municipal code or state law. See
League of Residential Neighborhood Advocates v. Los Angeles, 498 F.3d 1052, 1053 (9th Cir.
2007); Keith v. Volpe, 118 F.3d 1386, 1393 (9th Cir. 1997) (holding that state officials “could
not agree to terms which would exceed their authority and supplant state law”); Perkins v. City of
Chicago Heights, 47 F.3d 212, 216 (7th Cir. 1995) (“‘Some rules of law are designed to limit the
authority of public officeholders. . . . They may chafe at these restraints and seek to evade them,’
but they may not do so by agreeing to do something state law forbids.”). Typically, the manner in
which a council or commission has the ability to approve a deviation or exception to zoning-type
regulations is approval of a variance or adopting of an ordinance to alter a regulation. However,
these actions require conformance with specific public hearing approval processes and
conformance with statutory and constitutional limitations.
“The pendency of litigation is not a blank check for a city when it comes to the rights of
its residents.” League of Residential Neighborhood Advocates, 498 F.3d at 1053. In League, the
City granted a conditional use right without first giving affected persons notice and an
opportunity to be heard, thereby violating state law. The Ninth Circuit determined that “a
settlement agreement cannot override state law absent a specific determination [by a District
Court] that federal law has been or will be violated. Since no such findings were made” the Court
invalidated the agreement. Id.; see id. at 1057–58.
The Town is confronting the same situation here: Neither the threat of litigation by
Crown Castle over an effective prohibition claim, nor the possibility of federal preemption, can
justify overriding the Town’s design standards. HCA has separately explained why the record
here cannot plausibly support the conclusion that a denial would constitute an effective
prohibition under federal law. Even the Town’s own consultant, CTC, has repeatedly confirmed
that the Town’s existing design standards are technically feasible and there is therefore no
justification for violating the design standards. Despite this, the City Council appears willing to
tolerate countless violations of the Town’s design standards without regard to the impact on the
residents.8
8

Vice Mayor Krolik affirmed this on the record: “You know I just want to add one thing I
am sorry Mr. Mayor and because it's been unsaid because we're looking at h31m5 but I just want
to point out that H31m2 . . . the design standards that I feel like I am not willing to violate is
the setback from a home and um if we approved h31m2 it would violate the set back part of
the guidelines and I think that's something that I personally would not vote to violate that
particular part. It seems like a distance from home is the one thing that we have heard over and
over and over and um the current H31m2 does violate that 40 foot setback.” Minutes from June
3, 2021 City Council meeting (emphasis added). Mayor Royse responded “I echo your
sentiments so thank you for expressing those.”
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As the Ninth Circuit has explained, “[m]unicipalities may not waive or consent to a
violation of their zoning laws, which are enacted for the benefit of the public,” and “[a]ny such
agreement to circumvent applicable zoning laws is invalid and unenforceable. League of
Residential Neighborhood Advocates, 498 F.3d at 1056 (citing, inter alia, Hansen Bros. Enters.,
Inc. v. Bd. of Supervisors, 12 Cal.4th 533 (1996); Trancas Prop. Owners Ass’n v. City of Malibu,
138 Cal.App.4th 172, 181–82 (2006); and Smith v. City of San Francisco, 225 Cal.App.3d 38, 55
(1990)). To the extent the Town interprets 15.32.080.E to authorize it Town to override the
ordinance or design standards, such action is invalid.
3.

The Town cannot modify its existing zoning regulations by resolution.

The Town is required to modify its existing zoning regulations by ordinance – not
resolution. The Town’s January 14, 2019 resolution adopting the WCF design standards is
invalid because state law requires general law cities like Hillsborough to adopt by ordinance any
zoning regulations of this type. (See California Government Code section 65850.) State law also
has a rule of “equal dignity” that requires a local agency to amend an ordinance with an
ordinance, not a resolution. But in its January 14, 2019 action, Hillsborough failed to comply
with statutory requirements again. The Town downgraded its design standards from the
ordinance where they had been codified for 13 years by improperly adopting a resolution to
lower the standards and attempt to make it easier in the future to make additional changes.
Hillsborough, while claiming to adopt these standards to “conform to federal law,9”
should have known it was on thin legal ice when it adopted the design standards by resolution.
Outside counsel to the Town, Tripp May of the Telecom Law Firm, spotted the issue of the
possible invalidity of the resolution at the outset in his comments to the draft resolution. (See
draft Resolution attached hereto as Exhibit C.) Mr. May said at the time that he had only been
able to locate a 1920 California Supreme Court case that he interpreted as authority authorizing a
general law city to regulate by resolution, but he also acknowledged that he could not find any
authority on the question of whether general law cities are required to regulate WCF’s by
ordinance. Specifically, Mr. May commented:
Absent any contrary statute or local restriction, the California Supreme Court
recognizes that city council resolutions and city council ordinances carry the same
legislative effect. (See Crowe v. Boyle, 193 P. 111, 124 (Cal. 1920) (‘But in the
absence of statutory or charter provision to the contrary, a legislative act may be
either in the form of a resolution or of an ordinance.’). I’ve looked through the
applicable federal and state statutes and the Hillsborough Municipal Code and
cannot find any restriction that requires the Town to regulate WCFs by ordinance.
9

The same federal law that Crown Castle now cites in seeking a further exemption from
the Town’s “conforming” and watered down design standards (and the Town strives in every
imaginable way to contort to provide) – despite no substantial change in the law since the time
the resolution was passed.
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By the same token, I have not found anything other than the referenced judicial
opinion that authorizes a general law city to regulate by resolution.
Here, however, Government Code section 65850 requires an ordinance to adopt zoning
regulations. What the California Supreme Court actually held in the Crowe case was that a San
Francisco resolution was valid not because a city is free to choose between a resolution or an
ordinance at any time, but because the San Francisco charter expressly allowed specifically for a
resolution to appropriate or dispose of public property as was at issue in the case. Crowe v.
Boyle, 184 Cal. 117, 149–51 (1920). Government Code section 65850 provides general authority
for general law cities to pass zoning and land-use regulations by ordinance. Gov. Code § 65850
(a) (providing for regulation of “the use of buildings, structures, and land as between industry,
business, residences, open space, including agriculture, recreation, enjoyment of scenic beauty,
use of natural resources, and other purposes.”); id., subd. (c)(1)–(4) (regulation of “[t]he location,
height, bulk, number of stories, and size of buildings and structures”; “[t]he size and use of lots,
yards, courts, and other open spaces”; “[t]he percentage of a lot which may be occupied by a
building or structure”; and “[t]he intensity of land use”); id., subd. (e) (authority to “[e]stablish
and maintain building setback lines.”).
The Town’s design standards fall squarely within the bounds of Section 65850:
Regulation of the placement, size, and operation of WCFs is the “regulat[ion of] the use of
buildings, structures,10 and land as between industry, business, residences, open space, including
agriculture, recreation, enjoyment of scenic beauty, use of natural resources, and other
purposes.” Gov. Code § 65850(a). Likewise, the standards regulate the “location, height . . . and
size of structures,” the “use of lots, yards, . . . and other open spaces,” the “percentage of a lot
which may be occupied by a . . . structure,” the “intensity of land use,” and setback lines. These
matters are thoroughly regulated by the design standards. Gov. Code § 65850(c)(1)–(4) & (e);
see also Policy 19-01, §§ 19.01.C.3 (setting height and size limits for integrated poles); 19.01.D
(prescribing location limitations for WCFs on private property); 19.01.E (prescribing location,
size, height, and aesthetic requirements for WCFs on public rights-of-way); 19.01.F (prescribing
requirements for installation of WCFs on existing structures); 19.01.G (prescribing aesthetic
requirements for ground-mounted WCF components); 19.01.H (prescribing height limits for
WCF support structures); 19.01.K, .L, & .M (aesthetic, visual, lighting, and advertisement and
signage limitations for WCFs).
And although Section 65850 speaks in the permissive (“may . . . adopt”), Government
Code section 65853 confirms that zoning restrictions may only be adopted by ordinance, and the
10

WCFs are “structures” as defined by the HMC. HMC § 17.08.270 (defining “structure”
broadly to generally include “anything constructed or erected that requires location on the
ground or attached to something having location on the ground”); see also id., § 15.32.020
(incorporating definition of “structure” into WCF law). And WCF zoning is regulated in the
same chapter of the government code that requires the Town to regulate zoning matters by
ordinance generally. See Gov. Code § 65850.6.
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cases recognize the same point. Gov. Code § 65853 (requiring that zoning regulations and
amendments “shall be adopted” with the procedural formalities set forth in the State Planning
and Zoning Law, Gov. Code §§ 65854–65857); see City of Sausalito, City of Sausalito v. County
of Marin, 12 Cal.App.3d 550, 565–67 (1970); Richter v. Bd. of Sup’rs of Sacramento Cty., 259
Cal.App.2d 99, 104–05 (1968).11
4.

Crown Castle has not obtained the required environmental approval.

Hillsborough's ordinance treats an applicant's failure to obtain environmental approval
before submitting its final application as a critical factor for outright denial. (HMC section
15.32.080(C)(8).) In 2017, the Town denied Crown Castle’s applications on the primary basis
that the lead agency – the California Public Utility Commission – had not approved or exempted
the project and the Town claimed it could not act without the CPUC (citing Riverwatch v.
Olivehein Muni. Water Dist., 170 Cal.App.4th 1186 (2009); 14 Cal. Code Reg.§ 15381; and
Public Resources Code §21069). See Exhibit D (Dec. 19, 2017 Letter from Crown Castle to
Town, attaching Dec. 20, 2017 City Manager Denial of Applications). The CPUC has still not
acted. Moreover, since 2017, Crown Castle has claimed it has a “categorical exemption” from
the PUC. Crown Castle has never produced a document to support this claim. At the time, both
the City Manager and City Attorney stated Crown Castle’s failure to produce this document
prevented further review or approval. See id.
Furthermore, the 2014 settlement agreement with the Town expressly requires Crown
Castle to seek environmental approval with the “submittal” of its application.12 Again, Crown
Castle has failed to do that despite claiming the 13 applications currently pending approval are a
revised version of the original project. See Exhibit E (2014 Settlement Agreement).
Now, in an effort to ram through its approval, the Town itself appears to suddenly be able
to determine that Crown Castle’s applications on town-owned sites are categorically exempt as
“accessory structures” and in the right-of-way are authorized under the Mitigated Negative
Declaration. There is no explanation provided for this rapid departure from the Town’s previous
positions – other than its continued and blatant disregard for the limits to the Town’s legal
authority.
Even if a resolution were a valid option, which it is not, the Town is not authorized to
make any amendments by resolution in this case because the Town has again limited its own
options. The Town may only make an amendment by resolution where “rapid and substantial
changes in applicable law” have occurred and the standards need to be “quickly amended” to
avoid “significant adverse consequences for noncompliance with these changes in applicable
law.” (See Resolution 19-03 Policy 19-01 adopted January 14, 2019) There have been no
changes in applicable law that restrict local government’s authority since the adoption of the
design standards on January 14, 2019.
11

12

“Crown Castle shall seek a new CPUC approval for any submittal of applications to the
Town for the Project, or any revised version of the Project, pursuant to the New Ordinance.”
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5.

HCA Reiterates and Incorporates Each of its Past Objections.

As stated above, HCA and its members have previously placed the Town on notice of the
following issues and objections which are listed again here for summary and convenience:
•

The Town’s Brown Act violations render this process void.

•

Each of the Proposed WCFs Violates the 2019 Design Standards. The violations are
enumerated in Exhibit F.

•

The Town’s approach and consideration of WCFs on Town-owned property is
improper, as set forth in the May 20, 2021 letter from William P. Parkin on behalf of
John Lavrich and Josh Burns.

•

No Effective Prohibition Showing.

•

The Town’s review process is violating the Code and denying citizens the opportunity
to meaningfully participate in the process.

HCA reiterates its demand that the Town follow the Hillsborough Municipal Code when
considering the Crown Castle applications.
Sincerely,

Bradley A. Benbrook
Encl.
cc:
wirelesscomments@hillsborough.net
Patrick D. Skahan, Esq.
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City Manager's Decision
Crown Castle's 16 Applications for Proposed Wireless Facilities
Date: December 20, 2017

I.

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF DECISION

Crown Castle NG West, LLC ("Applicant") has applied to the Town of Hillsborough
pursuant to Chapter 15.32 (Wireless Co1mnunications Facilities) of the Hillsborough Municipal
Code ("HMC") for permission to construct and then operate 16 new wireless facilities in the
public right-of-way ("PROW"). Separately, the Applicant has also requested, pursuant to
Chapter 12.24 (Street Right-of-Way Improvements) of the HMC, two encroachment petmits one to construct about 5.5 miles of underground fiber within the PROW and one to construct
about 6.7 miles of aerial fiber within the PROW. 1 The purpose of the underground and aerial
fiber is to connect the 16 nodes to fonn of a 1ing which will comprise the distributed antenna
system ("DAS") project. The Applicant has identified the wireless carrier who will utilize the
DAS as Verizon Wireless ("Verizon"). The proposed wireless facilities (whether considered
individually or collectively), along with the underground and aerial fiber and associated facilities
(including equipment) would constitute a proposed project, subject to discretionary permitting
under the HMC and under California state law.
For the reasons set forth in more detail in Part III below, the City Manager hereby
detennines that no action can be taken on the applications at this time because under the
California Environn1ental Quality Act ("CEQA"), the Town, as a responsible agency with regard
to the DAS project, cannot lawfully issue any discretionary decision before the California Public
1

The mileage is an estimate only as final mileage would be dependent on the location of the associated wireless
facilities.
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Utilities Commission ("CPUC"), as the lead agency for this DAS project, takes action, and the
Applicant has failed to provide any proof that the CPUC has made a CEQA determination for
this DAS project, or that Applicant has even made the necessary filings with respect to CEQA.
In the alternative, for the reasons set forth in more detail in Part IV below, if the Town

must take action on the 16 applications taking into account legal deadlines affecting the Town's
consideration of the applications, the City Manager hereby disapproves all 16 wireless
applications pursuant to Section 15.32.080.B.3. on the grounds that the Applicant, by failing to
provide evidence that it has applied for, or that the CPUC has made a CEQA determination with
respect to the DAS project, has not provided to the Town all of the required information required
by Chapter 15.32 to permit the City Manager to approve, approve with conditions, or deny the 16
applications.
In addition, to the extent that the Applicant is arguing that federal telecommunications
law preempts CEQA and the Town must act, the City Manager denies all 16 wireless
applications based on the findings set forth in Part V below.
While this action constitutes the decision of the City Manager that is subject to appeal to
the City Council, and is being distributed in hard copy to the applicant and each person
submitting comments on the application, the City Manager will be releasing a document that will
be posted on the Town's website along with this decision by December 2 1, 2017 that will
reference substantial evidence in the record in support of the findings in this decision. Hard
copies of that document will also be available at Town Hall. The record will also be posted to the
Town's

website

at

that

time.

The

Town's

website

1s

located

at:

https://www.hillsborough.net/482/Wireless.

II.

THE APPLICATION PROCESS AND NECESSARY FINDINGS UNDER BMC
CHAPTER 15.32

A.

The Application Process

Chapter 15.32 of the HMC governs the requirements for processing applications to install
wireless communications faci lities ("WCFs") within the Town's geographic limits, including in
the PROW. The purpose of Chapter 15.32 as generally described in Section 15.32.010.A is "to
reasonably regulate, to the extent permitted under California and federal law" the installation and
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operation of various WCFs. Further, Section 15.32.010.F states that "[n]othing in this chapter is
intended to allow the town to preempt any state or federal law or regulation applicable to a
WCF." Chapter 15.32 was adopted in 2014 after significant consultation with the public and
industry, and minor amendments were made in 2016. In general terms, the process established
for reviewing WCF pe1mit applications is an administrative process similar to the process the
Town employs for other administrative-level projects and pennits. Pursuant to Chapter 15.32 of
the HMC, the City Manager is generally responsible for reviewing and acting on all WCF permit
applications. The Public Works Department is generally designated to be lead reviewer for
applications for placement of WCFs in the PROW. The Planning Division is generally
designated to be lead reviewer for applications for placement of WCFs outside the PROW. Like
most other administrative-level projects and pennitting decisions, there are no public hearings.
The City Council reviews an application if there is a valid appeal from the City Manager's
decision.
Section 15.32.050 sets fo1th the WCF application requirements, and provides that where
a WCF is part of a network of WCFs that will be installed contemporaneously or sequentially,
such as a distributed antenna system or DAS, the applications for each of the facilities in the
proposed network shall be submitted simultaneously. On January 4, 2017, the Applicant
submitted 16 applications to install and operate new WCFs in the Town's PROW. Each
application was for an individual node that would, together with the fiber connections separately
applied for, form a single DAS network. These were the first WCF applications to be processed
under the new ordinance. These filings also triggered the start of the 150-day federal shot clock
for a decision on the applications. Under federal law, a local government must act on wireless
applications within a reasonable period of time. The 150-day federal shot clock was established
by the Federal Communications Commission and represents a "rebuttable presumption" of what
would be considered a reasonable period within which to act on an application. A failure to act
within a reasonable period of time (as defined by the Federal Communications Commission) is
grounds for an applicant to sue the local government under federal law, but the court hearing the
matter may dismiss the case if it is determined that there was a reasonable basis for that failure to
act. Additionally, under state law, if a local government fails to act within the federal shot clock
pe1iod, the applicant may, in certain circumstances, invoke a "deemed approved" remedy, which
then puts the onus on the local government to go to court within 30 days to refute the appl ication
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of state law. The federal shot clock may be tolled by a timely notice (if the application is
incomplete) or by mutual agreement with the applicant.
Town staff and its special counsel, reviewed the 16 applications and notices of
incompleteness were issued to the Applicant on February 1st. Resubmittals for each of the 16
applications were made by the Applicant on May 2nd (by letters dated May 1, 2017). A second
set of notices of incompleteness were issued on May 11th. A second resubmittal package was
received from the Applicant on June 12th. The applications were all deemed complete on June
27th.
As the completed applications were reviewed and analyzed, extensions of the federal shot
clock were mutually agreed to twice. On September 29th, the Town and the Applicant agreed to
extend the federal shot clock to November 3rd, and on October 13th, the Town and the Applicant
agreed to extend the federal shot clock to November 17th. On October 31st, public notic_es were
mailed to residences within 500 feet of the proposed WCF sites (and corrected public notices
related to some applications were mailed on November 7th). The public notices contained
proposed findings of approval for all 16 applications, and indicated the City Manager would act
on the applications on November 17th which was the last date for action under the federal shot
clock, as extended by mutual agreement with the Applicant. The public notices invited the public
to submit comments to the City Manager about the applications on or prior to November 15th.
At the first City Council meeting after the public notices went out, concerns were raised
by members the public that there had been inadequate opportunity for public input on the
applications. ln response, the City Attorney's office sought and obtained a third extension of the
federal shot clock, to December 21st, by mutual agreement with the Applicant. This allowed for
a community meeting on the applications which took place on December 7th and for the time for
accepting written submissions to the City Manager to be extended to December 14th. The
December 7th community meeting lasted for more than four homs and approximately 45
members of the public made comments about the applications and/or asked questions of the
representatives of the Applicant and the Town in attendance. In the period from the first mailing
of the Public Notices until the public comment period closed on December 14th, the City
Manager received more than 1,600 pages ofwtitten comments from approximately 350 members
of the public. A 75-page supplemental filing by one member of the public was also received by
the City Manager on December 18th.
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To address issues raised by the public at the community meeting and in various written
submissions, the City Manager took steps to obtain a report from a radio frequency engineer
related to showing the need for facilities with the designs as proposed. The Applicant was also
asked to provide additional information regarding several matters, in particular documents to
support its claim that the CPUC, as lead agency, had issued a CEQA exemption for the
Applicant’s DAS project. This documentation has not been provided, as discussed further below.
The Applicant was also asked if it would agree to a further extension of the federal shot clock to
allow for an orderly review and analysis of the additional information. The Applicant was
unwilling to agree to an extension for all 16 applications, suggesting instead that it may be
willing to agree to an extension for a subset of applications. Because the 16 applications
constituted one DAS project with numerous common issues involved in them, including CEQArelated issues, the Town was unwilling to agree to an extension that would stagger the timing of
the decisions on the applications. Hence, the City Manager has moved forward with this decision
at this time.

B.

Necessary Findings and Burden of Proof

Procedural Pre-Conditions to Any Approval. Section 15.32.080.A provides that the City
Manager may approve or conditionally approve an application only after the application is
deemed complete; fifteen days has elapsed from the postmark date required under Section
15.32.060.B. or C. of chapter 15.32 (if applicable); and any action required under Section
2.12.070 has been taken. As noted above, all 16 of the applications were deemed complete on
June 27th. No action is required under Section 2.12.070 because none of the 16 applications
involves WCFs to be installed on private property. Thus, the procedural pre-conditions set forth
in Section 15.32.080.A have been satisfied for all 16 applications.
Grounds for Disapproval. Section 15.32.080.B provides that the City Manager may
disapprove an application if the applicant has not shown that the application conforms to the
requirements of this chapter; or the applicant has failed to submit any additional information
requested by the City Manager by the due date specified by the City Manager; or the applicant
has not provided to the Town all of the required information required by this chapter to permit
the City Manager to approve, approve with conditions, or deny the application taking into
account legal deadlines affecting the Town's consideration of the application.
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Burden of Proof Section 15.32.080.C provides that it is the applicant's burden to show
that a permit should be granted.

Necessary Findings for Any Action Other Than Disapproval. Section 15.32.080.D
provides that if the City Manager detem1ines that an application should be approved, denied, or
should be conditionally approved, he or she shall make written findings referencing substantial
evidence in the Town's written administrative record in support of the action. Section
15.32.080.C outlines nine factors the City Manager may consider in detennining whether to
grant, deny or condition an application. For these 16 applications, the factors are (in the order
listed in the HMC Section):
1. Whether the WCF and support stmcture additions and modifications proposed are
consistent with the general plan and will not adversely affect the policies and goals set forth
therein or alter the rural character of the community;
2. Except where the town is prohibited from considering it by law, whether the applicant
has shown that the proposed WCF is necessary to close a significant gap in coverage and has
further shown that its proposal is the least intrusive means of closing that significant gap;
3. Whether the WCF and support structure modifications and additions proposed, comply
with the design standards in Chapter 15.32, and other applicable provisions of the Code;
4. Whether the WCF and support structure modifications and additions proposed comply
with applicable safety codes and laws (including without limitation the ADA);
5. Whether the WCF and support strncture modifications and additions interfere with the
public's use of rights-of-way, or create undue risks to persons or property;
6. Whether the applicant has made the required affirmation regarding compliance with
the FCC's RF regulations, as the same may be amended;
7. Whether the applicant is authorized to file the application;
8. Whether the applicant has or will have necessary local, state or federal regulatory
approvals required in connection with the WCF (including but not limited to necessary CEQA
approvals, if any; and approvals for utility box design under this Code); and
9. Whether alternative designs or locations would be more consistent with the general
plan and otherwise minimize the impact of the WCF and support structure modifications and
additions required.
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In addition, as discussed below, the Town's authority to take a final action on any

application may be affected by provisions of state law.

III.

DETERMINATION THAT THE TOWN CANNOT LEGALLY TAKE ACTION
ON THE 16 APPLICATIONS AT THIS TIME
The City Manager hereby determines that the Town cannot legally take action on the 16

applications at this time for the reasons discussed below.

A.

CEQA Applies to this DAS Project

There is no question that CEQA applies to this DAS project although the record shows
that there may be a divergence of opinion between the Applicant and the Town as to how the
"project" should be defined for CEQA purposes. The Town's first set of notices of
incompleteness (dated February 1, 2017) included, among other things, a Public Works
Memorandum covering all 16 applications which expressed the Town's position that the 16
nodes and the associated fiber installations (which are the subject of the other 2 pending permit
requests) together comprise the "project" for CEQA purposes, and made the following
statements (at page 3) regarding the project:

E9

Consistent with the anti-piecemealing provisions of CEQA, the Town

intends to toll this application and act on this pennit only when the DAS cell site
locations and Underground and Aerial Fiber layouts are coordinated. This is necessary to
minimize unnecessary street-side and/or disruption to the Town's facilities and roadways.
El O

These comments are preliminary and informational only. Once the full

scope of the project (both fiber transport and cell sites) is disclosed to the Town, the
Town may provide the applicant with additional or changed comments.

In response, in each of the 16 application-specific letters submitted to the Town (dated May 1,
2017), the Applicant described each individual WCF node as the "Project."

It is a well-established requirement that the "project" for CEQA purposes be defined
broadly to encompass the whole of the action, 14 Cal. Code Regs. § 15378. All components
related to the project must be included in the project definition unless the component has
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separate and independent utility. Here, the City Manager finds that the DAS project consists of
the 16 WCFs and the proposed overhead and underground fiber installations associated with the
WCFs. This detennination of the project scope is consistent with the Applicant's and the
CPUC's characterization for CEQA pmposes of a prior iteration of the same DAS project
proposed for installation within the Town's public rights-of-way in 2012. In that prior iteration,
an affiliate of the Applicant, Newpath, made a request to the CPUC's Energy Division for a DAS
project for Verizon Wireless for 13 new wireless antenna nodes in the Town's rights-of-way with
four on existing wood telephone poles and nine on new "street light" poles 35 to 45 feet high.
The DAS project also involved trenching about 7 miles of Town roadways, installation of about
8 miles of overhead cable lines and installation of wireless utility boxes in the Town's rights-ofway. All of this encompassed the "project" submitted by Newpath and reviewed by CPUC staff
pursuant to the 21-day CEQA review process established by Newpath's Certificate of Public
Convenience and Necessity ("CPCN") (CPUC Decision 06-04-030).

B.

The CPUC is the Lead Agency for this DAS Proj ect But Has Not Acted

In the Applicant's set of May 1st letters to the Town, the Applicant fmther claimed (at
page 5 of each letter):
The Project already has undergone CEQA review. That review resulted in a Class Three
CEQA exemption issued by the California Public Utilities Commission, which serves as
the lead agency for the Project. The courts have observed that facilities such as this fall
"squarely within the ambit" of the Class 3 Exemption "as a matter of law." (Robinson v.
City and County ofSan Francisco (2012) 208 Cal.App.4th 950,956 [146 Cal.Rptr.3d 1]).
Although the Applicant has stated that the CPUC is the lead agency for the "project" and that the
CP UC has issued a CEQA exemption, the Applicant has failed to produce a copy of the Class
Three CEQA exemption allegedly already issued by the CPUC, and has ignored repeated
requests from the Town to do so. While the Applicant's affiliate, Newpath, obtained an initial
CPUC staff approval for a prior iteration of the DAS project in 20 12, a settlement of related
litigation between the companies and the Town resulted in an agreement by the Applicant not to
rely on that 2012 CPUC staff approval and to seek a new CPUC approval "for any submittal of
applications to the Town for the Project, or any revised version of the Project" and further to
provide notice to the Town at the time it submits any future application to the CPUC for a new
CPUC approval. (see 2014 Settlement Agreement among Newpath Networks LLC/Crown Castle
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NG West LLC, the Town of Hillsborough, and GTE Mobilnet of California Limited Partnership,
dba Verizon Wireless). The Town is unable to find any proof that that the Applicant has sought
CPUC approval, or that it provided the required notice to the Town to indicate it was seeking
such approval.
Further, the CPCN submitted by the Applicant (see Application Exhibit 2.07) differs
from the Newpath CPCN in several important respects which suggest that the Applicant not only
needs the CPUC's CEQA approval, but also would need to apply to the CPUC for expanded
operating authority prior to constructing the proposed DAS project. That is because the
Applicant's CPCN only provides the Applicant with" limited facilities-based authority" - that is,
because the Applicant represented to the CPUC that it "will not be constructing any facilities
other than equipment to be installed in or on existing buildings or structures" the CPUC
detetmined under CEQA that granting the CPCN would create no possibility of an adverse effect
upon the environment. However, the CPUC further provided that "Applicant must file for
additional authority, and submit to any required CEQA review, before it can construct facilities
other than equipment to be installed in existing buildings or structures." (see Applicant's CPCN
at page 3). The Applicant's DAS project involves construction of new and replacement poles and
placement of underground fiber which goes well beyond the limited facilities-based authority
described in its CPCN, and yet it has provided nothing in the record to suggest fu1iher CPUC
autholization has been applied for or granted.
Finally, an online query via the state's CEQA database (http://www.ceqanet.ca.gov) prior
to the date of the present decision resulted in a negative response - in other words, no CEQA
exemption or other CEQA detennination has been posted by the CPUC for any DAS project or
node in the Town of Hillsborough.
Based on the record, the City Manager finds that there is no evidence that the CPUC has
in fact issued a CEQA exemption for this DAS project, however broadly or narrowly defined, or
that the Applicant has met its obligations to the Town under the settlement.

C.

The Town, As a Responsible Agency, Cannot Act Before the CPUC

While the City Manager does not dispute the characterization of the CPUC as the lead
agency for this DAS project, this situation has implications for the sequencing of actions on the
DAS project applications before the Town. That is because when one agency is tl1e "lead
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agency" for CEQA, other agencies that are "responsible agencies" may not act before the lead
agency takes action. See RiverWatch v. Olivenhain Muni. Water Dist. (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th
1186; see also 14 Cal. Code Regs. § 15381 and Public Resources Code § 21069. In the

Olivenhain case, a water agency executed a water supply agreement which promised to provide
water to a large landfill project. The landfill project had not yet gone through the
CEQA/permitting process. The Court concluded that the water supply agreement was part of the
overall project, and that, because the water agency had authority only to approve the narrow
water supply agreement and not the broader overall landfill project, the agency was merely a
"responsible agency" under CEQA rather than the "lead agency." The Court then considered
whether the water agency's approval of the water supply agreement could be issued before the
lead agency completed its CEQA/permitting process. The Cowt held that it could not. On that
basis, the Court struck down the responsible agency's pre-mature approval of the water supply
agreement as violating CEQA. Specifically, the Comt held:
Accordingly, if a responsible agency approves all or part of a project without first
considering an EIR that has been or is being prepared by the lead agency and without
making required findings, the responsible agency has not complied with CEQA and its
approval must be set aside. (Id. at 1207.)
Here, the City Manager is being called upon to issue discretionary permits for a project where
the Town is not the lead agency. That puts the Town in the same shoes as the water agency in
the O/ivenhain case. Ifit were to act now, it would do so in violation of CEQA.
Accordingly, the Town cannot make a decision on its discretionary permits until after the
CPUC takes action as the lead agency to analyze and approve the overall project. The Applicant
claims that the CPUC has done this but has not produced any paperwork from the CPUC to
support this claim. As the Olivenhain case noted, responsible agencies have "limited ability to
conduct their own environmental review outside the processes initiated and managed by the lead
agency. [Citations omitted.] The responsible agency relies on the lead agency's environmental
document in acting on whatever aspect of the project requires its approval." (Id. at 1201 , citing
Remy et al., Guide to the Cal. Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) (11th ed.2007)). Thus, only
after the CPUC acts and with the CPUC's CEQA analysis in hand, would the Town be in a
position to act - whether to approve, approve with conditions, or deny the DAS project
applications before it - without violating CEQA.
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If the Applicant has failed to apply for and obtain the CEQA authorization required by

state law, it may of course challenge the Town's action as an unreasonable "failure to act."
However, since the Applicant is aware of the state law requirements, and appears to have failed
to comply with them, any delay is really of the Applicant's own making. Should the Applicant
choose to appeal to the City Council, it will have an opportunity to cure this deficiency, if it can.

IV.

IN

THE

ALTERNATIVE,

DECISION

OF

THE

CITY

MANAGER

DISAPPROVING ALL 16 APPLICATIONS
As noted earlier, Section 15.32.080.B provides that tlie City Manager may "disapprove"
an application in several circumstances. These include in Section 15 .32.080.B.3 the situation in
which the applicant has not provided to the Town all of the required information required by
Chapter 15.32 to pennit the City Manager to approve, approve with conditions, or deny the
application taking into account legal deadlines affecting the Town's consideration of the
application.
In the 16 application-specific letters submitted to the Town dated May 1, 2017, the
Appl icant claimed (at page 5) that the federal shot clock may only be tolled in response to a valid
notice of incompleteness or by mutual agreement with the applicant, and that "[i]n all other
cases, the Shot Clock will run and the rights afforded to the applicant by federal and state law
will be reserved." Further, in correspondence to the City Manager dated November 18th, the
Applicant's attorney asserted that California Government Code section 65964.1 may deem the
application approved by the federal shot clock deadline unless the Town approves or disapproves
the application, or the Town and applicant reach a mutual tolling agreement.
Yet, as discussed in the Part III above, the Applicant has failed to provide evidence that
the CPUC has made a CEQA ·d etennination with respect to the DAS project, which is necessary
in order for the Town to take lawful action as a responsible agency in accordance with CEQA.
Therefore, if the Town must take action on the 16 applications taking into account legal
deadlines such as the federal shot clock and California Government Code section 65964.1
affecting the Town's consideration of the applications, the City Manager hereby disapproves all
16 wireless applications pursuant to Section 15.32.080.B.3 on the grounds that the Applicant has
not provided to the Town all of the inforn1ation required by Chapter 15.32 to petmit the City
Manager to approve, approve with conditions, or deny the 16 applications.
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Among other things, the Applicant has not shown on the record that it has or will have
necessary approvals required in connection with the DAS project.

The record shows, for

example:
•

The CPCN's CEQA findings do not address the DAS project being proposed in
the applications;

•

the Applicant was asked to provide proof that it had obtained necessary CEQA
autho1izations, and it did not do so; and

•

An independent search of state's online records does not show that the CPUC has
acted on CEQA authorizations.

The failure to provide information that was requested and is clearly relevant to the Town's
determination is an independent basis under Chapter 15.32 for disapproving the Applications.

V.

ASSUMING THE CITY MANAGER MUST ACT, DECISION OF THE CITY
MANAGER DENYING ALL 16 APPLICATIONS
The City Manager recognizes that the Applicant may argue that CEQA cannot control, or

that it is preempted by federal law governing wireless placement. While the City Manager
disagrees, assuming that the City Manager is required by federal law to make a detennination as
of this date based on the applications before it, after considering the record before it and
arguments raised, including the public input, and the staff and expert reports received by the City
Manager, the City Manager concludes that the 16 applications should be denied, based upon the
findings set forth below. As explained earlier, the City Manager will be releasing a document
that will be posted on the Town's website along with this decision on or before December 2 1st
that will reference substantial evidence in the record in support of this decision.
(https://www .hillsborough.net/482/Wireless).

1. ·whether the WCF and support structure additions and modifications proposed are
consistent with the general plan and will not adversely affect the policies and goals set forth
therein or alter the rural character ofthe community.
Based on the record, the City Manager finds that the Applicant has not shown that the
WCF and support structure additions and modifications proposed are consistent with the general
City Manager's Decision - Crown Castle's 16 WCF Applications - Page 12
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plan. Applicant has also fai led to show that its proposal will not: (a) adversely affect the policies
and goals set forth in the general plan; or (b) alter the rural character of the community.

2. Except where the Town is prohibited from considering it by law, whether the applicant
has shown that the proposed WCF is necessary to close a significant gap in coverage and has
further shown that its proposal is the least intrusive means ofclosing that significant gap.
While there was conflicting evidence on this point, the City Manager finds that
considering the record as a whole, the Applicant has not shown there is a significant gap in
coverage. If the Applicant had shown a significant gap in coverage, the City Manager would
have found that the Applicant's proposal is not the least intrusive means of closing that
significant gap.

3. Whether the WCF and support structure mod[fications and additions proposed, comply
with the design standards in Chapter 15.32, and other applicable provisions ofthe Code.
The City Manager finds that the Applicant has not shown the WCF and support structure
modifications and additions proposed, comply with the design standards in Chapter 15.32, and
other applicable provisions of the Code.

4. Whether the WCF and support structure modifications and additions proposed comply
with applicable safety codes and laws (including without limitation the ADA).
The City Manager finds that the WCF and support structure modifications and additions
proposed comply with applicable safety codes and laws (including without limitation the ADA).
This is not a finding with respect to environmental laws, but rather laws governing the integrity
of structures placed in the public rights of way (for example, whether the proposed pole be
strong enough to support the proposed WCF). This is distinct from the question of whether the
structures create a hazard. With respect to the ADA, the City Manager finds that the placement
of the faci lities would not incommode the disabilities community more than the general
community, and hence issues with respect to interference with the publ ic's use are addressed
under finding 5.

City Manager's Decision - Crown Castle's 16 WCF Applications - Page 13
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5. Whether the WCF and support structure modifications and additions interfere with the
public's use ofrights-ofway, or create undue risks to persons or property.
The City Manager finds that the WCF and support structure modifications and additions
interfere with the public's use of rights-of-way, or create undue risks to persons or property. This
is paiiicularly evident with respect to the applications for new poles and above ground
equipment.

6. Whether the applicant has made the required affirmation regarding compliance with
the FCC's RF regulations, as the same may be amended.
The City Manager finds that the Applicant has made the required affirmation regarding
compliance with the FCC's RF regulations, as the same may be amended.

7. Whether the applicant is authorized to file the application.
The City Manager finds that the Applicant is authorized to fil e the application.

8. Whether the applicant has or will have necessary local, state or federal regulatory
approvals required in connection with the WCF (including but not limited to necessary CEQA
approvals, ifany; and approvals for utility box design under this Code).
The City Manager finds that the Applicant has failed to satisfy its burden of proof for
this finding for the reasons discussed in Part III above.

9. Whether alternative designs or locations would be more consistent with the general
plan and otherwise minimize the impact of the WCF and support structure modifications and
additions required.
Based on the negative findings discussed above, the proposed WCFs and support
structure modifications comprising the DAS project are not consistent with the general plan and
do not minimize the impacts. Even assuming all the proposed WCF and support structure
modifications and additions were required, the City Manager would find that alternative designs
or locations would be more consistent with the general plan and otherwise minimize the impacts.

City Manager's Decision - Crown Castle's 16 WCF Applications - Page 14
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VI.

APPEALS
Section 15.32.090 of the Hillsborough Municipal Code establishes the process for

appeals. Once the City Manager makes a decision, it automatically becomes final unless the
decision is appealed to the City Council, in writing, within fifteen (15) calendar days after the
City Manager's decision.
The applicant or any other person or entity may file an appeal. To file an appeal, submit a
letter of appeal to the City Council ( c/o the City Clerk, 1600 Floribunda Avenue, Hillsborough,
CA 94010). The appeal must include the following infonnation:
1.

The appellant' s name, telephone number and mailing address.

2.

The pennit number, node number, and nearest address of the proposed WCF.

3.

A clear and detailed statement of what, specifically, you are appealing and why.

Once an appeal is filed, a public heaiing will be scheduled for the next available Council
meeting, based on the time required for the legal noticing ai1d Council packet preparation. The
Council typically meets the second Monday of each month. The Town will notify the appellants
and Applicant of the date. The appellants will receive instructions on preparing the public notices
required for the Council' s consideration of the appeal. The appellant will bear all costs for the
appeal.

Katharine Leroux
City Manager
Town of Hillsborough

City Manager's Decision - Crown Castle's 16 WCF Applications - Page 15
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TOWN OF HILLSBOROUGH
San Mateo County
Marie Chuang, Mayor
Shawn M. Christianson, Vice Mayor
Jess E. Benton, Councilmember
Laurence M. May, Councilmember
Alvin L. Royse, Councilmember

1600 Floribunda Avenue
Hillsborough, CA 94010
www.hillsborough.net
Phone 650-375-7400

AGENDA
MONDAY, MARCH 26, 2018
5:30 CLOSED SESSION
6:00 PM CITY COUNCIL MEETING
Hillsborough Town Hall
One Councilmember will be participating in the City Council meeting by teleconference. Locales
shall be 1600 Floribunda Avenue, Hillsborough, CA 94010, and 10040 East Happy Valley Road,
Clubhouse Library, Scottsdale, AZ 85255.

REGULAR MEETING
CLOSED SESSION (5:30 pm) - Admin Conference Room
ROLL CALL
PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT OF CLOSED SESSION ITEM
●

CONFERENCE WITH LEGAL COUNSEL - ANTICIPATED LITIGATION
Significant exposure to litigation pursuant to Section 54956.9(d)(2) of the California
Government Code: One potential case

ADJOURN CLOSED SESSION
CITY COUNCIL MEETING (6:00 pm) – Council Chambers
I.

ROLL CALL

II.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

III.

REPORT FROM CLOSED SESSION

IV.

NEW BUSINESS:
1.

RESOLUTION MAKING EMERGENCY FINDINGS AND AUTHORIZING THE
EMERGENCY REPLACEMENT OF THE SOUTH SIDE MAIN FLOOR POLICE
FACILITY HEATING, VENTILATION AND AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM………..Page 1
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Agenda – Hillsborough City Council
Monday, March 26, 2018
Page 2

V.

OLD BUSINESS:
2.

VI.

RESOLUTION DENYING CROWN CASTLE’S APPEAL AND UPHOLDING THE CITY
MANAGER’S DENIAL DECISION AS MODIFIED…………………………………….Page 7

PUBLIC COMMENT:
Under Government Code 54954.3, members of the public have the right to address the City Council on any matter within the Council's
jurisdiction. However, the Council may not take action on any non-agenda item (except in emergency circumstances). Before addressing
the Council, speakers are requested to complete a yellow speaker's card and submit it to the City Clerk. Please come to the lectern, state
your name and address, limit remarks to 3 minutes, and do not repeat comments by other speakers.

VII.

CITY COUNCIL ITEMS:
This section of the agenda provides the City Council an opportunity to ask questions on any project of interest. No action can be taken on
any item not on the agenda.

VIII.

ADJOURNMENT

SPECIAL ACCOMMODATIONS:
If you need a disability-related modification or accommodation, including auxiliary aids or services, to participate in the City Council meeting, or if
you need an agenda in an alternate form, please contact the City Clerk’s Office at 375-7412 at least 24 hours before the scheduled City Council
meeting.

MINUTES:
A copy of the unapproved minutes will be made available the Friday before the next regularly scheduled City Council meeting. Once minutes are
approved by the City Council they will be made available the following day. City Council Agendas and approved minutes are available at the
Town’s website, www.hillsborough.net.

ATTACHMENTS:
Any items listed as “Attachments” to the agenda are available on the Town’s website or at the City Clerk’s office.
Any writings or documents provided to a majority of the City Council regarding any item on this agenda, except as exempt from public disclosure
under applicable law, will be made available for public inspection in the City Clerk’s Office located at 1600 Floribunda Avenue, Hillsborough, CA
94010, during normal business hours.

AUDIO / VISUAL ADVISORY:
Those persons who wish to use PowerPoint, DVDs or other mediums when presenting to the City Council, will be required to submit media items to
the City Clerk by 12:00 p.m. on the day of City Council meetings. Media items can be emailed to myokoyama@hillsborough.net or brought in on
disc or flash drives to the City Clerk’s Office located at 1600 Floribunda Avenue, Hillsborough, CA 94010.
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TOWN OF HILLSBOROUGH
San Mateo County
1600 Floribunda Avenue
Hillsborough, CA 94010

1
NEW BUSINESS
CITY COUNCIL MEETING
MARCH 26, 2018

AGENDA STAFF REPORT
ITEM SUBJECT: RESOLUTION MAKING EMERGENCY FINDINGS AND AUTHORIZING THE
EMERGENCY REPLACEMENT OF THE SOUTH SIDE MAIN FLOOR POLICE FACILITY
HEATING, VENTILATION AND AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM

SUMMARY: The police facility heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) unit located at the
south side of the main floor that has been in service since 1991 has failed and is in need of
immediate replacement. The south end of the building and areas the failed HVAC system covers
include supervisor offices, briefing room, report writing area, prisoner processing, break room as
well as evidence processing and storage. This project was budgeted during the fiscal year 20172018 budget process.
The south end failed unit is configured as a split system with the compressor stationed outside the
building while the air handler is suspended in the crawlspace above the south stairwell ceiling.
Pursuant to Public Contract Code section 22050, the Town, by four-fifths vote of its governing
body, may repair or replace a public facility without engaging in competitive bidding if it finds that
an emergency situation exists that poses a threat to public health, safety and welfare or property
and that the emergency will not permit a delay resulting from a competitive solicitation for bids.
As noted above, the failed HVAC system at the south end of the building services numerous
essential facilities. Of particular importance is the evidence storage area, which must be in a
climate-controlled area due to the sensitivity of certain items of evidence to temperature and
ventilation. The lack of HVAC poses an imminent threat to the property contained in the evidence
storage area. Further, HVAC is necessary to maintain a safe work environment for the officers,
employees and patrons of the facility. Moving the patrol operation out of the south end of the
building is not feasible as the north end of the building currently houses the administrative offices
and cannot be occupied by patrol operations due to the items, files and investigation materials
already contained in the administrative offices. Based on the foregoing, an emergency condition
exists that poses a threat to public health, safety, welfare and property. This emergency condition
will not permit a delay resulting from competitive bidding.
Carmine/Prime HVAC is best suited to perform the work necessary to replace the failed HVAC
system. Carmine/Prime HVAC is familiar with the building based on their previous work during a
recent project involving the HVAC system at the north end of the building. Carmine/Prime HVAC is
also the Town’s current HVAC maintenance contractor. Carmine/Prime HVAC will install HVAC
units that are high efficiency and energy efficient.
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Agenda Staff Report - Hillsborough City Council
March 26, 2018
Page 2

Because the police building is an essential facility with 24-hour operation, staff recommends
utilizing Carmine/Prime HVAC for this emergency project in order to restore HVAC as soon as
possible to address the threat posed to public health, safety, welfare and property.
FISCAL IMPACT: The total project cost is $54,455.00. In addition, a 10% contingency of
$5,445.50 is recommended for a total amount of $59,900.50. The fiscal year 2017-2018 budget
included approved funding in the amount of $80,000.00
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES: This action is categorically exempt from the California Environmental
Quality Act according to Section 15301 of the California Code of Regulations.
ATTACHMENTS: Resolution
PREPARED BY: Caroline Serrato, Police Captain
RECOMMENDATION: Adopt with a roll call vote the resolution amending the original contract with
Carmine/Prime HVAC of San Jose authorizing the immediate replacement of the police facility’s
south side main floor HVAC system in the amount of $54,455.00 with a 10% contingency in the
amount of $5,445.50 to be allocated from the fiscal year 2017-2018 budget.
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RESOLUTION NO. 18RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE TOWN OF HILLSBOROUGH
MAKING EMERGENCY FINDINGS AND AUTHORIZING THE EMERGENCY
REPLACEMENT OF THE SOUTH SIDE MAIN FLOOR POLICE FACILITY HEATING,
VENTILATION AND AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM
WHEREAS, the Town of Hillsborough purchased the heating, ventilation and air
conditioning (HVAC) for the south side of the main floor of the police
building unit over 25 years ago, and the unit has failed and repairs are no
longer possible thus requiring immediate replacement; and
WHEREAS, the south end of the building and areas the failed HVAC system covers
include supervisor offices, briefing room, report writing area, prisoner
processing, break room as well as evidence processing and storage; and
WHEREAS, the south end failed unit is configured as a split system with the
compressor stationed outside the building while the air handler is
suspended in the crawlspace above the south stairwell ceiling; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to Public Contract Code section 22050, the Town, by four-fifths
vote of its governing body, may repair or replace a public facility without
engaging in competitive bidding if it finds that an emergency situation exists
that poses a threat to public health, safety and welfare or property and that
the emergency will not permit a delay resulting from a competitive
solicitation for bids; and
WHEREAS, the failed HVAC system at the south end of the building services numerous
essential facilities including the evidence storage area, which must be in a
climate controlled area due to the sensitivity of certain items of evidence to
temperature and ventilation; and
WHEREAS, the lack of HVAC poses an imminent threat to the property contained in the
evidence storage area; and
WHEREAS, HVAC is necessary to maintain a safe work environment for the officers,
employees and patrons of the facility; and
WHEREAS, moving the patrol operation out of the south end of the building is not
feasible as the north end of the building currently houses the administrative
offices and cannot be occupied by patrol operations due to the items, files
and investigation materials already contained in the administrative offices;
and
WHEREAS, Carmine/Prime HVAC of San Jose completed the replacement of the north
side HVAC equipment as they were identified as the low bidder and
ultimately completed the work under budget during fiscal year 2016-2017;
and
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WHEREAS, Carmine/Prime HVAC is best suited to perform the work necessary to
replace the failed HVAC system as they are familiar with the building based
on their previous work involving the HVAC system at the north end of the
building and also currently serve as the Town’s HVAC maintenance
contractor; and
WHEREAS, the police building is an essential facility with 24-hour operation and
requires immediate restoration of the HVAC system to avoid damage to
person or property due to the emergency condition resulting from the failed
HVAC system at the south end of the building; and
WHEREAS, the project will cost $54,455.00; and
WHEREAS, a 10% contingency has been requested in the amount of $5,445.50 for a
total project budget of $59,900.50; and
WHEREAS, the fiscal year 2017-2018 budget included approved funding in the amount
of $80,000.00 for this work.
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED by the City Council of the Town of Hillsborough
as follows:
1. The foregoing recitals are found to be true and correct and incorporated as if fully set
forth herein.
2. Pursuant to Public Contract Code section 22050, it is determined that the failure of
the HVAC system at the south end of the police building constitutes an emergency
condition that poses a threat to public health, safety, welfare and property and that
such condition will not permit a delay resulting from a competitive solicitation of bids.
3. Town staff is hereby authorized and directed to amend the contract with
Carmine/Prime HVAC of San Jose (License #819114) for the project to provide for
the immediate replacement of the police facility’s south side main floor HVAC
system in the amount of $54,455.00 with a 10% Town-controlled contingency in the
amount of $5,445.50 for a total project budget amount of $59,900.50 to be allocated
from the fiscal year 2017-2018 appropriation for this work.
4. Town staff is directed to report to the City Council at the next regularly scheduled
meeting and at every meeting thereafter until the action is terminated to determine if
there is a need to continue the action.

Mayor of the Town of Hillsborough
Attest: City Clerk
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This resolution was adopted by the City Council of the Town of Hillsborough at its
regular meeting held on the 26th day of March 2018, by the following vote of the
members thereof:
AYES:

Councilmembers

NOES:

Councilmembers

ABSENT:

Councilmembers

ABSTAIN:

Councilmembers
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TOWN OF HILLSBOROUGH
San Mateo County
1600 Floribunda Avenue
Hillsborough, CA 94010

2
CITY COUNCIL MEETING
MARCH 26, 2018

AGENDA STAFF REPORT
ITEM SUBJECT: RESOLUTION DENYING CROWN CASTLE’S APPEAL AND UPHOLDING
THE CITY MANAGER’S DENIAL DECISION AS MODIFIED
____________________________________________________________________________
SUMMARY: On March 12, 2018, the City Council held a public hearing pursuant to HMC Section
15.32.090, to hear the appeal by Crown Castle NG West, LLC (“Applicant”) of the City Manager’s
decision regarding 16 wireless facilities permit applications (collectively, the “Applications”)
comprising a distributed antenna system (“DAS Project”) to be located within the Town. After the
close of the public hearing, the City Council directed the City Manager to prepare a draft resolution
with written finding(s) for consideration and adoption at a special meeting to be held on March 19,
2018. It was later determined that the resolution would be presented at the next regular meeting on
March 26, 2018. The public and the Applicant were advised of the date change. The draft
resolution is included in the City Council’s agenda packet.
Background and Summary of Resolution:
A public hearing on the Applicant’s appeal of the City Manager’s decision was held by City Council
at its regular meeting on March 12, 2018. After the close of the public hearing, City Council
unanimously directed the City Manager to prepare a resolution with written finding(s) for the appeal
and upholding the City Manager’s denial decision with modifications.
Th attached resolution contains the following findings:
1.
That the City Manager’s determinations related the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) set forth in Parts III and IV of the Decision (decisions to not to act or to disapprove the
Applications) are now moot and as it is now unnecessary for the Council to decide those issues,
those portions of the City Manager’s Decision are rejected.
2.
That the City Manager’s determinations related the merits of the Applications set forth in
Part V of the Decision (decision to deny the Applications based on a review and findings on the
nine factors set forth in Municipal Code Section 15.32.080) are accepted except to the extent we
modify or supplement those determinations herein.
Finding on Factor 1: The WCF and support structure additions and modifications proposed in the
DAS Project are not consistent with the general plan and will adversely affect the policies and
goals set forth therein or alter the rural character of the community.
Finding on Factor 2. The applicant has not shown that the WCFs proposed in the DAS Project are
necessary to close a significant gap in coverage and has further not shown that its proposal is the
least intrusive means of closing any significant gap.
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Finding on Factor 3. The WCF and support structure modifications and additions proposed in the
DAS Project do not comply with the design standards in Chapter 15.32, and other applicable
provisions of the Code.
Finding on Factor 4. The WCF and support structure modifications and additions proposed in the
DAS Project comply with applicable safety codes and laws (including without limitation the ADA).
Finding on Factor 5. The WCF and support structure modifications and additions in the proposed
DAS Project interfere with the public’s use of rights-of-way, or create undue risks to persons or
property.
Finding on Factor 6. The applicant has made the required affirmation regarding compliance with
the FCC’s RF regulations, as the same may be amended.
Finding on Factor 7. The applicant is authorized to file the application.
Finding on Factor 8. The Applicant has CEQA approval from the CPUC but does not have or will
not have necessary local regulatory approvals for utility box design under this Code required in
connection with the DAS Project.
Finding on Factor 9. Alternative designs or locations would be more consistent with the general
plan and would otherwise minimize the impact of the WCF and support structure modifications and
additions required.
The Applications are subject to a federal “shot clock” under FCC rules. The Town and the
Applicant mutually agreed to extend the date for final action on the Applications to March 31, 2018.
No decision on the appeal will be a final action unless and until adopted by resolution.
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES: Because all of the Applications are denied due to the failure to meet
the standards set forth in the Hillsborough Municipal Code, there is no CEQA analysis to perform
regarding the denials as the Town has the authority to disapprove a project at any time without
conducting CEQA review (Public Resources Code section 21080(b)(5)).
ATTACHMENTS: Denial Resolution
PREPARED BY: Kathy Leroux, City Manager
RECOMMENDATIONS: Adopt with a roll call vote the resolution denying Crown Castle’s appeal
and upholding the City Manager’s denial decision as modified.
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RESOLUTION NO. 18RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE TOWN OF HILLSBOROUGH
DENYING CROWN CASTLE’S APPEAL AND UPHOLDING THE CITY MANAGER’S
DENIAL DECISION AS MODIFIED
WHEREAS, the Town of Hillsborough regulates the placement of wireless
communications facilities under Chapter 15.32 of the Town of Hillsborough
Municipal Code, and
WHEREAS, Municipal Code Section 15.32.040 provides that a wireless
communications facility may not be installed, collocated or modified
without a permit, except as provided within the Municipal Code; and
WHEREAS, under Municipal Code Section 15.32.060, the City Manager is responsible
for reviewing and acting on all wireless communications facilities permit
applications and Municipal Code Section 15.32.070 contains the design
standards for guiding the City Manager in determining whether to grant,
grant with conditions, or to deny a wireless communications facility
application; and
WHEREAS, in determining whether to grant, deny or conditionally approve an
application, the City Manager may consider nine enumerated factors in
Municipal Code Section 15.32.080 and such other matters as the City
Manager may be entitled or required to consider as a matter of law; and
WHEREAS, Municipal Code Section 15.32.080 provides that it is the applicant’s burden
to show that a wireless communications facilities permit should be granted;
and
WHEREAS, under Municipal Code Section 15.32.80.D, if the City Manager determines
that a wireless communications facilities application should be approved,
denied or conditionally approved, the City Manager shall make written
findings; and
WHEREAS, under Municipal Code Section 15.32.090, an entity may appeal the
decision of the City Manager regarding a wireless communications facilities
application to the Town of Hillsborough City Council, and such appeal shall
be subject, among other things, to a noticed public hearing; and
WHEREAS, under Municipal Code Section 15.32.090, the City Council may accept or
reject, wholly or in part, or may modify, the decision of any
recommendations made by the City Manager, and if the decision of the City
Council regarding the appeal is to deny the wireless communications
facilities permit or conditionally approve it, the City Council shall direct the
City Manager to prepare written findings for adoption by the City Council at
a future meeting; and
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WHEREAS, on January 4, 2017, Crown Castle NG West, LLC (“Applicant”) filed 16
wireless communications facilities or WCF permit applications (collectively,
the “Applications”) comprising a distributed antenna system (“DAS Project”)
in which the Applicant identified the wireless carrier who will utilize the DAS
as Verizon Wireless (“Verizon”); and
WHEREAS, on December 20, 2017, the City Manager issued a decision denying the
Applications comprised of two documents: (i) City Manager’s Decision –
Crown Castle’s 16 Applications for Proposed Wireless Facilities, and (ii)
Bases for Part V of City Manager’s Decision – Crown Castle’s 16 WCF
Applications (together, the “City Manager’s Decision”); and
WHEREAS, the Applicant submitted an appeal of the City Manager’s Decision by letter
dated January 3, 2018, which was supplemented by a second letter dated
March 7, 2018; and
WHEREAS, on March 12, 2018, a public hearing was held by the Town of Hillsborough
City Council to consider the Applicant’s appeal of the City Manager’s
Decision regarding the Applications; and
WHEREAS, after closing the March 12, 2018 public hearing and deliberating on the
appeal, the Town of Hillsborough City Council directed the City Manager to
prepare written findings denying the appeal and upholding the City
Manager’s Decision with modifications, for adoption by the City Council at a
future meeting; and
WHEREAS, on March 26, 2018, the City Manager presented a resolution with written
findings on the appeal for adoption by the Town of Hillsborough City
Council at its City Council meeting.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the City Council of the Town of
Hillsborough, based on the evidence contained in the written record, which includes the
Applications, the record related to the City Manager’s Decision, the appeal letters and
supporting documentation and written submissions provided to Council, and the record
of the oral testimony given by the Applicant, City officials, experts, and the public at a
public hearing held on March 12, 2018 (referred to hereafter as the “Appeal Record”,
hereby denies the Applicant’s appeal and upholds the City Manager’s Decision denying
the Applications, as modified herein, and finds:
1.
That the City Manager’s determinations related to the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) set forth in Parts III and IV of the Decision
(decisions not to act or to disapprove the Applications) are now moot and as it is
now unnecessary for the Council to decide those issues, those portions of the
City Manager’s Decision are rejected.
When the City Manager made her decision, there was uncertainty as to the status of
any CEQA determinations by the CPUC related to the DAS Project. The record before
City Council now shows:
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(a) Prior to the City Manager’s Decision, the Applicant had not provided complete
information to the Town in its Applications or otherwise with regard to the scope
of its existing authorizations from the California Public Utilities Commission
(“CPUC”). The Applicant had provided only a copy of its 2003 limited
authorization to construct facilities (Exh. 2.07 to its Applications), but not its 2007
full facilities-based authorization which allows the Applicant to seek expedited
CEQA review from the CPUC.
(b) Prior to the City Manager’s Decision, the Applicant misstated the status of the
CPUC’s CEQA review by representing that the CPUC had reviewed and
approved the DAS Project as the lead agency when the facts later revealed that
no application had been submitted to the CPUC that would have triggered any
CEQA review and no approval had been received.
(c) After the City Manager’s Decision was issued, the Applicant admitted in its
appeal letter dated January 3, 2018 that the CPUC had not yet acted. It later
became apparent that the Applicant had sought CPUC CEQA approval for the
DAS Project on December 26, 2017 pursuant to its full facilities-based authority,
and on January 16, 2018, the CPUC Energy Division released a letter finding the
DAS Project qualified for multiple categorical exemptions under CEQA, which
letter also states the CPUC acted as lead agency. The 2007 authorization was
obtained by Town staff and included as Attachment 4 to City Manager’s Report
dated March 12, 2018. The applications to the CPUC and the CPUC’s letter were
included as Attachments 5 and 6 to City Manager’s Report dated March 12,
2018.
The Applicant should have been more forthcoming about its CPUC authorizations and
the status of its CEQA approvals during the application review process. The Applicant’s
lack of candor on these issues, even after the City Manager’s Decision, is particularly
troubling in light the litigation that pre-dates the Town’s WCF ordinance and this
Application. The litigation resulted in a Settlement Agreement obligating the Applicant to
make certain disclosures related to CEQA and it appears the Applicant did not act
consistent with the Settlement Agreement.
Nonetheless, without addressing the merits of the determinations set forth in Parts III
and IV of the City Manager’s Decision at the time made, the Council expressly finds that
those portions of the City Manager’s Decision are now moot. However, as the
Applicant’s appeal and the Applications are denied by this Resolution on other grounds,
no CEQA determination is required by the Council because CEQA does not apply to
projects that are disapproved (see, 14 CCR Section 15270), making the issues and
determinations in the City Manager’s Decision a further moot point.
2.
That the City Manager’s determinations related to the merits of the
Applications set forth in Part V of the Decision (decision to deny the Applications
based on a review and findings on the nine factors set forth in Municipal Code
Section 15.32.080) are accepted except to the extent we modify or supplement
those determinations herein.
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As proposed, the DAS Project is comprised of wireless facilities located at individual
“nodes” connected via fiber back to a hub location. The hub is not at issue in this
Application. At each node, there is a 4 foot x 14.6 inch antenna within a canister, 3
remote radio units (each approximately 8 x 20 x 22 inches), a minimum of 6 coaxial
cables linking the 3 radio units and the antenna, 16 cubic feet of associated equipment
either mounted on the pole or enclosed in ground-mounted equipment cabinets (each
cabinet approximately 48 cubic feet in size), and an electrical power source to the node.
These nodes are mounted on supporting structures, which are existing utility poles, new
or replacement utility poles, and steel monopoles. When we refer to the WCF, we are
referring to all the facilities which will comprise the node, including the supporting
structures as proposed to be modified or added. We do not include the fiber optic
cabling that will connect the node to the hub, which, as the City Manager’s Decision
noted, was the subject of separate encroachment permit applications filed by the
Applicant.
Section 15.32.050 of the Municipal Code sets forth the WCF application requirements,
and provides that where a WCF is part of a network of WCFs that will be installed
contemporaneously or sequentially, such as a distributed antenna system or DAS, the
applications for each of the facilities in the proposed network shall be submitted
simultaneously. While the Applicant submitted 16 individual applications to install and
operate new WCFs in the Town’s public rights-of-way, each application was for an
individual node that would, together with the fiber connections separately applied for,
form a single DAS network. Through the Application review process some minor
modifications were made to the initial proposals. The final Applications indicate that the
16 site DAS Project consists basically of three types of facilities: new pole top antennas
on five replacement wood utility poles, new pole top antennas on three existing wood
utility poles, and new antennas on seven new steel poles and on one new wood utility
pole. About half of the 16 will also have new equipment mounted on the same pole, and
the remainder will have equipment in new ground cabinets. As proposed, none of the
Applications place any part of the WCF underground. Minimal shielding or stealthing
was proposed for the ground-mounted cabinets.
The City Manager’s Decision rested on an analysis of the evidence in the record as of
the date of her Decision related to the nine factors set forth in Municipal Code Section
15.32.080. The City Council has considered the same nine factors and makes the
following findings, based on the Appeal Record:
Finding on Factor 1: The WCF and support structure additions and modifications
proposed in the DAS Project are not consistent with the general plan and will
adversely affect the policies and goals set forth therein or alter the rural character
of the community.
The City Council finds that the Applicant has not met its burden on this factor.
Essentially, the City Manager found regarding Factor #1 that the Applicant’s DAS
Project’s scale, style and character with installations of up to 54’9”’ in height (including
supporting structures) and commercial in design, would not be consistent with the low
density scale and size (32’ height limit) of the single family residential nature of the
structures within the Town, with many neighborhoods consisting of predominantly single
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story residences. As a result, the DAS Project would not be consistent with the general
plan and will adversely affect the policies and goals set forth therein or alter the rural
character of the community.
As the City Manager’s Decision indicated, Hillsborough is a community of unique
residential character and aesthetic values. It is a community of low density single family
residences (the minimum lot size of one-half acre was set in 1953), of singularly unique
quality craftsmanship and architectural design in a rustic and rural setting. This is clearly
reflected in the Hillsborough General Plan Land Use Element goals and policies,
particularly as described on pages LU- 2, 3, 18, and 19 which were referenced by the
City Manager, and are set out in more detail below.
General Plan Land Use Element discussion on pp. LU-2 and LU-3 provides:
The incorporated Town of Hillsborough has a long history extending for almost
100 years. One of the reasons that the founders of the Town originally decided to
incorporate was to preserve the character of the community. This desire to
preserve the character continues today.
The Town is unique in that it consists mainly of low density residential
development, with a minimum lot size of ½ acre, with no commercial or industrial
uses. The majority of the residents have shown interest over the years in
maintaining a lower density residential community and preserving the low density
residential character through preservation of large lots, open space and mature
trees.
The only non-residential uses within the Town are public facilities, parks and
open space land, private and public schools, the Burlingame Country Club and
the Hillsborough Racquet Club.
While there is limited land available for additional housing and the possibility of
slight change on the non-residential parcels, Hillsborough is mainly built out.
Therefore, an important issue related to community character is how new
development fits into the existing fabric of the community and how established
neighborhoods should evolve over time. The Town has an Architectural Design
Review Board to review development proposals and ensure that they are
appropriate for the Town. To provide stronger guidance and address community
concerns regarding appropriate development for Hillsborough, the Town updated
its Residential Design Guidelines in 2004 for use in the review of development
proposals.
B. Land Use Designations
The following outlines the allowable land uses for each land use designation.
Maximum density and intensity measures are also identified for each land use
type. Table LU-1 summarizes the acreage for each land use designation and
Figure LU-1 maps the locations of the General Plan land use designations. The
major non-residential uses in Hillsborough are also shown on Figure LU-1.
1. Residential (R)
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The Residential designation allows for the development of single-family dwellings
in a manner that is consistent with the existing character of the community.
Additional uses that may be allowed include home businesses, second units,
family day care homes and other compatible uses identified in the Hillsborough
Municipal Code. The maximum allowed density is one single-family dwelling per
½ acre. For subdivisions resulting in five or more units, a conceptual plan shall
be prepared.
2. Public Facilities and Services (PFS)
The Public Facilities and Services designation allows for the development and
operation of services and facilities that are necessary to meet the community’s
needs, while maintaining the character of the community. Allowable uses include
public schools, Town Hall, fire and police facilities, other governmental facilities,
parks and other recreational facilities.
The maximum allowed intensity for the existing land currently designated Public
Facilities and Services designation is 15 percent above the floor area ratio
intensity in existence as of adoption of this General Plan. This allowed increase
acknowledges that there may be the need for changes to existing public facilities
in the future in order to maintain the high level of public service that Hillsborough
residents expect. However, prior to approving an increase in the intensity of
development, a study will be completed by the Town to ensure that the increase
is kept to the minimum necessary to allow for the continued provision of service.
The public will be involved in the planning process to ensure that expansion and
change occurs in a manner that is compatible with the character of the Town,
while allowing for the continued operation and provision of public services
General Plan Land Use Element Goals, Policies and Actions set forth on p. 18-19
include:
E. Goals, Policies and Actions
Goal LU-1 Provide for the preservation and enhancement of the Town’s unique
residential character.
Policy LU-1.1: Maintain the character of the Town’s neighborhoods.
Policy LU-1.2: Promote property and landscape improvements and maintenance.
Policy LU-1.3: Support the work of organizations to preserve and enhance the
visual character of Hillsborough.
Policy LU-1.4: Ensure that lighting on private and public property is designed to
avoid illuminating adjacent properties and public right-of-ways and does not
contribute to an overall increase in the ambient lighting level of the community.
Policy LU-1.5: Review Town regulations, including the Municipal Code and
Residential Design Guidelines, on a regular basis to ensure that development
within the Town occurs in a manner compatible with the Town’s character.
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Action LU-1.1: The Architecture and Design Review Board will apply the
Hillsborough Residential Design Guidelines when reviewing new construction
and significant remodeling. The goals of the Guidelines include:
♦ Reinforcing Hillsborough’s image
♦ Facilitating contemporary life
♦ Encouraging town-wide diversity
♦ Fostering creativity
Action LU-1.2: The Town will enforce its Residential Landscaping requirements
to maintain the attractive visual character of Hillsborough, as well as to promote
water conservation.
Action LU-1.3: The Town will enforce its Nuisance Ordinance, which allows for
the clean-up of overgrown properties that pose a safety hazard or create a visual
nuisance inconsistent with the character of Hillsborough.
The City Manager’s Decision also noted that the Town’s Design Guidelines for homes
reference the Town as being developed with finely crafted homes set on large estates,
with a precedent for quality, rustic character, and rich in history including homes
designed by Willis Polk Julia Morgan, Richard Neutra and William Wurseter, and that
the Design Guidelines for homes recommend that antennas on homes be installed in
such a way as to not be visible from streets or neighboring properties and further if the
installation of the device is on the front façade, appropriate screening shall be installed.
Further, the City Manager’s Decision observed that the unique character of the
community is experienced not just by individual residents living adjacent to the
proposed WCFs, but by residents passing by in both pedestrian and vehicular modes
experiencing the visual streetscapes of the community. The roadways in Hillsborough
are mainly narrow, lightly traveled twisting two-lane roads used to access residences
rather than for through-traffic access. To maintain the rural feel, there are almost no
streetlights in the Town. There are no rail, bus, or highway routes in the Town. All areas
of the Town where the proposed facilities would be placed are zoned as residence
district, and designated as “Residential” under the General Plan. There are no
commercially zoned properties within the Town of Hillsborough anywhere near any of
the proposed WCFs that could be served by them. The City Manager’s Decision cited to
some of the many oral comments and written comments provided by residents to the
City Manager during the community meeting and the public comment period leading up
to her Decision.
In its appeal, the Applicant suggests the City Manager’s Decision on this factor was
inadequate on a number of grounds, particularly that it is too generalized and
conclusory implying no telecommunications facilities should be allowed in the Town’s
public rights-of-way at all; and that it is inconsistent with the very limited concerns
expressed by Town staff about the DAS Project during the Application review process
and the public notices which were of “proposed approval.” The Applicant also suggested
that the City Manager’s Decision failed to present alternatives that would rebut the
Applicant’s prima facie showing in its Application that the DAS Project is the least
intrusive means to close a significant gap. The City Council addresses this last point in
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our discussion under Finding #2. As for the other points, the Council disagrees with the
Applicant’s criticisms.
At the appeal hearing, the Applicant claimed that a significant amount of time was spent
working with Town staff over a 4 year period after the new wireless ordinance was
adopted in order to develop the design and the locations for the DAS Project which the
Applicant felt would have the Town’s support. As a preliminary matter, regarding Town
staff discussions with Applicant and the public notices, obviously these do not bind the
City Manager, or this Council. The City Manager’s Decision, and the Council’s decision
must be based on the totality of the record before each decision-maker. As noted in the
City Manager’s Decision, a significant amount of information was added to the record
after the public notices of proposed approval were released, and it is clear that the City
Manager’s Decision relied on much of that information, as does the Council.
Given the extreme care that has been taken for decades to foster and preserve the
unique character of the Town, it is not surprising that when Town residents were made
aware of the height and commercial nature of the proposed installations they submitted
countless oral and written comments to the City Manager during the public comment
period leading up to her Decision, and to the City Council during the course of this
appeal expressing the reasons for their concerns that the proposed DAS Project would
be inconsistent with the General Plan and would adversely affect the policies and goals
set forth in the General Plan and would alter the rural character of the community. Some
of the many written public comments expressing concerns to the City Manager about
the aesthetics of the proposed DAS Project as being inconsistent with the Town’s
character and the DAS Project’s negative impacts to the “rural aesthetic” of the
community were cited in the City Manager’s Decision. Having reviewed the record, and
having sat through the appeal hearing during which many of the same concerns were
repeated, the City Council agrees it would not be possible to summarize all of the
statements. The general sentiment expressed by the residents is a deep concern that
the appearance and the height of the facilities in the DAS Project would be inconsistent
with the General Plan and the rural aesthetic of the Town which is expressed in its
deliberate plan to have primarily narrow, lightly traveled twisting two-lane roads, minimal
sidewalks and streetlights, and very large residential lots.
At the appeal hearing, Council members also noted that there were inconsistencies
between the Applicant’s statements that they had cooperated and worked closely with
the Town, and the Applicant’s apparent lack of transparency on the CEQA issues.
Councilmember Benton, who was the Mayor during the period when the new wireless
ordinance was adopted, noted that that process included public hearings and public
input, including from the Applicant’s representatives, and that much of the public input at
the time was very similar to the comments in the record and heard at the appeal
hearing. He expressed the view that the Applicant had done little to modify its designs to
propose facilities that are consistent with the Town’s character and culture, noting in
particular that none of the WCF equipment was proposed to be placed underground
even though about half of the Town has underground utilities. Overall the Council finds
that the size, nature and placement of the proposed equipment is different than what is
now present in the public rights-of-way, and the modifications or additions to the
supporting structures are taller and more massive than comparable structures in the
public rights-of-way.
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Finally, the City Council’s finding that this DAS Project is inconsistent with the General
Plan and the rural community character because of height and commercial design
concerns should not be taken to mean no telecommunications facilities should be
allowed in the Town’s public rights-of-way at all; it only means that this DAS Project
does not meet the burden on this factor for the reasons stated.
Finding on Factor 2. The applicant has not shown that the WCFs proposed in this
DAS Project are necessary to close a significant gap in coverage and has further
not shown that its proposal is the least intrusive means of closing any significant
gap.
The City Council finds that the Applicant has not met its burden on this factor.
In summary, the City Manager’s Decision found that while there was conflicting
evidence on this point, considering the record as a whole, the Applicant had not shown
there is a significant gap in coverage. Further the City Manager’s Decision found that if
the Applicant had shown a significant gap in coverage, the City Manager would have
found that the Applicant’s proposal was not the least intrusive means of closing the
significant gap.
Significant Gap
The significant gap/least intrusive means analysis is a standard applied by the courts
within the Ninth Circuit of the U.S. Courts of Appeals to determine if there is any merit to
a claim that a denial of a wireless siting permit would prohibit, or effectively prohibit, the
provision of personal wireless services. Federal law preempts local siting decisions that
have that effect. The case law makes it clear that the significance of a “gap” is a factspecific determination. For example, “context specific factors” that have been
considered in assessing the significance of alleged gaps include: whether the gap
affected significant commuter highway or railway; assessing the “nature and character
of that area or the number of potential users in that area who may be affected by the
alleged lack of service”; whether facilities were needed to improve weak signals or to fill
a complete void in coverage; whether the gap covers well-traveled roads on which
customers lack roaming capabilities; a consideration of “drive tests”; whether the gap
affects commercial district; and whether the gap poses public safety risk.
The Applicant does not itself provide personal wireless services. It indicated in its
Applications that the DAS Project was to be constructed for use by Verizon Wireless
and as a result, our consideration of this factor relates to the personal wireless service
provided by Verizon Wireless. In each of its individual Applications, the Applicant
indicated that the facility was to address a significant gap in Verizon Wireless service
(some of the Applications initially indicated that there was no significant gap but that
was later revised by the Applicant). However, the Applicant’s gap discussion materials
characterized the gap not as 16 individual significant gaps, but as one “significant gap”
to be addressed by the 16-node DAS Project. Among the materials submitted by the
Applicant were maps showing the results of drive tests which collected data in March
2017 on the existing Verizon Wireless network coverage in Hillsborough regarding three
bands used by Verizon Wireless – 700 MHz, 1900 MHz and 2100 MHz. The primary
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service goal according to the Applicant is to provide city-wide robust in-home coverage,
and meet demand from non-resident mobile users. At the appeal hearing, the Applicant
indicated that Verizon’s three bands work in conjunction and hand off to each other
when one gets congested. We also note that personal wireless services do not include
Internet services, and much of Applicant’s concerns appear based on the claimed (but
unproven) impact on the provision of such data services.
The record before the City Manager included two reports from CTC, an engineering firm
retained by the Town to evaluate the Applicant’s gap claims. The CTC reports
determined that in the 700 MHz band, wireless coverage was generally available,
meaning personal wireless service was generally available though not always at the
target signal standard desired by Verizon Wireless. The CTC reports also noted that no
information was provided by the Applicant on dropped calls or capacity restraints that
demonstrated an actual service issue that requires 16 nodes. CTC concluded the
claimed gaps and the proposed solution did not fully correspond, that is none of the 16
nodes were proposed to be located in the largest area of town that exhibited low signal
levels, and all 16 nodes may not be required to fill in the gaps that were targeted.
The City Manager’s Decision also considered the factors that would be relevant to a
determination as to the “significance” of any gaps. The Decision found that each node
would serve a limited area. The Applicant suggested one of the nodes would serve 25
residences, provide robust in-building coverage within one-quarter mile, and outdoor/onstreet coverage to the area approximately within 2000 feet of the site. No individualized
information was provided on the coverage of other nodes. The Decision noted the Town
has had a stable population for decades (roughly 10,000-11,000) and relatively low
population density due to the large minimum lot size (1800 people per square mile, as
compared to about 8,000 per square mile in neighboring San Mateo). It noted the roads
in Town are generally lightly traveled two-lane roads used to access residences rather
than for through-traffic access, and that there are no rail, bus, or highway routes in the
Town, and no commercially zoned properties within the Town anywhere near any of the
proposed nodes that could be served by them.
In light of all of these factors, the City Manager’s Decision concluded that the Applicant
had not shown there is a significant gap in coverage.
In its appeal letters, the Applicant admitted in the early portion of its second appeal
letter (p.10-11) that fact-based analysis is appropriate to determine as to whether there
is a significant gap. However, later in the letter (p.19-20), the Applicant also claimed that
the Town has no regulatory authority or competence to define significant gap because it
is preempted by federal law (citing to cases that state that localities cannot regulate
technology). The Applicant also suggested the Town was trying to limit significant gap
analysis to 700 MHz, and if it can do that, it will “wreak havoc” because Verizon’s
primary bandwidths for providing coverage are 1900 and 2100 MHz bands, and the
Town would be placing obstacles on the provision of services using these bands. The
Applicant also suggested that by considering the fact that the Town is low density
residential and not commercial, the City Manager’s decision is suggesting there can
never be a significant gap in residential areas while in fact residential zones are critical
for 21st century communications and in-building coverage is the appropriate standard
because the public is increasingly abandoning landlines for cell phones and eventually
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everyone will only use wireless communications. The Applicant also submitted a report
as a rebuttal to the CTC Report which disputed CTC’s claim that 80% of the Town is
covered by 700 MHz because CTC references a standard [-100 dBm] that is not the inbuilding coverage standard [signal strength of -85 dBm] which is what the DAS Project
is designed to address. The Applicant indicated instead that in-building coverage
standard is met in less than 50% of the Town. No information was provided by the
Applicant on blocked and dropped calls in this Rebuttal, even though the CTC report
identified those as relevant in assessing whether and where there was a gap that need
to be addressed.
As a preliminary matter, the Applicant’s argument that the Town does not have the legal
authority to make a “significant gap” determination is misplaced. The Town recognizes
that the courts generally review “significant gap” determinations de novo. However,
particularly as here, where the Applicant claims a right to placement based on the
“significant gap/least intrusive” standard (which has been incorporated in the Town’s
Municipal Code), it is appropriate and permitted for the Town to consider those claims.
The Town is not purporting to create a new test – it is simply applying the standard as it
has developed, and based on the context-specific factors that are relevant to making a
significant gap determination.
In evaluating whether the Applicant met its burden, the Council did not consider
anecdotal comments from the public as to the quality of service and coverage. Expert
analyses and other information, including the lack of data and analysis provided by the
Applicant on blocked and dropped calls were relied upon.
The Applicant claims in rebuttal that the CTC report, by limiting its conclusions to the
700 MHz bandwidth, disregards 66% of the coverage and capacity of this small cell
design. Regarding that claim, the Council notes that the significant gap test focuses not
on gaps in coverage provided by particular bands, but on gaps in “personal wireless
service” itself. For example, if Verizon Wireless can use 700 MHz to adequately deliver
personal wireless services, that is enough to show there is no significant gap. And if the
installations that are proposed are more than are necessary to close any significant
gaps in the provision of personal wireless services, then the installations are not justified
under a “gap” analysis.
Considering the information submitted by the Applicant, as well as the information
submitted by CTC, and the information about the characteristics of the service area in
the Town (low density, lightly travelled, stable population), the Applicant has failed to
show that there is either a coverage or a capacity gap in personal wireless service of
any significance that would justify the DAS Project. Among other things, if we consider
the DAS Project as a whole, coverage data indicates that personal wireless services are
generally available. It appears that even the Applicant’s expert admits in its rebuttal
report that Verizon Wireless is delivering personal wireless services meeting its desired
-85 dBm in-building coverage standard using the 700 MHz band in nearly half the town.
And as the CTC report indicated (and the Applicant did not dispute), in the areas of
town that are below the -85 dBm in-building coverage standard but at a level of -100
dBm or stronger, there will still be a usable signal for personal wireless services
available, just not one that is reliable for in-building coverage. Further, considering the
DAS Project as a whole, the number and placement of the facilities do not appear well-180-

designed to close what the Applicant claims are the gaps. Considered individually, none
of the facilities appear to close a gap that is “significant” given the number of homes and
traffic in the area served, and the Applicant has failed to present evidence that might
lead to a conclusion that any gap is significant. We do not find that the shift from
landline to wireless services changes the equation. First, a national trend with respect to
future use does not support approval of the placements now. Second, while we
recognize that wireless communications are important, the Applicant did not show that
the national trend is true in Hillsborough (indeed numerous residents provided
anecdotal evidence to suggest the national trend was not true in the town). Nor did the
Applicant show that in the absence of approval, significant numbers of residents will be
denied access to telecommunications services.
Least Intrusive Means
On least intrusive means, as the Applicant indicated repeatedly in its appeal letter,
under California law, the applicant bears the initial burden of making a prima facie
showing of an effective prohibition by submitting a “comprehensive application,” which
(1) includes an analysis of alternative sites and designs, and (2) shows that the
proposal is “the least intrusive means of filing a significant gap.” If the local authority
rejects the applicant’s prima facie showing, it must show the existence of “some
potentially available and technologically feasible alternatives.” The applicant will then
have an opportunity to dispute whether the local authority’s alternatives are available
and/or feasible.
The City Manager’s Decision found that even assuming any gaps are significant, the
Applicant had not shown that the 16 node DAS Project chosen to fill the gap was the
least intrusive alternative for the areas actually addressed in light of a possible
alternatives. The City Manager’s Decision found the Applicant had not met its initial
burden of submitting a comprehensive application, showing feasible alternatives. The
City Manager’s Decision noted the lack of alternatives to the 16 node DAS Project, and
(based on the two initial CTC Reports) suggested some possibilities that had not been
explored in the Applicant’s Applications, such as addressing alleged gaps at least
partially through adjustments to nearby macro sites.
On appeal, the Applicant argued that it had made a prima facie showing and thus the
burden now rests with the Town to show there are some potentially available and
technologically feasible alternatives, a burden which the Applicant alleged, the City
Manager failed to meet. The Applicant makes numerous somewhat contradictory claims
about alternatives. The Applicant provides some additional evidence (Appeal letter,
Exhibit H- Crown Castle Review of CTC Report) critiquing alternatives proposed by
CTC outside the public right-of-way. The Applicant’s rebuttal to the CTC Report is also
critical of CTC’s suggestion that macro sites in the area might be upgraded to address
gaps, stating that those sites are to serve the cities they are in, not Hillsborough, and
that upgrades could not fix the service issues in Hillsborough. The criticism of the CTC
report also suggests that the DAS facilities are necessary to “off-load” services from the
larger antennas (by that, we understand Applicant to be contending that it wishes to
have more users connecting to the DAS facilities, rather than directly to the larger
antennas). On page 15 of its appeal letter, the Applicant claims DAS systems are
inherently the least intrusive technology by design – as compared to larger cell towers
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and sites on private property, yet it also claims it is a telephone company (CLEC) that
has franchise authority to place facilities in the public rights-of-way so it does not have
to consider alternative locations on public or private property outside the public rights-ofway and in fact, did not do so. The Applicant’s presentation to Council included a
comparison of small cells and towers “at a glance” which described “Towers” as “Tall.
Visually prominent.” and “Small Cells” as “Discreet. Lower to the ground.”
We do not find these arguments convincing based on the Appeal Record. As to the
claim that DAS systems are “inherently” better, Applicant’s “at a glance” evidence and
generalized claims are rebutted by its own Application. The Applicant has proposed a
“small cell” solution for Hillsborough comprised of large antennas on tall facilities that
that have many of the characteristics of traditional towers rather than small installations.
As to the claim that Applicant made a prima facie case, it is apparent that the only
“alternative” locations the Applicant looked at were for the DAS Project were alternative
locations for each of the nodes in the 16-node solution and those alternatives were
within a very confined polygon at the pre-selected node site. The suggestion is that
choosing among a few different poles or placement spots for new poles in close
proximity to one another at each individual node site is an adequate “alternatives
analysis” for a 16-node DAS Project and is equivalent to submitting a comprehensive
application that includes a consideration of alternative designs. Essentially, what the
Applicant appears to be contending is that because each of the individual nodes serves
a very small area, the only alternatives are placements of nodes of the same design
within that small area designated for service. That assumes, of course, something that
Applicant has not shown – that the number of nodes it proposed is the number required
to fill the alleged gap, and that there are no alternative means of filling the gap. It is also
clear Applicant only considered other locations for placement of the nodes within the
public rights-of-way, and failed to consider alternatives for placement of the nodes off
the public rights-of-way, not driven by any technical limitations but based on claimed
legal rights (discussed further below). Further, as we explain below, there was little
consideration of the use of stealthing to hide any portion of the facility, and no
undergrounding of the large proposed ground cabinets. Thus, the Applicant failed to
meet its initial burden of submitting a comprehensive application, showing feasible
alternatives. In its appeal letter, the Applicant repeatedly claims to have done this, but in
reality it has offered only one alternative—its proposed 16-node project. The Applicant
did not provide any information upon which the Council can make a comparison to
determine whether or not less intrusive alternatives to the DAS Project exist because
the Applicant proposed no real alternatives. Criticizing the CTC report is not a substitute
for making a prima facie case, and in any case, we find the criticisms misplaced.
The Applicant’s rebuttal to the CTC Report is unpersuasive in its suggestion that macro
tower sites in the area are there to serve the cities they are located in, not Hillsborough,
and that upgrades could not fix the service issues in Hillsborough, but rather the DAS
facilities are necessary to “off-load” services (in other words, off load Hillsborough
residents) from the larger antennas. We do not think that the Applicant can prove that
the DAS Project is the least intrusive alternative simply by stating that existing antennas
are intended to be used to serve other communities. If the existing antennas or
supporting structures could be used to help address claimed gaps in Hillsborough that
alternative should be considered, and plainly was not here, except in a perfunctory
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manner. Contrary to Applicant’s suggestion, we do not read CTC to be claiming that all
areas in the Town of Hillsborough could be served by modifying the existing towers and
associated wireless facilities. Rather, CTC’s point is that such modifications could
reduce the number of new WCFs required (and hence the intrusiveness of the project).
The Applicant does not rebut that point.
To be sure, the Applicant also claims it did not have to look outside the public rights-ofway based on its rights under state law, but offered no case law to support its narrow
interpretation of its duty to consider alternatives under federal law to support an
effective prohibition claim. With respect to state law, the authority to place facilities
within the public rights-of-way is subject to limitations, and denial is independently
justified based on factors discussed above and in the City Manager’s Decision.
Even if the Applicant were correct that it was not required by law to look at alternatives
outside the public rights-of-way, the CTC Supplemental Report on Alternatives
(attached to City Manager’s Report as Attachment 8) discusses alternatives within the
public right-of-way that the Applicant never considered although they are deployed by
the Applicant and the industry in other communities. These include both means of
making the proposed DAS Project less intrusive (for example, by placing associated
equipment underground), and completely different alternatives such as lower height
placements on utility poles (that would eliminate the need for pole top extensions), and
placements on different infrastructure within the Town such as stop signs, options which
may entail more sites but ones with lower heights and better concealment.
By not even discussing any of these alternatives, the Applicant failed to meet its burden
to make a prima facie showing required for burden shifting, failed to carry its burden on
showing that its proposal was the least intrusive alternative. Moreover, aside from
generalized conclusions, the Applicant did not show or claim that any of the CTC
proposals are infeasible. Even if the Applicant had presented a prima facie case, the
failure to respond to CTC substantively further supports the conclusion that Applicant
has failed to carry its burden, particularly since some of the alternatives are used by the
Applicant elsewhere.
Finding on Factor 3. The WCF and support structure modifications and additions
proposed in the DAS Project do not comply with the design standards in Chapter
15.32, and other applicable provisions of the Code.
The City Council finds that the Applicant has not met its burden on this factor.
The City Manager found that the Applicant had not shown the WCF and support
structure modifications and additions proposed in the DAS Project would comply with
the design standards in Chapter 15.32, and other applicable provisions of the Code.
Examples of non-compliance were given on an aggregate level, not node-by node
because alternatives were not adequately considered and if they had been, they might
have required nodes in different locations or fewer of them.
In its appeal, the Applicant provided a detailed critique of the City Manager’s summary
findings on the design criteria. Many of the criticisms relate to the fact that the particular
nodes are not identified. The Applicant also claimed property values would not be
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affected based on a 2012 study it submitted, and suggests that the evidence the Town
relied on was anecdotal and a proxy for RF emissions concerns which may not be
considered under federal law.
The Applicant contends that a node by node design analysis should have been
conducted. We disagree. The Applicant is not claiming that each node individually
closes a significant gap. The City Attorney’s memo noted that the Applicant had earlier
described the alleged significant gap area as an area to be addressed by the DAS
Project as a whole. If 10 of the 16 nodes failed to meet the design standards, it is not
clear that the remaining six would actually serve an appropriate function, or be the best
means for providing service. Having presented the DAS Project as a whole, the
Applicant cannot complain if the DAS Project is accepted or denied as whole. Therefore
the City Manager’s findings did not need to be detailed by each individual node;
nonetheless specific problems with the proposed nodes were identified in the City
Manager’s Decision.
While we believe that the City Manager’s Decision reflects an appropriate approach
given Applicant’s positions, we note that node-by-node analyses have now been
provided by staff in the City Manager’s Report, Attachment 7. Additional evidence
provided by the public at the appeal hearing was very similar to the evidence before the
City Manager. These confirm that the DAS Project does not meet the Town’s design
criteria, even when considered on a node-by-node basis.
The Applicant’s claims regarding property values are also incorrect. The City Manager’s
Decision was based not solely on anecdotal evidence, but mainly on evidence from
multiple real estate agents who work in the town. The expert report provided by the
Applicant (Appeal Letter, Exhibit I) as support for the Applicant’s position dates from
2012 and examines property values for homes near wireless facilities in Palo Alto,
Redwood City, Saratoga and San Jose over a 9 month period. Notably, the report is not
actually based simply on an analysis of visible antennas in front of single family homes.
Rather, it purports to consider the impact on property values of placements of antennas,
including those that may be wholly concealed. It is impossible to tell from the study
whether installations like those proposed in Hillsborough are included or what impacts
individual installations may have had (data is provided in the aggregate by city). We do
not find the study particularly convincing as support for Applicant’s position. In fact, the
conclusion of the study is not that wireless facilities have no impact on property values,
but that, with respect to the facilities reviewed, the localities and carriers had “done well
in considering” the placement of the facilities. The study does not include Hillsborough
or communities with a similar low density and rural residential character to Hillsborough,
and in our view is not sufficient to allow us to ignore the more convincing evidence
presented by local real estate agents. The case law cited in the City Attorney’s
supplemental memo suggests expert evidence about impacts on property values in
other communities is not adequate to respond to local concerns about local property
values.
Further, the City Attorney’s Supplemental Memo shows the Applicant is wrong to
suggest that concerns about property values are always considered a proxy for RF
concerns in case law. The real estate agent comments cited in the City Manager’s
Decision generally expressed opinions which largely were based on aesthetics
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concerns of persons in the market for high value properties. Moreover, the City
Manager’s decision stated explicitly that concerns raised by a few public commenters
about health effects of radio frequency emissions may not be taken into account under
federal law, and were not considered. We similarly do not take such comments into
account.
Finding on Factor 4. The WCF and support structure modifications and additions
proposed in the DAS Project comply with applicable safety codes and laws
(including without limitation the ADA).
The City Council finds that the Applicant has met its burden on this factor.
The City Manager found that the WCF and support structure modifications and additions
proposed in the DAS Project would comply with applicable safety codes and laws
(including without limitation the ADA) and the City Council affirms this finding.
Finding on Factor 5. The WCF and support structure modifications and additions
in the DAS Project interfere with the public’s use of rights-of-way, or create undue
risks to persons or property.
The City Council finds that the Applicant has not met its burden on this factor.
The City Manager found that the WCF and support structure modifications and additions
in the DAS Project would interfere with the public’s use of rights-of-way, or create undue
risks to persons or property. This is particularly evident with respect to the applications
for new poles and above ground equipment. Problems were identified with some of the
locations (imposes a line of sight safety impediment for vehicular traffic; encroaching on
areas in the public right-of-way where roads are already very narrow and space is
limited; they take up more area than the existing poles they replace or where no
poles/equipment previously existed).
On appeal, the Applicant mainly complained the findings are not detailed by node and
cannot be addressed.
Node-by-node analyses provided by staff and attached to the City Manager’s Report,
Attachment 7 were before Council at the appeal hearing. These analyses identified
which nodes in particular present interference and risk issues such as line of sight
concerns, and taking up space in the rights-of-way in narrow, winding roadways.
Additional evidence provided by the public at the appeal hearing was very similar to the
evidence before the City Manager. Council members also expressed concern that risks
are created in particular when support equipment is placed on the ground adjacent to
poles (which is proposed for half the nodes), and noted the concern that residents often
use public rights-of-way for pedestrian traffic because there are no sidewalks in Town
so adding ground-mounted equipment to this limited area would force pedestrians
further into the roadways. There are enough problems to permit us to conclude that not
only do individual installations fail to comply with this standard, but also that the DAS
Project, taken as a whole, does not comply with this factor.
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Finding on Factor 6. The applicant has made the required affirmation regarding
compliance with the FCC’s RF regulations, as the same may be amended.
The City Council finds that the Applicant has met its burden on this factor.
The City Manager found that the Applicant had made the required affirmation regarding
compliance with the FCC’s RF regulations, as the same may be amended. No new
evidence was presented at the appeal that would indicate otherwise.
Finding on Factor 7. The applicant is authorized to file the application.
The City Council finds that the Applicant has met its burden on this factor.
The City Manager found that the Applicant was authorized to file the Application. No
new evidence was presented at the appeal that would indicate otherwise.
Finding on Factor 8. The Applicant has CEQA approval from the CPUC but does
not have or will not have necessary local regulatory approvals for utility box
design under this Code required in connection with the DAS Project.
The City Council finds that the Applicant has not met its burden on this factor for
reasons that differ from the City Manager’s Decision.
The City Manager found that the Applicant had failed to satisfy its burden of proof for
this factor because it had claimed to have obtained CEQA approval from the CPUC but
had not provided proof that it had such approvals as any part of the record. As noted
earlier, the Applicant’s misrepresentations were concerning, however, the Council
recognizes the Applicant has obtained a CEQA approval from the CPUC based on the
evidence included in the Appeal Record.
Further, the City Council finds that the Applicant has failed to meet its burden on this
factor in regard to approval for utility box design under the Code. This was an issue not
specifically addressed in the City Manager’s Decision. However, the node-by-node
analyses provided by staff in the City Manager’s Report, Attachment 7 indicate that
none of the 16 individual nodes would comply with the requirements of Code Section
15.32.070(G) regarding ground-mounted components such as utility boxes.
Finding on Factor 9. Alternative designs or locations would be more consistent
with the general plan and would otherwise minimize the impact of the WCF and
support structure modifications and additions required.
The City Council finds that the Applicant has not met its burden of providing an
adequate alternatives analysis needed for full consideration of this factor. However, to
the extent any finding is required, other information in the Appeals Record permits the
Council to make this finding.
The City Manager concluded, based on the negative findings on other factors discussed
in the City Manager’s Decision, that the proposed WCFs and support structure
modifications comprising the DAS project were not consistent with the general plan and
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did not minimize the impacts. Further, the City Manager found that even assuming all
the proposed WCF and support structure modifications and additions in the DAS Project
were required to fill a significant gap, the City Manager would find that alternative
designs or locations would be more consistent with the general plan and otherwise
minimize the impacts. In coming to this conclusion, the City Manager’s Decision noted,
among other things, techniques such as sectorization (which increase
coverage/capacity of existing facilities) do not appear to have been considered and use
of existing wireless facilities would be more consistent with the general plan and
otherwise minimize the impacts. The Application did not adequately explain why these
alternatives were not considered.
As noted earlier in the discussion under Finding 2, on appeal, the Applicant argued that
it had made a prima facie showing of alternatives and thus the burden now rests with
the Town to show there are some potentially available and technologically feasible
alternatives, an argument we have rejected based on the Appeal Record. In the
absence of an adequate alternatives analysis from the Applicant, to the extent a finding
is required, we find that there are other alternatives that would appear be more
consistent with the general plan, all other things being equal. Undergrounding
equipment associated with each of the nodes would be more consistent with the general
plan, as would new alternatives within the public rights-of-way identified by CTC using
smaller antennas, placing antennas lower on the poles in the communications space
rather than on extensions on the top of the poles, and using stop signs.
In reaching the conclusions described above, we note that we have referenced and
applied as appropriate the standards applicable under the Town’s Municipal Code, state
law and federal law. The Applicant submitted lengthy legal arguments in support of its
positions, most of which were based on assumptions as to underlying facts which we
have rejected. To the extent that this decision is otherwise inconsistent with any
articulated legal positions of the Applicant, we believe our decision reflects the proper
approach to the law. As the discussion above indicated, in reviewing the Applications,
we have fully considered whether the Applicant (or Verizon Wireless, its customer) is
being prohibited or effectively prohibited from providing any personal wireless service,
applying the standards applicable in the courts in interpreting 47 U.S.C. Section
332(c)(7). We recognize that the Applicant also cites 47 U.S.C. Section 253, but as the
City Attorney’s memo noted, to state an effective prohibition claim, a person must show
that it has actually been prohibited, or effectively prohibited from providing service and
the Ninth Circuit has suggested the standards under 47 U.S.C. Sections 253 and
332(c)(7) are identical. There would be no reason to analyze the “effective prohibition”
claims differently than we have, even if Section 253 applied. As it happens, however,
Section 253 is of no particular moment since the only services mentioned by the
Applicant in its effective prohibition claim are the personal wireless services provided by
Verizon Wireless, and Section 332(c)(7), by its terms is the only provision that applies to
decisions regarding the placement of personal wireless service facilities.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED the City Council of the Town of Hillsborough,
based on the evidence contained in the written record, which includes the Applications,
the record related to the City Manager’s Decision, the appeal letters and supporting
documentation and written submissions provided to Council, and the record of the oral
testimony given by the Applicant, City officials, experts, and the public at a public
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hearing held on March 12, 2018 (referred to hereafter as the “Appeal Record”, hereby
denies the Applicant’s appeal and upholds the City Manager’s Decision denying the
Applications, as modified herein.

Mayor of the Town of Hillsborough
Attest: City Clerk
This resolution was adopted by the City Council of the Town of Hillsborough at its
regular meeting held on the 26th day of March 2018, by the following vote of the
members thereof:
AYES:

Councilmembers

NOES:

Councilmembers

ABSENT:

Councilmembers

ABSTAIN:

Councilmembers

____________________________________
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WCF PERMIT PROCESSING TIMELINE
ACTION
PRESUBMITTAL PHASE
applicant requests submittal appointment
SUBMITTAL PHASE
meet with applicant; conduct informal completeness
review;
accept application (complete or incomplete)

DAY ON SHOT
CLOCK

DAYS TO COMPLETE
TASK

day 0

day 0

5 business days from
applicants request

COMPLETENESS REVIEW PHASE
route application to reviewers

day 1

1 day from submittal

perform completeness review

no later than day 9

9 days from submittal

deem application incomplete by written notice (if
needed)

no later than day 10

10 days from submittal

upon application
completeness (no later
than day 10)

1 day from
completeness check

WCAC renders recommendation to City Manager

no later than day 20

City Manager issues written decision and notice

no later than day 31

10 days from routing to
WCAC
11 days from WCAC
recommendation; 21
days from
completeness check

APPEAL PHASE
deadline to file appeal

no later than day 46

public hearing notice

no later than day 47

1 day

Town Council hearing

no later than day 55

8 days

written decision to applicant

no later than day 60

5 days

MERITS EVALUATION PHASE
route to WCAC members

NOTES
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City Manager may issue written decision on day 31
with or without WCAC recommendation; notice of
decision must be sent contemporaneously but also
no later than day 31
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HL0000219

WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS FACILITIES {WCF)
DRAFT EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
BACKGROUND
On September 26, 2018, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) approved
new "small wireless facility" rules. In addition to new requirements relating to the timing
of application processing and fee limitations, the new ruling requires that aesthetic
criteria be objective, reasonable, no more burdensome than those applied to other
infrastructure deployments, and published in advance. The new rules went into effect
on January 14, 2019, with the exception of rules relating to aesthetic standards which
are effective on April 15, 2019.
Aesthetic standards under the federal ruling may include requirements related to factors
such as location, camouflaging, height, size and spacing. In order to develop objective
aesthetic criteria for Wireless Communications Facilities (WCF) representative of the
community's perspectives to the extent feasible under the ruling, the Town hosted two
interactive community engagement meetings.
On January 14, 2019, the City Council adopted (1) an urgency ordinance due to the
tight time line, (2) a regular ordinance which would extend the regulations upon
expiration of the urgency ordinance, and (3) a resolution. The ordinances were created
to accommodate new processing requirements, and the resolution was adopted to
regulate location and design standards for WCFs and other utility infrastructure. The
benefit of incorporating location and design standards into a resolution is that
resolutions may become effective immediately upon adoption whereas an ordinance
may take up to 90 days to become effective. By having the location and design
standards in a resolution, changes can be made more efficiently.
Federal law imposes strict permit processing times for applications. A local jurisdiction
must act on an application for the collocation of additional antennas to existing
infrastructure within 60 days and an application for the construction of new infrastructure
within 90 days. Additionally, the Ordinance and permitting process cannot have the
effect of prohibiting wireless communications services or regulating them based on radio
frequency emissions where it is demonstrated that the WCF would meet applicable
Federal Communication Commission (FCC) standards.
DESIGN STANDARDS
In considering whether to approve a WCF, the Ordinance states the following order of
preference for location:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Town owned property
Existing support structure or wireless towers on nonresidential private
property
Existing utility poles or other support structure or wireless towers where
collocation has been pre-approved
New concealed WCF in the rights of way or on private property

Additionally, all WCFs shall comply with Resolution Number 19-003.
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PROCESS
In order to facilitate public input, the City Manager has appointed a citizen advisory
committee, the Wireless Communication Advisory Committee (WCAC), to make
recommendations to Town Staff in the decision making process. Additionally, as
requested by the City Manager, the WCAC may serve in an advisory role with respect to
WCF legislation and policy.
Determinations on a WCF application will be made with consideration to the following:

•!• Whether the WCF complies with the design standards of the Ordinance,
Resolution and other applicable sections of the Municipal Code.
•!• Whether the WCF complies with safety codes and laws (including ADA).
•!• Whether alternative designs or locations would be more consistent with the
General Plan and otherwise minimize the impact of the WCF.
If a meeting of the WCAC is not feasible within the legally mandated time frame, the City
Manager may elect not to hold a meeting of the WCAC prior to making a determination
on a WCF application.
The decision of the City Manager may be appealed to the City Council within 15 days
following the date of the city manager's written decision for WCF applications or within
seven days for small WCFs or Eligible Facilities Requests (EFRs).
New installations require Type A public notice of properties within a 500' radius of the
proposal.
Minor modifications require Type B public notice of properties adjacent to the proposal.
Modifications to existing WCFs will be processed in the same manner as noted above.
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DRAFT WIRELESS COMMUNICAl

J FACILITIES PERMIT PROCESSING

Internal timeline/days to New WCF - Day of Action
complete task

Modifications to existing
WCFs - Day of Action

Action
Appointment in five days
At appointment, prima facie determination on completeness is
made.

1

1

1

Route plans to Department Representatives

1

2

2

9

7

10

8

Final Determination of application completeness

30

Department represen t ative review:

7

DPW
City Manager/Assistant City Manager
PD
Building Division
Fire Department
Administrative Support

.

Meeting with department representatives
Schedule meeting with WCAC (pre-schedule second meeting in

10

event of continuance)
Mail Public Nntice

1

Site inspections by WCAC (range from day 11-15 after

11

9

15

Department representatives meeting )
Post Agenda

four days prior to meeting

27

25

31

29

date
Public Meeting date

20 days from 1st
Department Meeting

Revisions submitted
2nd Staff review complete

14

45

29

5

50

34

Courtesy Notice mailed

51

35

2nd public meeting agenda posting

66

45

70

49

73

51

Staff determination on application

74

52

Appeal Filed

89

67

2nd public meeting date

20 days from 2nd staff
review completion

Department representative meeting on decision

Appeal public notice mailed

92

70

Appeal agenda posted

105

83

Appeal hearing

109

87
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RESOLUTION NO. 19-_

RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE TOWN OF
HILLSBOROUGH ADOPTING COUNCIL POLICY NO. 19-_
ESTABLISHING LOCATION AND DESIGN STANDARDS FOR
WIRELESS COMMUNICATION FACILITIES AND OTHER
INFRASTRUCTURE DEPLOYMENTS
RECITALS
WHEREAS, pursuant to the Ca torn a Const tut on, Art c e XI, sect on 7; Ca torn a
Government Code sect on 37100 and other app cab e aw, the Town Counc
may make and enforce w th n ts m ts a oca , po ce, san tary and other
ord nances, reso ut ons and other regu at ons not n conf ct w th genera aw~.L
_.---·
WHEREAS, the Town trad t ona y regu ates w re ess commun cat on fac t es ("WCFs"),
both on pr vale property and w th n the pub c r ghts-of-way, by regu at ons
conta ned n H sborough Mun c pa Code Chapter 15.32, wh ch the c ty counc
of the Town of H sborough (the "Town Council") adopted by Ordnance No. 720
(Mar. 9, 201 5) and amended by Ord nance No. 738 (Ju . 11 , 2016).
WHEREAS, s nee the Town Counc ast amended Chapter 15.32, s gn f cant changes
n federa aws that affect oca author ty over WCFs and other re ated
nfrastructure dep oyments have occurred, nc ud ng, but not m ted to, the
fo owng:
•

On August 2, 2018, the Federa Commun cat ons Comm ss on ("FCC") adopted a
Th rd Report & Order and Dec aratory Ru ng n the ru emak ng proceed ng t t ed
Accelerating Wireline and Wireless Broadband Deployment by Removing
Barriers to Infrastructure Investment, 33 FCC Red. 7705 (re. Aug. 3, 2018) (the
"August Order"), that forma y proh b ted express and de facto morator a for a
persona w re ess serv ces, te ecommun cat ons serv ces and the r re ated
fac t es under 47 U.S.C. § 253(a) and d reeled the W re ess
Te ecommun cat ons Bureau and W re ne Compel ton Bureau to hear and
reso ve a comp ants on an exped ted bass; and

•

On September 26, 2018, the FCC adopted a Dec aratory Ru ng and Th rd Report
and Order n the same ru emak ng proceed ng, --- FCC Red. ---, FCC 18-1 33 (re .
Sep. 27, 2018) (the "September Order"), wh ch, among many other th ngs,
creates a new regu atory c ass f cat on for sma w re ess fac t es, a ters ex st ng
"shot cock" regu at ons to requ re oca pub c agenc es to do more n ess t me,
estab shes a nat ona standard for an effect ve proh b ton that rep aces the
ex st ng "s gn f cant gap" test adopted by the Un ted States Court of Appea s for
the N nth C rcu t and prov des that a fa ure to act w th n the app cab e t meframe
presumpt ve y const lutes an effect ve proh b t on.

{00034866 %1}
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Commented (TME1J: Absent any oontrary statute or
local restriction the California Supreme Court
recognizes that city council resolutions and city council
ordinances carry the same legislative effect See
Crowe V Boyle 193 P 111 124 (Cal 1920) (•But in
the absence of staMory or charter provision to the
contrary a legislative act may be either in the form of a
resolution or of an ordinance ")

·ve looked through the applicable federal and state
statutes and the Hillsborough Municipal Code and
cannot find any restriction that requires the Town to
regulate WCFs by ordinance By the same token
have not found anything other than the referenced
judicial opinion that authorizes a general law city to
regulate by resolution
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WHEREAS, n add t on to the changes descr bed above, oca author ty may be further
mpacted by other pend ng eg sat ve, jud ca and regu atory proceed ngs,
nc ud ng but not m led to:
•

The "STREAMLINE Sma Ce Dep oyment Act" (S. 3157) proposed by Senator
John Thune that, among other th ngs, wou d app y spec f ca y to "sma " WCFs
and requ re oca governments to rev ew app cat ons based on object ve
standards, shorten the shot cock t meframes, requ re a oca undertak ngs to
occur w th n the shot cock t meframes and prov de a "deemed granted" remedy
for fa ure to act w th n the app cab e shot cock; and

•

Further orders and/or dee aratory ru ngs by the FCC from the same ru emak ng
proceed ng as the August Order and September Order; and

•

Mu t p e pet tons for recons derat on and jud ca rev ew f ed by state and oca
governments aga nst the August Order and September Order, wh ch cou d cause
the rues n ether order to change or be nva dated.

WHEREAS, g ven the rap d and substant a changes n app cab e aw, the act ve and
effect ve fed era proh b ton on reasonab e morator um ord nances to a ow oca
pub c agenc es to study these changes and deve op appropr ate responses and
the s gn f cant adverse consequences for noncomp a nee w th these changes n
app cab e aw, the Town Counc f nds that aesthet c and operat ona regu at ons
adopted through a reso ut on that supp ements Chapter 15.32 and that may be
qu ck y amended s a necessary and appropr ate means to protect the pub c
hea th, safety and we fare from the potent a harm caused by unregu ated WCF
and other nfrastructure dep oyments.
WHEREAS, on November _. 2018, December _. 2018 and January _. 2019 the
Town he d commun ty meet ngs, wh ch were advert sed n advance through OZ_? ~
and at wh ch stakeho ders cou d earn about w re ess and other nfrastructure
dep oyment ssues, d scuss potent a oca regu atory responses to the recent
changes n federa aw and express the r des gn and ocat on preferences,
pract ca and safety concerns, po cy v ews and the essent a oca va ues that
make H sborough a un que y beaut fu . rura res dent a com mun ty.
WHEREAS, Counc Po cy No. 19-_, attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and ncorporated
here n by th s reference, conta ns the "Des gn standards" from Chapter 15.32, as
amended to ref ect the changes n aw, respond to stakeho der feedback and
preserve the Towns po ce powers to protect the pub c heath, safety and
we fare to the max mum extent teas be.
WHEREAS, on January 14, 2019, the Town Counc he d a du y not ced pub c hear ng
to cons der an ord nance and urgency ordnance to amend Chapter 15.32 at
wh ch the Town Counc rece ved, rev ewed and cons dered the staff report,
{00034866 %1}
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wr tten and ora test mony from the pub c and other nformat on n the record,
ntroduced the ord nance and adopted the urgency ord nance.

WHEREAS, on January 14, 2019, the Town Counc he d a du y not ced pub c hearng
to cons der th s Reso ut on and Counc Po cy No. 19-_ at wh ch the Town
Counc rece ved, rev ewed and cons dered the staff report, wr tten and ora
test mony from the pub c and other nformat on n the record.

NOW, THEREFORE, THE TOWN COUNCIL HEREBY FINDS, DETERMINES AND
RESOLVES AS FOLLOWS:

1.

Findings. The Town Counc f nds that: (a) the facts set forth n the rec ta s n th s
Reso ut on are true and correct and ncorporated by reference; (b) the rec ta s
const lute f nd ngs n th s matter and, together w th the staff report, other wr tten
reports, pub c test mony and other nformat on conta ned n the record, are an
adequate and appropr ate ev dent ary bas s for the act ons taken n th s
Reso ut on; (c) the prov sons nth s Reso ut on and Counc Po cy No. 19-_ are
cons stent w th the Genera Pan, Mun c pa Code and app cab e federa and
state aw; and (d) nether th s Reso ut on nor Counc Po cy No. 19-_ w be
detr menta to the pub c nterest, heath, safety, conven ence or we fare.

2.

Council Policy No. 19-_. The Town Counc approves and adopts Counc
Po cy No. 19-- '

3.

Environmental Review. Pursuant to Ca torn a Env ronmenta Qua ty Act
("CEQA") Gu de nes § 15378 and Ca tom a Pub c Resources Code § 21065,
the Town Counc f nds that th s Reso ut on s not a "project" because ts adopt on
s not an act v ty that has the potent a for a d reel phys ca change or reasonab y
foreseeab e nd reel phys ca change n the env ronment. Even f th s Reso ut on
qua fed as a "project" subject to CEQA, the Town Counc f nds that, pursuant to
CEQA Gu de nes § 15061(b)(3), there s no poss b ty that th s project w have
a s gn f cant mpact on the phys ca env ronment. Th s Reso ut on mere y restates
substant a y the same standards as prev ous y conta ned n Chapter 15.32 but n
a manner that comp es w th new federa regu at ons. Th s Reso ut on does not
d rect y or nd rect y author ze or approve any actua changes n the phys ca
env ronment. App cat ons for any new WCF or change to an ex st ng WCF wou d
be subject to add t ona env ronmenta rev ew on a case-by-case bas s.
Accord ng y, the Town Counc f nds that th s Reso ut on s not subject to CEQA
or, n the a ternat ve, s exempt from CEQA under the genera rue.

4.

Severability. If any sect on, subsect on, paragraph, sentence, cause, phrase or
term (each a "Provision") n th s Reso ut on or Counc Po cy No. 19-_ , or any
Prov sons app cat on to any person or c rcumstance, s he d ega , nva d or
unconst tut ona by a court of competent jur sd ct on, a other Prov sons not he d
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ega , nva d or unconst tut ona , or such Prov sons app cat on to other persons
or c rcumstances, sha not be affected. The Town Counc dee ares that t wou d
have passed th s Reso ut on and Counc Po cy No. 19-_ , and each Prov son
there n, whether any one or more Prov sons be dee ared ega , nva d or
unconst tut ona .

5.

Effective Date. Th s Reso ut on and Counc Po cy No. 19-_ w become
mmed ate y effect ve upon adopt on by the Town Counc and w rema n
effect ve unt amended, superseded or repea ed by a separate reso ut on
adopted by the Town Counc .

6.

Publication. The C ty C erk sha cause th s Reso ut on and Counc Po cy No.
19-_ to be pub shed n e ectron c form on the Towns webs te, n phys ca form
for pub c nspect on at Town Ha and at east two other pub c paces w th n the
Town and n any other manner requ red by aw.

PASSED, APPROVED and ADOPTED on January 14, 2019.

Mayor
Shawn M. Chr st anson

ATTEST

C ty C erk
M yuk Yokoyama
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TOWN OF [HILLSBOROUGHL

Policy No. 19-

TOWN COUNCIL POLICY

Adopted: January 14, 2019
Revsed:

" Commented [RM2): NOTE TO STAFF
did not have enough time on Friday (12/21) to review
and incorporate all the feedback that was summarized
by the facilitators ea~ier this week This draft attempts
to capture the feedback was able to review the
feedback reoeived directly from the community at the
December meeting and some reconvnended best
practices

GENERAL SUBJECT: DESIGN STANDARDS FOR INFRASTRUCTURE
DEPLOYMENTS

wil continue to review and incorporate as much
feedback as can

General Provisionsl-L ____________ _

\

~ serveQ]

\

~ esign standards.
A.

\

.Th s po cy dent f es preferences and regu rements for the ocat on and des gn of \
WCFs, both on pr vale property w th n the pub c r ghts-of-way, to prov de \ \
gu dance to il.LJ>rospect ve app cants as they seek author zat on to construct ·\\
nsta , operate ma nta n, repa r and co ocate WCFs n appropr ate . ocat ons . , \'
w th n the town. and m.Jtie c ty manager n determ n n_g_ whether to grant, grant ~ \ \~
w th cond t ons._or to deny a WCF app cat on. The Town des res to promote ~ \\
c ean y organ zed and stream ned nfrastructure dep oyments that ut ze the ' \ \
sma est and east ntrus ve means ava ab e to prov de essent a and benef ca
,'
ut ty serv ces to the commun ty w thou! harm ng ts rura res dent a character.
\\
\
To that end, th s po cy s gu ded by three core pr nc p es: F rst, commun ty heath
\
and safety s a paramount concern n a aspects of pub c r ght-of-way
\
management and no WCF or other nfrastructure dep oyment sha be perm tted
n the Towns r ght-of-way un ess t comp es w th a app cab e heath and safety
regu at ons. Second, new obstruct ons and en argements of ex st ng obstruct ons
n the pub c r ghts-of-way mp cate both safety and aesthet c concerns and
shou d be avo ded to max mum extent techn ca y feas be and ega y
perm ss be. Th rd. new deve opment shou d enhance rather than detract from
the com mun ty s character and, when new or en arged obstruct ons cannot be
avo ded, the app cant must m nm ze the adverse aesthet c mpacts by p ac ng,
des gn ng and f n sh ng the equ pment n a manner that concea s and bends t
w th the surround ng env ronment.

\\

n the meantime please bear in mind that the aesthetic
restrictions in the FCC's order are not effective until
April 15 2019 This includes the *published in advance"
requirement Accordingly if there are any comments
that should have been incorporated but were not or
additional comments from the town's review or the next
meeting we can always update the policy and apply
those standards to pending applications
Commented [RM3): NOTE TO STAFF
This section is intended to contain specialized
definitions and/or references back to HMC sections that
define terms used in this policy would also like to
relocate Sections A and B in the design standards to
this general section for cleaner organization
Deleted: 15.32.070 Formatted: Font Bold

y

B.

Deleted: The purpose of this section is to identify
Deleted: WCF
Deleted: to provide guidance to
Deleted:

Th s .po cy app_ es to a new WCFs and to a co ocat ons and mod f cat ons to _....-----( Deleted: section
~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ')
ex st ng WCFs. except co ocat ons and mod f cat ons to ex st ng WCFs that
qua fy as a Sect on 6409(a) mod f cat on. Un ess otherw se prov ded n th s
po cy, the preferences and regu rements n th s reso ut on sha app y egua y to
WCFs on pr vale property and w th n the pub c r ghts-of-way. To the extent that
other nfrastructure dep oyments nc ud ng w thou! m tat on any dep oyments
that requ re approva pursuant to Chapter 12.12 nvo ve the same or
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substant a y s m ar structures apparatus egu pment f xtures egu pment or
mprovements the town off ca respons be to rev ew and approve or deny
requests for author zat on n connect on w th such other nfrastructure
dep oyment sha app y the preferences and regu rements n th s reso ut on to the
max mum extent perm ss be.

C.

Jn

add ton to the ordered ocat on preferences sled n H sborough Mun c pa ____...
Code § 15.32.070.C, a WCF and any other nfrastructure dep oyment must
comp y w th the fo ow ng:

Deleted: The location for a WCF should take into
consideration the following preference order (with (1)
being the highest preference) n addition to the

1.

.A WCF

2.

.Any antenna(s) proposed to be nsta ed on an ex st ng wood ut ty po e
must be nsta ed d rect y above the po e w th n a can ster sty e shroud or
radome, un ess the app cant demonstrates w th ob eel ve, fact-based
ev dence that a top-mounted antenna wou d be techn ca y nfeas be.

3.

.App

4.

.No WCF, other nfrastructure dep oyment or any re ated egu pment,4::··- ···- ( Formatted: Indent le~ o.s. Hanging: o.s
appurtenance or mprovement sha be perm tied n a ocat on that ······..........
Deleted: New concealed wcF in the rights-of-way
nterferes w th or mpedes any: (a} worker access to any above-ground or
or on private property No WCF other infrastructure
underground nfrastructure for !raff c contro
street ght or pub c
transportat on, nc ud ng w thou! m tat on any curb contro s gn park ng
meter, veh cu ar !raff c s gn or s gna 1 pedestr an traff c s gn or s gna 1
barr cade ref ectors· (bl access to any pub c transportat on veh c es
she ters street furn lure or other mprovements at any pub c
transportat on stop: (cl worker access to above-ground or underground
nfrastructure owned or operated by any pub c or pr vale ut ty agency: (d)
access to any f re hydrant or water va ve· (e} access to any doors gates.
s dewa k doors passage doors stoops or other ngress and egress po nts
to any bu d ng or other structure appurtenant to the r ghts-of-way· (f)

Deleted: Public property
or any other nfrastructure dep oyment sha not be perm tied on4:~
any new non-rep acement wood po es.
....__, Formatted: Indent le~ O , Hanging: 1 • Tab stops:
0.5 , Left + Not at 1

·-

Deleted: Existing utility poles (with poles without
electric distribution lines being favored over poles
supporting electric distribution lines) or other
support structu-es or wireless towers where
oollocation has been pre-approved (where the
application is oonsistent with the pre-approval) ...

cants that propose to nsta a WCF on a new, non-rep acement po e _ ....Deleted: Existing support structures or wireless
towers on nonresidential private property
must nsta a new street ght substant a y s m ar to the Towns standards
and s ec f cat ons but des ned to accommodate w re ess antennas and
accessor e u ment. If there are no ex st n street his n the mmed ate
v c n t the a
cant ma nsta a meta or com os te decorat ve o e ..--- Commented [TME4): Staff feedback requested
would like to replace this with an objective threshold n
capab e of concea ng a the accessory egu pment ether w th n the po e or
areas where there are streetlights is there a typical
w th n an enc osure ntegrated nto the base of the po e. The center ne of
distance between streetlights?
the new po e sha be cons stent w th the ocat on of other ex st ng po es or
street trees re at ve to the edge of the paved road. The po e he ght sha
not exceed
n overa he ht abov round eve ad acent to the base of
the po e. The po e d ameter sha not exceed
nches and any base
enc osure sha not exceed
nches from the face of the o e where t
connects to the bas .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .....---·[ Commented [TMESJ: Need staff input on standard
streetlight specifications (if any exist)

l
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access to any f re escape· or (g) access to any dr veway or entryway to
any pr vate property that abuts the pub c r ghts-of-way.
5.

Egu pment paced above ground whether po e-mounted or ground mounted. sha be p aced so as to avo d. to the extent techn ca y feas be
prom nent vs b ty from the dr veways entryways and w ndows
assoc ated w th res dent a dwe ngs. App cants are encouraged to
consu t w th Town staff n advance to eva uate potent a vs b ty ssues.
As a genera matter. but not as a ru e, ocat ons as c ose to the common
property ne between ado n ng propert es as poss be w
key comp y
_________,.--{
w th th s regu rement,

~ eleted: ~

)

~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~

D.

WCFs proposed on pr vate property shou d be co ocated w th ex st ng WCFsJill.
pr vate property. f w th n one thousand f ve hundred feet of an ex st ng ,WCF on _--{ Deleted: visible
'------------------J
pr vate property. un ess the town determ nes that the part cu ar des gn proposed
wou d not create excess ve v sua c utter or wou d otherw se create harms the
town may ame orate or the app cant demonstrates by c ear and conv nc ng
ev dence that co ocat on w th an such ex st n WCF wou d be techn ca
nfeas b
WCFs
th n the ub c r hts-of-wa shou d be co ocated w th _ - Commented (TME6J: Feedback requested on whether
ex st ng WCFs w th n the pub c r ghts-of-way. f w th n 750 feet of an ex st ng \
to retain this provision as applied to WCFs in the public
WCF w th n the pub c r ghts-of-way, un ess the town determ nes that the \ \., rightS-Of-way 've drafted a proposed alternative that
-·
recognizes the differences between macro and small
part cu ar des gn proposed wou d not create excess ve v sua c utter or wou d
cells
otherw se create harms the town may ame orate or the app cant demonstra t e s '1>-_De
_ let
_ed
_ :_o _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-<
by c ear and conv nc ng ev dence that co ocat on w th any such ex st ng WCF
wou d be techn ca y nfeas be.

E.

A WCF or other nfrastructure dep oyment ocated n the ~

1.

r ghts-of-way:

Sha pace a egu pment (other than antennas) underground n any
ocat on ether w th n a des gnated underground ut ty d str ct or n an area
where substant a y a ex st ng ut t es w th n 1 500 feet from the s te are
a ready ocated underground. A undergrounded accessory egu pment
must be nsta ed n an env ronmenta y contro ed vau t that s oad-rated
to meet the Towns standards and spec f cat ons. Underground vau ts
ocated beneath a s dewa k must be constructed w th a s p-res stant
cover. Vents for a rf ow sha be f ush-to-grade when paced w th n the
s dewa k and may not exceed two feet above grade when p aced off the
s dewa k. App cants sha not be perm tted to nsta an underground vau t
n a ocat on that wou d cause any ex st ng tree to be mater a y damaged
or d spaced.

_2_.__Sha , w th respect to ts po e-mounted components. be ocated on an
ex st ng or rep acement street ght or an ex st ng ut ty po e serv ng
another ut ty; prov ded however that f no street ght or ut ty po e ex sts
w th n
feet from the proposed s te ocat on and the app cant s
author zed to construct new po e n the pub c r ghts-of-way. the app cant
{00034866 % 1}
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rov sons

3.

Sha not, w th respect to ts po e-mounted components, protrude from the
surface of the po e more than 18 nches.

_?I~.__ Sha b~ oncea ed Yy th n a shroud that has been panted and textured to

.---------C

Deleted: 2

------------<
>-------------------<

~ cons stent w th other ex st ng natura or manmade features n the ~
~
··(- - D-eleted
-:3
r ghts-of-way near the ocat on where the .nfrastructure s lo be ocatecl A ~ \ l
Deleted: located in a
antennas and assoc ated mount ng egu pment, hardware cab es or other,v
l
Deleted: WCF
connecters must be compete y concea ed w th n an opaque antenna
\ '(>-_ D_eleted
_ _:_w_c_F_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _----<
shroud or radome. The antenna shroud or radome must be pa nted a fat,
non-ref eel ve co or to match the under y ng support structure. Shrouds or
·x:~_D_eleted
_ _: -°'
-----------~
radomes must taper to the po e or other support structure.
Sha , w th re~ect to ts po e-mounted co~onents, fOnform to the
fo ow ng he ght restr ct ons: (a) for nsta at ons on ex st ng or rep acement
o nt ut ty po es, the po e-mounted equ pment sha not exceed the
mnmum separaton from eectrca nes regured by app cabe safety
requ at ons p us four feet: and (b) for a other nsta at ons on structures n
the pub c r ghts-of-way, four feet above the ex st ng support structure.

-(
Deleted: 3
·········'(:--D-eleted
-:4

------------<

Deleted: be located on a new utility pole where
othertelephonedistributionlinesareaerial ifthere

are no reasonable alternatives and the applicant
is aulhorized to construct new utility polesconform

.6.

Sha not be perm tied w th any nd v dua antenna that exceeds three ...--------{
Deleted: 5
)
cub c feet n vo ume or any antennas that cumu at ve y exceed s x cub c
----------------feet n vo ume. The vo ume ca cu at on sha nc ude the antenna, any
rad os phys ca y ntegrated w th the antenna, any mount ng hardware and
any shroud or radome.

J.

A accessory equ pment nsta ed above ground eve sha
cumu at ve y exceed: (a) n ne cub c feet n vo ume f nsta ed

not _____(
Deleted: 6
)
n a
__________________,

res dent a d sir ct· or (b) 17 cub c feet n vo ume f nsta ed n a nonres dent a d sir ct. The vo ume ca cu at on sha nc ude any shroud,
cab net or other concea men! dev ce used n connect on w th the
accessory equ pment. The vo ume ca cu at on sha not nc ude any
egu pment or other mprovements paced underground.

B.

Deleted: 7
)
To reduce cutter and deter vanda sm, excess f ber opt c or coax a cab es ..-----(
sha not be spoo ed, co ed or otherw se stored on the po e outs de
__________________,

egu pment cab nets or shrouds.

.9.

Deleted: a
)
Sha use fat-rate e ectr c serv ce or other method that obv ates the need ..-----(
for a separate above-grade e ectr c meter. If fat-rate serv ce s not
----------------ava ab e app cants may nsta a shrouded smart meter. The c ty
manager sha not approve a separate ground-mounted e ectr c meter
pedesta.
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,10.

,11 .

Sha not permanent y d space any andscap ng or cause any street trees _,______-(
Deleted: 9
)
to be tr mmed damaged or d spaced. If any andscap ng or street trees
are damaged or d spaced, the app cant sha be respons be at ts so e
cost and ex ense to ant and ma nta n re acement trees at the s te for
f ve ears or the du rat on of the erm t term wh chever s on er . _, _"_Commented [TME7): Most street trees need regular
L kew se. new nfrastructure and/or assoc ated egu pment sha not
maintenance for about 3 to 5 years before they're
prevent the pant ng or rep ant ng of a street tree n the future.
eslablished and can tap into the groundwater
Sha not encroach onto or over any pr vate or other property outs de the ...------{

Deleted: 10
~---------------~

pub c r ghts-of-way w thout the property owners express wr tten consent.

F.

12.

Sha not encroach onto or over the surface of the roadway w th n the
pub c r ghts-of-way.

12.

Sha not be approved on any ex st ng structure f the add t ona egu pment
wou d reduce the excess structura or w nd oad ng capac ty to eves
deemed unsafe by genera y accepted eng neer ng pract ces.

13.

Sha not be approved f any proposed attachments to a Town-owned po e
wou d encroach upon space reserved for the Towns use or wou d
nterfere w th the Towns ab ty to perform ts mun c pa funct ons.

14.

Sha not be approved f the proposed attachments wou d a ter any
street ght ng pattern: prov ded, however, that th s prov son sha not
prevent the Town from approv ng a new street ght w th
um nat on
patterns that are cons stent w th the Genera Pan, the Code, th s po cy
and any standards and spec f cat ons promu gated by the C ty Eng neer.

15.

Sha not be paced w th n any s ght d stance tr ang es at any ntersect ons.

16.

Sha be paced at east 15 feet away from any ntersect on a eyway.
dr veway or estab shed pedestr an pathway to a res dent a structure
appurtenant to the pub c r ghts-of-way.

17.

Sha not be perm tted to use any overhead nes that traverse the
roadway whether the proposed nfrastructure dep oyment s ocated w th n
an underground ut ty d str ct or not.

18.

Sha not be perm tted w th permanent standby power generators:
prov ded. however that the fac ty may nc ude an App eton socket or
s m ar connect on for a temporary generator that may be perm tted dur ng
emergences sub ect to any other app cab e aws.

The po e-mounted components of a WCF or other nfrastructure dep oyment on a
street ght, traff c s gna 1 ut ty po e or s m ar support structure sha ,. whether
pr vate property or w th n the pub c the r ghts-of-way:

m .------{
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1.

Comp y w th a app cab e CPUC Genera Orders nc ud ng w thout
m tat on Genera Order 95 and Genera Order 128. as .each may be ____{
Deleted: they
)
amended or rep aced;
~----'-----------__,

2.

Be cons stent w th the s ze and shape of po e-mounted equ pment
nsta ed by commun cat ons compan es on ut typo es near the WCF.

3.

Be nsta ed f ush to the po e to m n m ze the overa v sua prof e. If any
app cab e heath and safety regu at ons proh b t f ush-mounted equ pment
the max mum separat on perm tted between the accessory egu pment and
the po e sha be the m n mum separat on regu red by such regu at ons
but n no event more than 4 nches from the po e. Any gap between po emounted equ pment and the po e must be covered by opaque panes (or
"w ngs") that are ntegrated nto the egu pment shroud and concea the

.!l?ll.

G.

4.

Be p aced and or ented to m n m ze the overa v sua prof e when v ewed
from propert es that abut the pub c r ghts-of-way. To that end po emounted egu pment may be nsta ed beh nd street traff c or other sans to
the extent that the nsta at on comp es w th app cab e pub c heath and
safety regu at ons. If a or entat ons wou d be equa y vs be from abutt ng
propert es as determ ned by the c ty manager, and no ex st ng s gnage
can concea the attachments, the defau t or entat on w be away from the
v ew of oncom ng traff c on the s de of the street where the nsta at on s
proposed.

5.

Not nvo ve externa condu ts or r sers. A cab es w res and other
connectors must be routed through condu ts w th n the po e, and a
condu t attachments, cab es, w res and other connectors must be
concea ed from pub c v ew. To the extent that cab es. w res and other
connectors cannot be routed through the po e app cants sha route them
through a s ng e externa condu t or shroud that has been f n shed to
match the under y ng support structure.

6.

Sha be centered on the po e and no w der than 1.5 t mes the d ameter of
the poe.

7.

Sha be mounted so that the owest port on of the owest attachment s no
ess than e ght feet above the estab shed grade.

The ground-mounted components of a WCF or other nfrastructure sha , whether
.pn pr vate property or w th n the pub c the r ghts-of-w~:
____________-(~_De
_ 1et
_ec1
_ : i_n_or_outs
__
id_
e_
of_ _ _ _ _ _ __ /)
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1.

To the extent the structures are µ t ty boxe~ th n the mean ng of th s .,------( Commented [RM8J: How defined?
Code be rev ewed and sub·ect
to the same approva s as ut ty boxes
J
.,....,,,,...
Deleted: by
nsta ed n connect on w th other nfrastructure dep oii::ments; and
...:_....._,

2.

Sha be ocated f ush to grade where necessary to avo d ncommod ng the ,/
pub c, or creat ng a hazar~;I
,,

3.

To th e extent perm tted above_g round, sha otherw se be .shrouded and
panted and textured (or wrapped) to bend w th the streetscape and ····· ,,
ands cai;ie around the s te. Whenever i;ioss be, above ground egu i;iment
comp onents shou d be paced beh nd andscaped features n the r ght-of~o further concea the egu pment and bend n w th the surround ng§,. .v /
Non-ref ect ve pa nts sha be used on a pa nted surfaces.

Deleted: communications companies

Commented [RM9): This requirement is a little
confusing because ifs not clear to me how something
can be flush with the grade if it's not also underground
Does staff want this to be an undergrounding
requirement?
Deleted: appropriately screened

b

Deleted: and camouflaged
Deleted: and non-reflective
Deleted: For both aesthetic and public safety
purposes eE

I

4.

H.

2.

I

£
/!

ntent ona ii:: om tted from th s draft po c~

Deleted: available to close a significant gap in the
service provided by a WCF or it is determined that
Deleted: WCF or other infrastructure deployment

between the height limtt for support structures and the
height limit for attachments to support structures All
support structures are generally limtted to 35 feet
unless the exception in this section applies
Attachments are generally limtted to 4 feet over the
support structure unless additional vertical separation
is required for compliance with health and safety rules
(e g GO 95 separation requirements from electrified
lines)
Deleted: or wireless tower to which the WCF
would be attached is an existing support structure

'

b_
.,..

I
\

J.

Deleted: less intrusive

/ Commented [RM11): This revision distinguishes

The support structure . s an ex st ng su_fP.ort structurE; was ta er than .-·····th rty-fve feet above the mmed ate surround ng ground eve on January
1, 20 14, and the ,extens on w not be h gber than ten feet above the
h ghe st po nt of the support structure or w re ess tower and attachments --.....
thereto n ex stence on January 1, 2014;
The i!Upport structure and a attachments thereto w be f 0ncea eg,
whos e he ght and des gn s cons stent w th the surround ng features t
mm cs.

Commented [RM10J: This may not be a common
occurrence in Hillsborough but police in urban areas
often complain that "bad guys" can hide behind groundmounted cabinets large enough to conceal a person

I

Un ess t s determ ned that there s no more oreferred and techn ca v teas b e •.',' ' / !/
a ternat ve.._:or t s determ ned that the town s ~ij_I~u red to a~~rove an /, /
app caton, the c ty manager may not approve an app cat on for a .support /
structure w hose h ghest po nt wou d be more than th rty-f ve feet above /
surround ng ground eve except as fo ow~:L

1.

I.

1/

u omen! shrouds at the base of a oo e sha : I a) not exceed 24 nches
wde on anv s de and 48 nches h ohl:l /b) be cons stent w th anv standards ~
and spec f cat ons bl£ the C !l£ Eng neer for decorat ve po e bases or, f no
such standards or spec f cat ons ex st, sha be des gned tom m c the po e
to wh ch t s attached· (c) not have anii:: fat surface area on the top of the
shrou d greater than two sguare nches to prevent ob eels from be ng
pace d oo the shco,d; aod {dl o'"de a taoeced o, decocat ,e traos too
between the top of the base-mounted shroud and the po e.

.WCFs and other nfrastructure dep oyments sha be des 9!)_ed and ocated to . \
m n m ze th e mpact on the surround ng ne ghborhood, and to ma nta n the \
character and appearance of the town, cons stent w th other prov sons of the ,
Code and th s po Cl£. To that end, WCFs and other nfrastructure dei;i oii::ments
shou d:
\

\

Deleted: or wireless tower
Deleted: WCF
Deleted: WCF
Deleted: a
Deleted: WCF
Commented [RM12): The FCC's rules require us to
treat all competitors (and potentially all noncompetitors
who deploy "other infrastructure") the same Therefore
there can be no special exception for anyone in the
design standards (Although there may be safety
valves in the code for placements in less-preferred
locations)

Deleted: Unless it is determined by the town that
there is no less intrusivemore preferred and
technically feasible alternative available to close a
significant gap in the service provided by a Wer:T,j
Deleted: A WCF
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K.

1.

Emp oy the .sma est and owest prof e egu pment, paced n the east ...----·
consp cuous ocat on when v ewed from propert es from wh ch the WCF s
vs be;

2.

Accommodate co ocat on or other future expans ons or mod f cat ons to
the extent feas be and cons stent w th the other des gn requ rements of
th s po cy; and
________
_ _______...---{,.___D
_ eleted
_ _:_cha
_ pt_er_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _)

3.

Be cons stent w th the genera pan.

Deleted: least intrusive design for the proposed
location in terms of size mass visual and physical
impact and effects on smallest and lowest profile

W thout m t ng the forego ng, a port ons of a WCF or other nfrastructure
dep oyment aff xed to a support structure sha be des gned to b end n or be
screened from v ew n a manner cons stent w th the support structur~ ...----{ Deleted:·
'------------------J
arch tectura sty e, co or and mater as, when v ewed from any part of the town.
WCFs and other nfrastructure dep oyments sha be pa nted and textured or
otherw se camouf aged to match the co or and texture of the support structure on
wh ch they are mounted. Where the support structure s a bu d ng, the WCF,
nc ud ng w thout m tat on base stat on cab nets, remote transm tters and
rece vers, and antenna amp f ers, sha be p aced w th n the bu d ng or mounted
beh nd a parapet screened from pub c v ew un ess that s not feas be. If the
Deleted: director
)
manager determ nes that such n-bu d ng p acement s not feas be, the
,.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
equ pment sha be roof-mounted n an enc osure or otherw se screened from
pub c v ew as approved by the d rector.

a.----{

L.

M.

WCFs and other nfrastructure dep oyments sha not be ghted except w th the
author zat on of the c ty manager. The c ty manager may perm t ght ng at the
owest ntens ty necessary:
1.

For prox m ty-tr ggered and/or t mer-contro ed secur ty ght ng;

2.

To comp y w th regu at ons for the um nat on of the any fag attached to a
WCF or other nfrastructure dep oyment; or

3.

Where such ght ng s requ red by the c ty manager to protect pub c
heath or we fare, or as part of the camouf age for a part cu ar des gn.

No adverts ng s gnage sha be d spayed on any WCF or other nfrastructure
except for government requ red s gns shown n the f)erm t app cat on. ___.....{ Deleted: WCF
Add t ona yJ. s te dent f cat on, address! warn ng and s m ar nformat on pates
,.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
may be perm tted where approved by the c ty manager.

N.

.A

nfrastructure dep oyments sha comp y w th a r~u rements of the ___.....-( Deleted: The WCF
)
Amer cans .J::Lth. Dsab tes Act of 1990 ("ADA.J......E_§_ m~ be amended or ~···· -{>. _De
_ let_ed
_ :_W.
_it_h_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-<)
rep aced. wh ch nc udes w th out m tat on ma nta n ng a c ear space at the
'----------------and ng of any curb ramp.
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0.

Jnfrastructure dep oyments sha not ncommode the _Q_Ub c ( nc ud ng w thout ...-----{ Deleted: The WCF
)
m tat on, persons w th d sab t es) n ts use of the pub c r ghts-of-way or any
________________...,
structure w th n or abutt ng the pub c r ghts-of-way._ or a~£9rt on of the pub c ....----{
r ghts-of-way.

P.

w re ess towers and base stat ons sha be concea ed. The nsta at on of
A ~
an uncamouf aged w re ess tower or base stat on s proh b ted.

Q.

Exposed cab es and w r ng ( nc ud ng w thout m tat on umpers and other short
connectors) are never perm tted and must be shrouded. A cab es and
connectors for te ephone data backhau 1 pr mary e ectr c and other s m ar
ut t es must be routed underground n condu ts arge enough to accommodate
future tac t es. The approva author ty sha not approve new overhead ut ty
nes or serv ce drops mere y because comp anee w th the underground ng
regu rements wou d ncrease the pro ect cost. For WCFs and other nfrastructure
dep oyments n the pub c r ghts-of-way, undergrounded cab es and w res must
trans ton d reel y nto the po e base w thout any extema doghouse. A cab es,
w res and connectors between the underground condu ts and the antennas and
other accessory egu pment sha be routed through concea ed from v ew w th n:
(1) ntema r sers or condu ts f on a concrete, compos te or s m ar po e: or (2) a
cab e shroud or con du t mounted as f ush to the po e as poss be f on a wood
po e or other po e w thout ntema cab e space.

R.

The Town Counc may, upon a recommendat on from the c ty manager,
des gnate certa n pre-approved des gns cons stent w th these des gn standards.
Such pre-approved des gns may use a spec f c manufacturers or vendors
des gns as an ustrat ve examp e but sha not spec f ca y regu re app cants to
use any part cu ar manufacturer or vendor so ong as the r proposa substant a y
conforms to the phys ca d mens ons and appearance n the pre-approved
des gn. Such pre-approved des gns may be proposed the c ty manager by a
part cu ar serv ce or nfrastructure prov der but sha be ava ab e to a prov ders
who propose a conform ng WCF or other nfrastructure dep oyment. Preapproved des gns sha be attached to th s po cy as exh b ts that nc ude, at a
m n mum, a genera descr pt on· phys ca d mens ons for the support structure
antenna shroud and accessory egu pment shrouds· and photographs that dep ct
regu red des gn e ements and/or features.

________________
...,)
Deleted:

Conditions of approval.

,<'\

A

perm ts ssued for WCFs and other nfrastructure dep oyments whether approved n
Moved (insertion) 111
)
accordance w th th s Code or deemed-approved or deemed granted by the opera! on of ·············-(>-0e
- ,e1-e-d-: w
- CF
- - - - - - - - - - - --<)

aw sba be sub ect to the standard cood t oos of aoorova orov ded oth ssect oo The
covnc max add remove or mod fv aov cond t oos of aoorova as oecessarv or

tow□

appropr ate to protect and promote the pub c heath safety and we fare.
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,W th n th rty d§!.Y~aft~ nsta at on of a WCF or other nfrastructure dep oyment, ,_...--· Deleted: 15 32 100 - Compliance report I
11
the app cant sha de ver to the c ty manager a wr tten report that demonstrates
Deleted: Complianoe report 11
that ts fac t¼ as constructed and norma y-o~ratJJg_fu y_ comp es w th the
11
cond tans of the perm t, nc ud ng he ght restr ct ans, and app cab e safety ',
1➔
codes, nc ud ng structura eng neer ng codes. The demonstrat on sha be
Deleted: WCF
prov ded n wr t ng to the c ty manager conta n ng a techn ca deta s to
demonstrate such comp ance, and cert fed as true and accurate by qua fed
profess ona eng neers, or, n the case of he ght or s ze restr ct ans, by qua fed
surveyors. Th s report sha be prepared by the app cant and rev ewed by the
town at the so e expense of the app cant, wh ch sha prompt y re mburse the
town for ts rev ew expenses. If the fac ty nvo ves an antenna sub ect to FCC
reg u at ans for RF exposure, the f 0mp ance report sha conta n add t ona proofs
Deleted: T
)
of RF em ss on comp ance as part of the app cat on process and on an ongo ng
{>__De
_ let
_ed
_ : City
- _- m-ana
- ge
_r_ma
_ y_req
- ui_
re_ _ _ _ _)

<{

bass to the extent the town may do so cons stent w th federa aw.

- - - - ~ - ~ - ~ ~ - - - - --

2-,_-~
· _ _l_
f ~th_e n t a ~art requ red by th s sect on shows that the WCF or other ...----{

nfrastructure dep oyment does not so comp y, the perm t sha be deemed

Deleted: B

)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

suspended, and a r ghts thereunder of no force and effect, unt the
app cant demonstrates to the town's sat sfact on that the WCF or other
nfrastructure dep oyment s comp ant. App cant sha prompt y re mburse
the town for ts comp ance rev ew expenses .

..1
__
. __l_f _th_e n ta r~or!...!.~u red by th s sect on s not subm tied w th n the t me ____...--{
Deleted: c
)
requ red, the c ty manager or ts se ected and qua fed profess ona s may,
---------------but s not requ red to, undertake such nvest gat ans as are necessary to
prepare the report descr bed n paragraph A. App cant sha w th n f ve
days after rece v ng wr tlen not ce from the c ty manager that the town s
undertak ng the rev ew, sha depos t such add t ona funds w th the c ty
manager to cover the est mated cost of the town obta n ng the report.
Once sad report s obta ned by the town, the town sha then t me y refund
any unexpended port on of the app cant.§_j~os t. The report sha be _,_...--{
prov ded to the app cant. If the report shows that the app cant s non-

Deleted: ·

----------------

comp ant, the town may suspend the perm t unt the app cant
demonstrates to the town's sat sfact on that the WCF or other
nfrastructure dep oyment s comp ant. Dur ng the suspens on per od, the
app cant sha be a owed to act vate ,any transm ting antenna(s) for short ...----{
Deleted: the WCF
)
per ads, not to exceed one hundred twenty m nutes dur ng any twenty-four
---------------hour per od. for the purpose of test ng and adjust ng the antennas. to come ....----(
Deleted: site
)
nto comp ance.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_?I~. _ _lf_ t_
h e WCF or other nfrastructure dep oyment s not brought nto _____......(
Deleted: o
)
comp ance prompt y, the town may revoke the perm t and requ re remova
----------------

of the fac ty and a re ated equ pment and mprovements to return the
s te to ts or q na cond ton before the nsta at on or construct on occurred. _...---{

Deleted: WCF
----------------
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Any va d y- ssued WCF_Q_erm t granted hereunder sha be effect ve for a per od
of exact y ten years from the date of ssuance, except where a shortec teem ,
author zed by Ca . Gov. Code Sect on 65964(b) as may be am ended or rep aced.
Any renewa app cat on must be tendered to the c ty manager between three
hundred s xty-f ve days and one hundred e ghty days pr or to the exp rat on of the
current WCF perm t, and sha be accompan ed by a re qu red app cat on
mater a s, fees and depos ts for a new WCF app cat on as then n effect_

_____

\

Moved up (1): All WCF pennits whether approved
in accordance with this Code or deemed-approved or
deemed granted by the operation of law shall be
subject to the standard conditions of approval
provided in this section The town council may add
remove or modify any conditions of approval as
necessary or appropriate to protect and promote the
public health safety and welfare

\
\
\
\

\

\

Deleted: 15 32 11 O- Standard conditions

As a cond ton of eve~rm t ssued jor an nfrastructure dep oyment, the perm t ,\ \
w automat ca y exp re s x /6} months from the approva d ate /the "bu d-out ' \
per od") un ess the perm ttee obta ns a other perm ts and approva s regu red to \ ,\
nsta
construct and/or operate the approved nfrastructu re fac !Y wh ch \ . \
nc udes w thout m tat on any perm ts or approva s regu red b y the any federa ,
state or oca pub c agenc es w th ur sd ct on over the sub ect 12ropem1 the
nfrastructure fac ty or ts use. If th s bu d-out per od exp re s, the C !Y w not
extend the bu d-out per od but the perm ttee may resubm I a comp ete
app cat on, nc ud ng a app cat on fees, for the same or substant a y s m ar
pro eel
_________
_ ___________..

➔

Deleted:

I

11

A

\\\

The ,perm t ho der sha a so comp y w th Cha_p!er 12.04 and a
requ rements of th s Code.

11

11

Deleted:
Deleted:B
Deleted: pursuant to this chapter

Deleted: city manager may establish a reasonable
construction build-out period for a WCF ...

_ 1et
_ ed_:_c _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-<)
other ·< {,.._0e
\

Deleted: WCF

, __.l

l
)

The .perm t ho der sha obta n and ma nta n a other app cab e perm ts,
Deleted: o
approva s, and agreements necessary to nsta and operate the nfrastructure .···········,... Deleted: WCF
fac ty n conformance w th federa , state, and oca aws, ru es and regu at ons. , ....... ►._De
_ let
_ ed_:_W_C_F_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-<.
The perm ttee express y acknow edges and agrees that th s ob gat on s
----------------~
ntended to be broad y construed and that no other s12ec f c requ rements n these
cond tons are ntended to reduce re eve or otherw se essen the perm ttee s
ob gat ons to ma nta n comp ance w th a aws. No fa ure or om ss on by the
town to t me y not ce, prompt or enforce comp ance w th any app cab e prov s on
n the H sborough Mun c 12a Code. th s QO cy any 12erm t. any perm t cond I on
or any app cab e aw or regu at on, sha be deemed to re eve, wave or essen
the perm ttee s ob gat on to comp y n a respects w th a app cab e prov sons
n the H sborough Mun c pa Code, th s po cy, any perm t, any perm t cond I on
or any apQ cab e aw or regu at on.

,E..

The town or ts agents may nspect perm tted nfrastructure fac tY,( es} and
property and may enter onto a s te to nspect fac t es upon reasonab e not ce to
the .perm t ho der. In case of an emergency or r sk of mm nent harm to persons
or property w th n the v c n ty of perm tted fac t es, the town reserves the r ght to
enter upon the s le of the nfrastructure fac ty and to s~ort, d sab e, or remove
those e ements of the nfrastructure fac ty pos ~ an mmed ate threat to pub c
hea th and safety. The 12erm ttee f present. may observe the towns off cers
off ca s staff. agents or other des gnees wh e any such ns12ect on or emergency
access occurs.
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....---{ Deleted:E
---------------...- - { Deleted: WCF

)

----------------

..----( Deleted: WCF
.........--(►.-------------Deleted:
WCF
----------------

~
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The ,perm t ho der sha ma nta n on f e w th the town and ons te at the ~::---·
,nfrastructure fac ty contact nformat on of a .Q?rt es respons be for • ····"'·•····l
.....
ma ntenance of the nfrastructure fac ty.

Deleted:F

-..

Deleted: WCF

'··,.
The ,perm t ho der and, f app cab e, the pr vate _p_!QP.er!Y_ owner sha defend,
ndemn fy and hod harm ess the town, ts agents, off cers, off ca s, and
empoyees:

_

....

Deleted: WCF
Deleted: WCF
Deleted: G

'( Deleted: WCF

~-1~
· __F_r_o_m ai:!.Y_ and a

damages, ab t es, njur es, osses, costs and expenses _..___...-(
Deleted: (i)
and from any and a ca ms1 demands, awsu ts, wr ts of mandamus! and
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -other act ons or proceed ngs brought aga nst the town or ts agents,
off cers, off ca s, or emp oyees to cha enge, attack, seek to mod fy, set
__,
as de, vo d or annu the town's approva of the ~ rm t; and
_____...-(
Deleted: WCF

_______________

2
._.._
. _ _:F....:r..::c
o,m
_,_. ai:!.Y_ and a damages, ab t es, n ur es, osses, costs and expenses .....---{
Deleted: (ii)
and any and a ca ms1 demands, awsu ts1 or causes of act on and other
---------------act ons or proceed ngs of any k nd or form , whether for persona njury,
death or property damage, ar s ng out of or n connect on w th the act v t es
or performance of the .perm t ho der or, f a_DP. cab e, the pr vate property ...--{
Deleted: WCF
)
owner or any of each one's agents, emp oyees, censees, contractors,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
subcontractors, or ndependent contractors (() and ( ) co ect ve y are
__,)
"act ons"). Further, ,perm t ho ders sha be str ~ ab e for nterference _.___...{
Deleted: WCF
caused by the r WCFs w th the town's commun cat ons systems. The
.perm t ho der sha be respons be for costs of determ n ng the source of _...---{
Deleted: WCF
)
the nterference, a costs assoc ated w th e m nat ng the nterference, and
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
a costs ar s ng from th rd party ca ms aga nst the town attr butab e to the
nterference ("ca ms"). In the event the town becomes aware of any such
act ons or ca ms the town sha prompt y not fy the ,perm t ho der and the _...---{
Deleted: WCF
)
pr vate property owner and sha reasonab y cooperate n the defense. It s
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
express y agreed that the town sha have the r ght to approve, wh ch
approva sha not be unreasonab y w thhe d, the ega counse prov d ng
the town's defense, and the property owner and/or .perm t ho der (as -----C
Deleted: WCF
app cab e) sha re mburse town for any costs and expenses d rect y and
---------------necessar y ncurred by the town n the course of the defense.

_______________

L

A perm t may be term nated f the town determ nes that the_Qerm t was gra nted ----{ Deleted: H
based on fa se, ms ead ng or ncomp ete nformat on; f a mater a prov son of
---------------~
the perm t s no onger enforceab e; or f the perm t ho der v o ates a cond ton of
the perm t, or mod f es the , nfra structure fac ty or S!!QQQrt structures w thout _.___...{ Deleted: WCF
perm sson.

----------------

The ,perm t ho der sha f e w th the town, and sha ma nta n n good stand ng ___...{ Deleted:
throughout the term of the .perm t, a performance bond or other surety or another ................l>-_
D_elet
_ ed_:_w_c_F_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
form of secur ty for the remova of the nfrastructure fac ty n the event that the . -.......( Deleted: WCF
use s abandoned or the perm t exp res, or s revoked, or s otherw se term nated. , .., .f>-_
D_elet
_ ed_:_W_C_F_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
The secur ty sha be n the amount equa to one hundred ffteen percent of the
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cost of phys ca y remov ng the ;md a re ated tac t es and equ pment on the _,____-( Deleted: WCF
)
s te. The ~rm t ho der sha re mburse the town for staff t me assoc ated w th the __......--(>-_De
_ let
_ed
_ :w
_ c_
F__________-<)
process ng and track ng of the bond, based on estab shed hour y rates.
---------------Re mbursement sha be pad when the secur ty s posted.
)
The ,perm t ho der sha make a good fa th effort to m n m ze pro ect-re ated .-------( Deleted: J
d srupt ons to adjacent proper! es. Ste mprovement and construct on work, ········-.....(>--De
- let
- ed
- :w
_ c_
F__________-<)
nc ud ng set-up, oad ng or un oad ng of mater a s or equ pment, performed as
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____,,
part of th s project s subject to the prov sons of Sect on 8.32.040. Emergency
ma ntenance and repa rs are exempt from the restr cted hours. Vo at on of th s
cond ton may resu t n ssuance of a stop work order or adm n strat ve c tat ons.

.b.:

.M.

In add ton to a other standard cond t ons of app~ov~ re~red under th s .po cy, ,,----{ Deleted: K
and to a cond tons of approva perm tted under state and federa aw that the ·········-- >-De-1et
_ ed_:_Section
_ ·_ 1_5_3_2_1_20_ _ _ _ _ _ _-<
c ty manager may deem appropr ate for a spec f c , nfrastructure dep oyment, a ..- ····- ( Deleted: WCF
Sect on 6409(a) mod f cat ons, whether granted by the c ty manager under the
--------------~
federa d reel ve n 47 U.S.C. sect on 1455(a) or deemed granted by the
opera! on of aw, sha automat ca y nc ude a the cond tons of approva as
fo ows:
1.

Grant, deemed grant or acceptance of a Sect on 6409(a) mod f cat on
perm t sha not renew or extend the perm t term for the under y ng WCF;

2.

In the event that a court of competent jur sd ct on nva dates or m ts, n
part or n who e, 47 U.S.C. sect on 1455(a), such that such statute wou d
not mandate approva for the co ocat on or mod f cat on granted or
deemed granted under a Sect on 6409(a) mod f cat on perm t, such perm t
sha automat ca y exp re twe ve months from the date of that op non;

3.

Grant, deemed grant or acceptance of Sect on 6409(a) mod f cat on perm t
sha not wa ve and sha not be construed or deemed to wa ve the town's
stand ng n a court of competent jur sd ct on to cha enge 47 U.S.C.
Sect on 1455(a) or any Sect on 6409(a) mod f cat on perm t ssued
pursuant to 47 U.S.C. sect on 1455(a) or th s Code.

)
The s te and the tac _!y' -nc ud ng but not m led to a andscap ng, fenc ng and ___....{ Deleted: L
re ated transm ss on equ pment, must be ma nta ned n a neal c ean and safe ....--(>. =De
= let
=ed
= : =a=
nd===========<)
manner n accordance w th a approved pans and cond tons of approva . The
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -perm ttee sha keep the s te area free from a tter and debr s at a t mes.

A

tac t es ut z ng antennas must comp y w th a standards and regu at ons .....-----( Deleted: M

re at ng to RF exposure ssued by the FCC or any other fed era or state author ty

)

----------------

author zed to ssue such standards and regu at ons.

.Q.

)
A graft t on tac t es must be removed at the so e expense of the perm ttee .----( Deleted: N
w th n forty-e ght hours after not f cat on from the town.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____,,
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·1 r

A ,nfrastructure fac t es w th n the town sha be des 9Ded, ma nta ned, and
sha be operated at a t mes to comp y w th the prov s ons of the Code th s
.po cy and the fo ow nJlother regu rements:

'(.

1.

Cond tons n any perm t or cense ssued by a oca , state, or federa
agency, wh ch has jur sd ct on over the nfrastructure fac ty;
...-

2.

Ru es, regu at ons, and standards of the state and federa governments
and the town, nc ud ng w thout m tat on the FCC, the CPUC. and the ....---(

leted: 15 32 120 - Operational regulations

11

Deleted: WCFs

Deleted: chapter
{_ _D_eleted
__:_w_c_F_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...,

Code;

Deleted:

)

~--------------~

3.

Easements, covenants, cond tons, and/or restr ct ons on or app cab e to
the under y ng rea property;

4.

Ru es, regu at ons, and standards of the town govern ng underground
ut ty d str cts;

5.

A
~

other aws, codes, and regu at ons app cab e to the nfrastru cture
_!!_CJ:!_~_g_the Ca forn a Env ronmenta Qua ~ Act (CEQA).
__....--{

Deleted: a WCF

,Q.

Deleted:B
W thout mt ng_ th~or~o ng, a ,nfrastructure fac t es sha be ma nta ned n .,,.....,...,..{
Deleted: WCFs
good work ng cond ton and to the v sua standards estab shed a t the t me of ·-··approva over the fe of the p erm t as may be extended. The nfrastructure fac ty ................. Deleted: WCF
and surround ng area sha rema n free from trash, debr s, tter, gra ff t , and other ······-- Deleted: WCF
forms of vanda sm. Any damage sha be repa red as soon as s pra ct cab e, and
Deleted: WCF
n no nstance more than ten ca endar days from the t me of not f cat on by the / ;
Deleted: 15 32 140 - Revocation of a WCF permit 11
town or after d scovery by the .perm t ho der. If andscaQ_n_g_ was requ red, the / ~ 11
A
andscap ng must be ma nta ned by the perm ttee.

,B.

A ,perm t may be revoked f...permttee snot n com.2._ance~th perm t cond tons, ~
{
f the perm t cond tons are not enforceab e, or for a fa ure to com py w th any
prov s on of the Code re at ng to the perm t, or re at ng to the ,nfrastru cture fac ty
assoc ated w th the perm t C'.defau t even(). By WE_ o~xa_!!!2 e and not m tat on, ,.,..,..........
a refusa to t me y remove fac t es ocated n the r ghts-of-way whe re requ red n
connect on w th a pub c works project wou d be a defau t event.

I

Deleted: WCF
Deleted: WCF
Deleted:.
Deleted:.
Deleted: B

/

1½
_1~._ _T_h_e_~ _ mana~r may revoke a p erm t on L_after: 1) wr tten not ce of the / /
defau t event has been prov ded to the ~ rm.!_ho der;_ and 1 ) th~ perm t .
ho der has been afforded a reasonab e opportun ty to cure and compy ~
w th ts perm t, or demonstrate that no defau t event occurred

2.........
. - --'1-f'-=th=e~ erm t ho der fa s to cure, the c ty counc or the c ty co unc through

\

a des gnee sha conduct a not ced pub c hear ng where the .perm t ho der ~
sha be afforded an opportun ty to speak and be heard and to prov de ~
wr tten mater a pr or to the hear ng. If the c ty counc , after the pub c
'(.
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Deleted: 11

11

1 ➔Written
Deleted: WCF
Deleted: 11

11

2 ➔ The

Deleted: WCF
Deleted: C
Deleted: WCF
Deleted: WCF

)
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hear ng, f nds that the .nfrastructure fac ty or the .perm t ho der has
v o ated any aw regu at ng the nfrastructure fac ty or has fa ed to comp y
w th the requ rements of th s chapter, the ,perm t, any app cab e
agreement or any cond ton of approva the c ty counc may revoke the
perm t.

----Deleted: WCF
"""------· > - -D-eleted
- -:- W
_C
_F_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-<
-~............
Deleted: WCF
......., .. '>--D-eleted
- -:- W
_C
_F_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-<

.3
__
. __U
~p
._o_n revocat on, the c ty cou nc ma_y___!!!~ re the remova of the ~
nfrastructure fac ty or take any other ~_y__p_erm ss b e act on or ,,,.,,.,,.
comb nat on of act ons necessary to protect the hea th and we fare of the
town.

I
I

Any perm t ho der who abandons or d scont nues use of an nfrastructure fac tv/--for a cont nuous per od of n nety days sh a so not fy the c ty manager by cert fed ---.........,
ma w th n th rty days after the n nety da y perod.

.an

--1._
· __l_f _
th_e c !Y_ man~er be eves
nfrastructure fac ty has been abandoned ,/,.,,.,
or d scont nued for a cont nuous per od of n nety days, the c ty manager ~
sha send a not ce of abandonment or d scont nuat on to the .perm t ho der ~
stat ng why the town be eves the ,nfrastructure fac ty to be abandoned or ~
d scont nued. Fa ure of the .perm t ho der to ~_y to the c ty manager n ~~
wr t ng w th n th rty days after rece v ng, reject ng, or return ng the tow~-:/ 2
cert fed etter sha ent t e the c ty manager to make a determ nat on that
the. nfrastructure fac ty s. n fact, abandoned or d scont nued.
/ /

f .. -·

2.
..._. __U_,,p._o'-n

dee arat on of the c ty manager that the , nfrastructure fac ty . s
abandoned or d scont nued, as to pr vale property. the .perm t ho der or ...----owner of the affected rea propert y sha have n nety days from the date of
,,
the dee arat on or a further reaso nab e t me as may be approved by the
/
c ty manager, w th n wh ch to com p ete one of the fo ow ng act ons:
//,

I)

"----React vale_Qse of the ,nfras tructure fac ty:

/;
/, /'
'-'----Transfer:....!_he r ghts to use t he ,nfrastructure fac ty to another ent ty '
(who sha be subject to a the prov sons of th s chapter) and the /
ent ty mmed ate y commen ces use of the, nfrastructure fac ty: or /

J

£

f//ft/1

'-'-.__Remove_Jhe nfrastructure fac ty and a_!D'_§_!!Pport ng structures /
nsta ed so e y n con neeton w th the , nfrastructure fac ty. and 1
restore the s te to be cons stent w th the then-ex st ng surround ng
area.

/

f i/

//;;

,!/

fj/,

the n n~_g_~ t me per od set forth n subsect on J. of th s sect on
none of the requ red act ons n su bsect ons ~ ..._!hrough L of th s sect on JY',.,,.
has occurred, the c ty counc at a not ced pub c hear ng may dee are that
the nfrastructure fac ty s deemed abandoned. The c ty manager sha -~
known to use th~ .............
prov de not ce of such f nd ng to the ~m
-t-ho-der...i9st
...,.,--..

.3
_._
. _ _l_
f _a_
fter

/2
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Deleted: D
Deleted: WCF
Deleted: 15 32 150 - Abandonment removal or
relocation of facil~ies ,r

,r

A

Deleted: WCF
Deleted: WCF
Deleted: B
Deleted: a WCF
Deleted: WCF
Deleted: WCF
Deleted: WCF
Deleted: '
Deleted: WCF
Deleted: C
Deleted: WC
Deleted: F
Deleted: WCF
Deleted: 1
Deleted: WCF
Deleted: 2
Deleted: WCF
Deleted: WCF
Deleted: 3
Deleted: WCF
Deleted: WCF
Deleted: D
Deleted: C
Deleted:
Deleted: C
Deleted: 1
Deleted: C 3
Deleted: WCF
Deleted: WCF
Deleted: and to the telecom carrier
Deleted: WCF

)

PR V LEGED AND CONF DENT AL ATTORNEY WORK PRODUC T
DO N OT STORE N PUBL CLY ACCESS BLE F LES

nfrastructure fac ty and, f app cab e, to the owner of the affected pr vale
rea property, prov d ng th rty days from the date of the not ce w th n wh ch
to comp ete one of the fo ow ng act ons:
..____React vale_!!_se of the . nfrastructure fac y, sub eel to the terms and .,.~-·
cond tons of the app cab e .perm t;
.. ' ··

Deleted: 1

>-----------------<:
Deleted: WCF
, ..l>
, ---------------Deleted: WCF
_ _Transfer:.Jhe r ghts to use the nfrastructure fac ty to another .,.._ ...._>----------------<
Deleted: 2
operator (who sha be subject to a the prov sons of the Coda and ''-.._,>----------------<
Deleted: WCF
th s po cy.,); or - - - - - - - - · - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -,

-=----

Remove the nfrastructure fac tv and a~..3~pport ng structures
nsta ed so e y n connect on w th the . nfrastructure fac ty, and
restore the s le to be cons stent w th the then-ex st ng surround ng
area.

Deleted: is
Deleted: chapter
... >----------------------<
Deleted: 3

<l

Deleted: WCF
Deleted: WCF

If there s no react vat on, transfer or remova as set forth n subsect on J
Deleted: E
of th s sect on, the town may thereafter remove the abandoned ......... ,
Deleted: D
, nfrastructure fac ty, repa r any and a dama~s to the prem ses caused ...- ...Deleted: WCF
by such remova , and otherw se restore the prem ses as s appropr ate to
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
be n comp ance w th app cab e codes. If the town removes the
Deleted: WCF
_nfrastructure fac ty, the town may, but sha not be requ red to, store the ...
removed ,nfrastructure fac ty or any part thereof, and may use t, se t or ........- (
Deleted: WCF
d spose of t n any manner deemed by the town to be appropr ate. The
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
Deleted: WCF
ent ty that abandoned the . nfrastructure fac ty, or ts successor n nterest, ...---{
)
and f on pr vate property the pr vate property owner sha be jo nt y ab e
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
for the ent re cost of such remova , repa r, restorat on and storage and
sha rem t payment to the town prompt y after demand therefor s made.
In add ton, the c ty counc , at ts opt on, may ut ze any f nanc a secur ty
requ red n conjunct on w th grant ng the p erm t to recover such costs.
_____..-(
Deleted: WCF
)

l

>----------------<

..-·{>----------------<

~

1

----------------

.5.
__
_ __U_n_t_ the cost of remova , repa r, restorat on and storage s pad n fu , a ------C

Deleted: F

)

en sha be paced on the ,nfrastructure fac ty and any re ated persona _ ....-(>-_ D
_ eleted
_ _:_W_C_F_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---<)
property and any pr vate rea property on wh ch the WCF was ocated for
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
the fu amount of the cost of remova , repa r, restorat on and storage. The
c ty c erk sha cause the en to be recorded w th the San Mateo County
recorder.

-L

After adequate wr tten not ce to the ,perm t ho der, the c !Y_counc may requ re the
re ocat on, at the ~rm t ho der..s expense and accord Q.9. to the then-ex st ng
standards for nfrastructure fac t es, of any nfrastructure fac ty ocated n the
r ghts-of-way, as necessary for ma ntenance or reconf gurat on of the town's
r ghts-of-way or for other pub c projects, or take any other act on or comb nat on
of act ons necessary to protect the hea th and we fare of the town.
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~-----·{ Deleted: G
....... .. Deleted: WCF

<::---...

~

Deleted: WCF
Deleted:'
Deleted: WCFs

"(

Deleted: WCF

PR V LEGED AND CONF DENT AL ATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT
DO NOT STORE N PUBL CLY ACCESS BLE F LES

ex st 'l9.~Lty_ po e that hosts a ,nfrastructure fac h'. must be ~-----·
rep aced, the .i:1erm t ho der sha w th n th rty_ daY§ after the nsta at on of ..:·····"'·,.....l
the rep acement po e ether re ocate ts nfrastructure fac h'. n the same --.............
conf gurat on on the rep acement po e, or remave the pr or-ex st ng ·, .., .
.nfrastructure fac ty rather than re ocate I, and no!..fy the c ty manager of ··-·the remova, and surrender ts.perm t for cance at on ~ the c !Y manager.

~-1......---'1-f'---'a=n.

2-~·__l_f _th_e_,e_erm t

ho der fa s to re ocate or remove the nfrastructure fac t:i: as
requ red by th s subsect on, the town may e eel to treat the .nfrastructure
~ as a nu sance to be abated as set forth n Sect on 8. 16.035 of k

~

-

Deleted: H
Deleted: WCF
Deleted: WCF
Deleted: WCF
Deleted: WCF

··- ··-

Deleted: WCF

<....

Deleted:

',

',
',

Deleted: WCF
Deleted: WCF
Deleted: WCF

.b!-

Deleted: this code
A ,perm t ho der sha not ass gn or transfer any_ nterest n ts perm t! s) for
Deleted: 15 32 160 - Transfer of an interest ,r
.nfrastructure fac ty{ es) w thou! advance wr tten not ce to the town. The not ce ,~ ..-,r
sha spec fy the dent ty of the ass gnee or transferee o f the perm I, as we as
'( Deleted: WCF
the ass gnee or transferee's address, te ephone number, name of pr mary
contact person(s), and other app cab e contact nformaI on, such as an e-ma
1 Deleted: WCFs
address or facs m e number. The new ass gnee or transferee sha comp y w th
a of the .perm ts terms and cond tans of approva. and sha subm t to the town ....---(>-_0e
_ 1et
_ ed_:_w_c_P_s_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _)
a wr tten acceptance of the ,perm t's terms and cond tans and a wr !ten -·· ··--C Deleted: WCF
)
assumpt on of the ob gat ans thereafter a ecru ng under such perm I pr or to the
date that such ass gnment or transfer s ntended to take effect.

V.

Throughout the perm t term, the perm ttee must manta n a compete and
accurate copy of the wr tten adm n strat ve record, wh ch nc udes w thout
m tat on the perm t app cat on, the approved perm t, the approved pans and
photo s mu at ans ncorporated nto the approva a cond I ans assoc ated w th
th s approva any m n ster a perm ts or approva s ssued n connect on w th th s
approva and any records, memoranda. documents, papers and other
correspondence entered nto the pub c record n connect on w th the perm t
(co ect ve y. "records"}. If the perm !tee does not ma nta n such records as
regu red n th s cond ton, any amb gut es or uncerta nt es that wou d be reso ved
by nspect ng the m ss ng records w be construed aga nst the perm ttee. The
perm ttee sha protect a records from damage from f res. foods and other
hazards that may cause deter orat on. The perm !tee may keep records n an
e ectron c format· prov ded however that hard cop es or e ectron c records kept
n the town s regu ar f es w contra over any conf els between such towncontra ed cop es or records and the perm ttee s e ectron c cop es, and compete
or g na s w contra over a other cop es n any form. The requ rements n th s
cond ton sha not be construed to create any ob gat on to create or prepare any
records not otherw se regu red to be created or prepared by other app cab e
aws. Comp ance w th the regu rements n th s cond ton sha not excuse the
perm ttee from any other s m ar record-retent on ob gal ans under app cab e
~
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W.

The perm ttee sha rep ace any andscape features damaged or d spaced by the
construct on nsta at on. opera! on ma ntenance or other work performed by the
perm ttee or at the perm ttee s d reel on on or about the s le. If any trees are
damaged or d spaced the perm ttee sha h re and pay for a censed arbor st to
se eel. pant and manta n rep acement andscap ng n an appropr ate ocat on for
the spec es. On y Internal ona Soc ety of Arbor cu lure cert fed workers under
the superv son of a censed arbor st sha be used to nsta the rep acement
tree{s). Any rep acement tree must be substant a y the same s ze as the
damaged tree. The perm ttee sha I at a t mes, be respons be to ma nta n any
rep acement andscape features.

X.

The perm ttee acknow edges and agrees that {) the perm ttee s request for
author zat on to construct, nsta and/or operate the w re ess fac ty w cause the
Town to ncur costs and expenses: ( } the perm ttee sha be respons be to
re mburse the C ty for a costs ncurred n connect on w th the perm t, wh ch
nc udes w thout m tat on costs re ated to app cat on rev ew, perm t ssuance,
s le nspect on and any other costs reasonab y re ated to or caused by the
request for author zat on to construct, nsta and/or operate the w re ess fac ty:
{ ) any app cat on fees regu red for the app cat on may not cover a such
re mbursab e costs and that the perm ttee sha have the ob gal on to re mburse
C ty for a such costs 10 days after a wr tten demand for re mbursement and
reasonab e documentat on to support such costs: and ( v) the C ty sha have the
r ght to w thho d any perm ts or other approva s n connect on w th the w re ess
fac ty uni and un ess any outstand ng costs have been re mbursed to the C ty
by the perm ttee.

Y.

Notw thstand ng any term rema n ng on any WCF perm t f other ut t es or
commun cat ans prov ders n the pub c r ghts-of-way underground the r fac t es
n the segment of the pub c r ghts-of-way where the perm ttee s fac ty s ocated,
the perm ttee must a so underground ts egu pment, except the antennas and any
approved e ectr c meter. at approx mate y the same t me. Accessory egu pment
such as rad os and computers that regu re an env ronmenta y contra ed
underground vau t to funct on sha not be exempt from th s cond ton. WCFs
nsta ed on wood ut ty po es that w
be removed pursuant to the
underground ng program may be re nsta ed on a street ght that comp es w th
the town s standards and spec f cat ans. Such underground ng sha occur at the
perm ttee s so e cost and expense except as may be re mbursed through tar ffs
approved by the state pub c ut t es comm ss on for underground ng costs.

Z.

If the commerc a e ectr c ut ty prov der adopts or changes ts rues obv at ng the
need for a separate or ground-mounted e ectr c meter and enc osure, the
perm ttee on ts own n tat ve and at ts so e cost and expense sha remove the
separate or ground-mounted e ectr c meter and enc osure. Pr or to remov ng the
e ectr c meter the perm ttee sha app y for any encroachment and/or other
m n ster a perm tis) regu red to perform the remova . Upon remova the
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perm ttee sha restore the affected area to ts or g na cond ton that ex sled pr or
to nsta at on of the egu pment.
AA.

The perm ttee acknow edges that the Town, n ts so e d scret on and at any t me,
may: ( \ change any street grade. w dth or ocat on: ( \ add. remove or otherw se
change any mprovements n on. under or a ong any street owned by the Town
or any other pub c agency, wh ch nc udes w thout m tat on any sewers, storm
dra ns, condu ts, p pes, vau ts, boxes, cab nets, po es and ut ty systems for gas,
water, e ectr c or te ecommun cat ons: and/or ( ) perform any other work deemed
necessary usefu or des rab e by the Town (co ect ve y. "Town work"}. The Town
reserves the r ghts to do any and a Town work w thou! any adm ss on on ts part
that the Town wou d not have such r ghts w thou! the express reservat on n th s
perm t. If the Pub c Works D rector determ nes that any Town work w requ re
the perm ttee s fac ty ocated n the pub c r ghts-of-way to be rearranged and/or
re ocated, the perm ttee sha I at ts so e cost and expense, do or cause to be
done a th ngs necessary to accomp sh such rearrangement and/or re ocat on. If
the perm ttee fa s or refuses to ether permanent y or temporar y rearrange
and/or re ocate the perm ttee s fac ty w th n a reasonab e t me after the Pub c
Works D rectors not ce the Town may (but w not be ob gated to) cause the
rearrangement or re ocat on to be performed at the perm ttee s so e cost and
expense. The Town may exerc se ts r ghts to rearrange or re ocate the
perm ttee s fac ty w thou! pr or not ce to perm ttee when the Pub c Works
D rector determ nes that the Town work s mmed ate y necessary to protect
pub c heath or safety. The perm ttee sha re mburse the Town for a costs and
expenses n connect on w th such work w th n 10 days after a wr tten demand for
re mbursement and reasonab e documentat on to support such costs.
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IMlk

Indian Wells
(760) 568-2611

BEST BEST & KRIEGER:!

Irvine
(949) 263-2600

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

Los Angeles

Riverside
(951) 686-1450

Sacramento
(916) 325-4000

San Diego
(619) 525-1300

(213) 617-8100

2001 N. Main Street, Suite 390, Walnut Creek, CA 94596
Phone (925) 977-3300 I Fax: (925) 977-1870 I www.bbklaw.com

Ontario
(909) 989-8584

Washington, DC
(202) 785-0600

Christopher J. Diaz
(925) 977-3309
christopher.diaz@bbklaw.com

December 19, 2017

VIA E-MAIL [MICHAEL.SHONAFELT@ :NDLF-COM]

Michael Shanafelt
Newmeyer & Dillon LLP
895 Dove Sti·eet, 5th Floor
Newpo1i Beach, CA 92660
Re:

Crown Castle - Mailing List

Mr. Shanafelt:
As you likely know, the Town, through Natalia Asai, has provided Greg GueITazzi with
the mailing list by email. Although the Town has provided this mailing list, please be advised
that the Town is not the only source for obtaining this infonnation. Fmi her, your client only
requested the list very recently after I advised you of your client's failure to comply with the
notice requirement in Hillsborough Municipal Code Section 15.32.060.D.
I disagree with the interpretation of the California Government Code 65964.1 expressed
in your letter, and your contention expressed to me in our recent telephone conversation, that it is
possible to provide a compliant notice at this time. The provision of the list by the Town should
in no way be inte1preted as expressing any agreement with your legal inte1pretations or any
validation of, or waiver with respect to, your client's actions. The Town rese1ves all of its rights
to challenge the validity of any such notice and the legal inte1pretations.
I also want to remind you that our repeated requests to you for CEQA documentation
from the CPUC have gone unanswered.
Ve1y ti1Ily yours,

Christopher J. Diaz
for BEST BEST & KRIEGER LLP

38077.00100\30395457 .1
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City Manager's Decision
Crown Castle's 16 Applications for Proposed Wireless Facilities
Date: December 20, 2017

I.

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF DECISION

Crown Castle NG West, LLC ("Applicant") has applied to the Town of Hillsborough
pursuant to Chapter 15.32 (Wireless Co1mnunications Facilities) of the Hillsborough Municipal
Code ("HMC") for permission to construct and then operate 16 new wireless facilities in the
public right-of-way ("PROW"). Separately, the Applicant has also requested, pursuant to
Chapter 12.24 (Street Right-of-Way Improvements) of the HMC, two encroachment petmits one to construct about 5.5 miles of underground fiber within the PROW and one to construct
about 6.7 miles of aerial fiber within the PROW. 1 The purpose of the underground and aerial
fiber is to connect the 16 nodes to fonn of a 1ing which will comprise the distributed antenna
system ("DAS") project. The Applicant has identified the wireless carrier who will utilize the
DAS as Verizon Wireless ("Verizon"). The proposed wireless facilities (whether considered
individually or collectively), along with the underground and aerial fiber and associated facilities
(including equipment) would constitute a proposed project, subject to discretionary permitting
under the HMC and under California state law.
For the reasons set forth in more detail in Part III below, the City Manager hereby
detennines that no action can be taken on the applications at this time because under the
California Environn1ental Quality Act ("CEQA"), the Town, as a responsible agency with regard
to the DAS project, cannot lawfully issue any discretionary decision before the California Public
1

The mileage is an estimate only as final mileage would be dependent on the location of the associated wireless
facilities.
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Utilities Commission ("CPUC"), as the lead agency for this DAS project, takes action, and the
Applicant has failed to provide any proof that the CPUC has made a CEQA determination for
this DAS project, or that Applicant has even made the necessary filings with respect to CEQA.
In the alternative, for the reasons set forth in more detail in Part IV below, if the Town

must take action on the 16 applications taking into account legal deadlines affecting the Town's
consideration of the applications, the City Manager hereby disapproves all 16 wireless
applications pursuant to Section 15.32.080.B.3. on the grounds that the Applicant, by failing to
provide evidence that it has applied for, or that the CPUC has made a CEQA determination with
respect to the DAS project, has not provided to the Town all of the required information required
by Chapter 15.32 to permit the City Manager to approve, approve with conditions, or deny the 16
applications.
In addition, to the extent that the Applicant is arguing that federal telecommunications
law preempts CEQA and the Town must act, the City Manager denies all 16 wireless
applications based on the findings set forth in Part V below.
While this action constitutes the decision of the City Manager that is subject to appeal to
the City Council, and is being distributed in hard copy to the applicant and each person
submitting comments on the application, the City Manager will be releasing a document that will
be posted on the Town's website along with this decision by December 2 1, 2017 that will
reference substantial evidence in the record in support of the findings in this decision. Hard
copies of that document will also be available at Town Hall. The record will also be posted to the
Town's

website

at

that

time.

The

Town's

website

1s

located

at:

https://www.hillsborough.net/482/Wireless.

II.

THE APPLICATION PROCESS AND NECESSARY FINDINGS UNDER BMC
CHAPTER 15.32

A.

The Application Process

Chapter 15.32 of the HMC governs the requirements for processing applications to install
wireless communications faci lities ("WCFs") within the Town's geographic limits, including in
the PROW. The purpose of Chapter 15.32 as generally described in Section 15.32.010.A is "to
reasonably regulate, to the extent permitted under California and federal law" the installation and
City Manager's Decision - Crown Castle's 16 WCF Applications - Page 2
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operation of various WCFs. Further, Section 15.32.010.F states that "[n]othing in this chapter is
intended to allow the town to preempt any state or federal law or regulation applicable to a
WCF." Chapter 15.32 was adopted in 2014 after significant consultation with the public and
industry, and minor amendments were made in 2016. In general terms, the process established
for reviewing WCF pe1mit applications is an administrative process similar to the process the
Town employs for other administrative-level projects and pennits. Pursuant to Chapter 15.32 of
the HMC, the City Manager is generally responsible for reviewing and acting on all WCF permit
applications. The Public Works Department is generally designated to be lead reviewer for
applications for placement of WCFs in the PROW. The Planning Division is generally
designated to be lead reviewer for applications for placement of WCFs outside the PROW. Like
most other administrative-level projects and pennitting decisions, there are no public hearings.
The City Council reviews an application if there is a valid appeal from the City Manager's
decision.
Section 15.32.050 sets fo1th the WCF application requirements, and provides that where
a WCF is part of a network of WCFs that will be installed contemporaneously or sequentially,
such as a distributed antenna system or DAS, the applications for each of the facilities in the
proposed network shall be submitted simultaneously. On January 4, 2017, the Applicant
submitted 16 applications to install and operate new WCFs in the Town's PROW. Each
application was for an individual node that would, together with the fiber connections separately
applied for, form a single DAS network. These were the first WCF applications to be processed
under the new ordinance. These filings also triggered the start of the 150-day federal shot clock
for a decision on the applications. Under federal law, a local government must act on wireless
applications within a reasonable period of time. The 150-day federal shot clock was established
by the Federal Communications Commission and represents a "rebuttable presumption" of what
would be considered a reasonable period within which to act on an application. A failure to act
within a reasonable period of time (as defined by the Federal Communications Commission) is
grounds for an applicant to sue the local government under federal law, but the court hearing the
matter may dismiss the case if it is determined that there was a reasonable basis for that failure to
act. Additionally, under state law, if a local government fails to act within the federal shot clock
pe1iod, the applicant may, in certain circumstances, invoke a "deemed approved" remedy, which
then puts the onus on the local government to go to court within 30 days to refute the appl ication
City Manager's Decision - Crown Castle's 16 WCF Applications - Page 3
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of state law. The federal shot clock may be tolled by a timely notice (if the application is
incomplete) or by mutual agreement with the applicant.
Town staff and its special counsel, reviewed the 16 applications and notices of
incompleteness were issued to the Applicant on February 1st. Resubmittals for each of the 16
applications were made by the Applicant on May 2nd (by letters dated May 1, 2017). A second
set of notices of incompleteness were issued on May 11th. A second resubmittal package was
received from the Applicant on June 12th. The applications were all deemed complete on June
27th.
As the completed applications were reviewed and analyzed, extensions of the federal shot
clock were mutually agreed to twice. On September 29th, the Town and the Applicant agreed to
extend the federal shot clock to November 3rd, and on October 13th, the Town and the Applicant
agreed to extend the federal shot clock to November 17th. On October 31st, public notic_es were
mailed to residences within 500 feet of the proposed WCF sites (and corrected public notices
related to some applications were mailed on November 7th). The public notices contained
proposed findings of approval for all 16 applications, and indicated the City Manager would act
on the applications on November 17th which was the last date for action under the federal shot
clock, as extended by mutual agreement with the Applicant. The public notices invited the public
to submit comments to the City Manager about the applications on or prior to November 15th.
At the first City Council meeting after the public notices went out, concerns were raised
by members the public that there had been inadequate opportunity for public input on the
applications. ln response, the City Attorney's office sought and obtained a third extension of the
federal shot clock, to December 21st, by mutual agreement with the Applicant. This allowed for
a community meeting on the applications which took place on December 7th and for the time for
accepting written submissions to the City Manager to be extended to December 14th. The
December 7th community meeting lasted for more than four homs and approximately 45
members of the public made comments about the applications and/or asked questions of the
representatives of the Applicant and the Town in attendance. In the period from the first mailing
of the Public Notices until the public comment period closed on December 14th, the City
Manager received more than 1,600 pages ofwtitten comments from approximately 350 members
of the public. A 75-page supplemental filing by one member of the public was also received by
the City Manager on December 18th.
City Manager's Decision - Crown Castle's 16 WCF Applications - Page 4
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To address issues raised by the public at the community meeting and in various written
submissions, the City Manager took steps to obtain a report from a radio frequency engineer
related to showing the need for facilities with the designs as proposed. The Applicant was also
asked to provide additional information regarding several matters, in particular documents to
support its claim that the CPUC, as lead agency, had issued a CEQA exemption for the
Applicant’s DAS project. This documentation has not been provided, as discussed further below.
The Applicant was also asked if it would agree to a further extension of the federal shot clock to
allow for an orderly review and analysis of the additional information. The Applicant was
unwilling to agree to an extension for all 16 applications, suggesting instead that it may be
willing to agree to an extension for a subset of applications. Because the 16 applications
constituted one DAS project with numerous common issues involved in them, including CEQArelated issues, the Town was unwilling to agree to an extension that would stagger the timing of
the decisions on the applications. Hence, the City Manager has moved forward with this decision
at this time.

B.

Necessary Findings and Burden of Proof

Procedural Pre-Conditions to Any Approval. Section 15.32.080.A provides that the City
Manager may approve or conditionally approve an application only after the application is
deemed complete; fifteen days has elapsed from the postmark date required under Section
15.32.060.B. or C. of chapter 15.32 (if applicable); and any action required under Section
2.12.070 has been taken. As noted above, all 16 of the applications were deemed complete on
June 27th. No action is required under Section 2.12.070 because none of the 16 applications
involves WCFs to be installed on private property. Thus, the procedural pre-conditions set forth
in Section 15.32.080.A have been satisfied for all 16 applications.
Grounds for Disapproval. Section 15.32.080.B provides that the City Manager may
disapprove an application if the applicant has not shown that the application conforms to the
requirements of this chapter; or the applicant has failed to submit any additional information
requested by the City Manager by the due date specified by the City Manager; or the applicant
has not provided to the Town all of the required information required by this chapter to permit
the City Manager to approve, approve with conditions, or deny the application taking into
account legal deadlines affecting the Town's consideration of the application.
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Burden of Proof Section 15.32.080.C provides that it is the applicant's burden to show
that a permit should be granted.

Necessary Findings for Any Action Other Than Disapproval. Section 15.32.080.D
provides that if the City Manager detem1ines that an application should be approved, denied, or
should be conditionally approved, he or she shall make written findings referencing substantial
evidence in the Town's written administrative record in support of the action. Section
15.32.080.C outlines nine factors the City Manager may consider in detennining whether to
grant, deny or condition an application. For these 16 applications, the factors are (in the order
listed in the HMC Section):
1. Whether the WCF and support stmcture additions and modifications proposed are
consistent with the general plan and will not adversely affect the policies and goals set forth
therein or alter the rural character of the community;
2. Except where the town is prohibited from considering it by law, whether the applicant
has shown that the proposed WCF is necessary to close a significant gap in coverage and has
further shown that its proposal is the least intrusive means of closing that significant gap;
3. Whether the WCF and support structure modifications and additions proposed, comply
with the design standards in Chapter 15.32, and other applicable provisions of the Code;
4. Whether the WCF and support structure modifications and additions proposed comply
with applicable safety codes and laws (including without limitation the ADA);
5. Whether the WCF and support strncture modifications and additions interfere with the
public's use of rights-of-way, or create undue risks to persons or property;
6. Whether the applicant has made the required affirmation regarding compliance with
the FCC's RF regulations, as the same may be amended;
7. Whether the applicant is authorized to file the application;
8. Whether the applicant has or will have necessary local, state or federal regulatory
approvals required in connection with the WCF (including but not limited to necessary CEQA
approvals, if any; and approvals for utility box design under this Code); and
9. Whether alternative designs or locations would be more consistent with the general
plan and otherwise minimize the impact of the WCF and support structure modifications and
additions required.
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In addition, as discussed below, the Town's authority to take a final action on any

application may be affected by provisions of state law.

III.

DETERMINATION THAT THE TOWN CANNOT LEGALLY TAKE ACTION
ON THE 16 APPLICATIONS AT THIS TIME
The City Manager hereby determines that the Town cannot legally take action on the 16

applications at this time for the reasons discussed below.

A.

CEQA Applies to this DAS Project

There is no question that CEQA applies to this DAS project although the record shows
that there may be a divergence of opinion between the Applicant and the Town as to how the
"project" should be defined for CEQA purposes. The Town's first set of notices of
incompleteness (dated February 1, 2017) included, among other things, a Public Works
Memorandum covering all 16 applications which expressed the Town's position that the 16
nodes and the associated fiber installations (which are the subject of the other 2 pending permit
requests) together comprise the "project" for CEQA purposes, and made the following
statements (at page 3) regarding the project:

E9

Consistent with the anti-piecemealing provisions of CEQA, the Town

intends to toll this application and act on this pennit only when the DAS cell site
locations and Underground and Aerial Fiber layouts are coordinated. This is necessary to
minimize unnecessary street-side and/or disruption to the Town's facilities and roadways.
El O

These comments are preliminary and informational only. Once the full

scope of the project (both fiber transport and cell sites) is disclosed to the Town, the
Town may provide the applicant with additional or changed comments.

In response, in each of the 16 application-specific letters submitted to the Town (dated May 1,
2017), the Applicant described each individual WCF node as the "Project."

It is a well-established requirement that the "project" for CEQA purposes be defined
broadly to encompass the whole of the action, 14 Cal. Code Regs. § 15378. All components
related to the project must be included in the project definition unless the component has
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separate and independent utility. Here, the City Manager finds that the DAS project consists of
the 16 WCFs and the proposed overhead and underground fiber installations associated with the
WCFs. This detennination of the project scope is consistent with the Applicant's and the
CPUC's characterization for CEQA pmposes of a prior iteration of the same DAS project
proposed for installation within the Town's public rights-of-way in 2012. In that prior iteration,
an affiliate of the Applicant, Newpath, made a request to the CPUC's Energy Division for a DAS
project for Verizon Wireless for 13 new wireless antenna nodes in the Town's rights-of-way with
four on existing wood telephone poles and nine on new "street light" poles 35 to 45 feet high.
The DAS project also involved trenching about 7 miles of Town roadways, installation of about
8 miles of overhead cable lines and installation of wireless utility boxes in the Town's rights-ofway. All of this encompassed the "project" submitted by Newpath and reviewed by CPUC staff
pursuant to the 21-day CEQA review process established by Newpath's Certificate of Public
Convenience and Necessity ("CPCN") (CPUC Decision 06-04-030).

B.

The CPUC is the Lead Agency for this DAS Proj ect But Has Not Acted

In the Applicant's set of May 1st letters to the Town, the Applicant fmther claimed (at
page 5 of each letter):
The Project already has undergone CEQA review. That review resulted in a Class Three
CEQA exemption issued by the California Public Utilities Commission, which serves as
the lead agency for the Project. The courts have observed that facilities such as this fall
"squarely within the ambit" of the Class 3 Exemption "as a matter of law." (Robinson v.
City and County ofSan Francisco (2012) 208 Cal.App.4th 950,956 [146 Cal.Rptr.3d 1]).
Although the Applicant has stated that the CPUC is the lead agency for the "project" and that the
CP UC has issued a CEQA exemption, the Applicant has failed to produce a copy of the Class
Three CEQA exemption allegedly already issued by the CPUC, and has ignored repeated
requests from the Town to do so. While the Applicant's affiliate, Newpath, obtained an initial
CPUC staff approval for a prior iteration of the DAS project in 20 12, a settlement of related
litigation between the companies and the Town resulted in an agreement by the Applicant not to
rely on that 2012 CPUC staff approval and to seek a new CPUC approval "for any submittal of
applications to the Town for the Project, or any revised version of the Project" and further to
provide notice to the Town at the time it submits any future application to the CPUC for a new
CPUC approval. (see 2014 Settlement Agreement among Newpath Networks LLC/Crown Castle
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NG West LLC, the Town of Hillsborough, and GTE Mobilnet of California Limited Partnership,
dba Verizon Wireless). The Town is unable to find any proof that that the Applicant has sought
CPUC approval, or that it provided the required notice to the Town to indicate it was seeking
such approval.
Further, the CPCN submitted by the Applicant (see Application Exhibit 2.07) differs
from the Newpath CPCN in several important respects which suggest that the Applicant not only
needs the CPUC's CEQA approval, but also would need to apply to the CPUC for expanded
operating authority prior to constructing the proposed DAS project. That is because the
Applicant's CPCN only provides the Applicant with" limited facilities-based authority" - that is,
because the Applicant represented to the CPUC that it "will not be constructing any facilities
other than equipment to be installed in or on existing buildings or structures" the CPUC
detetmined under CEQA that granting the CPCN would create no possibility of an adverse effect
upon the environment. However, the CPUC further provided that "Applicant must file for
additional authority, and submit to any required CEQA review, before it can construct facilities
other than equipment to be installed in existing buildings or structures." (see Applicant's CPCN
at page 3). The Applicant's DAS project involves construction of new and replacement poles and
placement of underground fiber which goes well beyond the limited facilities-based authority
described in its CPCN, and yet it has provided nothing in the record to suggest fu1iher CPUC
autholization has been applied for or granted.
Finally, an online query via the state's CEQA database (http://www.ceqanet.ca.gov) prior
to the date of the present decision resulted in a negative response - in other words, no CEQA
exemption or other CEQA detennination has been posted by the CPUC for any DAS project or
node in the Town of Hillsborough.
Based on the record, the City Manager finds that there is no evidence that the CPUC has
in fact issued a CEQA exemption for this DAS project, however broadly or narrowly defined, or
that the Applicant has met its obligations to the Town under the settlement.

C.

The Town, As a Responsible Agency, Cannot Act Before the CPUC

While the City Manager does not dispute the characterization of the CPUC as the lead
agency for this DAS project, this situation has implications for the sequencing of actions on the
DAS project applications before the Town. That is because when one agency is tl1e "lead
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agency" for CEQA, other agencies that are "responsible agencies" may not act before the lead
agency takes action. See RiverWatch v. Olivenhain Muni. Water Dist. (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th
1186; see also 14 Cal. Code Regs. § 15381 and Public Resources Code § 21069. In the

Olivenhain case, a water agency executed a water supply agreement which promised to provide
water to a large landfill project. The landfill project had not yet gone through the
CEQA/permitting process. The Court concluded that the water supply agreement was part of the
overall project, and that, because the water agency had authority only to approve the narrow
water supply agreement and not the broader overall landfill project, the agency was merely a
"responsible agency" under CEQA rather than the "lead agency." The Court then considered
whether the water agency's approval of the water supply agreement could be issued before the
lead agency completed its CEQA/permitting process. The Cowt held that it could not. On that
basis, the Court struck down the responsible agency's pre-mature approval of the water supply
agreement as violating CEQA. Specifically, the Comt held:
Accordingly, if a responsible agency approves all or part of a project without first
considering an EIR that has been or is being prepared by the lead agency and without
making required findings, the responsible agency has not complied with CEQA and its
approval must be set aside. (Id. at 1207.)
Here, the City Manager is being called upon to issue discretionary permits for a project where
the Town is not the lead agency. That puts the Town in the same shoes as the water agency in
the O/ivenhain case. Ifit were to act now, it would do so in violation of CEQA.
Accordingly, the Town cannot make a decision on its discretionary permits until after the
CPUC takes action as the lead agency to analyze and approve the overall project. The Applicant
claims that the CPUC has done this but has not produced any paperwork from the CPUC to
support this claim. As the Olivenhain case noted, responsible agencies have "limited ability to
conduct their own environmental review outside the processes initiated and managed by the lead
agency. [Citations omitted.] The responsible agency relies on the lead agency's environmental
document in acting on whatever aspect of the project requires its approval." (Id. at 1201 , citing
Remy et al., Guide to the Cal. Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) (11th ed.2007)). Thus, only
after the CPUC acts and with the CPUC's CEQA analysis in hand, would the Town be in a
position to act - whether to approve, approve with conditions, or deny the DAS project
applications before it - without violating CEQA.
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If the Applicant has failed to apply for and obtain the CEQA authorization required by

state law, it may of course challenge the Town's action as an unreasonable "failure to act."
However, since the Applicant is aware of the state law requirements, and appears to have failed
to comply with them, any delay is really of the Applicant's own making. Should the Applicant
choose to appeal to the City Council, it will have an opportunity to cure this deficiency, if it can.

IV.

IN

THE

ALTERNATIVE,

DECISION

OF

THE

CITY

MANAGER

DISAPPROVING ALL 16 APPLICATIONS
As noted earlier, Section 15.32.080.B provides that tlie City Manager may "disapprove"
an application in several circumstances. These include in Section 15 .32.080.B.3 the situation in
which the applicant has not provided to the Town all of the required information required by
Chapter 15.32 to pennit the City Manager to approve, approve with conditions, or deny the
application taking into account legal deadlines affecting the Town's consideration of the
application.
In the 16 application-specific letters submitted to the Town dated May 1, 2017, the
Appl icant claimed (at page 5) that the federal shot clock may only be tolled in response to a valid
notice of incompleteness or by mutual agreement with the applicant, and that "[i]n all other
cases, the Shot Clock will run and the rights afforded to the applicant by federal and state law
will be reserved." Further, in correspondence to the City Manager dated November 18th, the
Applicant's attorney asserted that California Government Code section 65964.1 may deem the
application approved by the federal shot clock deadline unless the Town approves or disapproves
the application, or the Town and applicant reach a mutual tolling agreement.
Yet, as discussed in the Part III above, the Applicant has failed to provide evidence that
the CPUC has made a CEQA ·d etennination with respect to the DAS project, which is necessary
in order for the Town to take lawful action as a responsible agency in accordance with CEQA.
Therefore, if the Town must take action on the 16 applications taking into account legal
deadlines such as the federal shot clock and California Government Code section 65964.1
affecting the Town's consideration of the applications, the City Manager hereby disapproves all
16 wireless applications pursuant to Section 15.32.080.B.3 on the grounds that the Applicant has
not provided to the Town all of the inforn1ation required by Chapter 15.32 to petmit the City
Manager to approve, approve with conditions, or deny the 16 applications.
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Among other things, the Applicant has not shown on the record that it has or will have
necessary approvals required in connection with the DAS project.

The record shows, for

example:
•

The CPCN's CEQA findings do not address the DAS project being proposed in
the applications;

•

the Applicant was asked to provide proof that it had obtained necessary CEQA
autho1izations, and it did not do so; and

•

An independent search of state's online records does not show that the CPUC has
acted on CEQA authorizations.

The failure to provide information that was requested and is clearly relevant to the Town's
determination is an independent basis under Chapter 15.32 for disapproving the Applications.

V.

ASSUMING THE CITY MANAGER MUST ACT, DECISION OF THE CITY
MANAGER DENYING ALL 16 APPLICATIONS
The City Manager recognizes that the Applicant may argue that CEQA cannot control, or

that it is preempted by federal law governing wireless placement. While the City Manager
disagrees, assuming that the City Manager is required by federal law to make a detennination as
of this date based on the applications before it, after considering the record before it and
arguments raised, including the public input, and the staff and expert reports received by the City
Manager, the City Manager concludes that the 16 applications should be denied, based upon the
findings set forth below. As explained earlier, the City Manager will be releasing a document
that will be posted on the Town's website along with this decision on or before December 2 1st
that will reference substantial evidence in the record in support of this decision.
(https://www .hillsborough.net/482/Wireless).

1. ·whether the WCF and support structure additions and modifications proposed are
consistent with the general plan and will not adversely affect the policies and goals set forth
therein or alter the rural character ofthe community.
Based on the record, the City Manager finds that the Applicant has not shown that the
WCF and support structure additions and modifications proposed are consistent with the general
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plan. Applicant has also fai led to show that its proposal will not: (a) adversely affect the policies
and goals set forth in the general plan; or (b) alter the rural character of the community.

2. Except where the Town is prohibited from considering it by law, whether the applicant
has shown that the proposed WCF is necessary to close a significant gap in coverage and has
further shown that its proposal is the least intrusive means ofclosing that significant gap.
While there was conflicting evidence on this point, the City Manager finds that
considering the record as a whole, the Applicant has not shown there is a significant gap in
coverage. If the Applicant had shown a significant gap in coverage, the City Manager would
have found that the Applicant's proposal is not the least intrusive means of closing that
significant gap.

3. Whether the WCF and support structure mod[fications and additions proposed, comply
with the design standards in Chapter 15.32, and other applicable provisions ofthe Code.
The City Manager finds that the Applicant has not shown the WCF and support structure
modifications and additions proposed, comply with the design standards in Chapter 15.32, and
other applicable provisions of the Code.

4. Whether the WCF and support structure modifications and additions proposed comply
with applicable safety codes and laws (including without limitation the ADA).
The City Manager finds that the WCF and support structure modifications and additions
proposed comply with applicable safety codes and laws (including without limitation the ADA).
This is not a finding with respect to environmental laws, but rather laws governing the integrity
of structures placed in the public rights of way (for example, whether the proposed pole be
strong enough to support the proposed WCF). This is distinct from the question of whether the
structures create a hazard. With respect to the ADA, the City Manager finds that the placement
of the faci lities would not incommode the disabilities community more than the general
community, and hence issues with respect to interference with the publ ic's use are addressed
under finding 5.
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5. Whether the WCF and support structure modifications and additions interfere with the
public's use ofrights-ofway, or create undue risks to persons or property.
The City Manager finds that the WCF and support structure modifications and additions
interfere with the public's use of rights-of-way, or create undue risks to persons or property. This
is paiiicularly evident with respect to the applications for new poles and above ground
equipment.

6. Whether the applicant has made the required affirmation regarding compliance with
the FCC's RF regulations, as the same may be amended.
The City Manager finds that the Applicant has made the required affirmation regarding
compliance with the FCC's RF regulations, as the same may be amended.

7. Whether the applicant is authorized to file the application.
The City Manager finds that the Applicant is authorized to fil e the application.

8. Whether the applicant has or will have necessary local, state or federal regulatory
approvals required in connection with the WCF (including but not limited to necessary CEQA
approvals, ifany; and approvals for utility box design under this Code).
The City Manager finds that the Applicant has failed to satisfy its burden of proof for
this finding for the reasons discussed in Part III above.

9. Whether alternative designs or locations would be more consistent with the general
plan and otherwise minimize the impact of the WCF and support structure modifications and
additions required.
Based on the negative findings discussed above, the proposed WCFs and support
structure modifications comprising the DAS project are not consistent with the general plan and
do not minimize the impacts. Even assuming all the proposed WCF and support structure
modifications and additions were required, the City Manager would find that alternative designs
or locations would be more consistent with the general plan and otherwise minimize the impacts.
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VI.

APPEALS
Section 15.32.090 of the Hillsborough Municipal Code establishes the process for

appeals. Once the City Manager makes a decision, it automatically becomes final unless the
decision is appealed to the City Council, in writing, within fifteen (15) calendar days after the
City Manager's decision.
The applicant or any other person or entity may file an appeal. To file an appeal, submit a
letter of appeal to the City Council ( c/o the City Clerk, 1600 Floribunda Avenue, Hillsborough,
CA 94010). The appeal must include the following infonnation:
1.

The appellant' s name, telephone number and mailing address.

2.

The pennit number, node number, and nearest address of the proposed WCF.

3.

A clear and detailed statement of what, specifically, you are appealing and why.

Once an appeal is filed, a public heaiing will be scheduled for the next available Council
meeting, based on the time required for the legal noticing ai1d Council packet preparation. The
Council typically meets the second Monday of each month. The Town will notify the appellants
and Applicant of the date. The appellants will receive instructions on preparing the public notices
required for the Council' s consideration of the appeal. The appellant will bear all costs for the
appeal.

Katharine Leroux
City Manager
Town of Hillsborough
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EXHIBIT E
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SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT
This Settlement Agreement ("Agreement") is entered into by and among Newpath
Networks LLC/Crown Castle NG West LLC (collectively, "Crown Castle"), the Town of
Hillsborough (''Town" or "Hillsborough"), and GTE Mobilnet of California Limited Partnership,
dba Verizon Wireless ("Verizon") and is based on the following:
A.
Crown Castle constructs, operates and leases networks for wireless
communications, including Distributed Antenna Systems ("DAS").

B.
Crown Castle proposed to install a DAS network within the public rights-of-way
of Hillsborough ("Project"). The Project is intended to provide telecommunications and
broadband data services. Verizon is a party to this settlement agreement because it was named
as a party by the Town. The Project included 13 antenna nodes, associated equipment, and
connection through fiber optic cables installed on existing telephone poles or underground,
beneath Town streets.
C.
Crown Castle applied to the California Public Utilities Commission ("CPUC") for
approval of the Project (the "Prior CPUC Application"). The CPUC staff approved the Project
and issued an exemption under the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA").
D.
On August 13, 2012, the Hillsborough City Council ("Council") adopted a 45-day
moratorium on issuing pennits for wiryless communications facilities ("WCF Permits"). The
moratorium was extended by the Council on September 10, 2012 and again on July 8, 2013.
E.
In June 2012, Crown Castle submitted an application for a WCF Pennit to
Hillsborough for the installation of four of the antenna nodes for the Project pursuant to the
Town's Wireless Communications Facilities ordinance, Hillsborough Municipal Code Chapter
15.32. Hillsborough contends that these submittals were incomplete. In December 2012, Crown
Castle attempted to submit an additional application for a WCF Pennit for the remaining antenna
nodes, which staff has not processed due to the moratorium. (The June 2012 submittals and the
subsequent submittals are referred to collectively as the "Prior Town Submittals").

F.
Crown Castle filed a petition for writ of mandate and complaint for state and
federal preemption and declaratory relief, San Mateo Superior Court Action No. CIVS 18695 (the
"Action").

G.
Hillsborough filed a cross-complaint against Crown Castle and Verizon in the
Action ("Cross-Complaint").
H.
Hillsborough filed a request with the CPUC for reconsideration of the staff
approval of the Project and the CEQA exemption ("Request for Reconsideration"). The Request
for Reconsideration has been placed on hold by the PUC at the parties' request.

I.
The Council introduced an ordinance to amend Chapter 15 ("New Ordinance")
for first reading at its regular meeting in March 2014. The Council adopted the New Ordinance
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on April 7, 2014. Thus adopted by the Council, the New Ordinance became effective 30 days
after adoption, on May 7, 2014. The staff can now begin accepting and processing applications
under it. The moratoriw11 ordinance was repealed, effective June 12, 2014.
Now, therefore, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which
are hereby acknowledged, the parties agree as follows:

AGREEMENT
I.

Effective Date. This Agreement shall be effective on the date it is fully executed

by the parties.
2.
Dismissal of the Action. Within 10 days ofthe Effective Date, Crown Castle
shall prepare and file a request for dismissal of the Action, without prejudice, each party bearing
its own attorney fees and costs. Hillsborough shall concurrently execute a request for dismissal
of the Cross-Comp laint, without prejudice.
3.
Withdrawal of CPUC Proceedings. Crown Castle shall not rely on the PUC
approval of the Prior CPUC Application, addressed in Recital C. Instead, Crown Castle shall
seek a new CPUC approval for any submittal of applications to the Town for the Project, or any
revised version of the Project, pursuant to the New Ordinance (' 'New CPUC Approval"). Within
IO days of the Effective Date, Hillsborough shall notify the CPUC that its Request for
Reconsideration is moot and should be withcjrawn. Neither party shall take any further action
with respect to the Prior CPUC Application or the Request for Reconsideration.

4.
Future Proceedings with CPUC. Crown Castle shall provide notice to
Hillsborough at the time it submits any future appl ication to the CPUC for the New CPUC
Approval. Such notice shall be in writing and addressed to the Hillsborough City Engineer, with
a copy to the Hillsborough City Attorney, and shall be provided concurrently with the filing of
the CPUC application.
5.
Prior Applications. The Prior Town Submittals for the Project previously
submitted by Crown Castle are deemed withdrawn. Hillsborough shall refund to Crown any
application fees received for the filing of the Prior Town Submittals. No further actions shall be
taken with respect to the Prior Town Submittals. Crown Castle shall not contend, or argue in
court, that any future submittals or applications for Crown Castle's facilities should be processed
under the version of Chapter 15.32 existing prior to amendment by the Council, nor shall Crown
Castle contend that the Prior Town Submittals are deemed complete and/or approved by
operation of law .

7.
No Admission of Liability and No Waiver of Other Claims. The parties
acknowledge that this Agreement represents the settlement and compromise only of the disputed
claims at the center of the Action, the Cross-Complaint, and the Request for Reconsideration.
By entering into this Agreement, no party is admitting liability or fault or acknowledging that its
legal positions in court or before the CPUC are without merit, or that the positions taken by other
parties in court or before the CPUC have merit. Each party reserves the right to assert any legal
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theory or position in court or before the CPUC with respect to their respective rights vis-a-vis the
New Ordinance and/or any new applications, including, but not limited to, an action challenging
the New Ordinance or any action or decis ion rendered on an application under the New
Ordinance; provided, however, that Crown Castle shall not argue or assert the following: (a) that
the project approval or negative declaration issued by the CPUC with regard to the Prior CPUC
Application is valid; (b) that the Prior Town Applications shmdd have been approved were
approved by operation of law; or {c) that it is entitled to have any future application processed
under a prior version of Chapter 15.32.

or

8.
Enforcement. Any action or proceeding to interpret or enforce this Agreement
shall be filed in San Mateo Superior Court, whether in the Action or by a new action or
proceeding.
9.
Binding Nature. This Agreement is intended to be binding on and inure to the
benefit of each patty's predecessors, successors, related companies, and assigns.

10.
Costs and Attorney Fees. All patties shall bear their own costs and attorney fees
with respect to the Action, the Cross-Complaint, and the proceedings before the CPUC with
regard to the Prior CPUC Application.

Execution.
11.
or electronic signature.

This Agreement may be executed in counterparts and by facsimile·

So Agreed :

By:
Its:

Date:

~js-/;'Y

TOWN OF HILLSBOROUGH

'

By:
fts:

~

a~
C ;7

7

·

/VJ /hv/t .?£;'2.

(Signatures Continue)
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GTE MOBILNET OF CALIFORNIA LIMITED
PARTNERSHIP, dba Verizon Wireless

Date:~
By:

Its:

~

·

Senior Counsel - West Area Legal

Approved as to Form:

///7✓ //-/'::Jr-.+--/City Attorney

4681685.l
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Introduction
The Hillsborough Citizens Alliance has invested countless hours analyzing the Crown Castle
applications to determine the level of compliance the proposed 13 wireless installations have
with the Town of Hillsborough's existing Ordinance 751 and accompanying design standards
(resolution 19-03).
Based on our analysis, compliance with applicable design standards ranges from only 30% to
as high as just over half (54%), with a cumulative total of 200+ points of non-compliance across
all 13 proposed sites.
Index:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

H02M3 / El Arroyo Rd
H05M2 / Chateau Dr
H07M2 / Easton Dr
H08M2 / Skyfarm Dr
H12M3 / Eucalyptus Ave
H19M3 / Hayne Rd
H20M3 / Marlborough Rd
H21M3 / El Cerrito Ave
H27M3 / Marlborough Rd
H28M3 / Hayne Rd
H30M1 / Bella Vista Dr
H31M2 / Ralston Ave
H32 / Chiltern Rd
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H02M3 / El Arroyo Rd
C5 requires that “equipment placed above ground, whether pole-mounted or ground-mounted,
shall be placed so as to avoid, to the extent technically feasible, prominent visibility from the
driveways, entryways and windows associated with residential dwellings.” As the applicant did
not provide any tangible evidence that it would be technically infeasible to place H02M3 in a
location where it does not have “prominent visibility from the driveways, entryways and windows
associated with residential dwellings,” H02M3 does not comply since it is prominently visible
from the driveway of 400 El Arroyo, as well as other nearby residential dwellings.
F requires that “[t]he pole-mounted components of [a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment
on a streetlight, traffic signal, utility pole or similar support structure shall, whether on private
property or within the public the rights-of-way:”
● F2: “Be consistent with the size and shape of pole-mounted equipment installed on utility
poles near the WCF or other infrastructure deployment,” however H02M3 does not
comply, as most utility poles in the vicinity have only cylindrical canisters mounted to
pole (if anything), which are much smaller than the rectangular pole mounted shroud
proposed as well as none have anything resembling the canister antenna mounted on
the top of the pole, in addition to the utility poles in the surrounding vicinity being shorter
than the proposed 55’ utility pole.
● F3: “Any gap between pole-mounted equipment and the pole must be covered by
opaque panels (or "wings") that are integrated into the equipment shroud and conceal
the gap,” however H02M3 does not comply, as it does not include any opaque panels.
● F4: “Be placed and oriented to minimize the overall visual profile when viewed from
properties that abut the public rights-of-way,” however H02M3 does not comply, as there
is not screening for the entire tower due to its massive height, making the top half visible
from the driveway of 400 and 415 El Arroyo Rd, as well as other nearby residences.
● F4: “If all orientations would be equally visible from abutting properties as determined by
the city manager, and no existing signage can conceal the attachments, the default
orientation will be away from the view of oncoming traffic on the side of the street where
the installation is proposed,” however H02M3 does not comply, as there is not screening
for the entire tower due to its massive height, making the top half clearly visible to traffic
from both directions when approaching on El Arroyo Rd.
● F5: “Not involve external conduits or risers,” however H02M3 does not comply, as there
are 2 external conduits, one for power and one for fiber.
● F5: “All cables, wires and other connectors must be routed through conduits within the
pole, and all conduit attachments, cables, wires and other connectors must be
concealed from public view,” however H02M3 does not comply, as the conduits are
external and not “within the pole.”
● F5: “To the extent that cables, wires and other connectors cannot be routed through the
pole, applicants shall route them through a single external conduit or shroud that has
been finished to match the underlying support structure,” however H02M3 does not
comply, as there are two conduits, one for power and one for fiber.
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●

F6: “Shall be centered on the pole and no wider than 1.5 times the diameter of the pole,”
however H02M3 does not comply, as 1.5 times the pole diameter is 18 inches (assuming
the absolute largest diameter location of the proposed pole, 12”, although it is likely
smaller at the shroud mounting point) but the pole mounted shroud is 22 inches wide.
● F7: “Shall be mounted so that the lowest portion of the lowest attachment is no less than
eight feet above the established grade,” however H02M3 does not comply, as the bottom
of the new pole mounted meter is only 7’6” “above the established grade.”
Based on the above, H02M3 does not comply with F2, F3, F4, F5, F6 and F7.
H requires that “unless it is determined that there is no more preferred and technically feasible
alternative or it is determined that the town is legally required to approve an application, the city
manager may not approve an application for a support structure whose highest point would be
more than thirty-five feet above surrounding ground level” unless:
● H1: “[t]he support structure is an existing support structure, was taller than thirty-five feet
above the immediate surrounding ground level on January 1, 2014, and the extension
will not be higher than ten feet above the highest point of the support structure or
wireless tower and attachments thereto in existence on January 1, 2014,” however
H02M3 is a new, replacement “support structure” and not an existing new “support
structure,” so H1 is not applicable.
● H2: “[t]he support structure and all attachments thereto will be concealed, whose height
and design is consistent with the surrounding features it mimics,” however 15.32.020
defines a “concealed WCF” as one that “uses a design which mimics and is consistent
with nearby natural, or architectural features...so that the presence of the WCF is not
readily apparent,” and since the stark 47’+ wood utility pole support structure is
significantly taller than other nearby utility poles and the addition of the canister antenna
on the top of the pole makes the proposed tower quite “readily apparent,” H02M3 does
not comply with H2.
Since H1 is not applicable for H02M3 and H02M3 does not comply with H2, H02M3 does not
comply with H since its “support structure” is taller than 35’ feet and the applicant has provided
no evidence that “there is no more preferred and technically feasible alternative” or that “the
town is legally required to approve [the] application,” and so in following the application for
H02M3 may not be approved by the city manager.
J requires that “WCFs and other infrastructure deployments shall be designed and located to
minimize the impact on the surrounding neighborhood, and to maintain the character and
appearance of the town, consistent with other provisions of the Code and this policy. To that
end, WCFs and other infrastructure deployments should.”
● J1: “[e]mploy the smallest and lowest profile equipment,” however we know from the
plans for proposed site H30m1 that a smaller 2.3 cubic foot antenna is available (vs. the
4.7 cubic foot antennas in H02M3) as well as the radio shroud box comes in a much
smaller size (model SHRD52-107) from the same manufacturer, as seen on the
manufacturer’s website.
● J1: be “placed in the least conspicuous location when viewed from properties from which
the WCF is visible,” however the proposed installation is planned for the front of the
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water tank site in addition to towering over homes at 55’, making it visible from at a
minimum 1230 San Raymundo Rd, 400, 415 & 433 El Arroyo Rd as well as 100 & 110
Eucalyptus Ave.
● J3: “[b]e consistent with the general plan,” however the “E. Goals, Policies and Actions”
in the “Land Use Element” section of the 2005 Hillsborough General Plan lists the goals
and policies:
○ “Goal LU-1 Provide for the preservation and enhancement of the Town’s unique
residential character.”
○ Policy LU-1.1: Maintain the character of the Town’s neighborhoods.
○ Goal LU-2 Provide for orderly development in a manner compatible with the
existing character of Hillsborough.
○ Policy LU-2.2: Continue to review new development proposals to ensure that
they do not overwhelm their sites or their neighborhood.
A 55’ wireless installation on a parcel that is sandwiched next to residences does not
“[p]rovide for the preservation and enhancement of the Town’s unique residential
character,” “[m]aintain the character of the Town’s neighborhoods,” or “[p]rovide for
orderly development in a manner compatible with the existing character of Hillsborough,”
etc.
Based on the above points of non-compliance, H02M3 does not comply with J, J1, or J3.
K requires that “all portions of [a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment affixed to a support
structure shall be designed to blend in or be screened from view in a manner consistent with the
support structure's architectural style, color and materials, when viewed from any part of the
town,” however H02M3 does not comply, as the proposed installation is clearly visible from the
right of way in front of the water tank site based on its massive height that towers over the
parcel, and therefore the proposed installation is not “screened from view...when viewed from
any part of the town.”
K also requires that “[v]isible surfaces on WCFs and other infrastructure deployments shall be
painted and textured or otherwise camouflaged to match the color and texture of the support
structure on which they are mounted,” however H02M3 again does not comply, as the canister
antenna, radio shroud box and other equipment are painted a darker brown that is mismatched
with the lighter color of the utility pole the equipment is mounted on, as well as all being smooth
in texture, texture that clearly does not match with that of the natural wood grain of the utility
pole.
P requires that “all new wireless towers and base stations shall be concealed. The installation of
an unconcealed wireless tower or base station is prohibited.” Hillsborough Municipal Code
section 15.32.020 (Definitions) notes that a “"[c]amouflaged or concealed WCF" means a
wireless communications facility that (i) is integrated as an architectural feature of an existing
structure such as (but not limited to) a cupola, or (ii) is integrated in an outdoor fixture such as
(but not limited to) a flagpole; or (iii) uses a design which mimics and is consistent with nearby
natural, or architectural features, or is incorporated into or replaces existing permitted facilities
(including but not limited to stop signs or other traffic signs or freestanding light standards) so
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that the presence of the WCF is not readily apparent.” H02M3 does not comply, as the design of
the proposed installation is not such to ensure the “presence of the WCF is not readily
apparent,” as the top 60-70% of the massive installation is fully visible from the street.
Q requires that “[a]ll cables and connectors for telephone, data backhaul, primary electric and
other similar utilities must be routed underground in conduits large enough to accommodate
future facilities,” however H02M3 may not comply with Q, as the applicant has provided no
evidence to support that the underground conduits they will install are “large enough to
accommodate future facilities,” or that power or fiber for the proposed installation will be “routed
underground” exclusively, as the applicant notes in the application materials that “POWER AND
FIBER, WHERE NOT AVAILABLE OVERHEAD, WILL BE EXTENDED UNDERGROUND.”
Q also requires that the “approval authority shall not approve new overhead utility lines or
service drops merely because compliance with the undergrounding requirements would
increase the project cost,” however since the applicant notes in the application materials that
“POWER AND FIBER, WHERE NOT AVAILABLE OVERHEAD, WILL BE EXTENDED
UNDERGROUND,” H02M3 may not comply with Q, as the applicant may install overhead power
or fiber, as cited in their application materials.
Also, 15.32.060(E) of the Hillsborough Municipal Code requires that “[n]o more than two
business days after filing an application for a WCF permit, the applicant must post a storyboard
at the proposed WCF location that does not interfere with local traffic or use of the public
right-of-way and consists of a color image of the proposed WCF, printed on a weatherproof
material and mounted on a wood frame,” however the applicant failed to comply with this
provision at the proposed site H02M3, as the storyboard was secured to the water tank site
chain link fence and not “mounted on a wood frame.”
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H05M2 / Chateau Dr
C3 requires “applicants that propose to install a WCF on a new, non-replacement pole must
install a support structure that fully conceals the equipment from public view and blends with the
surrounding environment.” H05M2 does not comply, as it does not “[blend] with the surrounding
environment,” as the stark green monopole stands out blatantly against the light brown trunks of
the significantly taller eucalyptus grove behind the proposed site in the right of way.
C3 requires that “if there are no existing streetlights in the immediate vicinity, the applicant may
install a metal or composite decorative pole capable of concealing all the accessory equipment
either within the pole or within an enclosure integrated into the base of the pole,” however
H05M2 does not comply as it includes a ground pedestal meter mounted outside of the pole
structure.
C3 requires that “the centerline of the new pole shall be consistent with the location of other
existing poles or street trees relative to the edge of the paved road,” H05M2 does not comply as
the proposed tower does not align with the centerline of the large trees behind it when standing
in the street facing the proposed site location.
C3 requires that “pole height shall not exceed 32 feet in overall height above ground level
adjacent to the base of the pole,” therefore H05M2 does not comply since the entire pole
structure is 35’ high.
C3 requires that the “pole diameter shall not exceed 18 inches,” therefore H05M2 does not
comply since the bottom of the pole structure is 35.75”.
C3 requires that the “any base enclosure [of the pole structure] shall not exceed 24 inches,”
therefore H05M2 does not comply since the base of the pole structure is 35.75”.
C5 requires that “equipment placed above ground, whether pole-mounted or ground-mounted,
shall be placed so as to avoid, to the extent technically feasible, prominent visibility from the
driveways, entryways and windows associated with residential dwellings.” As the applicant did
not provide any tangible evidence that it would be technically infeasible to place H05M2 in a
location where it does not have “prominent visibility from the driveways, entryways and windows
associated with residential dwellings,” H05M2 does not comply since it is prominently visible
from the driveway of 590 Laurent Rd, as well as other residential dwellings.
E2 requires that for “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way...with respect to its pole-mounted components, be located on an existing or
replacement streetlight or an existing utility pole serving another utility; provided, however, that if
no streetlight or utility pole exists with in 500 feet from the proposed site location...the applicant
may propose a new, non-replacement pole consistent with the provisions in Section C.” Since
there is a utility pole ~100' away from the proposed site near Chateau @ Laurent where the
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antenna and other pole-mounted components for H05M2 could be mounted, H05M2 does not
comply with E2.
E4 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[s]hall be concealed within a shroud that has been painted and textured to be
consistent with other existing natural or manmade features in the public rights-of-way near the
location where the infrastructure is to be located.” H05M2 does not comply, as the stark green
color of the “concealment shroud” of the integrated steel pole portion of the monopole blatantly
stands out against the light brown tree trunks of the significantly taller eucalyptus grove behind
the proposed site and is therefore not “consistent with other existing natural or manmade
features in the public rights-of-way near the location where the infrastructure is to be located.”
E6 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way...shall not be permitted with any individual antenna that exceeds three cubic feet in
volume” and that “the volume calculation shall include the antenna, any radios physically
integrated with the antenna, any mounting hardware and any shroud or radome.” H05M2 does
not comply, as the canister antenna alone is 4.7 cubic feet in volume.
E7 requires that for “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way...all accessory equipment installed above ground level shall not cumulatively
exceed...nine cubic feet in volume if installed in a residential district” and that “the volume
calculation shall include any shroud, cabinet or other concealment device used in connection
with the accessory equipment.” Some, but not all of the “accessory equipment installed above
ground level” for H05M2 includes:
● Canister antenna: 4.7 cubic feet
● Equipment cabinet: 27.6 cubic feet
● Meter pedestal: 2.5 cubic feet
● Integrated steel pole: 11.2 cubic feet
The cumulative volume of just the above equipment is 46 cubic feet, or 511% of the permitted
volume, so H05M2 does not comply with E7.
E9 requires that for “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[t]he city manager shall not approve a separate ground-mounted electric meter
pedestal.” H05M2 does not comply since it includes a ground-mounted meter pedestal.
E10 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[s]hall not permanently displace any landscaping or cause any street trees to be
trimmed, damaged or displaced” as well as that “new infrastructure and/or associated
equipment shall not prevent the planting or replanting of a street tree in the future.” However
H05M2 may not comply, as the arborist report from December 2020 conducted by Tucker Tree
Consulting, LLC, explicitly lists that "pruning may be necessary to accommodate the installation
of the pole." More importantly though, H05M2 does not comply with E10, as the pole base and
pedestal meter both will prevent planting of future street trees in their footprint, as well as
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potentially the 58’ of trenching along the right of way proposed by the applicant to connect the
proposed installation with power.
E18 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[s]hall not be permitted to use any overhead lines that traverse the roadway,
whether the proposed infrastructure deployment is located within an underground utility district
or not.” H05M2 may not comply with E18, as the applicant notes in the Project Description of the
provided project schematics document, that only if “POWER AND FIBER, WHERE NOT
AVAILABLE OVERHEAD, WILL BE EXTENDED UNDERGROUND,” therefore leaving the “door
open” for overhead power and/or fiber, which could potentially traverse the roadway.
G requires that “[t]he ground-mounted components of a WCF or other infrastructure shall,
whether on private property or within the public the rights-of-way” comply with the below criteria:
● G1: “to the extent permitted above ground, shall otherwise be shrouded and painted and
textured (or wrapped) to blend with the streetscape and landscape around the site,”
however the bright green color of the pedestal meter and equipment cabinet stands out
blatantly against the light brown trunks of the significantly taller eucalyptus grove, so
therefore H05M2 does not comply.
● G1: “Whenever possible, above ground equipment components should be placed behind
landscaped features in the right-of-way to further conceal the equipment and blend in
with the surroundings,” however the pedestal meter or the equipment cabinet are right
along the right of way and not hidden behind any landscaping or other landscaped
features, therefore H05M2 does not comply.
● G4: “Equipment shrouds at the base of a pole shall...not exceed 24 inches wide on any
side and 48 inches high,” however the equipment shroud at the base of the pole is
35.75”, so H05M2 does not comply.
Because H05M2 does not comply with G1 or G4, it cannot comply with over-arching section G.
J requires that “WCFs and other infrastructure deployments shall be designed and located to
minimize the impact on the surrounding neighborhood, and to maintain the character and
appearance of the town, consistent with other provisions of the Code and this policy. To that
end, WCFs and other infrastructure deployments should.”
● J1: “[e]mploy the smallest and lowest profile equipment,” however we know from H30m1
that smaller 2.3 cubic foot antennas are available (vs. the 4.7 cubic foot antennas in
H05M2) as well as the radio shroud box comes in a much smaller size (model
SHRD52-107) from the same manufacturer, as viewed on their website.
● J1: be “placed in the least conspicuous location when viewed from properties from which
the WCF is visible,” however the proposed installation is 35’ tall and stark green in color,
making it visible from at a minimum 20 & 30 Lupine Way as well as 590 Laurent Rd.
● J2: “[a]ccommodate collocation or other future expansions or modifications to the extent
feasible and consistent with the other design requirements of this policy,” however based
on Crown Castle’s own comments during the proposed tower site hearing during May
and June 2021, we know H05M2 will not support collocation.
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●

J3: “[b]e consistent with the general plan,” however the “E. Goals, Policies and Actions”
in the “Land Use Element” section of the 2005 Hillsborough General Plan lists the goals
and policies:
○ “Goal LU-1 Provide for the preservation and enhancement of the Town’s unique
residential character.”
○ Policy LU-1.1: Maintain the character of the Town’s neighborhoods.
○ Goal LU-2 Provide for orderly development in a manner compatible with the
existing character of Hillsborough.
○ Policy LU-2.2: Continue to review new development proposals to ensure that
they do not overwhelm their sites or their neighborhood.
A 35’, stark green monopole situated plainly visible along the right of way for both nearby
homes as well as countless drivers in a high traffic area does not “[p]rovide for the
preservation and enhancement of the Town’s unique residential character,” “[m]aintain
the character of the Town’s neighborhoods,” or “[p]rovide for orderly development in a
manner compatible with the existing character of Hillsborough,” etc.
Based on the above points of non-compliance, H05M2 does not comply with J, J1, J2 or J3.
K requires that “all portions of [a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment affixed to a support
structure shall be designed to blend in or be screened from view in a manner consistent with the
support structure 's architectural style, color and materials, when viewed from any part of the
town,” however H05M2 does not comply, as the proposed stark green monopole is clearly
visible from the street in either direction as well as neighboring properties and is not “concealed”
in any capacity, and therefore the proposed installation is not “screened from view...when
viewed from any part of the town.”
P requires that “all new wireless towers and base stations shall be concealed. The installation of
an unconcealed wireless tower or base station is prohibited.” Hillsborough Municipal Code
section 15.32.020 (Definitions) notes that a “"[c]amouflaged or concealed WCF" means a
wireless communications facility that (i) is integrated as an architectural feature of an existing
structure such as (but not limited to) a cupola, or (ii) is integrated in an outdoor fixture such as
(but not limited to) a flagpole; or (iii) uses a design which mimics and is consistent with nearby
natural, or architectural features, or is incorporated into or replaces existing permitted facilities
(including but not limited to stop signs or other traffic signs or freestanding light standards) so
that the presence of the WCF is not readily apparent.” H05M2 does not comply, as the design of
the proposed installation is not such to ensure the “presence of the WCF is not readily
apparent,” as the installation is completely out in the open along the right of way and fully visible
from the street.
Q requires that “[a]ll cables and connectors for telephone, data backhaul, primary electric and
other similar utilities must be routed underground in conduits large enough to accommodate
future facilities,” however H05M2 may not comply with Q, as the applicant has provided no
evidence to support that the underground conduits they will install are “large enough to
accommodate future facilities,” or that power or fiber for the proposed installation will be “routed
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underground” exclusively, as the applicant notes in the application materials that “POWER AND
FIBER, WHERE NOT AVAILABLE OVERHEAD, WILL BE EXTENDED UNDERGROUND.”
Q also requires that the “approval authority shall not approve new overhead utility lines or
service drops merely because compliance with the undergrounding requirements would
increase the project cost,” however since the applicant notes in the application materials that
“POWER AND FIBER, WHERE NOT AVAILABLE OVERHEAD, WILL BE EXTENDED
UNDERGROUND,” H05M2 may not comply with Q, as the applicant may install overhead power
or fiber, as cited in their application materials.
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H07M2 / Easton Dr
C5 requires that “equipment placed above ground, whether pole-mounted or ground-mounted ,
shall be placed so as to avoid, to the extent technically feasible, prominent visibility from the
driveways, entryways and windows associated with residential dwellings.” As the applicant did
not provide any tangible evidence that it would be technically infeasible to place H07M2 in a
location where it does not have “prominent visibility from the driveways, entryways and windows
associated with residential dwellings,” H07M2 does not comply since it is prominently visible
from the windows of 2821 Easton, as well as other residential dwellings.
E2 requires that for “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way,” “with respect to its pole-mounted components, be located on an existing or
replacement streetlight or an existing utility pole serving another utility; provided, however, that if
no streetlight or utility pole exists with in 500 feet from the proposed site location,” “the applicant
may propose a new, non-replacement pole consistent with the provisions in Section C.” Since
there is a utility pole ~175' from the proposed site near 2813 Easton where the antenna and
other pole-mounted components for H07M2 could be mounted, H07M2 does not comply with
E2.
E3 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public rights-of-way”
“Shall not, with respect to its pole-mounted components, protrude from the surface of the pole
more than 18 inches.” H07M2 does not comply, as the streetlight component protrudes more
than 18 inches from the surface of the pole.
E4 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[s]hall be concealed within a shroud that has been painted and textured to be
consistent with other existing natural or manmade features in the public rights-of-way near the
location where the infrastructure is to be located.” H07M2 does not comply, as the stark green
color of the “concealment shroud” of the integrated steel pole portion of the monopole blatantly
stands out against the sparse greenery behind the proposed site that only reaches about 50%
of the height of the proposed pole installation, as well as contrasting against the black wrought
iron fence with white columns behind the proposed site, and is therefore not “consistent with
other existing natural or manmade features in the public rights-of-way near the location where
the infrastructure is to be located.”
E6 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public rights-of-way”
“shall not be permitted with any individual antenna that exceeds three cubic feet in volume” and
that “the volume calculation shall include the antenna, any radios physically integrated with the
antenna, any mounting hardware and any shroud or radome.” H07M2 does not comply, as the
canister antenna alone is 4.7 cubic feet in volume.
E7 requires that for “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way...all accessory equipment installed above ground level shall not cumulatively
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exceed...nine cubic feet in volume if installed in a residential district” and that “the volume
calculation shall include any shroud, cabinet or other concealment device used in connection
with the accessory equipment.” Some, but not all of the “accessory equipment installed above
ground level” for H07M2 includes:
● Canister antenna: 4.7 cubic feet
● Equipment cabinet: 27.6 cubic feet
● Meter pedestal: 2.5 cubic feet
● Integrated steel pole: 11.2 cubic feet
The cumulative volume of just the above equipment is 46 cubic feet, or 511% of the permitted
volume, so H07M2 does not comply with E7.
E9 requires that for “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[t]he city manager shall not approve a separate ground-mounted electric meter
pedestal.” H07M2 does not comply since it includes a ground-mounted meter pedestal.
E10 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[s]hall not permanently displace any landscaping or cause any street trees to be
trimmed, damaged or displaced.” However H07M2 may not comply, as the arborist report from
December 2020 conducted by Tucker Tree Consulting, LLC, explicitly lists that "pruning may be
necessary to accommodate the installation of the pole."
E18 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[s]hall not be permitted to use any overhead lines that traverse the roadway,
whether the proposed infrastructure deployment is located within an underground utility district
or not..” H07M2 may not comply with E18, as the applicant notes in the Project Description of
the provided project schematics document, that only if “POWER AND FIBER, WHERE NOT
AVAILABLE OVERHEAD, WILL BE EXTENDED UNDERGROUND,” therefore leaving the “door
open” for overhead power and/or fiber, which could potentially traverse the roadway.
G requires that “[t]he ground-mounted components of a WCF or other infrastructure shall,
whether on private property or within the public the rights -of-way” comply with the below
criteria:
● G1: “to the extent permitted above ground, shall otherwise be shrouded and painted and
textured (or wrapped) to blend with the streetscape and landscape around the site,”
however the bright green color of the pedestal meter and equipment cabinet stand out
against the black wrote iron fence that also includes white columns behind the proposed
site, therefore H07M2 does not comply.
● G1: “Whenever possible, above ground equipment components should be placed behind
landscaped features in the right-of-way to further conceal the equipment and blend in
with the surroundings,” however the pedestal meter or the equipment cabinet are right
along the right of way and not hidden behind any landscaping or other landscaped
features, therefore H07M2 does not comply.
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●

G4: “Equipment shrouds at the base of a pole shall...not exceed 24 inches wide on any
side and 48 inches high,” however the equipment shroud at the base of the pole is
35.75”, so H07M2 does not comply.
Because H07M2 does not comply with G1 or G4, it cannot comply with over-arching section G.
J requires that “WCFs and other infrastructure deployments shall be designed and located to
minimize the impact on the surrounding neighborhood, and to maintain the character and
appearance of the town, consistent with other provisions of the Code and this policy. To that
end, WCFs and other infrastructure deployments should.”
● J1: “[e]mploy the smallest and lowest profile equipment,” however we know from H30m1
that smaller 2.3 cubic foot antennas are available (vs.the 4.7 cubic foot antennas in
H07M2) as well as the radio shroud box comes in a much smaller size (model
SHRD52-107) from the same manufacturer, as viewed on their website.
● J1: be “placed in the least conspicuous location when viewed from properties from which
the WCF is visible,” however the proposed installation is 35’ tall and stark green in color,
making it visible from at a minimum 2804, 2812 & 2816 Easton Dr as well as 1385
Hillside Cir..
● J2: “[a]ccommodate collocation or other future expansions or modifications to the extent
feasible and consistent with the other design requirements of this policy,” however based
on Crown Castle’s own comments during the proposed tower site hearing during May
and June 2021, we know H07M2 will not support collocation.
● J3: “[b]e consistent with the general plan,” however the “E. Goals, Policies and Actions”
in the “Land Use Element” section of the 2005 Hillsborough General Plan lists the goals
and policies:
○ “Goal LU-1 Provide for the preservation and enhancement of the Town’s unique
residential character.”
○ Policy LU-1.1: Maintain the character of the Town’s neighborhoods.
○ Goal LU-2 Provide for orderly development in a manner compatible with the
existing character of Hillsborough.
○ Policy LU-2.2: Continue to review new development proposals to ensure that
they do not overwhelm their sites or their neighborhood.
A 35’, stark green monopole situated plainly visible along the right of way for both nearby
homes as well as countless drivers in a high traffic area does not “[p]rovide for the
preservation and enhancement of the Town’s unique residential character,” “[m]aintain
the character of the Town’s neighborhoods,” or “[p]rovide for orderly development in a
manner compatible with the existing character of Hillsborough,” etc.
Based on the above points of non-compliance, H07M2 does not comply with J, J1, J2 or J3.
K requires that “all portions of [a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment affixed to a support
structure shall be designed to blend in or be screened from view in a manner consistent with the
support structure 's architectural style, color and materials, when viewed from any part of the
town,” however H07M2 does not comply, as the stark green proposed monopole is clearly
visible from the street in either direction and neighboring properties and is not “concealed” in
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any capacity, and therefore the proposed installation is not “screened from view...when viewed
from any part of the town.”
O requires that “[i]nfrastructure deployments shall not incommode the public (including without
limitation, persons with disabilities) in its use of the public rights-of-way or any structure within or
abutting the public rights-of-way or any portion of the public rights-of-way,” however H07M2
almost completely blocks the right of way on the south side of Easton Dr, forcing pedestrians to
walk in the street.
P requires that “all new wireless towers and base stations shall be concealed. The installation of
an unconcealed wireless tower or base station is prohibited.” Hillsborough Municipal Code
section 15.32.020 (Definitions) notes that a “"[c]amouflaged or concealed WCF" means a
wireless communications facility that (i) is integrated as an architectural feature of an existing
structure such as (but not limited to) a cupola, or (ii) is integrated in an outdoor fixture such as
(but not limited to) a flagpole; or (iii) uses a design which mimics and is consistent with nearby
natural, or architectural features, or is incorporated into or replaces existing permitted facilities
(including but not limited to stop signs or other traffic signs or freestanding light standards) so
that the presence of the WCF is not readily apparent.” H07M2 does not comply, as the design of
the proposed installation is not such to ensure the “presence of the WCF is not readily
apparent,” as the installation is completely out in the open along the right of way and fully visible
from the street.
Q requires that “[a]ll cables and connectors for telephone, data backhaul, primary electric and
other similar utilities must be routed underground in conduits large enough to accommodate
future facilities,” however H07M2 may not comply with Q, as the applicant has provided no
evidence to support that the underground conduits they will install are “large enough to
accommodate future facilities,” or that power or fiber for the proposed installation will be “routed
underground” exclusively, as the applicant notes in the application materials that “POWER AND
FIBER, WHERE NOT AVAILABLE OVERHEAD, WILL BE EXTENDED UNDERGROUND.”
Q also requires that the “approval authority shall not approve new overhead utility lines or
service drops merely because compliance with the undergrounding requirements would
increase the project cost,” however since the applicant notes in the application materials that
“POWER AND FIBER, WHERE NOT AVAILABLE OVERHEAD, WILL BE EXTENDED
UNDERGROUND,” H07M2 may not comply with Q, as the applicant may install overhead power
or fiber, as cited in their application materials.
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H08M2 / Skyfarm Dr
C3 requires “applicants that propose to install a WCF on a new, non-replacement pole must
install a support structure that fully conceals the equipment from public view and blends with the
surrounding environment.” H08M2 does not comply, as it does not “[blend] with the surrounding
environment,” as the stark green matchstick design of the monopole does not blend with the
color of the surrounding vegetation, especially after one or more trees will be required to be
removed from already sparse vegetation (compared with the outdated picture used in the
application material photo simulation), and is blatantly visible from the street and nearby homes.
C3 requires that “if there are no existing streetlights in the immediate vicinity, the applicant may
install a metal or composite decorative pole capable of concealing all the accessory equipment
either within the pole or within an enclosure integrated into the base of the pole,” however
H08M2 does not comply as it includes a ground pedestal meter mounted outside of the pole
structure.
C3 requires that “pole height shall not exceed 32 feet in overall height above ground level
adjacent to the base of the pole,” therefore H08M2 does not comply since the entire pole
structure is 35’ high.
C3 requires that the “pole diameter shall not exceed 18 inches,” therefore H08M2 does not
comply since the bottom of the pole structure is 35.75”.
C3 requires that the “any base enclosure [of the pole structure] shall not exceed 24 inches,”
therefore H08M2 does not comply since the base of the pole structure is 35.75”.
C5 requires that “equipment placed above ground, whether pole-mounted or ground-mounted ,
shall be placed so as to avoid, to the extent technically feasible, prominent visibility from the
driveways, entryways and windows associated with residential dwellings.” As the applicant did
not provide any tangible evidence that it would be technically infeasible to place H08M2 in a
location where it does not have “prominent visibility from the driveways, entryways and windows
associated with residential dwellings,” H08M2 does not comply since it is prominently visible
from the driveway, windows and entryways of 2400 Skyfarm, as well as other residential
dwellings.
E1 requires that for “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way,” the applicant “shall place all equipment (other than antennas) underground in any
area where substantially all existing utilities within 1,500 feet from the site are already located
underground.” H08M2 does not comply since all proposed non-antenna equipment will not be
placed underground.
E4 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[s]hall be concealed within a shroud that has been painted and textured to be
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consistent with other existing natural or manmade features in the public rights-of-way near the
location where the infrastructure is to be located.” H08M2 does not comply, as the stark green
color of the “concealment shroud” of the integrated steel pole portion of the monopole blatantly
stands out with a much brighter shade of green compared to the existing trees in the right of
way, and is therefore not “consistent with other existing natural or manmade features in the
public rights-of-way near the location where the infrastructure is to be located.”
E6 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public rights-of-way”
“shall not be permitted with any individual antenna that exceeds three cubic feet in volume” and
that “the volume calculation shall include the antenna, any radios physically integrated with the
antenna, any mounting hardware and any shroud or radome.” H08M2 does not comply, as the
canister antenna alone is 4.7 cubic feet in volume.
E7 requires that for “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way...all accessory equipment installed above ground level shall not cumulatively
exceed...nine cubic feet in volume if installed in a residential district” and that “the volume
calculation shall include any shroud, cabinet or other concealment device used in connection
with the accessory equipment.” Some, but not all of the “accessory equipment installed above
ground level” for H08M2 includes:
● Canister antenna: 4.7 cubic feet
● Equipment cabinet: 27.6 cubic feet
● Meter pedestal: 2.5 cubic feet
● Integrated steel pole: 11.2 cubic feet
The cumulative volume of just the above equipment is 46 cubic feet, or 511% of the permitted
volume, so H08M2 does not comply with E7.
E9 requires that for “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[t]he city manager shall not approve a separate ground-mounted electric meter
pedestal.” H08M2 does not comply since it includes a ground-mounted meter pedestal.
E10 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way...shall not permanently displace any landscaping or cause any street trees to be
trimmed, damaged or displaced” as well as that “new infrastructure and/or associated
equipment shall not prevent the planting or replanting of a street tree in the future.” In the
arborist report from December 2020 conducted by Tucker Tree Consulting, LLC, it explicitly lists
that it “appears that one (1) tree will require removal and one (1) tree is recommended for
removal because of declining health and proximity to construction” as well as “pruning may be
necessary to accommodate the installation of the pole," so H08M2 may not comply based on
this factor, but more importantly H08M2 does not comply because the pole base and pedestal
meter both will prevent planting of future street trees in their footprint, as well as the planned
trenching along the right of way for power (90 feet) and fiber (unknown distance)..
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G requires that “[t]he ground-mounted components of a WCF or other infrastructure shall,
whether on private property or within the public the rights -of-way” comply with the below
criteria:
● G1: “to the extent permitted above ground, shall otherwise be shrouded and painted and
textured (or wrapped) to blend with the streetscape and landscape around the site,”
however the bright green color of the pedestal meter and equipment cabinet stands out
against the background of thin greenery of the trees behind the proposed equipment, so
therefore H08M2 does not comply.
● G1: “Whenever possible, above ground equipment components should be placed behind
landscaped features in the right-of-way to further conceal the equipment and blend in
with the surroundings,” however the pedestal meter or the equipment cabinet are right
along the right of way and not hidden behind any landscaping or other landscaped
features, therefore H08M2 does not comply.
● G4: “Equipment shrouds at the base of a pole shall...not exceed 24 inches wide on any
side and 48 inches high,” however the equipment shroud at the base of the pole is
35.75”, so H08M2 does not comply.
Because H08M2 does not comply with G1 or G4, it cannot comply with over-arching section G.
J requires that “WCFs and other infrastructure deployments shall be designed and located to
minimize the impact on the surrounding neighborhood, and to maintain the character and
appearance of the town, consistent with other provisions of the Code and this policy. To that
end, WCFs and other infrastructure deployments should.”
● J1: “[e]mploy the smallest and lowest profile equipment,” however we know from H30m1
that smaller 2.3 cubic foot antennas are available (vs.the 4.7 cubic foot antennas in
H08M2) as well as the radio shroud box comes in a much smaller size (model
SHRD52-107) from the same manufacturer, as viewed on their website.
● J1: be “placed in the least conspicuous location when viewed from properties from which
the WCF is visible,” however the proposed installation is 35’ tall and stark green in color,
making it visible from at a minimum 2370, 2375 & 2400 Skyfarm Dr.
● J2: “[a]ccommodate collocation or other future expansions or modifications to the extent
feasible and consistent with the other design requirements of this policy,” however based
on Crown Castle’s own comments during the proposed tower site hearing during May
and June 2021, we know H08M2 will not support collocation.
● J3: “[b]e consistent with the general plan,” however the “E. Goals, Policies and Actions”
in the “Land Use Element” section of the 2005 Hillsborough General Plan lists the goals
and policies:
○ “Goal LU-1 Provide for the preservation and enhancement of the Town’s unique
residential character.”
○ Policy LU-1.1: Maintain the character of the Town’s neighborhoods.
○ Goal LU-2 Provide for orderly development in a manner compatible with the
existing character of Hillsborough.
○ Policy LU-2.2: Continue to review new development proposals to ensure that
they do not overwhelm their sites or their neighborhood.
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A 35’, stark green monopole situated plainly visible along the right of way for both nearby
homes as well as countless drivers in a high traffic area does not “[p]rovide for the
preservation and enhancement of the Town’s unique residential character,” “[m]aintain
the character of the Town’s neighborhoods,” or “[p]rovide for orderly development in a
manner compatible with the existing character of Hillsborough,” etc.
Based on the above points of non-compliance, H08M2 does not comply with J, J1, J2 or J3.
K requires that “all portions of [a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment affixed to a support
structure shall be designed to blend in or be screened from view in a manner consistent with the
support structure 's architectural style, color and materials, when viewed from any part of the
town,” however H08M2 does not comply, as the stark green proposed monopole is clearly
visible from the street in either direction and neighboring properties and is not “concealed” in
any capacity with the greenery/trees all being behind the proposed installation, and therefore
the proposed installation is not “screened from view...when viewed from any part of the town.”
P requires that “all new wireless towers and base stations shall be concealed. The installation of
an unconcealed wireless tower or base station is prohibited.” Hillsborough Municipal Code
section 15.32.020 (Definitions) notes that a “"[c]amouflaged or concealed WCF" means a
wireless communications facility that (i) is integrated as an architectural feature of an existing
structure such as (but not limited to) a cupola, or (ii) is integrated in an outdoor fixture such as
(but not limited to) a flagpole; or (iii) uses a design which mimics and is consistent with nearby
natural, or architectural features, or is incorporated into or replaces existing permitted facilities
(including but not limited to stop signs or other traffic signs or freestanding light standards) so
that the presence of the WCF is not readily apparent.” H08M2 does not comply, as the design of
the proposed installation is not such to ensure the “presence of the WCF is not readily
apparent,” as the installation is right along the right of way on Skyfarm Dr and fully visible from
the street, as the bright green color does not blend in with the trees behind it.
Q requires that “[a]ll cables and connectors for telephone, data backhaul, primary electric and
other similar utilities must be routed underground in conduits large enough to accommodate
future facilities,” however H08M2 may not comply with Q, as the applicant has provided no
evidence to support that the underground conduits they will install are “large enough to
accommodate future facilities,” or that power or fiber for the proposed installation will be “routed
underground” exclusively, as the applicant notes in the application materials that “POWER AND
FIBER, WHERE NOT AVAILABLE OVERHEAD, WILL BE EXTENDED UNDERGROUND.”
Q also requires that the “approval authority shall not approve new overhead utility lines or
service drops merely because compliance with the undergrounding requirements would
increase the project cost,” however since the applicant notes in the application materials that
“POWER AND FIBER, WHERE NOT AVAILABLE OVERHEAD, WILL BE EXTENDED
UNDERGROUND,” H08M2 may not comply with Q, as the applicant may install overhead power
or fiber, as cited in their application materials.
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H12M3 / Eucalyptus Ave
C3 requires “applicants that propose to install a WCF on a new, non-replacement pole must
install a support structure that fully conceals the equipment from public view and blends with the
surrounding environment.” H12M3 does not comply, as it does not “[blend] with the surrounding
environment,” as the stark green monopole is visually prominent as it towers over the nearby
Gate House structure and light pole as well as the surrounding greenery, which only reaches to
about 50% of the height of the proposed pole structure.
C3 requires that “if there are no existing streetlights in the immediate vicinity, the applicant may
install a metal or composite decorative pole capable of concealing all the accessory equipment
either within the pole or within an enclosure integrated into the base of the pole,” however
H12M3 does not comply as there is a streetlight mere feet from the proposed monopole..
C3 requires that “the centerline of the new pole shall be consistent with the location of other
existing poles or street trees relative to the edge of the paved road,” H12M3 does not comply as
it stands alone towering above all the other landscaping and infrastructure, not near the
centerline created by the streetlight.
C3 requires that “pole height shall not exceed 32 feet in overall height above ground level
adjacent to the base of the pole,” therefore H12M3 does not comply since the entire pole
structure is 35’ high.
C3 requires that the “pole diameter shall not exceed 18 inches,” therefore H12M3 does not
comply since the bottom of the pole structure is 35.75”.
C3 requires that the “any base enclosure [of the pole structure] shall not exceed 24 inches,”
therefore H12M3 does not comply since the base of the pole structure is 35.75”.
C5 requires that “equipment placed above ground, whether pole-mounted or ground-mounted ,
shall be placed so as to avoid, to the extent technically feasible, prominent visibility from the
driveways, entryways and windows associated with residential dwellings.” As the applicant did
not provide any tangible evidence that it would be technically infeasible to place H12M3 in a
location where it does not have “prominent visibility from the driveways, entryways and windows
associated with residential dwellings,” H12M3 does not comply since it is prominently visible
from the driveway of 510 Eucalyptus Ave, as well as other residential dwellings.
G requires that “[t]he ground-mounted components of a WCF or other infrastructure shall,
whether on private property or within the public the rights -of-way” comply with the below
criteria:
● G1: “to the extent permitted above ground, shall otherwise be shrouded and painted and
textured (or wrapped) to blend with the streetscape and landscape around the site,”
however the bright green color of the pedestal meter and equipment cabinet are a much
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different shade of green compared to the surrounding vegetation making them both quite
noticeable to passers by, so therefore H12M3 does not comply.
● G1: “Whenever possible, above ground equipment components should be placed behind
landscaped features in the right-of-way to further conceal the equipment and blend in
with the surroundings,” however the pedestal meter or the equipment cabinet are right
along the right of way and not hidden behind any landscaping or other landscaped
features when viewed from Eucalyptus Ave, therefore H12M3 does not comply.
● G4: “Equipment shrouds at the base of a pole shall...not exceed 24 inches wide on any
side and 48 inches high,” however the equipment shroud at the base of the pole is
35.75”, so H12M3 does not comply.
Because H12M3 does not comply with G1 or G4, it cannot comply with over-arching section G.
J requires that “WCFs and other infrastructure deployments shall be designed and located to
minimize the impact on the surrounding neighborhood, and to maintain the character and
appearance of the town, consistent with other provisions of the Code and this policy. To that
end, WCFs and other infrastructure deployments should.”
● J1: “[e]mploy the smallest and lowest profile equipment,” however we know from H30m1
that smaller 2.3 cubic foot antennas are available (vs.the 4.7 cubic foot antennas in
H12M3) as well as the radio shroud box comes in a much smaller size (model
SHRD52-107) from the same manufacturer, as viewed on their website.
● J1: be “placed in the least conspicuous location when viewed from properties from which
the WCF is visible,” however the proposed installation is 35’ tall and stark green in color,
making it visible from at a minimum 490 & 510 Eucalyptus Ave.
● J2: “[a]ccommodate collocation or other future expansions or modifications to the extent
feasible and consistent with the other design requirements of this policy,” however based
on Crown Castle’s own comments during the proposed tower site hearing during May
and June 2021, we know H12M3 will not support collocation.
● J3: “[b]e consistent with the general plan,” however the “E. Goals, Policies and Actions”
in the “Land Use Element” section of the 2005 Hillsborough General Plan lists the goals
and policies:
○ “Goal LU-1 Provide for the preservation and enhancement of the Town’s unique
residential character.”
○ Policy LU-1.1: Maintain the character of the Town’s neighborhoods.
○ Goal LU-2 Provide for orderly development in a manner compatible with the
existing character of Hillsborough.
○ Policy LU-2.2: Continue to review new development proposals to ensure that
they do not overwhelm their sites or their neighborhood.
A 35’, stark green monopole situated plainly visible along the right of way for both nearby
homes as well as countless drivers in a high traffic area does not “[p]rovide for the
preservation and enhancement of the Town’s unique residential character,” “[m]aintain
the character of the Town’s neighborhoods,” or “[p]rovide for orderly development in a
manner compatible with the existing character of Hillsborough,” etc.
Based on the above points of non-compliance, H12M3 does not comply with J, J1, J2 or J3.
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K requires that “all portions of [a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment affixed to a support
structure shall be designed to blend in or be screened from view in a manner consistent with the
support structure 's architectural style, color and materials, when viewed from any part of the
town,” however H12M3 does not comply, as the stark green proposed monopole is clearly
visible from the street at the four way intersection as it towers over the existing greenery and is
clearly visible from neighboring properties and is not “concealed” in any capacity, and therefore
the proposed installation is not “screened from view...when viewed from any part of the town.”
P requires that “all new wireless towers and base stations shall be concealed. The installation of
an unconcealed wireless tower or base station is prohibited.” Hillsborough Municipal Code
section 15.32.020 (Definitions) notes that a “"[c]amouflaged or concealed WCF" means a
wireless communications facility that (i) is integrated as an architectural feature of an existing
structure such as (but not limited to) a cupola, or (ii) is integrated in an outdoor fixture such as
(but not limited to) a flagpole; or (iii) uses a design which mimics and is consistent with nearby
natural, or architectural features, or is incorporated into or replaces existing permitted facilities
(including but not limited to stop signs or other traffic signs or freestanding light standards) so
that the presence of the WCF is not readily apparent.” H12M3 does not comply, as the design of
the proposed installation is not such to ensure the “presence of the WCF is not readily
apparent,” as the stark green monopole is visually prominent as it towers over the nearby Gate
House structure and light pole as well as the surrounding greenery, making it obvious to passers
by, whether on foot or by car.
Q requires that “[a]ll cables and connectors for telephone, data backhaul, primary electric and
other similar utilities must be routed underground in conduits large enough to accommodate
future facilities,” however H12M3 may not comply with Q, as the applicant has provided no
evidence to support that the underground conduits they will install are “large enough to
accommodate future facilities,” or that power or fiber for the proposed installation will be “routed
underground” exclusively, as the applicant notes in the application materials that “POWER AND
FIBER, WHERE NOT AVAILABLE OVERHEAD, WILL BE EXTENDED UNDERGROUND.”
Q also requires that the “approval authority shall not approve new overhead utility lines or
service drops merely because compliance with the undergrounding requirements would
increase the project cost,” however since the applicant notes in the application materials that
“POWER AND FIBER, WHERE NOT AVAILABLE OVERHEAD, WILL BE EXTENDED
UNDERGROUND,” H12M3 may not comply with Q, as the applicant may install overhead power
or fiber, as cited in their application materials.
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H19M3 / Hayne Rd
C3 requires “applicants that propose to install a WCF on a new, non-replacement pole must
install a support structure that fully conceals the equipment from public view and blends with the
surrounding environment.” H19M3 does not comply, as it does not “[blend] with the surrounding
environment,” as the stark green monopole is massively offset from surrounding vegetation by
such a significant distance such that it stands out visually and is nearly impossible to not see.
C3 requires that “if there are no existing streetlights in the immediate vicinity, the applicant may
install a metal or composite decorative pole capable of concealing all the accessory equipment
either within the pole or within an enclosure integrated into the base of the pole,” however
H19M3 does not comply as it includes a ground pedestal meter mounted outside of the pole
structure.
C3 requires that “the centerline of the new pole shall be consistent with the location of other
existing poles or street trees relative to the edge of the paved road,” H19M3 does not comply as
the proposed monopole does not align with the centerline of the many trees setback along the
west side of Hayne Rd when viewing the proposed monopole from the north or south along
Hayne Rd.
C3 requires that “pole height shall not exceed 32 feet in overall height above ground level
adjacent to the base of the pole,” therefore H19M3 does not comply since the entire pole
structure is 35’ high.
C3 requires that the “pole diameter shall not exceed 18 inches,” therefore H19M3 does not
comply since the bottom of the pole structure is 35.75”.
C3 requires that the “any base enclosure [of the pole structure] shall not exceed 24 inches,”
therefore H19M3 does not comply since the base of the pole structure is 35.75”.
C5 requires that “equipment placed above ground, whether pole-mounted or ground-mounted ,
shall be placed so as to avoid, to the extent technically feasible, prominent visibility from the
driveways, entryways and windows associated with residential dwellings.” As the applicant did
not provide any tangible evidence that it would be technically infeasible to place H19M3 in a
location where it does not have “prominent visibility from the driveways, entryways and windows
associated with residential dwellings,” H19M3 does not comply since it is prominently visible
from the driveway, windows and entryways of 1350 Hayne, as well as other residential
dwellings.
E1 requires that for “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way,” the applicant “shall place all equipment (other than antennas) underground in any
area where substantially all existing utilities within 1,500 feet from the site are already located
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underground.” H19M3 does not comply since all proposed non-antenna equipment will not be
placed underground.
E4 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[s]hall be concealed within a shroud that has been painted and textured to be
consistent with other existing natural or manmade features in the public rights-of-way near the
location where the infrastructure is to be located.” H19M3 does not comply, as the stark green
color of the “concealment shroud” of the integrated steel pole portion of the monopole stands
out texture wise with its smoothness compared to the texture of the pine trees further back
along the right of way, and is therefore not “consistent with other existing natural or manmade
features in the public rights-of-way near the location where the infrastructure is to be located.”
E6 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public rights-of-way”
“shall not be permitted with any individual antenna that exceeds three cubic feet in volume” and
that “the volume calculation shall include the antenna, any radios physically integrated with the
antenna, any mounting hardware and any shroud or radome.” H19M3 does not comply, as the
canister antenna alone is 4.7 cubic feet in volume.
E7 requires that for “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way...all accessory equipment installed above ground level shall not cumulatively
exceed...nine cubic feet in volume if installed in a residential district” and that “the volume
calculation shall include any shroud, cabinet or other concealment device used in connection
with the accessory equipment.” Some, but not all of the “accessory equipment installed above
ground level” for H19M3 includes:
● Canister antenna: 4.7 cubic feet
● Equipment cabinet: 27.6 cubic feet
● Meter pedestal: 2.5 cubic feet
● Integrated steel pole: 11.2 cubic feet
The cumulative volume of just the above equipment is 46 cubic feet, or 511% of the permitted
volume, so H19M3 does not comply with E7.
E9 requires that for “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[t]he city manager shall not approve a separate ground-mounted electric meter
pedestal.” H19M3 does not comply since it includes a ground-mounted meter pedestal.
E10 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[s]hall not permanently displace any landscaping or cause any street trees to be
trimmed, damaged or displaced” as well as that “new infrastructure and/or associated
equipment shall not prevent the planting or replanting of a street tree in the future.” However
H19M3 may not comply, as the arborist report from December 2020 conducted by Tucker Tree
Consulting, LLC, explicitly lists that "pruning may be necessary to accommodate the installation
of the pole." More importantly though, H19M3 does not comply with E10, as the pole base and
pedestal meter both will prevent planting of future street trees in their footprint, as well as
potentially the renching along the right of way proposed by the applicant to connect the
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proposed installation with power and fiber (both of unknown distances based on provided
project schematics).
E16 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[s]hall not be placed within any sight distance triangles at any intersections.”
H19M3 does not comply, as the tower location obstructs the sight distance triangle for cars
turning left from Moseley Rd onto Hayne Rd, as well as turning right from Hayne Rd onto
Moseley Rd..
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G requires that “[t]he ground-mounted components of a WCF or other infrastructure shall,
whether on private property or within the public the rights -of-way” comply with the below
criteria:
● G1: “to the extent permitted above ground, shall otherwise be shrouded and painted and
textured (or wrapped) to blend with the streetscape and landscape around the site,”
however the bright green color of the pedestal meter and equipment cabinet is
mismatched with the color of the greenery adjacent to the proposed equipment, so
therefore H19M3 does not comply.
● G1: “Whenever possible, above ground equipment components should be placed behind
landscaped features in the right-of-way to further conceal the equipment and blend in
with the surroundings,” however the pedestal meter or the equipment cabinet are right
along the right of way and not hidden behind any landscaping or other landscaped
features, therefore H19M3 does not comply.
● G4: “Equipment shrouds at the base of a pole shall...not exceed 24 inches wide on any
side and 48 inches high,” however the equipment shroud at the base of the pole is
35.75”, so H19M3 does not comply.
Because H19M3 does not comply with G1 or G4, it cannot comply with over-arching section G.
J requires that “WCFs and other infrastructure deployments shall be designed and located to
minimize the impact on the surrounding neighborhood, and to maintain the character and
appearance of the town, consistent with other provisions of the Code and this policy. To that
end, WCFs and other infrastructure deployments should.”
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●

J1: “[e]mploy the smallest and lowest profile equipment,” however we know from H30m1
that smaller 2.3 cubic foot antennas are available (vs.the 4.7 cubic foot antennas in
H19M3) as well as the radio shroud box comes in a much smaller size (model
SHRD52-107) from the same manufacturer, as viewed on their website.
● J1: be “placed in the least conspicuous location when viewed from properties from which
the WCF is visible,” however the proposed installation is 35’ tall and stark green in color,
making it visible from at a minimum 1350 Hayne Rd.
● J2: “[a]ccommodate collocation or other future expansions or modifications to the extent
feasible and consistent with the other design requirements of this policy,” however based
on Crown Castle’s own comments during the proposed tower site hearing during May
and June 2021, we know H19M3 will not support collocation.
● J3: “[b]e consistent with the general plan,” however the “E. Goals, Policies and Actions”
in the “Land Use Element” section of the 2005 Hillsborough General Plan lists the goals
and policies:
○ “Goal LU-1 Provide for the preservation and enhancement of the Town’s unique
residential character.”
○ Policy LU-1.1: Maintain the character of the Town’s neighborhoods.
○ Goal LU-2 Provide for orderly development in a manner compatible with the
existing character of Hillsborough.
○ Policy LU-2.2: Continue to review new development proposals to ensure that
they do not overwhelm their sites or their neighborhood.
A 35’, stark green monopole situated plainly visible along the right of way for both nearby
homes as well as countless drivers in a high traffic area does not “[p]rovide for the
preservation and enhancement of the Town’s unique residential character,” “[m]aintain
the character of the Town’s neighborhoods,” or “[p]rovide for orderly development in a
manner compatible with the existing character of Hillsborough,” etc.
Based on the above points of non-compliance, H19M3 does not comply with J, J1, J2 or J3.
K requires that “all portions of [a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment affixed to a support
structure shall be designed to blend in or be screened from view in a manner consistent with the
support structure 's architectural style, color and materials, when viewed from any part of the
town,” however H19M3 does not comply, as the stark green proposed monopole is clearly
visible from the street in either direction as well as from the home at 1350 Hayne Rd and is not
“concealed” in any capacity, and therefore the proposed installation is not “screened from
view...when viewed from any part of the town.”
P requires that “all new wireless towers and base stations shall be concealed. The installation of
an unconcealed wireless tower or base station is prohibited.” Hillsborough Municipal Code
section 15.32.020 (Definitions) notes that a “"[c]amouflaged or concealed WCF" means a
wireless communications facility that (i) is integrated as an architectural feature of an existing
structure such as (but not limited to) a cupola, or (ii) is integrated in an outdoor fixture such as
(but not limited to) a flagpole; or (iii) uses a design which mimics and is consistent with nearby
natural, or architectural features, or is incorporated into or replaces existing permitted facilities
(including but not limited to stop signs or other traffic signs or freestanding light standards) so
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that the presence of the WCF is not readily apparent.” H19M3 does not comply, as the design of
the proposed installation is not such to ensure the “presence of the WCF is not readily
apparent,” as the installation is completely out in the open along the right of way and fully visible
from the street.
Q requires that “[a]ll cables and connectors for telephone, data backhaul, primary electric and
other similar utilities must be routed underground in conduits large enough to accommodate
future facilities,” however H19M3 may not comply with Q, as the applicant has provided no
evidence to support that the underground conduits they will install are “large enough to
accommodate future facilities,” or that power or fiber for the proposed installation will be “routed
underground” exclusively, as the applicant notes in the application materials that “POWER AND
FIBER, WHERE NOT AVAILABLE OVERHEAD, WILL BE EXTENDED UNDERGROUND.”
Q also requires that the “approval authority shall not approve new overhead utility lines or
service drops merely because compliance with the undergrounding requirements would
increase the project cost,” however since the applicant notes in the application materials that
“POWER AND FIBER, WHERE NOT AVAILABLE OVERHEAD, WILL BE EXTENDED
UNDERGROUND,” H19M3 may not comply with Q, as the applicant may install overhead power
or fiber, as cited in their application materials.
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H20M3 / Marlborough Rd
C3 requires “applicants that propose to install a WCF on a new, non-replacement pole must
install a support structure that fully conceals the equipment from public view and blends with the
surrounding environment.” H20M3 does not comply, as it does not “[blend] with the surrounding
environment,” as the stark green matchstick monopole towers 15-20 feet above all surrounding
vegetation making it extremely prominent against the backdrop of the horizon to both cars and
pedestrians, as well as from the windows and driveways of nearby homeowners.
C3 requires that “if there are no existing streetlights in the immediate vicinity, the applicant may
install a metal or composite decorative pole capable of concealing all the accessory equipment
either within the pole or within an enclosure integrated into the base of the pole,” however
H20M3 does not comply as it includes a ground pedestal meter mounted outside of the pole
structure.
C3 requires that “pole height shall not exceed 32 feet in overall height above ground level
adjacent to the base of the pole,” therefore H20M3 does not comply since the entire pole
structure is 35’ high.
C3 requires that the “pole diameter shall not exceed 18 inches,” therefore H20M3 does not
comply since the bottom of the pole structure is 35.75”.
C3 requires that the “any base enclosure [of the pole structure] shall not exceed 24 inches,”
therefore H20M3 does not comply since the base of the pole structure is 35.75”.
C5 requires that “equipment placed above ground, whether pole-mounted or ground-mounted ,
shall be placed so as to avoid, to the extent technically feasible, prominent visibility from the
driveways, entryways and windows associated with residential dwellings.” As the applicant did
not provide any tangible evidence that it would be technically infeasible to place H20M3 in a
location where it does not have “prominent visibility from the driveways, entryways and windows
associated with residential dwellings,” H20M3 does not comply since it is prominently visible
from the driveway, windows and entryways of 1180 Marlborough, as well as other residential
dwellings.
E2 requires that for “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way,” “with respect to its pole-mounted components, be located on an existing or
replacement streetlight or an existing utility pole serving another utility; provided, however, that if
no streetlight or utility pole exists with in 500 feet from the proposed site location,” “the applicant
may propose a new, non-replacement pole consistent with the provisions in Section C.” Since
there is a utility pole ~250' from the proposed site near 1201 Marlborough Rd where the
antenna and other pole-mounted components for H20M3 could be mounted, H20M3 does not
comply with E2.
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E4 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[s]hall be concealed within a shroud that has been painted and textured to be
consistent with other existing natural or manmade features in the public rights-of-way near the
location where the infrastructure is to be located.” H20M3 does not comply, as the stark green
color of the “concealment shroud” of the integrated steel pole portion of the monopole stands
out texture wise against the very sparse surrounding vegetation and also does not blend in color
wise against the greenery the encompasses the area across the canyon from the proposed site,
and is therefore not “consistent with other existing natural or manmade features in the public
rights-of-way near the location where the infrastructure is to be located.”
E6 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public rights-of-way”
“shall not be permitted with any individual antenna that exceeds three cubic feet in volume” and
that “the volume calculation shall include the antenna, any radios physically integrated with the
antenna, any mounting hardware and any shroud or radome.” H20M3 does not comply, as the
canister antenna alone is 4.7 cubic feet in volume.
E7 requires that for “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way...all accessory equipment installed above ground level shall not cumulatively
exceed...nine cubic feet in volume if installed in a residential district” and that “the volume
calculation shall include any shroud, cabinet or other concealment device used in connection
with the accessory equipment.” Some, but not all of the “accessory equipment installed above
ground level” for H20M3 includes:
● Canister antenna: 4.7 cubic feet
● Equipment cabinet: 27.6 cubic feet
● Meter pedestal: 2.5 cubic feet
● Integrated steel pole: 11.2 cubic feet
The cumulative volume of just the above equipment is 46 cubic feet, or 511% of the permitted
volume, so H20M3 does not comply with E7.
E9 requires that for “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[t]he city manager shall not approve a separate ground-mounted electric meter
pedestal.” H20M3 does not comply since it includes a ground-mounted meter pedestal.
E10 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[s]hall not permanently displace any landscaping or cause any street trees to be
trimmed, damaged or displaced” as well as that “new infrastructure and/or associated
equipment shall not prevent the planting or replanting of a street tree in the future.” However
H20M3 may not comply, as the arborist report from December 2020 conducted by Tucker Tree
Consulting, LLC, explicitly lists that "pruning may be necessary to accommodate the installation
of the pole." More importantly though, H20M3 does not comply with E10, as the 96 square foot
platform for the pole structure as well as the concrete pad for the pedestal meter will both
prevent planting of future street trees in their footprint, as well as 231’ of trenching along the
right of way proposed by the applicant to connect the proposed installation with power, or the
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trenching in the right of way to provide the proposed site with fiber (currently of unknown
distance at this time based on provided project schematics).
E18 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[s]hall not be permitted to use any overhead lines that traverse the roadway,
whether the proposed infrastructure deployment is located within an underground utility district
or not..” H20M3 may not comply with E18, as the applicant notes in the Project Description of
the provided project schematics document, that only if “POWER AND FIBER, WHERE NOT
AVAILABLE OVERHEAD, WILL BE EXTENDED UNDERGROUND,” therefore leaving the “door
open” for overhead power and/or fiber, which could potentially traverse the roadway.
G requires that “[t]he ground-mounted components of a WCF or other infrastructure shall,
whether on private property or within the public the rights -of-way” comply with the below
criteria:
● G1: “to the extent permitted above ground, shall otherwise be shrouded and painted and
textured (or wrapped) to blend with the streetscape and landscape around the site,”
however the bright green color of the pedestal meter and equipment cabinet does not
blend with the light brown and green color of the surrounding vegetation in the right of
way and canyon, so therefore H20M3 does not comply.
● G1: “Whenever possible, above ground equipment components should be placed behind
landscaped features in the right-of-way to further conceal the equipment and blend in
with the surroundings,” however the pedestal meter or the equipment cabinet are right
along the right of way and not hidden behind any landscaping or other landscaped
features, therefore H20M3 does not comply.
● G4: “Equipment shrouds at the base of a pole shall...not exceed 24 inches wide on any
side and 48 inches high,” however the equipment shroud at the base of the pole is
35.75”, so H20M3 does not comply.
Because H20M3 does not comply with G1 or G4, it cannot comply with over-arching section G.
J requires that “WCFs and other infrastructure deployments shall be designed and located to
minimize the impact on the surrounding neighborhood, and to maintain the character and
appearance of the town, consistent with other provisions of the Code and this policy. To that
end, WCFs and other infrastructure deployments should.”
● J1: “[e]mploy the smallest and lowest profile equipment,” however we know from H30m1
that smaller 2.3 cubic foot antennas are available (vs.the 4.7 cubic foot antennas in
H20M3) as well as the radio shroud box comes in a much smaller size (model
SHRD52-107) from the same manufacturer, as viewed on their website.
● J1: be “placed in the least conspicuous location when viewed from properties from which
the WCF is visible,” however the proposed installation is 35’ tall and stark green in color,
making it visible from at a minimum 1149 & 1180 Marlborough Rd.
● J2: “[a]ccommodate collocation or other future expansions or modifications to the extent
feasible and consistent with the other design requirements of this policy,” however based
on Crown Castle’s own comments during the proposed tower site hearing during May
and June 2021, we know H20M3 will not support collocation.
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●

J3: “[b]e consistent with the general plan,” however the “E. Goals, Policies and Actions”
in the “Land Use Element” section of the 2005 Hillsborough General Plan lists the goals
and policies:
○ “Goal LU-1 Provide for the preservation and enhancement of the Town’s unique
residential character.”
○ Policy LU-1.1: Maintain the character of the Town’s neighborhoods.
○ Goal LU-2 Provide for orderly development in a manner compatible with the
existing character of Hillsborough.
○ Policy LU-2.2: Continue to review new development proposals to ensure that
they do not overwhelm their sites or their neighborhood.
A 35’, stark green monopole situated plainly visible along the right of way for both nearby
homes as well as countless drivers in a high traffic area does not “[p]rovide for the
preservation and enhancement of the Town’s unique residential character,” “[m]aintain
the character of the Town’s neighborhoods,” or “[p]rovide for orderly development in a
manner compatible with the existing character of Hillsborough,” etc.
Based on the above points of non-compliance, H20M3 does not comply with J, J1, J2 or J3.
K requires that “all portions of [a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment affixed to a support
structure shall be designed to blend in or be screened from view in a manner consistent with the
support structure 's architectural style, color and materials, when viewed from any part of the
town,” however H20M3 does not comply, as the stark green proposed monopole is clearly
visible from the street in either direction as well as neighboring properties at 1149 & 1180
Marlborough Rd and is not “concealed” in any capacity since it towers over all the minimal
existing shrubbery near the right of way, and therefore the proposed installation is not “screened
from view...when viewed from any part of the town.”
P requires that “all new wireless towers and base stations shall be concealed. The installation of
an unconcealed wireless tower or base station is prohibited.” Hillsborough Municipal Code
section 15.32.020 (Definitions) notes that a “"[c]amouflaged or concealed WCF" means a
wireless communications facility that (i) is integrated as an architectural feature of an existing
structure such as (but not limited to) a cupola, or (ii) is integrated in an outdoor fixture such as
(but not limited to) a flagpole; or (iii) uses a design which mimics and is consistent with nearby
natural, or architectural features, or is incorporated into or replaces existing permitted facilities
(including but not limited to stop signs or other traffic signs or freestanding light standards) so
that the presence of the WCF is not readily apparent.” H19M3 does not comply, as the design of
the proposed installation is not such to ensure the “presence of the WCF is not readily
apparent,” as the stark green matchstick monopole towers 15-20 feet above all surrounding
vegetation making it extremely prominent against the backdrop of the horizon to both cars and
pedestrians, as well as from the windows and driveways of nearby homeowners.
Q requires that “[a]ll cables and connectors for telephone, data backhaul, primary electric and
other similar utilities must be routed underground in conduits large enough to accommodate
future facilities,” however H19M3 may not comply with Q, as the applicant has provided no
evidence to support that the underground conduits they will install are “large enough to
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accommodate future facilities,” or that power or fiber for the proposed installation will be “routed
underground” exclusively, as the applicant notes in the application materials that “POWER AND
FIBER, WHERE NOT AVAILABLE OVERHEAD, WILL BE EXTENDED UNDERGROUND.”
Q also requires that the “approval authority shall not approve new overhead utility lines or
service drops merely because compliance with the undergrounding requirements would
increase the project cost,” however since the applicant notes in the application materials that
“POWER AND FIBER, WHERE NOT AVAILABLE OVERHEAD, WILL BE EXTENDED
UNDERGROUND,” H19M3 may not comply with Q, as the applicant may install overhead power
or fiber, as cited in their application materials.
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H21M3 / El Cerrito Ave
C3 requires “applicants that propose to install a WCF on a new, non-replacement pole must
install a support structure that fully conceals the equipment from public view and blends with the
surrounding environment.” H21M3 does not comply, as it does not “[blend] with the surrounding
environment,” as the stark green monopole is offset so far from thin/sparse surrounding
vegetation such that it stands out visually due to both its color and location.
C3 requires that “if there are no existing streetlights in the immediate vicinity, the applicant may
install a metal or composite decorative pole capable of concealing all the accessory equipment
either within the pole or within an enclosure integrated into the base of the pole,” however
H21M3 does not comply as it includes a ground pedestal meter mounted outside of the pole
structure.
C3 requires that “the centerline of the new pole shall be consistent with the location of other
existing poles or street trees relative to the edge of the paved road,” H21M3 does not comply as
the proposed monopole does not align with the centerline of the existing trees near the
proposed monopole location if viewing the tower from the driveway at 660 El Cerrito or when
approaching the proposed tower location from El Cerrito in either direction..
C3 requires that “pole height shall not exceed 32 feet in overall height above ground level
adjacent to the base of the pole,” therefore H21M3 does not comply since the entire pole
structure is 35’ high.
C3 requires that the “pole diameter shall not exceed 18 inches,” therefore H21M3 does not
comply since the bottom of the pole structure is 35.75”.
C3 requires that the “any base enclosure [of the pole structure] shall not exceed 24 inches,”
therefore H21M3 does not comply since the base of the pole structure is 35.75”.
C5 requires that “equipment placed above ground, whether pole-mounted or ground-mounted ,
shall be placed so as to avoid, to the extent technically feasible, prominent visibility from the
driveways, entryways and windows associated with residential dwellings.” As the applicant did
not provide any tangible evidence that it would be technically infeasible to place H21M3 in a
location where it does not have “prominent visibility from the driveways, entryways and windows
associated with residential dwellings,” H21M3 does not comply since it is prominently visible
from the driveway, windows and entryways of 660 El Cerrito, as well as other residential
dwellings.
E2 requires that for “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way,” “with respect to its pole-mounted components, be located on an existing or
replacement streetlight or an existing utility pole serving another utility; provided, however, that if
no streetlight or utility pole exists with in 500 feet from the proposed site location,” “the applicant
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may propose a new, non-replacement pole consistent with the provisions in Section C.” Since
there is a utility pole ~75' from the proposed site near 660 El Cerrito where the antenna and
other pole-mounted components for H21M3 could be mounted, H21M3 does not comply with
E2.
E4 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[s]hall be concealed within a shroud that has been painted and textured to be
consistent with other existing natural or manmade features in the public rights-of-way near the
location where the infrastructure is to be located.” H21M3 does not comply, as the stark green
color of the “concealment shroud” of the integrated steel pole portion of the monopole stands
out against the tall and lush trees behind the proposed tower and are a mismatch texture wise
as well, and is therefore not “consistent with other existing natural or manmade features in the
public rights-of-way near the location where the infrastructure is to be located.”
E6 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public rights-of-way”
“shall not be permitted with any individual antenna that exceeds three cubic feet in volume” and
that “the volume calculation shall include the antenna, any radios physically integrated with the
antenna, any mounting hardware and any shroud or radome.” H21M3 does not comply, as the
canister antenna alone is 4.7 cubic feet in volume.
E7 requires that for “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way...all accessory equipment installed above ground level shall not cumulatively
exceed...nine cubic feet in volume if installed in a residential district” and that “the volume
calculation shall include any shroud, cabinet or other concealment device used in connection
with the accessory equipment.” Some, but not all of the “accessory equipment installed above
ground level” for H21M3 includes:
● Canister antenna: 4.7 cubic feet
● Equipment cabinet: 27.6 cubic feet
● Meter pedestal: 2.5 cubic feet
● Integrated steel pole: 11.2 cubic feet
The cumulative volume of just the above equipment is 46 cubic feet, or 511% of the permitted
volume, so H21M3 does not comply with E7.
E9 requires that for “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[t]he city manager shall not approve a separate ground-mounted electric meter
pedestal.” H21M3 does not comply since it includes a ground-mounted meter pedestal.
E10 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[s]hall not permanently displace any landscaping or cause any street trees to be
trimmed, damaged or displaced” as well as that “new infrastructure and/or associated
equipment shall not prevent the planting or replanting of a street tree in the future.” However
H21M3 may not comply, as the arborist report from December 2020 conducted by Tucker Tree
Consulting, LLC, explicitly lists that "pruning may be necessary to accommodate the installation
of the pole." More importantly though, H21M3 does not comply with E10, as pole structure and
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the pedestal meter will both prevent planting of future street trees in their footprint, as well as 50’
of trenching along the right of way proposed by the applicant to connect the proposed
installation with power, or the trenching in the right of way to provide the proposed site with fiber
(currently of unknown distance at this time based on provided project schematics).
E16 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[s]hall not be placed within any sight distance triangles at any intersections.”
H21M3 does not comply, as the tower location obstructs the sight distance triangle for cars
turning left from Sierra Dr onto El Cerrito, as well as turning right from El Cerrito Ave onto Sierra
Dr, which is especially dangerous considering there is no stop sign for cars approaching from El
Cerrito from the north and bicycles frequent this intersection on El Cerrito from the south coming
fast down hill, many of whom do not stop at the stop sign.
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E18 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[s]hall not be permitted to use any overhead lines that traverse the roadway,
whether the proposed infrastructure deployment is located within an underground utility district
or not..” H21M3 may not comply with E18, as the applicant notes in the Project Description of
the provided project schematics document, that only if “POWER AND FIBER, WHERE NOT
AVAILABLE OVERHEAD, WILL BE EXTENDED UNDERGROUND,” therefore leaving the “door
open” for overhead power and/or fiber, which could potentially traverse the roadway.
G requires that “[t]he ground-mounted components of a WCF or other infrastructure shall,
whether on private property or within the public the rights -of-way” comply with the below
criteria:
● G1: “to the extent permitted above ground, shall otherwise be shrouded and painted and
textured (or wrapped) to blend with the streetscape and landscape around the site,”
however the bright green color of the pedestal meter and equipment cabinet which does
not blend in the trunks of the large trees surrounding the proposed site as seen in the
photo simulations provided by the applicant, so therefore H21M3 does not comply.
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●

G1: “Whenever possible, above ground equipment components should be placed behind
landscaped features in the right-of-way to further conceal the equipment and blend in
with the surroundings,” however the pedestal meter or the equipment cabinet are right
along the right of way and not hidden behind any landscaping or other landscaped
features, therefore H21M3 does not comply.
● G4: “Equipment shrouds at the base of a pole shall...not exceed 24 inches wide on any
side and 48 inches high,” however the equipment shroud at the base of the pole is
35.75”, so H21M3 does not comply.
Because H21M3 does not comply with G1 or G4, it cannot comply with over-arching section G.
J requires that “WCFs and other infrastructure deployments shall be designed and located to
minimize the impact on the surrounding neighborhood, and to maintain the character and
appearance of the town, consistent with other provisions of the Code and this policy. To that
end, WCFs and other infrastructure deployments should.”
● J1: “[e]mploy the smallest and lowest profile equipment,” however we know from H30m1
that smaller 2.3 cubic foot antennas are available (vs.the 4.7 cubic foot antennas in
H21M3 ) as well as the radio shroud box comes in a much smaller size (model
SHRD52-107) from the same manufacturer, as viewed on their website.
● J1: be “placed in the least conspicuous location when viewed from properties from which
the WCF is visible,” however the proposed installation is 35’ tall and stark green in color,
making it visible from at a minimum 620 & 660 El Cerrito Ave.
● J2: “[a]ccommodate collocation or other future expansions or modifications to the extent
feasible and consistent with the other design requirements of this policy,” however based
on Crown Castle’s own comments during the proposed tower site hearing during May
and June 2021, we know H21M3 will not support collocation.
● J3: “[b]e consistent with the general plan,” however the “E. Goals, Policies and Actions”
in the “Land Use Element” section of the 2005 Hillsborough General Plan lists the goals
and policies:
○ “Goal LU-1 Provide for the preservation and enhancement of the Town’s unique
residential character.”
○ Policy LU-1.1: Maintain the character of the Town’s neighborhoods.
○ Goal LU-2 Provide for orderly development in a manner compatible with the
existing character of Hillsborough.
○ Policy LU-2.2: Continue to review new development proposals to ensure that
they do not overwhelm their sites or their neighborhood.
A 35’, stark green monopole situated plainly visible along the right of way for both nearby
homes as well as countless drivers in a high traffic area does not “[p]rovide for the
preservation and enhancement of the Town’s unique residential character,” “[m]aintain
the character of the Town’s neighborhoods,” or “[p]rovide for orderly development in a
manner compatible with the existing character of Hillsborough,” etc.
Based on the above points of non-compliance, H21M3 does not comply with J, J1, J2 or J3.
K requires that “all portions of [a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment affixed to a support
structure shall be designed to blend in or be screened from view in a manner consistent with the
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support structure 's architectural style, color and materials, when viewed from any part of the
town,” however H21M3 does not comply, as the stark green proposed monopole is clearly
visible from the street in any direction at the 3 way intersection as well as neighboring properties
at 620 & 660 El Cerrito Ave and is not “concealed” in any capacity since it is set in the right of
way a good distance from the greenery existing much farther back in the right of way, and
therefore the proposed installation is not “screened from view...when viewed from any part of
the town.”
P requires that “all new wireless towers and base stations shall be concealed. The installation of
an unconcealed wireless tower or base station is prohibited.” Hillsborough Municipal Code
section 15.32.020 (Definitions) notes that a “"[c]amouflaged or concealed WCF" means a
wireless communications facility that (i) is integrated as an architectural feature of an existing
structure such as (but not limited to) a cupola, or (ii) is integrated in an outdoor fixture such as
(but not limited to) a flagpole; or (iii) uses a design which mimics and is consistent with nearby
natural, or architectural features, or is incorporated into or replaces existing permitted facilities
(including but not limited to stop signs or other traffic signs or freestanding light standards) so
that the presence of the WCF is not readily apparent.” H21M3 does not comply, as the design of
the proposed installation is not such to ensure the “presence of the WCF is not readily
apparent,” as the stark green monopole is offset so far from thin/sparse surrounding vegetation
such that it stands out visually due to both its color and location.
Q requires that “[a]ll cables and connectors for telephone, data backhaul, primary electric and
other similar utilities must be routed underground in conduits large enough to accommodate
future facilities,” however H21M3 may not comply with Q, as the applicant has provided no
evidence to support that the underground conduits they will install are “large enough to
accommodate future facilities,” or that power or fiber for the proposed installation will be “routed
underground” exclusively, as the applicant notes in the application materials that “POWER AND
FIBER, WHERE NOT AVAILABLE OVERHEAD, WILL BE EXTENDED UNDERGROUND.”
Q also requires that the “approval authority shall not approve new overhead utility lines or
service drops merely because compliance with the undergrounding requirements would
increase the project cost,” however since the applicant notes in the application materials that
“POWER AND FIBER, WHERE NOT AVAILABLE OVERHEAD, WILL BE EXTENDED
UNDERGROUND,” H21M3 may not comply with Q, as the applicant may install overhead power
or fiber, as cited in their application materials.
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H27M3 / Marlborough Rd
C1 requires that “a WCF or any other infrastructure deployment shall not be permitted on any
new, non-replacement wood poles, unless the wood pole is integrated into a fully concealed
pre-approved design pursuant to Section R of this policy.” H27M3, a “new, non-replacement
wood pole“ does not comply, as it is not based on a “pre-approved design pursuant to Section
R.”
C3 requires “applicants that propose to install a WCF on a new, non-replacement pole must
install a support structure that fully conceals the equipment from public view and blends with the
surrounding environment.” H27M3 does not comply, as it stands starkly against the bright green
background of the pair of massive water tanks due to its brown color and lack of any
concealment by shrubbery or otherwise, leaving the entire pole and equipment plainly visible
from the street through the chain link fence of that secures the parcel.
C3 requires that “the centerline of the new pole shall be consistent with the location of other
existing poles or street trees relative to the edge of the paved road,” H27M3 does not comply as
it not placed along the centerline created by either of the existing lattice towers if viewed from
the street.
C3 requires that “pole height shall not exceed 32 feet in overall height above ground level
adjacent to the base of the pole,” therefore H27M3 does not comply since the entire pole
structure is 55’ high.
C5 requires that “equipment placed above ground, whether pole-mounted or ground-mounted ,
shall be placed so as to avoid, to the extent technically feasible, prominent visibility from the
driveways, entryways and windows associated with residential dwellings.” As the applicant did
not provide any tangible evidence that it would be technically infeasible to place H27M3 in a
location where it does not have “prominent visibility from the driveways, entryways and windows
associated with residential dwellings,” H27M3 does not comply since it is prominently visible
from the driveway of 1640 Marlborough Rd, as well as other residential dwellings.
F requires that “[t]he pole-mounted components of [a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment
on a streetlight, traffic signal, utility pole or similar support structure shall, whether on private
property or within the public the rights-of-way:”
● F2: “Be consistent with the size and shape of pole-mounted equipment installed on utility
poles near the WCF or other infrastructure deployment,” however H27M3 does not
comply, as most utility poles in the vicinity have only cylindrical canisters mounted to
pole (if anything), which are much smaller than the rectangular pole mounted shroud
proposed as well as no nearby utility poles having anything resembling the canister
antenna mounted on the top of the pole in addition to being shorter than the proposed
55’ utility pole.
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●

F3: “Any gap between pole-mounted equipment and the pole must be covered by
opaque panels (or "wings") that are integrated into the equipment shroud and conceal
the gap,” however H27M3 does not comply, as it does not include any opaque panels.
● F4: “Be placed and oriented to minimize the overall visual profile when viewed from
properties that abut the public rights-of-way,” however H27M3 does not comply, as there
is no screening for the entire tower along the right of way and the complete tower is
visible through the water tank site chain link fence, making the proposed installation fully
visible from 1635 Marlborough Rd & 1655 Marlborough Rd.
● F4: “If all orientations would be equally visible from abutting properties as determined by
the city manager, and no existing signage can conceal the attachments, the default
orientation will be away from the view of oncoming traffic on the side of the street where
the installation is proposed,” however H27M3 does not comply, as the pole mounted
equipment faces the right of way, making it fully visible above & through the chain link
fence to oncoming traffic from Marlborough Rd.
● F5: “Not involve external conduits or risers,” however H27M3 does not comply, as there
are 2 external conduits, one for power and one for fiber.
● F5: “All cables, wires and other connectors must be routed through conduits within the
pole, and all conduit attachments, cables, wires and other connectors must be
concealed from public view,” however H27M3 does not comply, as the conduits are
external and not “within the pole.”
● F5: “To the extent that cables, wires and other connectors cannot be routed through the
pole, applicants shall route them through a single external conduit or shroud that has
been finished to match the underlying support structure,” however H27M3 does not
comply, as there are two conduits, one for power and one for fiber.
● F6: “Shall be centered on the pole and no wider than 1.5 times the diameter of the
pole,” however H27M3 does not comply, as 1.5 times the pole diameter is 18 inches
(assuming the absolute largest diameter location on the proposed pole, 12”) but the pole
mounted shroud is 22 inches wide.
● F7: “Shall be mounted so that the lowest portion of the lowest attachment is no less than
eight feet above the established grade,” however H27M3 does not comply, as the bottom
of the new pole mounted meter is only 7’6” “above the established grade.”
Based on the above, H27M3 does not comply with F2, F3, F4, F5, F6 and F7.
G3 requires that for “[t]he ground-mounted components of a WCF or other infrastructure shall,
whether on private property or within the public the rights -of-way…[w]henever possible, above
ground equipment components should be placed behind landscaped features in the right-of-way
to further conceal the equipment and blend in with the surroundings,” however the entire ground
mounted utility pole is clearly visible and through the chain link fence of the Marlborough tank
site, as it is not properly positioned to even be concealed partially by the shrubbery along the
front of the tank site in the right of way, so H27m3 does not comply.
H requires that “unless it is determined that there is no more preferred and technically feasible
alternative or it is determined that the town is legally required to approve an application, the city
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manager may not approve an application for a support structure whose highest point would be
more than thirty-five feet above surrounding ground level” unless:
● H1: “[t]he support structure is an existing support structure, was taller than thirty-five feet
above the immediate surrounding ground level on January 1, 2014, and the extension
will not be higher than ten feet above the highest point of the support structure or
wireless tower and attachments thereto in existence on January 1, 2014,” however
H27m3 is a new “support structure” and not an existing new “support structure,” so H1 is
not applicable.
● H2: “[t]he support structure and all attachments thereto will be concealed, whose height
and design is consistent with the surrounding features it mimics,” however 15.32.020
defines a “concealed WCF” as one that “uses a design which mimics and is consistent
with nearby natural, or architectural features...so that the presence of the WCF is not
readily apparent,” and since the stark 47’+ wood utility pole support structure is
significantly taller than other nearby utility poles and the addition of the canister antenna
on the top of the pole makes the proposed tower quite “readily apparent” to both
neighboring homes to the water tank or any auto or pedestrian passerbys, H27m3 does
not comply with H2.
Since H1 is not applicable for H27m3 and H27m3 does not comply with H2, H27m3 does not
comply with H since its “support structure” is taller than 35’ feet and the applicant has provided
no evidence that “there is no more preferred and technically feasible alternative” or that “the
town is legally required to approve [the] application,” and in following the application for H27m3
may not be approved by the city manager.
J requires that “WCFs and other infrastructure deployments shall be designed and located to
minimize the impact on the surrounding neighborhood, and to maintain the character and
appearance of the town, consistent with other provisions of the Code and this policy. To that
end, WCFs and other infrastructure deployments should.”
● J1: “[e]mploy the smallest and lowest profile equipment,” however we know from H30m1
that smaller 2.3 cubic foot antennas are available (vs.the 4.7 cubic foot antennas in
H27m3) as well as the radio shroud box comes in a much smaller size (model
SHRD52-107) from the same manufacturer, as viewed on their website.
● J1: be “placed in the least conspicuous location when viewed from properties from which
the WCF is visible,” however the proposed installation is planned for the front of the
water tank site, making it visible from at a minimum 1635, 1640, 1650 and 1655
Marlborough Rd.
● J3: “[b]e consistent with the general plan,” however the “E. Goals, Policies and Actions”
lists the goals and policies:
○ “Goal LU-1 Provide for the preservation and enhancement of the Town’s unique
residential character.”
○ Policy LU-1.1: Maintain the character of the Town’s neighborhoods.
○ Goal LU-2 Provide for orderly development in a manner compatible with the
existing character of Hillsborough.
○ Policy LU-2.2: Continue to review new development proposals to ensure that
they do not overwhelm their sites or their neighborhood.
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A 55’ wireless installation next to an already existing 60’+ industrial wireless installation
on a parcel with little visual screening that is sandwiched next to residences in an area
with significantly below average lot sizes does not “[p]rovide for the preservation and
enhancement of the Town’s unique residential character,” “[m]aintain the character of the
Town’s neighborhoods,” or “[p]rovide for orderly development in a manner compatible
with the existing character of Hillsborough,” etc.
Based on the above points of non-compliance, H27M3 does not comply with J, J1, or J3.
K requires that “all portions of [a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment affixed to a support
structure shall be designed to blend in or be screened from view in a manner consistent with the
support structure 's architectural style, color and materials, when viewed from any part of the
town,” however H27M3 does not comply, as the proposed installation is clearly visible from the
right of way in front of the water tank site from either side of Marlborough Rd and neighboring
properties including 1635, 1640, 1650 and 1655 Marlborough Rd, and therefore the proposed
installation is not “screened from view...when viewed from any part of the town.”
K also requires that “[v]isible surfaces on WCFs and other infrastructure deployments shall be
painted and textured or otherwise camouflaged to match the color and texture of the support
structure on which they are mounted,” however H27M3 again does not comply, as the canister
antenna, radio shroud box and other equipment are painted a darker brown that is mismatched
with the lighter color of the utility pole the equipment is mounted on, as well as all being smooth
in texture, texture that clearly does not match with that of the natural wood of the utility pole.
P requires that “all new wireless towers and base stations shall be concealed. The installation of
an unconcealed wireless tower or base station is prohibited.” Hillsborough Municipal Code
section 15.32.020 (Definitions) notes that a “"[c]amouflaged or concealed WCF" means a
wireless communications facility that (i) is integrated as an architectural feature of an existing
structure such as (but not limited to) a cupola, or (ii) is integrated in an outdoor fixture such as
(but not limited to) a flagpole; or (iii) uses a design which mimics and is consistent with nearby
natural, or architectural features, or is incorporated into or replaces existing permitted facilities
(including but not limited to stop signs or other traffic signs or freestanding light standards) so
that the presence of the WCF is not readily apparent.” H27M3 does not comply, as the design of
the proposed installation is not such to ensure the “presence of the WCF is not readily
apparent,” as it stands starkly against the bright green background of the pair of massive water
tanks due to its brown color and lack of any concealment by shrubbery or otherwise, leaving the
entire pole and equipment plainly visible from the street through the chain link fence of that
secures the parcel.
Q requires that “[a]ll cables and connectors for telephone, data backhaul, primary electric and
other similar utilities must be routed underground in conduits large enough to accommodate
future facilities,” however H27M3 may not comply with Q, as the applicant has provided no
evidence to support that the underground conduits they will install are “large enough to
accommodate future facilities,” or that power or fiber for the proposed installation will be “routed
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underground” exclusively, as the applicant notes in the application materials that “POWER AND
FIBER, WHERE NOT AVAILABLE OVERHEAD, WILL BE EXTENDED UNDERGROUND.”
Q also requires that the “approval authority shall not approve new overhead utility lines or
service drops merely because compliance with the undergrounding requirements would
increase the project cost,” however since the applicant notes in the application materials that
“POWER AND FIBER, WHERE NOT AVAILABLE OVERHEAD, WILL BE EXTENDED
UNDERGROUND,” H27M3 may not comply with Q, as the applicant may install overhead power
or fiber, as cited in their application materials.
15.32.060(E) of the Hillsborough Municipal Code requires that “[n]o more than two business
days after filing an application for a WCF permit, the applicant must post a storyboard at the
proposed WCF location that does not interfere with local traffic or use of the public right-of-way
and consists of a color image of the proposed WCF, printed on a weatherproof material and
mounted on a wood frame, however the applicant failed to comply with this provision at the
proposed site H27M3, as the storyboard was secured to the water tank site chain link fence and
not “mounted on a wood frame.”
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H28M3 / Hayne Rd
C3 requires “applicants that propose to install a WCF on a new, non-replacement pole must
install a support structure that fully conceals the equipment from public view and blends with the
surrounding environment.” H28M3 does not comply, as it does not “[blend] with the surrounding
environment,” as the stark green monopole is offset from surrounding vegetation by such a
significant distance such that it stands out visually and is nearly impossible to not see even from
50-100 feet away.
C3 requires that “if there are no existing streetlights in the immediate vicinity, the applicant may
install a metal or composite decorative pole capable of concealing all the accessory equipment
either within the pole or within an enclosure integrated into the base of the pole,” however
H28M3 does not comply as it includes a ground pedestal meter mounted outside of the pole
structure.
C3 requires that “the centerline of the new pole shall be consistent with the location of other
existing poles or street trees relative to the edge of the paved road,” H28M3 does not comply as
the proposed monopole does not align with the centerline of the existing trees near the
proposed monopole location if viewing the proposed site when approaching from the south on
Hayne Rd, as the trees are setback 4-6 further than the proposed pole from the curb.
C3 requires that “pole height shall not exceed 32 feet in overall height above ground level
adjacent to the base of the pole,” therefore H28M3 does not comply since the entire pole
structure is 35’ high.
C3 requires that the “pole diameter shall not exceed 18 inches,” therefore H28M3 does not
comply since the bottom of the pole structure is 35.75”.
C3 requires that the “any base enclosure [of the pole structure] shall not exceed 24 inches,”
therefore H28M3 does not comply since the base of the pole structure is 35.75”.
C5 requires that “equipment placed above ground, whether pole-mounted or ground-mounted ,
shall be placed so as to avoid, to the extent technically feasible, prominent visibility from the
driveways, entryways and windows associated with residential dwellings.” As the applicant did
not provide any tangible evidence that it would be technically infeasible to place H28M3 in a
location where it does not have “prominent visibility from the driveways, entryways and windows
associated with residential dwellings,” H28M3 does not comply since it is prominently visible
from the driveway of 1090 Hayne, as well as other residential dwellings.
E2 requires that for “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way,” “with respect to its pole-mounted components, be located on an existing or
replacement streetlight or an existing utility pole serving another utility; provided, however, that if
no streetlight or utility pole exists with in 500 feet from the proposed site location,” “the applicant
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may propose a new, non-replacement pole consistent with the provisions in Section C.” Since
there is a utility pole ~400' from the proposed site near 1224 Kenilworth where the antenna and
other pole-mounted components for H28M3 could be mounted, H28M3 does not comply with
E2.
E4 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[s]hall be concealed within a shroud that has been painted and textured to be
consistent with other existing natural or manmade features in the public rights-of-way near the
location where the infrastructure is to be located.” H28M3 does not comply, as the stark green
color of the “concealment shroud” of the integrated steel pole portion of the monopole is a
mismatch with the tall brown trunks of the eucalyptus trees that line the right of way in the area
setback deeper from the roadway vs. the proposed site, and is therefore not “consistent with
other existing natural or manmade features in the public rights-of-way near the location where
the infrastructure is to be located.”
E6 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public rights-of-way”
“shall not be permitted with any individual antenna that exceeds three cubic feet in volume” and
that “the volume calculation shall include the antenna, any radios physically integrated with the
antenna, any mounting hardware and any shroud or radome.” H28M3 does not comply, as the
canister antenna alone is 4.7 cubic feet in volume.
E7 requires that for “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way...all accessory equipment installed above ground level shall not cumulatively
exceed...nine cubic feet in volume if installed in a residential district” and that “the volume
calculation shall include any shroud, cabinet or other concealment device used in connection
with the accessory equipment.” Some, but not all of the “accessory equipment installed above
ground level” for H28M3 includes:
● Canister antenna: 4.7 cubic feet
● Equipment cabinet: 27.6 cubic feet
● Meter pedestal: 2.5 cubic feet
● Integrated steel pole: 11.2 cubic feet
The cumulative volume of just the above equipment is 46 cubic feet, or 511% of the permitted
volume, so H28M3 does not comply with E7.
E9 requires that for “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[t]he city manager shall not approve a separate ground-mounted electric meter
pedestal.” H28M3 does not comply since it includes a ground-mounted meter pedestal.
E10 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[s]hall not permanently displace any landscaping or cause any street trees to be
trimmed, damaged or displaced” as well as that “new infrastructure and/or associated
equipment shall not prevent the planting or replanting of a street tree in the future.” However
H28M3 may not comply, as the arborist report from December 2020 conducted by Tucker Tree
Consulting, LLC, explicitly lists that "pruning may be necessary to accommodate the installation
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of the pole." More importantly though, H28M3 does not comply with E10, as pole structure and
the pedestal meter will both prevent planting of future street trees in their footprint, as well as
trenching along the right of way proposed by the applicant to connect the proposed installation
with power and fiber, both currently of unknown distance at this time based on provided project
schematics..
E18 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[s]hall not be permitted to use any overhead lines that traverse the roadway,
whether the proposed infrastructure deployment is located within an underground utility district
or not..” H28M3 may not comply with E18, as the applicant notes in the Project Description of
the provided project schematics document, that only if “POWER AND FIBER, WHERE NOT
AVAILABLE OVERHEAD, WILL BE EXTENDED UNDERGROUND,” therefore leaving the “door
open” for overhead power and/or fiber, which could potentially traverse the roadway.
G requires that “[t]he ground-mounted components of a WCF or other infrastructure shall,
whether on private property or within the public the rights -of-way” comply with the below
criteria:
● G1: “to the extent permitted above ground, shall otherwise be shrouded and painted and
textured (or wrapped) to blend with the streetscape and landscape around the site,”
however the bright green color of the pedestal meter and equipment cabinet do not
blend in with the surrounding area since they are set alone with nothing nearby to help
them blend in, so therefore H28M3 does not comply.
● G1: “Whenever possible, above ground equipment components should be placed behind
landscaped features in the right-of-way to further conceal the equipment and blend in
with the surroundings,” however the pedestal meter or the equipment cabinet are right
along the right of way and not hidden behind any landscaping or other landscaped
features, therefore H28M3 does not comply.
● G4: “Equipment shrouds at the base of a pole shall...not exceed 24 inches wide on any
side and 48 inches high,” however the equipment shroud at the base of the pole is
35.75”, so H28M3 does not comply.
Because H28M3 does not comply with G1 or G4, it cannot comply with over-arching section G.
J requires that “WCFs and other infrastructure deployments shall be designed and located to
minimize the impact on the surrounding neighborhood, and to maintain the character and
appearance of the town, consistent with other provisions of the Code and this policy. To that
end, WCFs and other infrastructure deployments should.”
● J1: “[e]mploy the smallest and lowest profile equipment,” however we know from H30m1
that smaller 2.3 cubic foot antennas are available (vs.the 4.7 cubic foot antennas in
H28M3) as well as the radio shroud box comes in a much smaller size (model
SHRD52-107) from the same manufacturer, as viewed on their website.
● J1: be “placed in the least conspicuous location when viewed from properties from which
the WCF is visible,” however the proposed installation is 35’ tall and stark green in color,
making it plainly visible for anyone passing by the proposed site.
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●

J2: “[a]ccommodate collocation or other future expansions or modifications to the extent
feasible and consistent with the other design requirements of this policy,” however based
on Crown Castle’s own comments during the proposed tower site hearing during May
and June 2021, we know H28M3 will not support collocation.
● J3: “[b]e consistent with the general plan,” however the “E. Goals, Policies and Actions”
in the “Land Use Element” section of the 2005 Hillsborough General Plan lists the goals
and policies:
○ “Goal LU-1 Provide for the preservation and enhancement of the Town’s unique
residential character.”
○ Policy LU-1.1: Maintain the character of the Town’s neighborhoods.
○ Goal LU-2 Provide for orderly development in a manner compatible with the
existing character of Hillsborough.
○ Policy LU-2.2: Continue to review new development proposals to ensure that
they do not overwhelm their sites or their neighborhood.
A 35’, stark green monopole situated plainly visible along the right of way for both nearby
homes as well as countless drivers in a high traffic area does not “[p]rovide for the
preservation and enhancement of the Town’s unique residential character,” “[m]aintain
the character of the Town’s neighborhoods,” or “[p]rovide for orderly development in a
manner compatible with the existing character of Hillsborough,” etc.
Based on the above points of non-compliance, H28M3 does not comply with J, J1, J2 or J3.
K requires that “all portions of [a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment affixed to a support
structure shall be designed to blend in or be screened from view in a manner consistent with the
support structure 's architectural style, color and materials, when viewed from any part of the
town,” however H28M3 does not comply, as the proposed installation is clearly visible from the
road for both pedestrians and cars from even as far as 100 feet away, and therefore the
proposed installation is not “screened from view...when viewed from any part of the town.”
P requires that “all new wireless towers and base stations shall be concealed. The installation of
an unconcealed wireless tower or base station is prohibited.” Hillsborough Municipal Code
section 15.32.020 (Definitions) notes that a “"[c]amouflaged or concealed WCF" means a
wireless communications facility that (i) is integrated as an architectural feature of an existing
structure such as (but not limited to) a cupola, or (ii) is integrated in an outdoor fixture such as
(but not limited to) a flagpole; or (iii) uses a design which mimics and is consistent with nearby
natural, or architectural features, or is incorporated into or replaces existing permitted facilities
(including but not limited to stop signs or other traffic signs or freestanding light standards) so
that the presence of the WCF is not readily apparent.” H28M3 does not comply, as the design of
the proposed installation is not such to ensure the “presence of the WCF is not readily
apparent,” as the stark green monopole is offset from surrounding vegetation by such a
significant distance such that it stands out visually and is nearly impossible to not see even from
50-100 feet away.
Q requires that “[a]ll cables and connectors for telephone, data backhaul, primary electric and
other similar utilities must be routed underground in conduits large enough to accommodate
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future facilities,” however H28M3 may not comply with Q, as the applicant has provided no
evidence to support that the underground conduits they will install are “large enough to
accommodate future facilities,” or that power or fiber for the proposed installation will be “routed
underground” exclusively, as the applicant notes in the application materials that “POWER AND
FIBER, WHERE NOT AVAILABLE OVERHEAD, WILL BE EXTENDED UNDERGROUND.”
Q also requires that the “approval authority shall not approve new overhead utility lines or
service drops merely because compliance with the undergrounding requirements would
increase the project cost,” however since the applicant notes in the application materials that
“POWER AND FIBER, WHERE NOT AVAILABLE OVERHEAD, WILL BE EXTENDED
UNDERGROUND,” H28M3 may not comply with Q, as the applicant may install overhead power
or fiber, as cited in their application materials.
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H30M1 / Bella Vista Dr
C2 requires “any antenna(s) proposed to be installed on an existing wood utility pole must be
installed directly above the pole within a canister style shroud or radome, unless the applicant
demonstrates with objective, fact-based evidence that a top-mounted antenna would be
technically infeasible.” H30M1 does not comply, as the antenna is mounted on a metal arm
protruding from the side of the pole. Additionally, applicant notes that a top mounted installation
as required is only “problematic,” but provides no “fact-based evidence” that “a top-mounted
antenna would be technically infeasible.”
C4(c) requires that “no WCF, other infrastructure deployment or any related equipment,
appurtenance or improvement shall be permitted in a location that interferes with...worker
access to above-ground or underground infrastructure owned or operated by any public or
private utility agency.” H30M1 does not comply, as the arm mounted antenna will prevent
workers from accessing existing utility lines attached to the pole due to hazardous RF emission
levels when accessing the area where utility lines attach to the pole for service or other needs.
C5 requires that “equipment placed above ground, whether pole-mounted or ground-mounted ,
shall be placed so as to avoid, to the extent technically feasible, prominent visibility from the
driveways, entryways and windows associated with residential dwellings.” As the applicant did
not provide any tangible evidence that it would be technically infeasible to place H30M1 in a
location where it does not have “prominent visibility from the driveways, entryways and windows
associated with residential dwellings,” H30M1 does not comply since it is prominently visible
from the driveway of 105 Bella Vista Dr, as well as other residential dwellings.
E3 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public rights-of-way”
“Shall not, with respect to its pole-mounted components, protrude from the surface of the pole
more than 18 inches.” H30M1 does not comply, as the antenna shroud is 15.11 inches deep, but
also mounted 4 inches from the surface of the utility pole, so it protrudes a total of 19.11 inches
from the surface of the pole. As well, the antenna side-arm that will be mounted to the pole is
approximately 4 feet in length, making it many times more than 18 inches.
E4 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public rights-of-way:”
● “Shall be concealed within a shroud that has been painted and textured to be consistent
with other existing natural or manmade features in the public rights-of-way near the
location where the infrastructure is to be located,” H30M1 does not comply, as the
canister antenna, radio shroud box and other equipment are painted a darker brown that
is mismatched with the greenery surrounding the utility pole it is mounted to, also making
it stand out visually to pedestrians and cars and is therefore not “consistent with other
existing natural or manmade features in the public rights-of-way near the location where
the infrastructure is to be located.”
● “All antennas and associated mounting equipment, hardware, cables or other connecters
must be completely concealed within an opaque antenna shroud or radome,” however
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H30M1 does not comply as the cables are within a conduit running up the support
structure from the ground and not “concealed within an opaque antenna shroud or
radome.”
● “The antenna shroud or radome must be painted a flat, non-reflective color to match the
underlying support structure,” however H30M1 does not comply, as the antenna and
equipment shrouds are painted a much darker brown vs. the lighter brown of the utility
pole support structure.
● “Shrouds or radomes must taper to the pole or other support structure,” however H30M1
does not comply, as neither the antenna shroud, as it is mounted on a side-arm, nor
equipment shroud taper to the utility pole.
Based on failure to comply with all factors listed in E4, H30M1 does not comply with E4.
E7 requires that for “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way...all accessory equipment installed above ground level shall not cumulatively
exceed...nine cubic feet in volume if installed in a residential district” and that “the volume
calculation shall include any shroud, cabinet or other concealment device used in connection
with the accessory equipment.” Some, but not all of the “accessory equipment installed above
ground level” for H30M1 includes:
● Canister antenna: 2.3 cubic feet
● Equipment shroud: 9.2 cubic feet
● Meter enclosure: 0.8 cubic feet
The cumulative volume of just the above equipment is 12.3 cubic feet, or 137% of the permitted
volume, so H30M1 does not comply with E7.
E9 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[s]hall use flat-rate electric service or other method that obviates the need for a
separate above-grade electric meter. If flat-rate service is not available, applicants may install a
shrouded smart meter.” H30M1 does not comply since it includes a pole-mounted (“above
grade”) smart meter that is also not shrouded..
E10 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[s]hall not permanently displace any landscaping or cause any street trees to be
trimmed, damaged or displaced” as well as that “new infrastructure and/or associated
equipment shall not prevent the planting or replanting of a street tree in the future.” However
H30M1 may not comply, as the arborist report from December 2020 conducted by Tucker Tree
Consulting, LLC, explicitly lists that "pruning may be necessary to accommodate the installation
of the pole." More importantly though, H30M1 does not comply with E10, as 130’ of trenching
along the right of way proposed by the applicant to connect the proposed installation with power
may prevent planting of future street trees in the trenching’s footprint.
E17 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[s]hall be placed at least 15 feet away from any intersection, alleyway, driveway
or established pedestrian pathway to a residential structure appurtenant to the public
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rights-of-way;” H30M1 does not comply, as it is located 15 feet or less from the driveway of 105
Bella Vista Dr.
F requires that “[t]he pole-mounted components of [a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment
on a streetlight, traffic signal, utility pole or similar support structure shall, whether on private
property or within the public the rights-of-way:”
● F2: “Be consistent with the size and shape of pole-mounted equipment installed on utility
poles near the WCF or other infrastructure deployment,” however H30M1 does not
comply, as most utility poles in the vicinity have only small cylindrical canisters mounted
to them, which are much smaller than the rectangular pole mounted shroud proposed as
well as none have anything resembling the side-arm mount for the canister antenna.
● F3: “Any gap between pole-mounted equipment and the pole must be covered by
opaque panels (or "wings") that are integrated into the equipment shroud and conceal
the gap,” however H30M1 does not comply, as it does not include any opaque panels.
● F4: “Be placed and oriented to minimize the overall visual profile when viewed from
properties that abut the public rights-of-way,” however H30M1 does not comply, as it is
fully visible with its perpendicular mount relative to the street from the driveway of 105
Bella Vista Dr.
● F4: “If all orientations would be equally visible from abutting properties as determined by
the city manager, and no existing signage can conceal the attachments, the default
orientation will be away from the view of oncoming traffic on the side of the street where
the installation is proposed,” however H30M1 does not comply, as the side-arm mount
for the antenna is perpendicular to Bella Vista Dr, therefore making it in full view of traffic
in both directions.
● F5: “Not involve external conduits or risers,” however H30M1 does not comply, as there
are 2 external conduits, one for power and one for fiber.
● F5: “All cables, wires and other connectors must be routed through conduits within the
pole, and all conduit attachments, cables, wires and other connectors must be
concealed from public view,” however H30M1 does not comply, as the conduits are
external and not “within the pole.”
● F5: “To the extent that cables, wires and other connectors cannot be routed through the
pole, applicants shall route them through a single external conduit or shroud that has
been finished to match the underlying support structure,” however H30M1 does not
comply, as there are two conduits, one for power and one for fiber.
● F6: “Shall be centered on the pole and no wider than 1.5 times the diameter of the
pole,” however H30M1 does not comply, as 1.5 times the pole diameter is 16 inches (as
noted by Hillsborough Public Works Director Paul Williams during the June 12th, 2021
public hearing) but the pole mounted shroud is 22 inches wide.
● F7: “Shall be mounted so that the lowest portion of the lowest attachment is no less than
eight feet above the established grade,” however H30M1 does not comply, as the bottom
of the new pole mounted meter is only seven feet “above the established grade.”
Based on the above, H30M1 does not comply with F2, F3, F4, F5, F6 and F7.
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H requires that “unless it is determined that there is no more preferred and technically feasible
alternative or it is determined that the town is legally required to approve an application, the city
manager may not approve an application for a support structure whose highest point would be
more than thirty-five feet above surrounding ground level” unless:
● H1: “[t]he support structure is an existing support structure, was taller than thirty-five feet
above the immediate surrounding ground level on January 1, 2014, and the extension
will not be higher than ten feet above the highest point of the support structure or
wireless tower and attachments thereto in existence on January 1, 2014,” for which
H30M1 would comply since the existing utility pole was taller than thirty-five feet on
January 1, 2014 and no extensions will be made to the support structure.
● H2: “[t]he support structure and all attachments thereto will be concealed, whose height
and design is consistent with the surrounding features it mimics,” however 15.32.020
defines a “concealed WCF” as one that “uses a design which mimics and is consistent
with nearby natural, or architectural features...so that the presence of the WCF is not
readily apparent,” and since the 4’+ side-car mount for the canister antenna (an
“attachment”) makes the proposed installation “readily apparent” to both neighboring
homes or any auto or pedestrian passerbys, H30M1 is not “concealed and therefore
does not comply with H2.
So while H30M1 complies with H1, it does not comply with H2, and in following it does not fully
comply with H since its “support structure” is taller than 35’ feet and the applicant has provided
no evidence that “there is no more preferred and technically feasible alternative” or that “the
town is legally required to approve [the] application,” and in following the application for H30M1
may not be approved by the city manager.
J requires that “WCFs and other infrastructure deployments shall be designed and located to
minimize the impact on the surrounding neighborhood, and to maintain the character and
appearance of the town, consistent with other provisions of the Code and this policy. To that
end, WCFs and other infrastructure deployments should.”
● J1: “[e]mploy the smallest and lowest profile equipment,” however we know that a top
mounted antenna is available, compared to the obtrusive, 4’+ “side-arm” configuration of
H30M1.
● J1: be “placed in the least conspicuous location when viewed from properties from which
the WCF is visible,” however the proposed installation will be at the top of an existing
utility pole with minimal visual screening, making it visible from at a minimum 100 & 110
Bella Vista Dr.
● J2: “[a]ccommodate collocation or other future expansions or modifications to the extent
feasible and consistent with the other design requirements of this policy,” however based
on Crown Castle’s own comments during the proposed tower site hearing during May
and June 2021, we know H30M1 will not support collocation.
● J3: “[b]e consistent with the general plan,” however the “E. Goals, Policies and Actions”
in the “Land Use Element” section of the 2005 Hillsborough General Plan lists the goals
and policies:
○ “Goal LU-1 Provide for the preservation and enhancement of the Town’s unique
residential character.”
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○
○

Policy LU-1.1: Maintain the character of the Town’s neighborhoods.
Goal LU-2 Provide for orderly development in a manner compatible with the
existing character of Hillsborough.
○ Policy LU-2.2: Continue to review new development proposals to ensure that
they do not overwhelm their sites or their neighborhood.
The side-car style mount which will protrude 4 feet from the utility alongside the road,
making it highly visible to both nearby homes as well as countless drivers does not
“[p]rovide for the preservation and enhancement of the Town’s unique residential
character,” “[m]aintain the character of the Town’s neighborhoods,” or “[p]rovide for
orderly development in a manner compatible with the existing character of Hillsborough,”
etc.
Based on the above points of non-compliance, H30M1 does not comply with J, J1, J2 or J3.
K requires that “all portions of [a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment affixed to a support
structure shall be designed to blend in or be screened from view in a manner consistent with the
support structure's architectural style, color and materials, when viewed from any part of the
town,” however H30M1 does not comply, as the brown canister antenna mounted on a 4’+
side-arm is clearly visible from the street in both directions as well as neighboring properties,
such as 100 & 110 Bella Vista Dr, and therefore the proposed installation is not “screened from
view...when viewed from any part of the town.”
K also requires that “[v]isible surfaces on WCFs and other infrastructure deployments shall be
painted and textured or otherwise camouflaged to match the color and texture of the support
structure on which they are mounted,” however H30M1 again does not comply, as the side-arm
mount, canister antenna, radio shroud box and other equipment are painted a darker brown that
is mismatched with the lighter color of the utility pole the equipment is mounted on, as well as all
being smooth in texture, texture that clearly does not match with that of the natural wood of the
utility pole.
Q requires that “[a]ll cables and connectors for telephone, data backhaul, primary electric and
other similar utilities must be routed underground in conduits large enough to accommodate
future facilities,” however H30M1 may not comply with Q, as the applicant has provided no
evidence to support that the underground conduits they will install are “large enough to
accommodate future facilities,” or that power or fiber for the proposed installation will be “routed
underground” exclusively, as the applicant notes in the application materials that “POWER AND
FIBER, WHERE NOT AVAILABLE OVERHEAD, WILL BE EXTENDED UNDERGROUND.”
Q also requires that the “approval authority shall not approve new overhead utility lines or
service drops merely because compliance with the undergrounding requirements would
increase the project cost,” however since the applicant notes in the application materials that
“POWER AND FIBER, WHERE NOT AVAILABLE OVERHEAD, WILL BE EXTENDED
UNDERGROUND,” H30M1 may not comply with Q, as the applicant may install overhead power
or fiber, as cited in their application materials.
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H31M2 / Ralston Ave
C3 requires “applicants that propose to install a WCF on a new, non-replacement pole must
install a support structure that fully conceals the equipment from public view and blends with the
surrounding environment.” H31M2 does not comply, as it does not “[blend] with the surrounding
environment,” as the stark green matchstick monopole is visually prominent as it towers over the
wood fence behind it as well as the pole’s height advantage versus the sparse surrounding
vegetation.
C3 requires that “if there are no existing streetlights in the immediate vicinity, the applicant may
install a metal or composite decorative pole capable of concealing all the accessory equipment
either within the pole or within an enclosure integrated into the base of the pole,” however
H31M2 does not comply as it includes a ground pedestal meter mounted outside of the pole
structure.
C3 requires that “the centerline of the new pole shall be consistent with the location of other
existing poles or street trees relative to the edge of the paved road,” H31M2 does not comply as
the proposed monopole does not align with the centerline of the existing trees near the
proposed monopole location if viewing the proposed site when approaching from the south on
Hayne Rd, as the trees are setback 4-6 further than the proposed pole from the curb.
C3 requires that “pole height shall not exceed 32 feet in overall height above ground level
adjacent to the base of the pole,” therefore H31M2 does not comply since the entire pole
structure is 35’ high.
C3 requires that the “pole diameter shall not exceed 18 inches,” therefore H31M2 does not
comply since the bottom of the pole structure is 35.75”.
C3 requires that the “any base enclosure [of the pole structure] shall not exceed 24 inches,”
therefore H31M2 does not comply since the base of the pole structure is 35.75”.
C5 requires that “equipment placed above ground, whether pole-mounted or ground-mounted ,
shall be placed so as to avoid, to the extent technically feasible, prominent visibility from the
driveways, entryways and windows associated with residential dwellings.” As the applicant did
not provide any tangible evidence that it would be technically infeasible to place H31M2 in a
location where it does not have “prominent visibility from the driveways, entryways and windows
associated with residential dwellings,” H31M2 does not comply since it is prominently visible
from the driveway, windows and entryways of 500 Pullman, as well as other residential
dwellings.
E1 requires that for “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way,” the applicant “shall place all equipment (other than antennas) underground in any
area where substantially all existing utilities within 1,500 feet from the site are already located
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underground.” H31M2 does not comply since all proposed non-antenna equipment will not be
placed underground.
E4 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[s]hall be concealed within a shroud that has been painted and textured to be
consistent with other existing natural or manmade features in the public rights-of-way near the
location where the infrastructure is to be located.” H31M2 does not comply, as the stark green
color of the “concealment shroud” of the integrated steel pole portion of the monopole does not
blend in at all with the brown wood fence along the property line and the smooth texture of the
“concealment shroud,” as well as the brighter green color does not blend with the color or
texture of the large tree adjacent to the site and is therefore not “consistent with other existing
natural or manmade features in the public rights-of-way near the location where the
infrastructure is to be located.”
E6 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public rights-of-way”
“shall not be permitted with any individual antenna that exceeds three cubic feet in volume” and
that “the volume calculation shall include the antenna, any radios physically integrated with the
antenna, any mounting hardware and any shroud or radome.” H31M2 does not comply, as the
canister antenna alone is 4.7 cubic feet in volume.
E7 requires that for “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way...all accessory equipment installed above ground level shall not cumulatively
exceed...nine cubic feet in volume if installed in a residential district” and that “the volume
calculation shall include any shroud, cabinet or other concealment device used in connection
with the accessory equipment.” Some, but not all of the “accessory equipment installed above
ground level” for H31M2 includes:
● Canister antenna: 4.7 cubic feet
● Equipment cabinet: 27.6 cubic feet
● Meter pedestal: 2.5 cubic feet
● Integrated steel pole: 11.2 cubic feet
The cumulative volume of just the above equipment is 46 cubic feet, or 511% of the permitted
volume, so H31M2 does not comply with E7.
E9 requires that for “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[t]he city manager shall not approve a separate ground-mounted electric meter
pedestal.” H31M2 does not comply since it includes a ground-mounted meter pedestal.
E10 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[s]hall not permanently displace any landscaping or cause any street trees to be
trimmed, damaged or displaced” as well as that “new infrastructure and/or associated
equipment shall not prevent the planting or replanting of a street tree in the future.” However
H31M2 may not comply, as the arborist report from December 2020 conducted by Tucker Tree
Consulting, LLC, explicitly lists that "pruning may be necessary to accommodate the installation
of the pole." More importantly though, H31M2 does not comply with E10, as pole structure and
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the pedestal meter will both prevent planting of future street trees in their footprint, as well as 60’
of trenching along the right of way proposed by the applicant to connect the proposed
installation with power, or the trenching in the right of way to provide the proposed site with fiber
(currently of unknown distance at this time based on provided project schematics).
E20 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[s]hall not be permitted in any location that is closer to any residential dwelling
than the average front yard setback for properties within 500 feet from the proposed site,” for
H31M2, the “average front yard setback for properties within 500 feet from the proposed site” as
calculated by Hillsborough Town staff is 40.17 feet, however there is a residential structure at
492 Pullman Rd only 25 feet from the proposed site, so H31M2 does not comply.
G requires that “[t]he ground-mounted components of a WCF or other infrastructure shall,
whether on private property or within the public the rights -of-way” comply with the below
criteria:
● G1: “to the extent permitted above ground, shall otherwise be shrouded and painted and
textured (or wrapped) to blend with the streetscape and landscape around the site,”
however the bright green color of the pedestal meter and equipment cabinet do not
blend in with the brown fence behind both in the right of way, as the sparse vegetation
intended to conceal the ground mounted equipment does a very poor job, so therefore
H31M2 does not comply.
● G1: “Whenever possible, above ground equipment components should be placed behind
landscaped features in the right-of-way to further conceal the equipment and blend in
with the surroundings,” however the pedestal meter or the equipment cabinet are right
along the right of way and are still very visible despite the landscaping intended to
conceal both, therefore H31M2 does not comply.
● G4: “Equipment shrouds at the base of a pole shall...not exceed 24 inches wide on any
side and 48 inches high,” however the equipment shroud at the base of the pole is
35.75”, so H31M2 does not comply.
Because H31M2 does not comply with G1 or G4, it cannot comply with over-arching section G.
J requires that “WCFs and other infrastructure deployments shall be designed and located to
minimize the impact on the surrounding neighborhood, and to maintain the character and
appearance of the town, consistent with other provisions of the Code and this policy. To that
end, WCFs and other infrastructure deployments should.”
● J1: “[e]mploy the smallest and lowest profile equipment,” however we know from H30m1
that smaller 2.3 cubic foot antennas are available (vs.the 4.7 cubic foot antennas in
H31M2) as well as the radio shroud box comes in a much smaller size (model
SHRD52-107) from the same manufacturer, as viewed on their website.
● J1: be “placed in the least conspicuous location when viewed from properties from which
the WCF is visible,” however the proposed installation is 35’ tall and stark green in color,
making it visible from at a minimum 492 & 500 Pullman Rd as well as 3465 & 3480
Ralston Ave..
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●

J2: “[a]ccommodate collocation or other future expansions or modifications to the extent
feasible and consistent with the other design requirements of this policy,” however based
on Crown Castle’s own comments during the proposed tower site hearing during May
and June 2021, we know H31M2 will not support collocation.
● J3: “[b]e consistent with the general plan,” however the “E. Goals, Policies and Actions”
in the “Land Use Element” section of the 2005 Hillsborough General Plan lists the goals
and policies:
○ “Goal LU-1 Provide for the preservation and enhancement of the Town’s unique
residential character.”
○ Policy LU-1.1: Maintain the character of the Town’s neighborhoods.
○ Goal LU-2 Provide for orderly development in a manner compatible with the
existing character of Hillsborough.
○ Policy LU-2.2: Continue to review new development proposals to ensure that
they do not overwhelm their sites or their neighborhood.
A 35’, stark green monopole situated plainly visible along the right of way for both nearby
homes as well as countless drivers in a high traffic area does not “[p]rovide for the
preservation and enhancement of the Town’s unique residential character,” “[m]aintain
the character of the Town’s neighborhoods,” or “[p]rovide for orderly development in a
manner compatible with the existing character of Hillsborough,” etc.
Based on the above points of non-compliance, H31M2 does not comply with J, J1, J2 or J3.
K requires that “all portions of [a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment affixed to a support
structure shall be designed to blend in or be screened from view in a manner consistent with the
support structure 's architectural style, color and materials, when viewed from any part of the
town,” however H31M2 does not comply, as the stark green proposed monopole is clearly
visible from the street in either direction and neighboring properties, such as 492 & 500 Pullman
Rd, and is not “concealed” in any capacity, and therefore the proposed installation is not
“screened from view...when viewed from any part of the town.”
P requires that “all new wireless towers and base stations shall be concealed. The installation of
an unconcealed wireless tower or base station is prohibited.” Hillsborough Municipal Code
section 15.32.020 (Definitions) notes that a “"[c]amouflaged or concealed WCF" means a
wireless communications facility that (i) is integrated as an architectural feature of an existing
structure such as (but not limited to) a cupola, or (ii) is integrated in an outdoor fixture such as
(but not limited to) a flagpole; or (iii) uses a design which mimics and is consistent with nearby
natural, or architectural features, or is incorporated into or replaces existing permitted facilities
(including but not limited to stop signs or other traffic signs or freestanding light standards) so
that the presence of the WCF is not readily apparent.” H31M2 does not comply, as the design of
the proposed installation is not such to ensure the “presence of the WCF is not readily
apparent,” as the stark green matchstick monopole is visually prominent as it towers over the
wood fence behind it as well as the pole’s height advantage versus the sparse surrounding
vegetation.
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Q requires that “[a]ll cables and connectors for telephone, data backhaul, primary electric and
other similar utilities must be routed underground in conduits large enough to accommodate
future facilities,” however H31M2 may not comply with Q, as the applicant has provided no
evidence to support that the underground conduits they will install are “large enough to
accommodate future facilities,” or that power or fiber for the proposed installation will be “routed
underground” exclusively, as the applicant notes in the application materials that “POWER AND
FIBER, WHERE NOT AVAILABLE OVERHEAD, WILL BE EXTENDED UNDERGROUND.”
Q also requires that the “approval authority shall not approve new overhead utility lines or
service drops merely because compliance with the undergrounding requirements would
increase the project cost,” however since the applicant notes in the application materials that
“POWER AND FIBER, WHERE NOT AVAILABLE OVERHEAD, WILL BE EXTENDED
UNDERGROUND,” H31M2 may not comply with Q, as the applicant may install overhead power
or fiber, as cited in their application materials.
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H32 / Chiltern Rd
C5 requires that “equipment placed above ground, whether pole-mounted or ground-mounted ,
shall be placed so as to avoid, to the extent technically feasible, prominent visibility from the
driveways, entryways and windows associated with residential dwellings.” As the applicant did
not provide any tangible evidence that it would be technically infeasible to place H32 in a
location where it does not have “prominent visibility from the driveways, entryways and windows
associated with residential dwellings,” H32 does not comply since it is prominently visible from
the driveway of 255 Ridgeway Rd, as well as other residential dwellings.
E3 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public rights-of-way”
“Shall not, with respect to its pole-mounted components, protrude from the surface of the pole
more than 18 inches.” H32 does not comply, as the antenna shroud is 15.11 inches deep, but
also mounted 4 inches from the surface of the utility pole, so it protrudes a total of 19.11 inches
from the surface of the pole.
E4 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public rights-of-way:”
● “Shall be concealed within a shroud that has been painted and textured to be consistent
with other existing natural or manmade features in the public rights-of-way near the
location where the infrastructure is to be located,” H32 does not comply, as the canister
antenna, radio shroud box and other equipment are painted a darker brown that is
mismatched with the greenery surrounding the utility pole it is mounted to, also making it
stand out visually to pedestrians and cars and is therefore not “consistent with other
existing natural or manmade features in the public rights-of-way near the location where
the infrastructure is to be located.”
● “All antennas and associated mounting equipment, hardware, cables or other connecters
must be completely concealed within an opaque antenna shroud or radome,” however
H32 does not comply as the cables are within a conduit running up the support structure
from the ground and not “concealed within an opaque antenna shroud or radome.”
● “The antenna shroud or radome must be painted a flat, non-reflective color to match the
underlying support structure,” however H32 does not comply, as the antenna and
equipment shrouds are painted a much darker brown vs. the lighter brown of the utility
pole support structure.
● “Shrouds or radomes must taper to the pole or other support structure,” however H32
does not comply, as neither the antenna shroud nor equipment shroud taper to the utility
pole.
Based on failure to comply with all factors listed in E4, H32 does not comply with E4.
E6 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public rights-of-way”
“shall not be permitted with any individual antenna that exceeds three cubic feet in volume” and
that “the volume calculation shall include the antenna, any radios physically integrated with the
antenna, any mounting hardware and any shroud or radome.” H32 does not comply, as the
canister antenna alone is 4.7 cubic feet in volume.
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E7 requires that for “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way...all accessory equipment installed above ground level shall not cumulatively
exceed...nine cubic feet in volume if installed in a residential district” and that “the volume
calculation shall include any shroud, cabinet or other concealment device used in connection
with the accessory equipment.” Some, but not all of the “accessory equipment installed above
ground level” for H32 includes:
● Canister antenna: 4.7 cubic feet
● Equipment shroud: 9.2 cubic feet
● Meter enclosure: 0.8 cubic feet
The cumulative volume of just the above equipment is 14.7 cubic feet, or 163% of the permitted
volume, so H32 does not comply with E7.
E9 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[s]hall use flat-rate electric service or other method that obviates the need for a
separate above-grade electric meter. If flat-rate service is not available, applicants may install a
shrouded smart meter.” H32 does not comply since it includes a pole-mounted (“above grade”)
smart meter that is also not shrouded..
E10 requires that “[a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public
rights-of-way…[s]hall not permanently displace any landscaping or cause any street trees to be
trimmed, damaged or displaced” as well as that “new infrastructure and/or associated
equipment shall not prevent the planting or replanting of a street tree in the future.” However
H32 may not comply, as the arborist report from December 2020 conducted by Tucker Tree
Consulting, LLC, explicitly lists that "pruning may be necessary to accommodate the installation
of the pole."
F requires that “[t]he pole-mounted components of [a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment
on a streetlight, traffic signal, utility pole or similar support structure shall, whether on private
property or within the public the rights-of-way:”
● F2: “Be consistent with the size and shape of pole-mounted equipment installed on utility
poles near the WCF or other infrastructure deployment,” however H32 does not comply,
as most utility poles in the vicinity have only cylindrical canisters mounted to pole (if
anything), which are much smaller than the rectangular pole mounted shroud proposed
as well as none have anything resembling the canister antenna mounted on the top of
the pole.
● F3: “Any gap between pole-mounted equipment and the pole must be covered by
opaque panels (or "wings") that are integrated into the equipment shroud and conceal
the gap,” however H32 does not comply, as it does not include any opaque panels.
● F4: “Be placed and oriented to minimize the overall visual profile when viewed from
properties that abut the public rights-of-way,” however H32 does not comply, as there is
no screening for 360 degrees related to the pole top mounted antenna, making it fully
visible from the driveway of 255 Ridgeway Rd or the backyard of 915 Link Rd..
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●

F4: “If all orientations would be equally visible from abutting properties as determined by
the city manager, and no existing signage can conceal the attachments, the default
orientation will be away from the view of oncoming traffic on the side of the street where
the installation is proposed,” however H32 does not comply, as there is no screening for
360 degrees related to the pole top mounted antenna, making it visible to traffic from all
directions when approaching via Chiltern Rd or Ridgeway Rd.
● F5: “Not involve external conduits or risers,” however H32 does not comply, as there are
2 external conduits, one for power and one for fiber.
● F5: “All cables, wires and other connectors must be routed through conduits within the
pole, and all conduit attachments, cables, wires and other connectors must be
concealed from public view,” however H32 does not comply, as the conduits are external
and not “within the pole.”
● F5: “To the extent that cables, wires and other connectors cannot be routed through the
pole, applicants shall route them through a single external conduit or shroud that has
been finished to match the underlying support structure,” however H32 does not comply,
as there are two conduits, one for power and one for fiber.
● F6: “Shall be centered on the pole and no wider than 1.5 times the diameter of the
pole,” however H32 does not comply, as 1.5 times the pole diameter is 16 inches (as
noted by Hillsborough Public Works Director Paul Willis during the June 12th, 2021
public hearing) but the pole mounted shroud is 22 inches wide.
● F7: “Shall be mounted so that the lowest portion of the lowest attachment is no less than
eight feet above the established grade,” however H32 does not comply, as the bottom of
the new pole mounted meter is only 7’6” “above the established grade.”
Based on the above, H32 does not comply with F2, F3, F4, F5, F6 and F7.
J requires that “WCFs and other infrastructure deployments shall be designed and located to
minimize the impact on the surrounding neighborhood, and to maintain the character and
appearance of the town, consistent with other provisions of the Code and this policy. To that
end, WCFs and other infrastructure deployments should.”
● J1: “[e]mploy the smallest and lowest profile equipment,” however we know from H30M1
that smaller 2.3 cubic foot antennas are available (vs.the 4.7 cubic foot antennas in H32)
as well as the radio shroud box comes in a much smaller size (model SHRD52-107)
from the same manufacturer, as viewed on their website.
● J1: be “placed in the least conspicuous location when viewed from properties from which
the WCF is visible,” however the proposed installation will be at the top of an existing
utility pole with minimal visual screening, making it visible from at a minimum 915 Link
Rd, 255 Ridgeway Rd as well as 883 & 935 Chiltern Rd.
● J2: “[a]ccommodate collocation or other future expansions or modifications to the extent
feasible and consistent with the other design requirements of this policy,” however based
on Crown Castle’s own comments during the proposed tower site hearing during May
and June 2021, we know H32 will not support collocation.
● J3: “[b]e consistent with the general plan,” however the “E. Goals, Policies and Actions”
in the “Land Use Element” section of the 2005 Hillsborough General Plan lists the goals
and policies:
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○

“Goal LU-1 Provide for the preservation and enhancement of the Town’s unique
residential character.”
○ Policy LU-1.1: Maintain the character of the Town’s neighborhoods.
○ Goal LU-2 Provide for orderly development in a manner compatible with the
existing character of Hillsborough.
○ Policy LU-2.2: Continue to review new development proposals to ensure that
they do not overwhelm their sites or their neighborhood.
An already 30’+ utility pole with a newly added antenna with minimal screening that
towers over the right of way, making it visible to both nearby homes as well as countless
drivers in a high traffic area does not “[p]rovide for the preservation and enhancement of
the Town’s unique residential character,” “[m]aintain the character of the Town’s
neighborhoods,” or “[p]rovide for orderly development in a manner compatible with the
existing character of Hillsborough,” etc.
Based on the above points of non-compliance, H32 does not comply with J, J1, J2 or J3.
K requires that “all portions of [a] WCF or other infrastructure deployment affixed to a support
structure shall be designed to blend in or be screened from view in a manner consistent with the
support structure's architectural style, color and materials, when viewed from any part of the
town,” however H32 does not comply, as the large brown canister antenna is clearly visible from
the street in any direction as well as neighboring properties, such as 255 Ridgeway Rd as well
as 883 & 935 Chiltern Rd, and therefore the proposed installation is not “screened from
view...when viewed from any part of the town.”
K also requires that “[v]isible surfaces on WCFs and other infrastructure deployments shall be
painted and textured or otherwise camouflaged to match the color and texture of the support
structure on which they are mounted,” however H32 again does not comply, as the canister
antenna, radio shroud box and other equipment are painted a darker brown that is mismatched
with the lighter color of the utility pole the equipment is mounted on, as well as all being smooth
in texture, texture that clearly does not match with that of the natural wood of the utility pole.
Q requires that “[a]ll cables and connectors for telephone, data backhaul, primary electric and
other similar utilities must be routed underground in conduits large enough to accommodate
future facilities,” however H32 may not comply with Q, as the applicant has provided no
evidence to support that the underground conduits they will install are “large enough to
accommodate future facilities,” or that power or fiber for the proposed installation will be “routed
underground” exclusively, as the applicant notes in the application materials that “POWER AND
FIBER, WHERE NOT AVAILABLE OVERHEAD, WILL BE EXTENDED UNDERGROUND.”
Q also requires that the “approval authority shall not approve new overhead utility lines or
service drops merely because compliance with the undergrounding requirements would
increase the project cost,” however since the applicant notes in the application materials that
“POWER AND FIBER, WHERE NOT AVAILABLE OVERHEAD, WILL BE EXTENDED
UNDERGROUND,” H32 may not comply with Q, as the applicant may install overhead power or
fiber, as cited in their application materials.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hillsborough Citizens Alliance
Wireless Comments; Al Royse; Christine Krolik; Larry May; Marie Chuang; Sophie Cole; Ann Ritzma; Paul Willis;
Christopher Diaz
Opposed to Crown Castle"s 13 Applications
Monday, June 28, 2021 2:43:14 PM

Mayor Royes, Vice Mayor Krolik and Council Members,
Hillsborough Citizens Alliance restates its opposition to Crown Castle's proposed 13 WCF
applications and urges Hillsborough City Council to reject them.
* Improving cell coverage in Hillsborough is NOT dependent on Council approving the
13 Crown Castle applications. In fact, a decision to approve these applications is
misguided, illegal and harmful to residents. Equally important, such a decision
significantly guts Hillsborough's ability to control its own destiny when it comes to any
carrier – any vendor – wishing to do business in Hillsborough.
* The Crown Castle applications violate Hillsborough’s existing laws.  Based on HCA’s
analysis, each of the proposed 13 wireless installations violates on average 54% of applicable
design standards, over 200 actual violations.
* The Crown Castle applications are incomplete: no evidence was provided by Crown
Castle regarding the Town’s laws serving an effective prohibition. In fact, CTC even said
so explicitly in its report. Equally important, these applications violate CEQA! The Town
said itself they cannot act on a permit unless the applicant has either secured approval on
CEQA grounds or secured an exemption. That’s what they argued in their 2017 denial yet
they are not following that now.
* None of the proposed Crown Caslte towers accommodates colocation, a central tenet of
our existing laws. Lack of colocation means cell towers will begin sprouting up everywhere
not only from AT&T and TMobile/Sprint, but from Verizon as well. Important to remember
that these Crown Castle towers do NOT demonstrate significantly improved coverage.
Verizon, through CC, will seek more towers. If Council approves these applications, we can
and should expect approving these applications will result in dozens more cell
towers. Hillsborough will be home to a cell tower farm and residents’ homes will be
subject to cell tower roulette.
* Approving these Crown Castle applications results in towers being placed too close to
homes – as close as 25’ from homes. This is NOT a nimby (or FOMY) issue. This is, and
always has been, am OUR COMMUNITY and OUR VALUES issue. Hillsborough City
Council, with a vote to approve these applications, will set a dangerous precedent that
new towers will, similarly, be placed much too close to homes. Council has wrongly and
irresponsibly dismissed the Los Altos Hills 200’ setback requirements and the plan furnished
by a Hillsborough resident who is an expert in both cell technology and cell equipment that
places towers 150’ from Hillsborough residents' homes.
* Hillsborough City Council claims that what is guiding its decision to approve these Crown
Castle applications is safety. Yet, lack of backup power makes these towers useless in a
natural disaster like fire or earthquake. Additionally, with only 3 out of 10 people
subscribing to Verizon in the United States, the majority of residents (AT&T and TMobile/Sprint subscribers) will be "left in the dark" in an emergency according to City
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Council's logic on safety, since none of the proposed sites will support colocation.
* Hillsborough City Council's eagerness to side with and yield to Crown Castle against
its own citizens makes Hillsborough easy pickings for the next carrier – or vendor – to
come in and sue the town and falsely claim effective prohibition.
* Instead of spending the last year negotiating with Crown Castle to the detriment of residents,
Council should have invested time and resources on designing a wireless plan that could have
fast-tracked approvals for carriers and their proxies. Hillsborough City Council abdicated its
responsibilities to be proactive and to protect residents' property rights and values. It is not
too late save Hillsborough from a grave consequence. City Council should terminate the
settlement agreement with Crown Castle and work with residents to craft a plan that will
work for ALL residents.
* Evidence has been amply provided by half a dozen of the most accomplished real estate
brokers that properties located adjacent to cell towers will devalue 10%-20%.
Now is the time to follow through on what is best for Hillsborough not just today or tomorrow
but for the future: Rescind the settlement agreement with Crown Castle, convene a Town
meeting during which residents can air all the issues, hire a qualified technical consultant to
guide Hillsborough to a wireless plan that keeps towers 150' from homes. This is the
responsible thing to do.
Respectfully Submitted,
Larry Friedberg & Tim Guleri, Co-founders
Hillsborough Citizens Alliance
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alan Liu
Wireless Comments
Opposition to H32
Monday, June 28, 2021 2:44:25 PM

Dear Mr. Mayor, Ms. Vice Mayor and City Council Members,
We are writing to reiterate our objection to the placement of a cell tower on a new
steel monopole at the Chiltern & Ridgeway island, at the poles at 935 Chiltern or 915
Link Road, or any existing poles in the immediate vicinity.
Placing a cell tower in this area would materially damage the value of our home and
the homes around us. Additionally, this is a busy 3-way intersection with 5 homes
under 100 ft away, and several much closer. It's not going to be possible for a 35'
tower to blend in at this site.
Worse, if you add a new steel monopole, there will be 3 different towers in a 75 ft
radius which is absolutely hideous and completely counter to the Town’s design
standards.
Crown Castle does not seem to be flexible on identifying an alternate site for their cell
tower. The site proposed by concerned residents at the less densely populated 825
Chiltern Road is only .2 miles from their original location. This should be workable for
them. I appreciate that Crown Castle's proposed site is optimal for their purposes, but
it is difficult to imagine a site that is in closer proximity to so many homes than this
busy intersection.
It is feasible to provide better cell service without destroying the beauty of our
neighborhood or the value of our homes. Please reject H-32 and do the right thing for
your citizens.
Alan and Samara Liu
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Patrick Shannon
Al Royse; Marie Chuang; Laurence May; Christine Krolik; Sophie Cole
Lisa Natusch; Ann Ritzma
Patrick Shannon comment letter for special meeting June 28
Monday, June 28, 2021 2:58:22 PM

Councilmembers:
The Council cannot invoke effective prohibition as the basis for making exceptions to Hillsborough’s law.
The Council cannot override its own laws based on conjecture about potential violations with federal law. Local
and state laws can only be overriden by a court or modified by legislation. It cannot be done by administrative fiat
during permit review.
To do so would violate state law. State law says local government zoning law changes cannot be done except by
ordinance. The law of equal dignity says that amendments to local zoning laws can only be done by ordinance.
To do so would also violate the federal Telcommunications Act. The Act authorizes parties to petition the FCC or a
federal district court to override a local ordinance for effectively prohibiting the applicant’s right to stand up a
network. It does not authorize local government agencies to override local law itself. A local agency cannot usurp
the judicial function.
To do so would also violate the supremacy clause. Preemption of local laws is a power of the federal government.
A local agency cannot refuse to enforce its own law based on a conflict with federal law unless a federal court first
finds that it is necessary to rectify an actual violation of federal law.
For this proposition, I refer you to the case League of Residential Neighborhood Advocates v. City of Los Angeles
decided by the 9th Circuit federal appeals court in 2007. 498 F.3d 1052 (9th Cir. 2007).
In League, the City of LA’s action to approve a synagogue in a residential-only area on the City’s own interpretation
that the federal religious land use law commanded it was struck down by the Ninth Circuit. The Ninth Circuit held
that a local agency cannot override its own laws in the name of conformity with federal law.
A local agency cannot do so at all and any attempt to solemnize it by incorporating it into a settlement agreement
does not cure the defect. By contrast, a federal district court could require a local agency to override local law but
only after a local agency denied a permit and only if the federal court determined that it was necessary to rectify a
violation of federal law.
As expressed by the Ninth Circuit: “Before approving any settlement agreement that authorizes a state or municipal
entity to disregard its own statutes in the name of federal law, a district court must find that there has been or will be
an actual violation of that federal law.” … “Absent a finding that federal law was violated or would be violated, the
district court could not approve a settlement agreement that authorized the City to disregard its own zoning
ordinances. Since no such finding was made, the Settlement Agreement is invalid and unenforceable.”
The Town’s outside counsel Joe Van Eaton argued at the last hearing that the authority for Hillsborough to override
its own wireless laws on the basis of a potential conflict with the federal law is Hillsborough code Section 080 E to
avoid an effective prohibition. But the Town can’t circumvent federal law restrictions on local agencies overriding
local law by passing an ordinance any more than it can by executing a settlement agreement.
The Hillsborough ordinance is infirm to the extent it is interpreted to allow the Town to countermand its own laws
on its own conjecture about how it would work a potential violation of federal law. Otherwise, that would allow the
Council in its enforcement capacity to treat its own laws as optional simply by mouthing the words effective
prohibition.
That would be an absurd construction of the law.
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It would allow the Town to grant a permit for a synagogue in town based on its own speculation, however flawed,
that to deny it would violate the federal Religious Land Use law.
It would allow the Town to issue a permit to Starbucks for coffee kiosks in strictly residential areas around town on
its say so that to deny the permit would work a prohibition on the right to commerce.
It would allow the Town to grant assault weapons permits in Town on the theory that to deny them would abridge
the second amendment.
Such an interpretation would allow the Town to re-write the laws in permit review. That is plainly impermissible.
Since the Council has signaled that any decision to approve towers in the rights of way is predicated on its own
assertion of what exceptions should be made in the name of federal law, any such approval would be invalid and
unenforceable.
The Town’s only legal option is to enforce its own law and deny the towers.
Yours truly,
Patrick Shannon
P.S. Please enter my comments into the public record.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eunice Scherer
Wireless Comments
Comments for today’s town council mtg
Monday, June 28, 2021 3:01:06 PM

I find it truly disgusting and appalling that our very own town council members lack the
integrity to do what is right for the residents of Hillsborough, the very people they are
supposed to represent. Al Royse, Sophie Cole and Christine Krolik, during your Preelection discussions with HCA you stated that a “reset” was in order and that community
input was needed before any cell tower applications were approved. Your lack of
engagement with the community since your election and your inability to see right from
wrong is not my idea of a “reset”.  
Now is the time to act in good conscience, town council members, and vote to deny the
CC applications as they stand because not only do they violate our town’s design
standards but approving them will open the floodgates for more cells towers to be built
too close to our homes and children in this beautiful town.
Concerned resident,
Eunice Scherer

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

MARK CHURCH
Wireless Comments; Al Royse; Christine Krolik; Larry May; Marie Chuang; Sophie Cole; Christopher Diaz; Sarah
Fleming
Opposition to H27 and other proposed Towers
Monday, June 28, 2021 3:01:58 PM

Dear Mr. Mayor and Members of the Council:
My family and I reside at
and the proposed H27 Tower.

, near the town-owned water tanks

The community has demonstrated its desire for a well thought-out plan that improves
coverage in a responsible way with towers and other wireless infrastructure that blend
in with the town's rural character and that are located away from homes. The
community is willing to work with Crown Castle to develop a plan that benefits
everyone. The proposed plan benefits a few, but is a burden to others.
Crown Castle can now demonstrate its desire to be a good community partner. It can
start by waiving the 60 day shot clock, and seriously exploring other viable alternative
locations, even if that would require re-noticing the entire process. A good community
partner would realize that it is better to incur the time and expense now and work with
the community to do it right.
Crown Castle's proposed towers are too close to our homes and violate a number of
local municipal codes and design standards. Also, they fail to comply with the
CPUC's regulation requiring 72 hours of backup power, and under the proposed plan,
colocation is not possible.
The H27 Tower is flawed for a number of reasons.
It violates almost 70% of applicable design standards and fails to meet the goal, in the
general plan, of preserving the town's rural character. It's too close to our homes at
48 feet from the nearest home. And it will reach a height of 55 feet. That far exceeds
the current height limit of 32 feet.
Your staff has advised you that the design standards do not apply to town-owned
property. We can certainly debate the legal issue of whether those standards apply,
but the end result is that the adverse impact on the surrounding properties is very real
if you choose to accept that advice and approve the tower. Further, the adverse
impact on property values is also very real.   
The Marlborough water tank site is one of the smallest parcels in town, with no
screening, and is already jam-packed with two large water tanks, two accessory
buildings and assorted equipment, It has been used by the Town as a storage facility
for stacks of pipe and other items. It's not a viable location to add more
infrastructure. Intensifying the use of this already over-burdened lot will only
exacerbate an already unattractive and aesthetically displeasing facility.
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I find it incomprehensible that staff has attempted to justify the proposed H27
application by advising you that "similar infrastructure [was] installed to which the
community has become accustomed." I can assure you that no one has grown
accustomed to the additional unsightly infrastructure and industrial supplies placed on
the site by the town.  
The proposed 55 foot pole with approximately nine cubic feet of equipment will be
obtrusive and an unsightly, and will intensify an already burdened parcel. The
proposed pole's prominent position facing the street near the front of the parcel,
together with the pole mounted components, will be clearly visible from surrounding
properties and oncoming traffic on Marlborough Road, in violation of the Town's goals
and policies.   
The intent and goal of the General Plan is to preserve and enhance the Town's
unique residential and rural character. The proposed H27 application fails to satisfy
that intent.
I urge you to uphold your general plan, to do what is in the best interests of all the
people, and to find that Crown Castle has failed to meet its burden of showing that its
proposed proposed facilities are the least intrusive alternative.
Sincerely,
Mark Church
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Larry Friedberg
Wireless Comments; Al Royse; Christine Krolik; Larry May; Marie Chuang; Sophie Cole; Ann Ritzma; Paul Willis;
Lisa Natusch; Christopher Diaz
Opposed to Crown Castle Applications
Monday, June 28, 2021 3:03:46 PM

Mayor, Vice Mayor and Council Members,
In tonight's Agenda package, Council and Staff have deceptively and cynically twisted words
and intent of the many residents who oppose Crown Castle's 13 applications for wireless
towers in Hillsborough. An expressed wish to improve cell coverage in Hillsborough is NOT
an endorsement of nor a compelling reason to approve Crown Castle's proposed 13-tower
plan.
Instead of spending the last year and a half merely negotiating away Hillsborough citizens'
property rights behind closed doors with Crown Castle, that time should have been spent
bringing citizens together in a public meeting to air out all the issues, hiring qualified cell
technology and equipment people with the directive to help us come up with a feasible plan
that keeps towers 150' from homes and updating our design standards in a responsible way.
It's not too late. I urge you to do the right thing by denying the 13 applications. It's not too
late to be heroic.
Thank you,
Larry Friedberg
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Josh B
Wireless Comments
Sophie Cole; Marie Chuang; Christine Krolik; Larry May; Al Royse
Vote to deny the application for H27m3/Marlborough tank site
Monday, June 28, 2021 3:05:14 PM

I write to request the denial of the proposed application H27m3 related to a new wireless
installation on the Marlborough water tank site for the following reasons:
1. This tower is too close to homes at 48 feet from the nearest home, my home, and
despite the smaller setbacks in this area, the proposed installation fails the 500 foot
average setback rule (54 feet). In addition the Town was previously concerned about a
proposed Crown Castle tower 200 feet from The Bridge School and requested it be
moved, but yet feels comfortable placing installation only 50 feet from homes with
school-aged children; how many children need to live in my home before you are
concerned?
2. The Marlborough water tank site is one of the smallest parcels in town in general at a
quarter acre, is already jammed full of 2 massive water tanks, 2 accessory buildings and
more, all situated in a tightly packed residential area, making it a poor candidate for
another large piece of infrastructure.
3. As well, this tank site has terrible aesthetic elements in place, which coupled with the
current and proposed wireless installations at the front of the tank site along the road
and minimal to no visual screening, even if just compared to all the other water tank
sites, you will make an already industrial looking parcel even less aesthetically
appropriate.
4. Based on the report I provided from a certified arborist trusted by the Town, Crown
Castle's build plan for this site includes 4' wide trench for 30+ feet along my property
line which will likely result in full tree failure with my home and family being the
target which could result in personal injury or even the loss of life.
Myself and others have provided you with multiple nearby alternative sites for a potential
wireless installation away from homes, so either deny the application for this site or find an
alternative location. While an alternative location may not be 100% ideal for Crown Castle,
this is a shared burden situation as described by Mayor Royse, and Crown Castle must be
forced to share the burden of a slightly less optimal location that preserves our town's
aesthetics and keeps towers away from homes, while also providing improved coverage.
Additionally, at a minimum, clearly more thought needs to be given to the H27M3 site
location, as it seems inexcusable that an entire area like Lakeview, which H27m3 is the closest
proposed site to, will see no improvement in even just Verzion coverage as part of this plan.
Additionally, I encourage you to deny all 13 applications, as overall this plan is very poorly
thought out from the perspective of our residents; many clamor for additional towers for
improved safety in an emergency, not knowing tha (1) these new sites will be non-functioning
in a loss of power situation and (2) they will only support Verizon, by far the smallest of the 3
major carriers in the USA.
Where is the safety in this plan for the 70% of people not using Verizon* or living in the large
swathes of areas of town like Lakeview, near Summit @ Skyline and even right near Town
Hall that will still have "poor" (according to Crown Castle) coverage based on their own
coverage maps even after the 13 proposed sites are installed?
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Regards,
Josh Burns
* see information on wireless subscriber share
at https://www.statista.com/statistics/199359/market-share-of-wireless-carriers-in-the-us-bysubscriptions/ is interested; Verizon is only 29%
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

WILSON LEUNG
Wireless Comments
Cell towers
Monday, June 28, 2021 3:46:13 PM

To whom it may concern:
I am the resident at
and I am very much in support of installing cell towers in the area. The
current cell phone service in our neighborhood is very poor and creates an immediate danger due to the inability to
contact police or emergency services when they are needed. This is especially true with wildfires and burglaries on
the rise.
I can see no reason to further delay for the installation of this essential infrastructure. Anyone who claims that there
are health hazards related to the cell phone towers clearly do not have any issue with these towers in other parts of
the bay area or the world for that matter. It is hard to imagine that Hillsborough should be the only town in the Bay
Area without good cell service because of some perceived health issue which is blatantly untrue.
I am fully supportive of implementing the current cell tower plans that are being proposed.
Thank you.
Best,
Wilson Leung
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Natalie Louie Kao
Wireless Comments
Edward Kao
Cellular coverage in Hillsborough
Monday, June 28, 2021 3:51:17 PM

Hello Hillsborough Council,
We are residents and wanted to put in our support for increased cellular coverage in Hillsborough because 1) home
security systems run on cellular and with increased crime during Covid this has become more important than ever
and 2) Ed Kao is a physician, and the hospital reaches him through hospital issued cell phones and he’s already
missed important calls and messages. He was also the physician on call for months at a time during Covid and
needs to address not only patient emergencies but hospital wide emergencies.
Having no cellular coverage is and will continue to cost potential lives.
Please increase cellular coverage.
Thank you,
Ed Kao
Natalie Kao
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wireless Comments
Hi Al,Sophie and others
Monday, June 28, 2021 3:52:14 PM

Please don’t approve the placement of the cell tower so close to my house.   Thanks!   Joe Kahn.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gary Goodman
Wireless Comments
H31 Cell tower from Master Window
Monday, June 28, 2021 4:03:01 PM

Mayor and Council Members. This is a photo from the upstairs window of the Ralston and
Pullman residence across the street from the proposed H31 tower. The pole will literally be in
the center of the window “frame” view. You can also see how close the pole will be to the
ADU unit located behind the pole (approx. 25 ft.). This pole could not really be much more
intrusive to a neighborhood. Please decline and/or relocate this pole.
Begin forwarded message:
From: Gary Goodman
Subject: Cell pole view from master
Date: June 28, 2021 at 3:56:34 PM PDT
To: Gary Goodman

Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Mike Folgner
Wireless Comments
Families in support of better cellular coverage
Monday, June 28, 2021 4:41:00 PM
IMG_7926

I've submitted comments prior to this myself, please see this video message from my daughter
in support of better wireless coverage so that we can more reliably communicate, especially at
North Elementary school.
Thanks,
Mike Folgner
Hillsborough resident,
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brittany Burns
Marie Chuang; Christine Krolik; Larry May; Al Royse; Wireless Comments
H27m3 - Request & Consideration
Thursday, July 1, 2021 1:03:48 PM

Dear Mayor Royse & City Council Members,
Thank you for your time earlier this week.
I appreciate the time and energy that you all have put into this topic. If I may make one
suggestion/request and one consideration.
Suggestion/Request:
I invite each of you into our home/yard at
. I would appreciate the
opportunity to host you all in our home to gain more perspective on the actual proposal at the
Marlborough site.
I presume each of you have completed a landscape project or home renovation at some point
and thus, you can appreciate how different the results are in real life (as opposed to a 3D
rendering or a photoshop image in Google maps). The renderings never do it justice.
At a minimum, I would encourage you to drive (both directions along Marlborough; east/west)
and park your car in front of our house to better understand the impact on this particular site.
As well as, see/visit the site from Black Mountain. We will gladly host you inside or in our
backyard as well, to further understand the impact.
Consideration:
I appreciate the guidance/feedback from both sides using the "do what is right" logic. I would
like to gently and politely remind our City Council members, that proponents of the wireless
installation, that reference their children's safety and the location of their children's Apple
watches - only have something to gain. There is only upside for those folks. These cell towers
do not get installed at their elementary schools, nor Vista Park, it doesn't go at the end of their
driveways....there is a disproportionate burden for some of us.
I realize that you have to balance the needs of everyone and support the minority - the
neighborhood group around the Marlborough site feel so strongly/adversely about the
installation on this property; please (please) work with Crown Castle to find an alternative
location.
Thank you for your consideration.
-Brittany Burns
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Grace Leung
Wireless Comments
In support of Hillsborough Cellular coverage and approval of Crown Castle plans
Monday, June 28, 2021 4:57:42 PM

Dear City Council,
I write in support of the Crown Castle plans for increasing cellular coverage, urgently needed
for safety reasons in our town.
  In listening to the past meetings
and public comments it is my perspective that:
It appears clear the provider has done a thorough job of trying to meet requirements and
guidelines for the proposals while opposition seems to take a “kicking the can down the curb"
strategic tactic of repeating statements at meetings that have already been discussed —
seemingly hoping as long as they uphold standards impossible to meet, the carrier will
hopefully give up on their applications. Meanwhile, each day passes where we are at risk for
being unable to place emergency phone calls in case of fire, car accidents, burglaries, bike
accidents by independent child bikers/walkers, and more.
We desperately need coverage NOW in the interest of safety for all-- in the
event of emergencies. Each day these decisions are delayed there is a risk
someone can't get coverage at a critical moment on our roads, when they'll need
it to save a life or prevent serious harm.
Residents need crucial communications during power outages--often cellular is
the only communication means during power outages; which is high risk as we
enter fire season and rolling outages are becoming normal events.
- We need to reach our kids and teachers near or at our schools -communications have been hindered regarding child whereabouts, special needs
children, COVID protocols, and more. As North Parent Group treasurer I have
seen that due to lack of cell coverage, public school staff have spent thousands
of dollars on some limited numbers of walkie talkies to ensure communication
on school
campuses
, taking away funds that can be used for educational materials and equipment—
and they still cannot afford them for all staff. While all staff already have
convenient cellphones- rendered useless due to poor coverage.

Finally, 21st century connectivity is the new normal of remote working.
Working residents are often expected to stay on hands-free teleconferences
continuously while leaving, entering or navigating around Hillsborough to get
children, to do their jobs and balance childcare.
Opponents frequently cite harmful emissions and decreased property values from the
equipment, however
there is extensive data on the safety of the equipment; and no evidence they
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have impact on property values.
The most cited opposition is appearances or that the proposal detracts from the town’s beauty,
the logic of which is puzzling due to the much more visually unappealing electrical structures,
poles and wires already around town, many on streets with the highest property values.
I urge the council to approve the proposals and not be swayed by delay tactics that essentially
put fears not grounded on science, and aesthetics, over public safety.
Thank you.
Grace Leung
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

William Uppington
Wireless Comments
Pls support a safer Hillsborough by voting yes on wireless tower approval
Monday, June 28, 2021 4:57:02 PM
Video_1
Video.

Hi I’m writing to voice my strong support for approving cell towers to improve our wireless
coverage.
The most important reason for better coverage is safety. Our residents and children are less safe
because we can’t reliably make phone calls. Ive experienced this personally when a child decided to
walk home without telling us. We couldn’t probably coordinate a search because our cell calls kept
on failing. Luckily it was ok but if a child was abducted or got lost they could be in more danger
because of bad cell coverage. A friend told me that they witnessed someone crash their bike and get
severely injured and they had to run to a couple of blocks to get good enough coverage to call an
ambulance. If an earthquake hits and people are trapped in the rubble many may die unnecessarily
because they can’t tell people where they are. Black swan events can happen and there is no doubt
that people could die because of poor coverage.
The arguments against towers are not reasonable. The idea that cell towers would noticeably reduce
home values is not backed by any evidence. It is as likely that overall home values are reduced
because everyone knows Hillsborough has terrible coverage. A small number of homes that maybe
could be impacted is not a reason to deny thousands life saving technology. Beautification arguments
are silly when we have hundreds of electric poles and wires already in our town. There is no
evidence that towers cause cancer.
Here are two videos from my children who are astounded that anyone could oppose better cell
coverage. Thank you for doing the right thing for all of Hillsborough and voting to approve better
cell coverage!
Will uppington
!
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maricar Pacquing
Wireless Comments
Videos from 11 y.o. Hillsborough Citizens in favor of the Cell Towers
Tuesday, June 29, 2021 8:55:35 AM

Hi Hillsborough Council,
I apologize for the delay but here is a video by son and his friends commenting on the need
for cell towers and improved cell service.
Please click here for the video- Jameson Pfeister, Deven and Soren Malhotra

Best,
PXL_20210629_154008730.mp4

Maricar Pacquing Pfeister
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Yuvraj Gill
Wireless Comments
Decision on H31
Wednesday, July 14, 2021 7:40:36 PM

Dear Council Members,
I went through the meeting minutes for the special town hall for the decision on the WCFs.
The decision on which location was approved had been left blank. Could you please share the
decision on the final location?
As I had shared earlier, while I was opposed to all locations, I was particular opposed to the
alternate locations given they are at an intersection, are in the front yard of 500 Pullman and
have over 4houses in extreme close vicinity.
Looking forward to hearing the final decision.
Thanks
Yuvi
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